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Origin of Springs and Rivers.
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subject is still involved in a
The theories which have been
the three following:
The conveyance of the water
ducts or canals, to the place

considerable degree of obscuchiefly invented to account for
of the ocean through subterrawhere the spriug flows out of

the earth, and the fountain on the river commences,

Water, howe

ever, could never in this simple manner, by any power we are ace
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quainted with, rise to the surface of the loftiest mountains, where
it is traced so abundantly. And to this hypothesis has consequently ©
_ been added that of subterraneous heats or fires, by which, the water
being rarefied, has been conceived to ascend through the bowels of
the mountains in the form of vapours, and to be &fterWards condensed, and once more rendered liquiescent. Yet no safticient proof

has hitherto been offered either of the existence of such subterraneous fires, or of such cavernous structure, in the mountains stip.
posed to be operated upon.

Il. The capillary hypothesis: or that of those who conceive that 5
the water ascends from the deptlig of the sea through

‘he sandy or

other pores of the earth, in the same manner as it rises in capillary.
tubes, in sponge or sugar-loaf, so long as the latter remains undis.
solved.
It is, however, sufficient to observe, in confutation of this
hypothesis, that though, in consequence of capillary attraction, the

water may reach the top or extremity of the hollow sand or minute
tube, it will pass no further; it will neither rise above
of the

the

surface

mountain,

so as to roll down its lateral surface in torrents,
ச்
nor constitute cisterns or cavities, in such elevated situations.

Wi, The hypothesis of evaporation: or the origin of springs,
and rivers from melted snow, rain, dew, and condensed aérial
vapours.
bes

But is the process of evaporation thus contemplated in the aggre.

gate, equal to so prodigious an effect? and are those countries or
places most remarkable for the number and extent of their rivers,
when evaporation exists in the greatest abundance?
If we may credit Mr. Williams, the evaporation from the surface

“of ldnd covered with trees and other vegetables is one-third greater
than from the surface of

‘by other philosophers.

water; but this has not been confirmed

From his experiments it appears that in

Bradford in New England the evaporation during 1772 amounted
But from the way that his experiments were couto 42.65 inches.

ன்

ducted, the amount was probably too great. From an experiment of
Dr. Watson, made June 2, 1779, after a month’s drought, it appears
that the evaporation, from a square inch of a grass plat, amounted
io 1.2 grains in an hour, or 28.8 in twenty-four hours, which is
0.061 of an inch. In another experiment, after there had been no
rain for a week, the heat of the earth being 110°, the evaporation

எம found almost twice as great, or = 0.108 of an inch in the day:

|
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the mean of which two experiments is 0,084 inches, amounting for
the whole month of June to 2.62 inches. If we suppose this to
bear the same proportion to the whole year, that the evaporation in
Dr. Dobson's experiments for June do to the annual evaporation,
we shall obtain an annual evaporation amounting to about 22
ச

inches; which

is much smaller than the average obtained by Mr.

Williams.

Mr. Dalton and Mr. Hoyle have offered us experiments still more
correctly conducted.

They took place in the vicinity of Manchester

during 1765, and the two sneceeding years: and according to these
experimenss the quantity of vapour raised in that quarter annually is
about 25 inches; and if to this we add five inches for the dew, it will
make the average evaporation for the year 30 inches. Now if we

consider the situation of England, and the greater quantity of vapour usually admitted to be raised from water, it will not surely be
considered as too great an allowance if we estimate the mean annual
evaporation over thé whole surface of the globe at $5 inches.
Bat
கீ inches from every square inch on the superficies of the earth
ake 94.450 cubic miles,

equal

to

the

water

annually evaporated

over the whole globe.
This may be a quantity altogether sufficient for the formation
and supply of those immense masses of water which constitute the

largest of those rivers which we shall presently notice in their order.
But by what means is this prodigious expanse

of vapour eonyerted

inte rain, in which form alone it can generate rivers, if it generate
them at all?
Rain never begins to fall while the air is transparent: the inyiz
sible vapours first pass their maximum, and are changed into yesicular vapours;

clouds are formed,

dissolved in rain.
horizon at once;

and these clouds

ate gradually

But clouds are not formed in all parts of the
the formation begins at one particular spot, while

the rest of the air remains clear as before: the first cloud rapidly
increases till it overspreads the whole horizon, and the rain then .
commences, Now it is remarkable, that though the greatest quane
tity of vapour exists in the lower strata of the atmosphere, clouds
never begin to form there, but always at some considerable heiglit,
It is remarkable too, that the part of atmosphere at which they »
form has

not

arrived

at the point of extreme moisture,
B2

ner near
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that point, even a moment before their formation.

/
They are not

formed then, because a greater quantity of vapour had reached the
atmosphere than could remain there without’ passing its maximum.

It is still more remarkable, that when the clouds are formed, the
temperature
lowered,

of the spot in which

though

this

they are formed is sot always

is sometimes the

case.

On

the tontrary,

the

heat of the clouds themselves is sometimes greater than that of the

surrounding air. Neither then is the formation of clouds owing to
the capacity of air for combining with moisture being lessened by
cold: so far from this, indeed, we often see clouds whi¢h had remained in-the atmosphere during ¢he heat of the day disappear in

the night after the heat of the air has diminished.

And

hence the

formation of clouds and rain, from which rivers are so generally
supposed to proceed, are themselves not to be accounted for ப

any principles with which we are acquainted.
It is a very remarkable fact, that evaporation often goes on for a
month together in hot weather without any rain. This occasionally
‘Occurs In our own country; and takes place every year in the torrid
zone. Thus at Calcutta, during January 1785, it never rained at
all:

the

degrees:

mean

of the

thermometer

for

the whole month

was 662

there was no high wind, and indeed during great part of

the month little wiud at all, And this is also a fact that it is ims
possible for us to account for. The enquiry therefore is involved in
great difficulty. In the beginning of the late century, the philosophical world was agitated by a variety of opinions upon the
subject.

One party contended strongly for the existence ofa large

mass of water within the bowels of the earth, which supplied not
only the rivers but the ocean itself; at the head of these we may
place the ingenious but fanciful Burnet. The French philosophers,
on the contrary,

asserted,

that the waters “of the. ocean

were con=

Yeyed back by some subterraneous passages to the land, and being
filtrated in their passage, returned again to the sea in the course of
the rivers; but this opinion appears contrary to all the known principle of hydrostatics.
It was in opposition to these hypotheses, that our illustrious
countryman Halley contended for the process of evaporation, and
maintained that the immense deposition of water in consequence of

it, is fully adequate to the whole supply.

eee
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‘She experiment upon which he chiefly depended was the follow=
ing. He took a vessel of water, made of the same degree of saltness as the sea, which he ascertained

by an hydrometer;

and hay-

ing placed a thermometer in it, he brought it, by a chaffing-dish to
the heat of the air in the hottest summer. He then placed this
vessel, with the thermometer in it, in one scale, and nicely counterpoised it with weights in the other. After two hours, he found that

about the sixtieth part of an inch had escaped in vapour, and consequently, in ten hours, the length of a natural day, that one tenth
of an inch would have been evaporated. From this experiment it
should follew that every ten square inches of the surface of the
water yiel? a cubic inch of Water in vapour per day, every
square mile 6,914 tons, and every square degree (or 69 English miles) 33 millions

of tons.

Now if we suppose the Mediter-

yanean to be 40 degrees long, and 4 broad at a medium, which is
the least that can be supposed, its surface will be 160 square degrees, whence there will evaporate 3280 millions of tons per day
in the summer time.
‘The Mediterranean receives water from the
nine following great rivers, the Iberus, the Rhine, the Tiber, the
Po,

Nile;

the Danube,

the Neister,

the Boristhenes,

tively small, and their water inconsiderable.
that

the Tnais

and

the

the other rivers that empty themselves into it being comparaeach

of these

rivers conyeys

Now let us suppose

ten times as much

water to the

sea as the Thames; which is calculated to yield daily 76,032,000
cubic feet,

equal to 320 millions

of

tons,

which is little more

than

one third of the quantity evaporated every day from the same sea:
the remainder being perhaps allotted to rains, which fall again into
different seas, after having served the purposes of vegetation.

16155

highly probable, however, that by some means or other, a kind of
circulation is carried on through all nature; and that the sea re.
ceives back again, through the channel of the rivers, that water,
which it parts with to the atmosphere.
All rivers have their source either in mountains, or elevated lakes;

and it is in their descent from these, that they acquire that velocity
_ which maintains their future current, At first their course is generally rapid and headlong+ but it is retarded in its journey by the
continual friction against its banks,

by the many obstacles it meets

to divert its stream, and by the plane’s generally becoming more
level as it approaches towards the sea.
BS
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Rivers, as every body has seen, are always broadest at the mouth,
and narrower towards their source. But what is less known, and —

probably more deserving curiosity, is, that they run in a niore direct
chantel as they immediately leave their sources; and that their
sisuosities and turnings become more numerous as they proceed. It
is a certain sign among the savages of North America, that they

are near the sea, when they find the rivers winding, anu ‘every now
and then changing their direction. And this is even now become an
indication to the Europeans themselves, in their journeys through
those trackless forests.

As those sinuosities,

therefore, increase as 2

the river approaches the sea, it is not to be wondered af, that they
sometimes divide, and thus disembogue by different channels. The
Danube disembogues into the

Euxine

by seven mouths; “the Nile,

by the same number; and the Wolga, by seventy.
There are some rivers which are said to lose themselves in chasms
under

the earth,.and to flow for several miles in-secret and undis-

covered channels.

On this circumstance is founded one of the most

beautiful fables of antiquity, relative to the fountain
in Sicily.

The

same

the river Mole,

name.

thing

in Surry,

is affirmed

of the Rhine,

and even of

which from this circumstance derives its

With respect to the two latter rivers, however, some doubts

are entertained of the aserted fact.

On this subject
lately published,
observes)

of Arethusa,—

there is a valuable

by the abbé Gueltard,

ம்

article in the Memoirs
“ It is very surprising (he

if we reflect on it, that a river in its course,

which

is very

often very extensive, shonld not meet with spongy soils to swallow up its waters, or gulphs in which they are lost; nevertheless, as

there has been hitherto known but a small number of rivers whose
waters thus

disappear,

this phenomenon

has been accounted very

extraordinary, both by the ancients and moderns.

M. Guettard

next describes what he has observed in several rivers of Normandy,
wach are lost and afterwards appear again; these are five in number, viz. the Rille, the Ithom, the Aure, the river of Sap André,

and the Dréme, The three first disappear gradually, and then come
in sight again; the fourth foses itself entirely by degrees, but after_ wards re- appears ; the fifth loses some of its water in its course,
and ends by precipitating itself into a cavity, whence it is never
seen to tise again.

What seems to occasion the Joss of the Rille, the Ithon,

and the

—
:

(

*
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Anie, is the nature of the soil through which they pass. M. Guetgard has observed that it in general porous, and composed of a thick
sand, the grains of which are not well compacted together; it sinks
suddenly down by its own weight in some places, and there forms
great holes; aad when the water overflows the meadows, it fre-

quently makes many cavities in several parts of them.

fore suppose inequalities

in the

channels

If we there-

of these rivers,

and that

there are certain places in which the water stagnates longer than in

others, it must there dilute the ground, if we may use that expression; and haying carried away the parts which united the grains of

sand together, those grains will become afterwards no other than a
kind of sieys, through which the ‘waters will filtrate themselves, pros
vided nevertheless that they find a passage under-ground through .
which theymay run, This conjecture appears to be so well founded,
that each of these three rivers loses itself nearly in the same mam.
ner, that is, through cavities which the people of the country call
betoirs, and which swallow up more or less according to their large=
ness. M, Guettard, who has carefully examined them, remarks, that
these betoirs are holes in the form of a tunnel, whose diameter and
is at least two feet, and sometimes exceeds eleven; and
depth varies in like manner from one and two feet, to five,

aperture
whose

The Rille during the summer season loses
six, and even twenty.
almost all its water in the space of two short leagues; the lthon
But M. Guettard observes something
does vety near the same.

curious concerning this river, that formerly it was not lost, but kept
* its course without any interruption, as appears by the history of the
country;

very likely the mud, which had been collected together in

several parts of its channel, might have occasioned the waters rea.
maining in others, and have caused many betoirs. This is the more
likely, as the mud having been collected together in the bed of the
river Aure, it appears that, in consequence, the cavities were greatly
increased, which makes it lose itself much sooner than formerly,
Besides, possibly an earthquake happening in the country might have
caused several subterraneous canals through which the water of the

Ithon has forced its way.

In effect, it appears, that a soil’s being

porous is not sufficient to cause the loss of a river; for if it was,
then to do so it would occasion many fens round about, nor would

if niust
it renew its course after having disappeared a certain time;

=

:

BA
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besides find ways under-ground through which it may take its coyrsg,
M. Gnettard scems also much inclined to believe, that there are, in

these parts, subterraneous cavities through which the waters may flow;
and in consequence of this he reports a number of facts, all tending

to prove the truth of it, or at least to prove that there must be
hollow quarries serving for strainers to these waters. Upon which
occasion he goes into a discussion of this question; Are there any
subterraneous

rivers, and

is the

prepossession of some persons in

favour of this particular well founded 2 He makes it appear’
by se.
veral instances which he quotes, and by many reasons which he
alleges, that there are at least very great presumptions in favour of
this opinion.
We are too apt nét to look beyond the exterior of
thincs: we feel resistance upon the surface of the earth; when we

g0 deep,
imagine

we often find it it compact.

It is therefore hard for us to

that it can contain subterraneous

cavities

sufficient to form

’ channels for hidden rivers, or for any considerable body of water;
in a word, that it can contain vast caverns; and yet every thing
seems to indicate the contrary.
A fact that is observed in the betoirs
of the rivers concerning which we have spoken, and particularly of
the Rille, proves in some measure that there are considerable lakes
of waters in the mountains which limit its course; this fact is, that
in winter the greatest’part of their betoirs become springs, which
supply anew the river’s channel

with as much

water as they

had ab-

sorbed from it during the summer,
Now from whence can that
water come, unless from the reservoirs or lakes that are inclosed in
mountains,

which

being lower than the river in summer,

absorb its

waters, and being higher in winter by the rain they receive, send it
. back again in their tum?
M. Guettard strengthens this conjecture by several instances that

render it yery probable:

he remarks at the same time, that this ale

ternate effect of the betoirs swallowing up the water and restoring
it again, causes perhaps an invincible obstacle to the restraining of
the water within the channel ef the river. It has indeed been se.
veral times attempted to stop those cavities; but the water returns

with such violence in winter, that it generally carries away the materials with which they were stopped.
The river of Sap André is lost in part, as we have before said, in

the same manner as the Ithon and the Rille; but there is something.

॥
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more remarkable in it than in those rivers; to wit, that at the extremity of

its course,

where there is no

perceptible cavity, it is ine

gulphed, but without any fall; the water passes between the pebbles,
and it is impossible to force a stick into that place any further than
into the betoirs of which

we have spoken.

What

makes

this

river

take that subterraneous direction, is an impediment which its stream
meets with in that place; it is there stopped by a rising ground six
or seven feet high, whose bottom it has very likely undermined, to
gain a free passage, not having been able to make its way over it.
At some distance it appears again; but in winter, as there is a greater

quantity of water, it passes on that eminence, and keeps an uninterrupted course.

Lastly; the Dréme, after having lost some of its water in its
course, vanishes

entirely near the

pit of Soucy;

in that

place it

meets with a sert of subterraneous cavity near 26 feet wide, and more

than

15 deep,

where the river

is in a manner stopped, and

into which it enters, though without any perceptible motion, and
never appears again.
M. Guettard finishes this memoir

the Ferre.
though
every

with some observations upon

This river is lost in the same manner as the Rille; and

it is verynear Paris, this singularity is unknown
body;

was it not for the account of

M.|’ Abbé

Guettard would have been also ignorant of it.

to almost

le Beuf,

M.

And as he thinks the

chief object of a naturalist’s observation ought to be the public good,
he examines the means which might be employed to restrain the
watér of the Ierre.
The same object has made him add a descripe
tion of the mauner how the Rhdne is lost, or rather how its course
is disturbed; for it is now very certain that it does not lose itself, ,

but that its channel is extremely confined, in the place where it was
pretended that it lost itself, by two mountains,

between whose feet

itruns. M. Guettard makes it appear that it might not be impossible to widen that place, and give a sufficient’channel to the river,
which would render it navigable, and be of vast utility to all the
country.”

Pantaogia, Art. Rivers. Phi
Trans. Year ae
Mem, de? Acad, des Sciences.

$0
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Principal Rivers in the different Quarters of the World.
THE general course of the largest rivers we are a¢quainted with
is from a thousand to two thousand miles; and we have them of
this Iength in every quarter of the world; yet in no instance do we
find them much exceeding two.tbousand miles long, We shall coms
mence our rapid tour with those of
ASIA,.
The rivers that here attract our attention are the Indus and the
Ganges.

The InDus is by the natives called Sinde or Sindet,
Sanserit
River,

language
The

Seendho.

It is also called Nilab,

source, both of this and of the Ganges,

and in the
or the Blue

are to this hour

uuknown: Major Rennell, and yarious other geographers, have offered opinions upon’ the subject, but at present they are opinions

and nothing more.
mountains

It is generally supposed

of Mus Tag,

which,

to originate in the

as laid down by Strahlenburg, run

from west to east, forming a chain to the south of Little Bucharia.
Its comparative course may be about a thousand British miles, when
it forms a Delta

mouths
-The
half of
Rivers.

in

the

province

of Sindi,

entering “by numerous

into the Indian sea.
tributary streams of the Indus chiefly join it in the northern
its course, where they form the Panjab, or county of Five
From the west run into Indus the Kamet, with its auxiliary

streams, and the

Comul;

from the east the

Bahut or Hydaspes;

the Chunab or Acesinas; the Kauvee or Hydraotes ; and the Setlege or Hesudrus, being on the east of the Indus, The whole of
thi§ part of Hindustan is even at present but little known to the
moderns;

and it is uncertain

and distant river
of Cuteh,
The GANGEs
length; for it is
and power, and

whether the Caggan,

a considerable

to the east, joms the Indus or falls into the gulph
isa Still nobler stream, both in magnitude and
swelled by tributary streams of still greater number 5
its comparative length can be scarcely estimated at

]
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Jess than fourteen hundred British miles.
The Burramport, or Bur.
xampooter, which is its proudest auxiliary, is nearly as long as itself; it is g@nerally conceived that their sources are not very distant
from each other, though we have no decisive information upon
this subject, and they separate from each other to the distance of a
thousand miles before they unite and constitute one common stream,
falling at length into the Bay of Bengal by several mouths,
Ganga,
we have already observed, is an Hindoo term for river generally,
and is peculiarly applied to the river before us on account of its un~
rivalled magnificence.
The Hindoos bear a superstitious yeneration
for all the great rivers which fertilize their country; but the waters
of the Ganges are held peculiarly sacred.
What tends to increase
the veneration which is paid to the Ganges is, that its impetuous
force, by which it has opened a passage through mount Himmeleh
and re-appears, amidst impending rocks, which the natives consider

as forming a strong resemblance to the head of a cow, expanded to™
an immense size, an animal which is as highly esteemed by the Hindoos as the apis or

tians.

sacred ox was in ancient times among

the Egyp-

No river in the world imparts greater benefits to the regions

through which it passes; for by annually overflowing its banks like
the Nile, it waters and manures the country to an extent of an hundred miles. The Hindoos having deified this river, make it an act of
religion to go in pilgrimage to it; they suppose the waters to purify

from defilement such as bathe in them, and they bury their dead in
its slimy shore.
those who

It is, moreover,

customary with them

to remove

are on the point of death to the banks of the Ganges,

or

of some creek which runs into it; for, if an Indian dies in his own

house, it is rased to the ground.

The Hindoos do not always bury,

their dead, but as frequently burn the corpse, when the ashes
carefully collected by the bramin, who presides at the ceremony,
thrown into the sea or nearest river. Those who can afford
expence, have such ashes put into an urn, which is soldered up,

are
and
the
and

carried to be thrown into the water of the Ganges. Rude simplicity is ever prone to mistake the blessings of the Deity for the Deity
himself *.
% There is a very excellent paper upon the course of the Ganges and Burrame
pooter from the pen of Major Rennell, in the Philosophical Transactions, Vol.
ரி]. வட் ஐ, but too long for insertion in the present work. The reader who,

is desirous of pursuing the subject farther, may turn to it with great advantage.
EpiTor.

—
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Besides these majestic rivers we ought not fo leave unnoticed the
Penjab; the Godaveri, or Ganga; the Nerbudda; the Kistna,a
stream peculiarly sacred, that rises at Balisur, not far to the south

of Péonah, and is equally celebrated for the fertility it diffuses, and
the rich diamond mines which it visits, particularly those of Visia.
pour and Golconda; the Pennan; the Paliar; and the Caveri,

which last passes by Seringapatam, the capital of Mysore, forming
a wider delta or triangle than any other northern river, and enter.
ing into the sea after a course of about three hundred miles.
The EUPHRATES

is derived

from two

sources;

one of which

is about seventy miles from the shores of the Euxine
Sea, and running a circuitous courst of five

or Black

hundred leagues, first

south westward, and then south-eastward, discharges itsell’ into the
Persian gulf.

About an hundred miles north-west

of Bassora it is

joiued by the Ticris, which rising near the Euphrates, proceeds
in a pretty straight course through Armenia Major,

until it forms its junction,

or Turcomania,

On this river the ancient city of Nineveh

is supposed to have stood.

In the enormous extent of the Chinese empire there are two rivers,
that on account of their length and majestic breadth, are peculiarly
entitled to notice, These are the Hoanho or Yellow River, and
the Kian-ku.
்
The sources of the first are two lakes, situated amongst the moun-

tains of Tartary, known by the name of Kohonor,

They lie about

the 35° of north latitude, and 19° of longitude, to the westward of
Pekin, being according to Arrowsmith's map of Asia, about 97° east
from Greenwich.
This prodigious river is extremely winding, and
deviates in its course, pursuing a norti-east direction to about the

42° of north latitude; when, after running due east, it suddenly bends
south toa latitude nearly parallel toits source, and pursues an easterly direction till it is lost in the Yellow Sea, Its comparative course

mfay be estimated at about 1800 British miles, or, according to Lord
Macartney’s embassy, 2150.

At about 70 miles from the sea, where

it is crossed by the imperial canal, the breadth is little more than a
mile, and the depth only about nine or ten feet;
equals about seven or eight miles in the hour,

but the velocity

The Kian-ku rises in the vicinity of the sources of the Hoanho;:
but according to the received accounts

and maps,

about 200 miles

—
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ku is known by various
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winds nearly as far to the south as the Hoan:
After washing the walls of Nankin, it enters
to the south of the Hoauho.
The Kian.
names through its long Progress; and near

its source is called by the Eluts,

Porticho,

or Petchon:

the

course

is about equal to that of the Hoan-ho; these two rivers being con-

sidered as nearly or altogether the largest on the face of the globe.
They certainly ¢qual if they do not exceed the famous river of the
Amazons

in South America,

and the majestic course of the Ganges

does not extend half the length, Tn the embassy of Lord Macartneys

the length of the Kian-ku was estimated at about 2200 miles; and
it
is observed that these two great Chinese rivers, taking their source
from the same mountains,

and passing almost close to each other in

a particular spot, afterwards separate from each other to the dise

tance of 15° of latitude, or about

1050

British miles, and finally

discharge themselyes into the same sea, comprehending a tract of
land of about 1000 miles in length, which they greatly contribute to
fertilize.

-AFRICA.
Of the rivers of Africa, the Nite is the most celebrated; it is
also called Abanché, which, in the Abyssinian tongue, signifies “ the

father of rivers,” and by the Africans Nee/ Shem, which means the
Egyptian river.
It divides Egypt into two parts. The extent of this
river is supposed to be something more than two thousand miles from
its source, amidst the mountains of the Moon, in Upper Ethiopia, to
its disemboguing into the Mediterranean Sea, by seven channels,
through which it has forced its way, two only of which are now na-

vigable: The ancients were entirely ignorant of the source of this
river, although many endeavours were used to explore it; but its ©

sources are now well known to lie in about the 12th degree of north
latitude.
It enters the lake of Dambia, in Abyssinia, créssing it
one end with so violent a rapidity, that the waters of the Nile may
be distinguished throughout their progress, which is six leagues,

Here, according to Lobo, commences its magnificence; and its geueral course we may venture to give in the picturesque but correct
description of Thomson,

14
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The treasures these, hid: from the bounded search

Of ‘ancient knowledges whence, with annual pomp,
Rich king of floods ! o’erflows the swelling Nile.
From his two springs, in Gojam’s sunny realm

ழ்

Pure-welling out, he through the lucid lake
Of fair Dambea rolls bis infant stream.
There, by the Naiads nnrs’d, he sports away

His playful youth, amid the fragrant isles,
That with unfading verdure smile around, | _
Ambitious, thence the manly river breaks;

And gathering many a flood, and cbpious fed
With all the mellow’d treasures of the sky,
Winds in progressive majesty along:
:
Through splendid kingdoms now devolves his maze,
Now wanders wild o'er solitary tracts

Of life-deserted sand; till, glad to quit
The joyless desert,

down

the Nubian

From thund’ring steep to steep,

rocks

he pours his urn,

And Egypt joys beneath the spreading wave.
Lobo, from whom Thomson has copied his description, informs
usin addition, that
Tifteen miles farther, in the land of Alata, it
rushes precipitately from the top of2 high rock, and forms one of the

most beautiful water falls in the world.

After this cataract the Nile

again collects its scattered stream among the rocks, which seem to be
disjointed in this place only to afford it a passage. They are so near

each other, that in my time, says he, a bridge of beams, on which the ©
whole Imperial army passed, was laid over them. Sultan Segned has —
since built

here a bridge

of one arch, to construct which he pro-

cured masons from India.”
. © Egypt is generally divided into Lower, Middle, and Upper... The
greatest part of Lower Egypt is contained in a triangular island,
formed by the Mediterranean sea and the two great branches of the
Nile, which dividing itself five or six miles below Old Cairo, one
part of it fiows to the north-east, and falls into the sea at Dammietta,
the ancient Pelusium; while the other branch runs toward the norfhe
west, and falls into the sea at Rosetto: hence this part of Egypt is
called.“ the Delta,” from the resemblance which it bears to the shape

of the Greek letter of this name, constituting a triangle.

i
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‘The water is thick and muddy, especially when the river is swelled
py the heavy rains which constantly fall within the. tropics i in the beginning. of our summer,

and

which are doubtless the principal canse

of its annually overflowing the low lands of Egypt.
~

who

were

not much

acquainted

The ancients,

with the climates in these latitudes,

were for the most part considerably perplexed when they endeayoured to account for this annual deluge. Lueretius, however, has
assigned its cause with

his uswal

accuracy

and

ingenuity in the oe

lowing lines: Rer. Nat. vi. 1712.

Nilus in zestatem creseit, campisque redundat,
Unicus in terris, Algypti totius amis:
Is rigat Agyptum medium per sepe calorem
Aut, quia sunt estate aquilones ostia contra
Anni tempore

eo,

qui Etesize-esse feruntur;

Bt, contra fluvium flantes, remorantur;
Cogentes sursus,

replent,

coguntque

ந

et, undas

manere,

Nam, dubio procul, hac adverso flabra feruntur
Flumine, que gelidis ab stellis aais aguntur:
Hile ex zstifera parte venit amnis,

ab austro

Inter nigra virtim percocto secla colore,

Exoriens penitus media ab regione diei.”—&c,
The Nile now calls us, pride of EGyPt’s plains:

Sole stream on earth its boundaries that o’erflows
Punctual, and scatters plenty. When the year
Now glows with perfect summer,

leaps its tide

Proud o’er_the champaign ; for the north wind, nov,
‘Th’ ETEstAN breeze, against its mouth direct
Blows with perpetual winnow ; every surge
Hence loiters slow, the total current swells,
And wave o’er wave its loftiest bank surmountss

For that the fxt Monsoon that now prevails
Flows from the cold stars of the northern pole,
None e’er can doubt; while rolls the Nile adverse’
Full from the south, from realms of torrid heat,

Haunts of the Eruior-tribes; yet far beyond
First bubbling, distant, o’er the burning line.

ன்
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Then ocean, haply, by th’ undevious breeze
Blown up the channel, heaves with every wave ©
Heaps of high sand, and dams its wonted course ;
Whence narrower,

too, its exit to the main,

And with less force the tardy stream descends,
Or, towards its fountain, ampler rams, percliance,
Fall, as th’ Erestan fans, now wide-unfurl'd,

Ply the big clouds perpetual from the north
Full o’er the red equafor;

where condens'’d

Pond’rous and low, against the hills they strike,

And shed their treasures o’er the rising flood.

Or, from the Erutor-mountains, the bright sun
Now full-matur’d, with deep-dissolving ray
May melt th’ agglomerate snows, and down the plains
Drive them, augmenting hence, th’ incipient stream.
000.
These ingenious conjectures of the cause of the periodical exun-

dations of the Nile, have been in a considerable degree verified by
modern observations:

but the poet is mistaken in conceiving that the

leave a prolific mud,

which, like

Nile is the only river that periodically overflows its banks: we have
already noticed a similar phenomenon in the Ganges; and it is the
same with all the rivers which have either their rise or course
within the tropics; they annually break their bounds, and cover
the lands for many miles before they reach the sea. They likewise
that of the

fertilizes the

Nile,

sland; and, though the waters of these rivers are also very thick
yet when, they have stood for some time, they are neither unpalatable nor unwholesome.

‘The north

winds,

moreover,

which

begin

to blow about the latter end of May, drive in the waters from the
sea, and keep back that of the river, in such a manner as to con-

siderably assist the
The Egyptians,
Wile always begins
deed, it generally
. accounts

swell.
and especially the Cophts, are persuaded that the
to rise on the same day of the year; and, incommences on the 18ih or 19th of June. From

of its rise for three

years, Dr.

Pococke

observes,

that

he found it ascend the first five days from five to ten inches ;
and it thus continued rising till it had attained the height of six

oe
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cubits, when
- rising six
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the canal of Cairo was cut: after this it continued

weeks

longer;

but then

it only rose

from

three to five

inches a day; ; for, spreading over the land, and entering the canals,
though more water may descend: than before, yet its rise is less
considerable; ds after the opening of that canal, the others are unclosed at fixed times, and those ‘that water the lower grounds the
last. These canals are carried along the highest parts of the coun.

try, that the water may hence be conveyed to the vallies.
The

Nile

has one character of great peculiarity.

Other rivers

being supplied by rivulets, the ground is lowest near the banks; but
as no water flows into the Nile jn its passage through Egypt,

and

as it is necessary that this river should overflow the land, the country
is generally lower at a distance from the Nile than near it; and in
most parts of the land seems to have a gradual descent from the
Nile to the foot of the hills, ‘which may be said to begin at those
' sandy parts already mentioned, as being a mile or two distant from
them, which, rising toward the mountains ina gentle ascent, are

never overflowed.
The cataracts of

i
the Nile will be described

in a subsequent

section.
The SENEGAL is the next most remarkable river in Africa; called

by Ptolemy The Daradus.

D'Anville,

who follows that ancient

geographer, supposes it to take its rise among the mountains at Ca.
phas, lying about 14° north latitude, and nearly on the meridian

of Greenwich.

It takes

a

western

course,

tending

somewhat

to the northward, through sixteen degrees of longitude, and, including its bendings, must extend more than eleven hundred miles,
Ithas this very distinguishing peculiarity, that when arrived within ட்
fifteen miles of the sea, it winds suddenly round to the south, and

proceeds in that direction through more than seventy miles, when it
discharges its waters into the sea, forming at its mouth the litle,
island of St. Louis, in latitude 16° 10’ north, This river is said
to be navigable for near three hundred Jeagues up the country;
but the dangers to which Europeans are exposed by the ferocity of.

the natives who inhabit its banks, deter from all endeavours to explore it, such attempts having prayed. fatal to most of those who
have ever embarked in it.
Some geographers have supposed the Senegal to be a continuation
VOL, Id,

௦
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of the NiGER; butsuch an opinion is now generally held to be an
roneous; it being believed that the Niger discharges its rapid stream
into a lake not more than sixty miles distant from another lake of
great depth called Madera, whence

issues one

of the sources of

. the Senegal; but these two lakes are intersected by, a ridge of lofiy
mountains.

The Niger is said by d’Anville, likewise, to bear the

names of the Guin, or Ica, That geographer chiefly follows Pto,
“Jemy in his description of this river.” He lays it down in his map a3
springing from two lakes about two hundred and fifty iiles distant
from each other;

the one he calls Semegoud,

he places the most southern

in

13° north

which is the most eastern, lies about the

the other Regebib;

latitude,

while the other,

twentieth degree of east

The winding course of this wide
Jongitude from Greenwich,
and land-girt river, tends to the westward; and is supposed to
terminate

in another lake, called

by Ptolemy Marais, and which

d’Auville lays down in 15° north latitude, and 3° west longitude from
‘Greenwich.
The Gampta is likewise a river of very extensive course, wide,
and rapid, to the south of the Senegal, and in its progress from ifs

source to its disemboguing, proceeds in a direction very similar to
the latter. It discharges itself into the Atlantic in 13° north la.
்
வர
titude.
In addition to what has been temarked by Ptolemy, d’ nville,
- and other writers, may be subjoined the following more recent inby Mr. Barnes to the lords
formation contained in the evidence given
of the committee of council, as laid before the house of commons
in the year 1792.

« The river Senegal,” says he, “ is supposed to take its rise from |
the western declivity of the mountains of Govina. The river
Niger takes its rise from thé eastern declivity of these moun“tains,” according to d’Anville. The’ Africans navigate both these
“rivers, and in places where

there

are

cataracts, carry their goods |

upon asses. The French trade in small vessels to fort St. Joseph,
which is near three hundred and sixty leagues up the river Senegal,
and go sometimes as far as the first cataract, which is about twenty
leagues farther, where they purchase slaves, who are supposed to
he brought from places two hundred or three hundred leagues higher
up the country.”
St, Joseph lies in about 10° 15’ west longitude

- from Greenwich.

்
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This great river is extremely rapid at its mouth, which is attributed
to so Jarge a body of water being confined within so natrow a chan.
‘nel, the mouth of the river being only half a league over, and choaked
up by a bar, which renders the passage exceedingly difficult and dan- >
gerous, especially in the rainy season, when the prodigious swell of
tlie river, and,the south-west winds, opposed to its rapid course, raise
waves of so prodigious.a height at the bar, that their clashing Tee
0 sembles the shock

of mountains,

and

are said to be so furious as to

dash in pieces the stoutest ships: yet, according fo Labat, the worst

- season, with respect to commerce, is in September and November,
when

the winds blowing northerly, exclude all navigation, even of

the smallest boats.
a:
This bar is doubly dangerous, not only onn account of the violence
of the waves, but of the shallowness of the water, and the shifting of
the bar after floods and heavy rains, by which the channels are lost,

and new soundings become necessary to discover them. The Senegal
would

hundred

indeed

be

quite

shut up were it not for one channel, four

yards broad, and two fathoms deep, that has long kept

_ its present direction, ~ ‘The most proper time for crossing the bar is
from March to September,
ட the winds are variable, and the bar
continues fixed till the ensuing rainy season.
ae

When the bar is crossed, a smooth and gently- ்... river is en>
tered, which is four fathoms deep.
}
_ These rivers have likewise their inundations, which overspread the

whole flat country of Nigritia. They begin and cease much about the
same time as the Nile overflows, but no such salutary effects are ex.
perienced here as in Egypt; for, instead of health and plenty, dis-eases, famine, avd death,

follow in their train. The soil thrown up

,by:-the Senegal, becomes unavailing to any agricultural purposes,
from the indolence of the savage wanderers who occupy its banks,

and the country lying untilled, from its luxuriance produces great
abundance of rank and noxious herbage, and furnishes a convenient, :
répository for yenomous insects and reptiles, as well as for beasts of
prey. When the waters of these rivers retire into their channels
_ the humidity and heat which prevail spread a pestilential taint, whilst
the carcases of vast numbers of animals,

which the inundation had

swept away, become putrid, and spread around a loathsome and
baneful stench. Even the vegetation itself is charged with destruce
\
௦2
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tion; for among the plants which grow on the banks of the Senegal,
some diffuse a scent so powerful as to be insupportable to the neryey
of smell.

்

Turning from these scenes of desolation and horror, let us survey ;
the grand and beneficial assemblage of rivers which are dispersed |
over the countries of

S
EUROPE,

The Wouea, or VOLGA,

is the river most extensive in its course

of any which rises in Europe, being above two thousand miles in
length; the whole of which it passes through the Russian territories,
when it enters Asia about 48° 30" north latitude, discharging its
waters into the Caspian sea, by various channels, hetow Astracan,
and at the same time producing many islands.
his
D’Anville, who lays down the sources of this great river with
I!men,
lake
from
issue
to
them
of
chief
the
makes
precision,
wonted
while
in the government of Novogorod, about 58° north latitude;
a much smaller lake, 1௦
the next most considerable he derives from
These two streams, the
Twer.
of
government
the
in
the southeast,

the
latter of which, by more’modern geographers, has been called

which the Wolga first
river Terzo, unite at the town of Twer, near
speaks as follows; |
Coxe
Mr.
subject
this
On
becomes navigable..
on the side of Smo- |
The vast forest of Volkouski, which extends

of Moscow,
lensko one hundred and fifty miles, almost to the gates
such as the
Russia,
European
of
rivers
gives rise to the principal
two latter
Duna, the Nieper,' atid the Volga; the sources of the

from Viasma.
crise at small distances from each other, not far

—

not
The banks of the Volga are generally fertile; and though

of the
sufficiently cultivated, on account of the frequent incursions

plants, ©
Tartars, yet the soil naturally produces all kinds of esculent
and in particular asparagus of a very extraordinary size and goodness.
_ It is observable that most of the oaks in Russia grow in the coun.
tries watered by this river, The Volga is navigable for large ships;
and toward the end of the spring is so swelled by the melting of the.
in the
ice and snow as to cause great inundations, particularly
months of May and June. The masters of the vessels which sail
dowa the Volga to Astracan, carefully observe this season, as they

|
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= have now not only the opportunity of a safe passage over the shallows, but also over several flat islands, which lie at a considerable
depth under water.
The Volga receives several tributary streams,
. especially the Occa and Cama, and abounds with that species of

whale called beluga, from ten to eighteen feet in length.
The Don, the Tanais of the ancients, is called Tuna or Duna by
the Tartars, and has its source not far from Tula in the Iwano Ossero, or St. John’s Lake.
It first runs from north to south, and after
its conflux with the Sosna, directs its course from west to east, and
in several large windings again runs from north to south, but at
Jength, dividing into three channels, falls into the sea of Asoph. The

!

waters of the ‘Don are thick and chalky, consequently not a very, pleasant drink, This river is very shallow in summer, when it is
also full of sand-banks; it, however, affords plenty of large and
small fishes. In its course it approaches so near the Volga, that in
one place (latitude 49°), the distance between them isi but one hun-

dred and forty wersts,, or about eighty English miles, which led
Peter the Great to forma design of joining these two rivers by
means of a canal, and some progress was made in the work, but he
did not live to complete it, and his successors have not thought fit
to resume the project.

The Dwina is a very large river: the name signifies double, it
being formed by the conflux of the Sukona and the Yug..
divides itself into. two branches

This river

or channels hear Archangel, whence

it runs info the White Sea,
"The NIEPER, the ancient Borysthenes, rises from a morass in the

" forest of Volconski, about one hundred and twenty miles from Smolensko, and makes several windings through. Lithuania, Little Russia,
the country of the Zaporo Cossacks, and a tract inhabited by the.
: ஆய்க Trartars;, and after forming a marshy lake of sixty wersts in
length, and in many places two, four, or even ten in breadth,

dis.©

charges itself into the Black Sea. The banks of this river are on
both sides generally high, and the soil excellent; but in summer the
water is not yery wholesome. The Nieper has no less than thirteen
‘ water-falls within the space of sixty wersts; yet in spring, during
the land-floods, empty vessels may be hauled over them. It abounds
in ‘sturgeon, sterled, carp, pike, karaush, &c, There 15. but one
_ bridge over this siver, and that is a floating one at Kiow, onee thou- .
cs
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sand six hundred and thirty-eight paces in length. This bridge is »
taken away about the end of September, to give the flakes of ice 4
free passage down the river, and is again put together in the spring,
erected’
There are to be seen on this river a great number of mills

1
=
in boats,
In describing the rivers belonging to the vast empire of Russia,
It issues out of the lake of Lathe NEVA inust not be omitted.
upon
doga, and in its short course is broad, rapid, and navigable;
considerable’
a
river,
this
of
branches
different
the
by
islands formed

part of the city of St. Petersburgh, built by Peter the Great, is
erected.

Its whole course is no nfore than forty English miles, and

it discharges itself into the gulf of Finland. ‘The Neva is about
eight hundred paces broad near St. Petersburgh: but has not every
are
where an equal depth of water, so that large merchant ships
cleared at Cronstadt,

are also conveyed

and the men of war built at St. Petersburgh —

thither by means of certain machines called

Beside the Neva, the
camels.
to form the islands on which
also watered by several canals
his model from Amsterdam.

rivers Fontanca and
the new metropolis
; for in this respect
There is but one

Moica contribute
stands, which is
the emperor took
bridge over the

Neva, which is constructed with. large flat-bottomed boats, and
joins'tlie dock-yard to Basili Ostrow, or Basil’s Island. ‘These are
Jaid across the river in the
nient passage; but they:are
the frost begins. The only
js either by boats or barks,

spring, soas to form a
always removed in the
communication between
which cross the water

safe and
autumn,
the other
at stated

conve.
before

islands
tines;

, but bridges are built over the Moica ‘and 'Fontanca, and likewise over
the canals. St. Petersburgh is much’ exposed to inundations: in
September 1777, one rose to a very great height, and did prodigious
|
injury, especially to the’ property of the merchants.
©

The DANUBE,

the ancient Ister, is the next considerable river in

Europe, in which quarter it rises and terminates.
Its source

is near fourteen’ hundred miles.

Its whole course

is in Swabia, within ey

few miles of the borders of Swisserland, latitude 48? N. longitude

go E. whence the Rhine issues;

the direction of the Danube is east-’

ward, that of the Rhine north-westward. The former intersecfs
Bavaria, Austria, Hungary, and at Vaez, a town in the latter kingdom, turns southward,

16-06

the bannat of Temesvar from

|
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Servia, and Wallachia from Bulgaria, discharging itself into the
Euxine or Black Sea, by several channels, about 45¢ north latitude
and 29° east longitude, with such violence, that its waters are distinguishable for several miles from those of the sea into which they
are
ப்ச்
It is said to receive sixty navigable rivers in its
course, andaa equal number of smaller streams.
Froin Buda, in
the centre of Hungary, to Belgrade, on the northern confine of Sere

via, if is so deep, as well as broad, that in the wars between the
Christians and the Turks, each power has had fleets upon it, and

frequent naval engagements have taken place; farther down it is
rendered unpavigable

by its many cataracts,

so that all commerce —

with the Black Sea by means of this’ great river is rendered impracticable.

Of all the parts of Europe,

Swisserland is the country in which

the greatest number of rivers take their rise.

The principal are the

RHINE, a name given by the Swiss to streams and rivers in general:
its sources are in the country of the Grisons, and are divided into the
Anterior, the Middle, and H inter, or Hinder.
The Anterior or
Upper Rhine issues from a small lake on a mountain commonly
called the Oberalp, and by some Cima de Baduz.
‘The source of

the Middle Rhine lies in Luckmanier, a part of the Adula chain, and
after a course

of about eighteen miles, joins the Anterior Rhine.

The Hinder Rhine rises about nine miles distance, in a mountain
called by the Italians Monte del Uccelo, or Bird’s-hill. The Rhine
is first formed by a water which issues out of two rocks of ice on the

Farka chain, and precipitates itself with a thunderitig noise between
two rocks of an astonishing height,

which receiving several rivulets

inits course, runs into the lake of Geneva, and re-issuing from it,
traverses the vicinity of that city, and after watering a small part
of Savoy, enters France. The Russ or Reufs is an adjoining river
which issues from

the Lake Luzendra, on the mount St. Gotthard,

and having joined two rivulets, precipitates itself through a deep and
narrow

valley

down

several

rocks;

but

at

length

becomes

more

gentle, and then falls into the lake at the Four Forest Towns; but at
Lucerne again makes its appearance under its former name, and soon
after receives the Lesser Emmat, or Emmen, which rises in the

mountains, and at last discharges itself into the Aar, Aren. This last
river, which proceeds from the mo, jgin of Grimsel, at length falls
04
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into the Rhine, The Tesin, in Italian Tesino, rises partly from two
Jakes on the mount St. Gotthard, and partly from several, other lakes
on the mountains, and after passing through the valley of Levis,

and the Lago Maggiore, enters the dutchy of Milan, and at length
loses

itself in the

Po.

‘The Rhone, another river which

Swisserland, will be spoken of hereafter,
Not far from
lake Constance,

rises in

௩

the rise of the Rhine, at a small distance from the
a very singular bridge is thrown over that river at

Schaffhausen, which is much admired for the beauty and singularity
of its architecture, and was built about the middle of last century,
The rapidity of the river had carried away several stone bridges,
built upon arches of the strongest construction; at length a com.
mon carpenter, named Ulric Grubenham, undertook to throwa
wooden one, of a single arch, across the river, although it is more
than three hundred feet wide.
The magistrates, however, insisted

that it should consist of two arches, and that he should make use,
for that purpose,
mained entire.
in such a manner

of the middle pier of the old bridge, which

re.

Thearcliitect obeyed, but he constructed his bridge
that it is not

at all supported

by the middle pier;

_ and it would have been equally safe, and considerably more beauti-

ful, had it consisted solely of one arch.

he

sides and top of this

bridge are covered, and the road over it is nearly level. Jt is what
the Germans call a hangewerk, or hanging bridge; the road not

being cartied over the top ofthe arch, but along the middle of it,
and there suspended. The middle pier is not quite in a right line
with the side piers, which rest on each shore, but forms with them
a very obtuse angle, pointing down the stream.
‘The distance of
‘the middle pier from the shore next the town is one hundred and

seventy one feet, and from the other side one hundred and sixtyfour, making in appearance two arches of a surprising width, and

forming a most beautiful perspective when viewed at some ‘distance,
Av man of the slightest weight, when walking upon if, feels it tremble

under hitn, yet waggons heavily laden’ pass over it without danger,
and although in the latter case the bridge seems almost to crack
‘with the pressure, it does not appear to have suffered the least damage.
What seems almost incredible is, that the architect was totally ignorant of mathematics, and knew nothing of the theory of

mechanics, so that this wonderful undertaking yas accomplished
merely by the force of natural abilities,
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The Rhine runs westward to Basil, and then proceeds in a direc-

tion due north, along the eastern border of Alsace, till it receives
the Maine, a little below Frankfort,
ward, it enters the Netherlands.

then proceeding north-west.
Its whole course cannot be

less than seveyjyhundred miles; the cities of Mentz, Coblentz, Cologne,

Dingo,

Wesel,

aud

Cleves, are situated on its banks.

The circles of the Upper and Lower Rhine are intersected by it.
In its course along Alsace, it frequently causes terrible devastations,

not only in winter, but in the midst of summer, when the snow
melts on the Alps, Its inundations then ruin the fields, by covering
them with sand.
The violent torrents of the Rhine, which generally happen every year, frequently alter the situation of the islands
within it. One singularity of this river is, that in its sand are found

particles of gold, which the torrents in their fall wash from the Alps,
and bring into it; hence it is only below Basil that the sand contains
this precious mixture, which in autumn and winter, when the river is
at the lowest, is drawn out with the sand, from which, after passing

through several waters, the gold is extracted. The particles of this
metal are seldom so large as a grain of millet; the gold is indeed
very fine and beautiful ; but is so scarce, that the city of Strasburg,

which has the privilege of gathering gold for the length of four
thousand paces, scarce collects five ounces in a year. The Rhine

also contains maby crystals, and particutarly pebbles, that receive a
beautiful

polish,

and are much used in France under the name of

Rhine pebbles.
At Utrecht

it divides itself into two branches,

which

are called

the Old and New Rhine, both of which traverse the city through
its whole length ; one of these branches loses itself in the sands bes

low Leyden, the other takes the name of the Lech, and falls into the
Mayne. Thus does this grand and important river, after.so long
and useful a course, terminate obscurely, without pouring its aggregated waters into the common receptacle, the ocean!
The RHONE or RHODIAN, rises in the Glacier of Furca, near
the province of Uri, in Swisserland, but in the north-eastern border of the Valais.
At first it precipitates itself with great noise

among several rocks, and down to the very plain in the valley has
‘the appearance of a single cataract, with several cascades. It is
afterwards joined by the Meyenwang stream, which issues from the

_
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Grimse] mountain, and«then directs its course from east to. west,
till, after a winding northward, it discharges itself with great impetuosity into the lake of Geneva: all the streams and lesser rivers of

the Valais issuing from the mountains mingle with it,

The waters of the

Rhone rush into the lake with \uch rapidity,

that for the distance of half a league, they continue
படட] with
those of the lake, the one being very foul, and the other very clear:
but afterwards, says Keysler, there is no visible distinction,

though

some of the ancient, and some modern writers, affiim the contrary,
At its efflux from the lake it forms an island, on which, together with
the banks on both sides, the city of Geneva is built, being divided
into three unequal parts, which have 2 communication: by four

bridges. Onward it forms the boundary between France and Savoy,
It then takes a westward direction, and dividing the late province of
Burgundy from that of Dauphiny, it lows to Lyons, from which city
it proceeds due southward, forming the eastern boundary of Langue.
doc, and at the city of Avignon begins to divide it from Prevence. It”
discharges its waters into the Mediterranean by several mouths, a
little below Arles.
On the banks of the Rhone, between Valence
and St. Valiere, a peculiar kind of grape is cultivated, from which
an agreeable, but roughish, red wine is procured, which bears the —
name of hermitage, and is considered as yery wholesome, as well as

excellent in point of taste. ©
The VISTULA, or WEISEL,

in Polish the Wisla, rises among the

Carpathian mountains, on the confines of Silesia and Upper Hun. ~
gary; ifs course is in a north-west direction through Little Poland,
a part of Masdvia, of Great Poland, and of Prussia, and falls by
three mouths into the Baltic, below Dantzic.
Warsaw, the capital
city of Poland, and Thorn, once a place of ‘considerable trade, are

situated on its banks. Great quantities of grain and timber, the
growth of Poland, are sent down this river to Dantzic, and there
exported to foreign countries; but this trade has been greatly
checked of late by the heavy duties imposed upon it,
- The ELBE rises in the Giants’ Mountain,

in the

principality of

Jauer, in Silesia, not far from the source of the Vistula. In Saxony
it divides the capital city Dresden into wliat is called the Old and
New Town, which are united by a stone bridge, six hundred and”
eighty-five paces long, and seventeen broad, containing eightees

SUBTERBANEAN DISAPPEARANCE OF THE RHONE,NEAM GuNEVA.
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arches, Meissen, ten miles north-west of Dresden, is likewise situ.
ated on this river, over which is a bridge, supported by stone piers,
but the upper partis of wood: this bridge is considered as a masterpiece of art, the middle arch, which is seventy-five paces wide, being
kept together ) y a single wooden peg, The Elbe bounds the Old

Mark of Breadenburg toward the east, and there receives the Havel.
It is the principal river in Lower Saxony. At Hamburg it becomes
extremely broad, and has sufficient depth for large ships: it dis.
cliarges its wafers into the German Ocean, by the fortress of Gluk-

stadt.

Few kinds of fishes are found in this river.

The principal rivers of FRANCE which have their sources in that
kingdom are the Loire, the Garonne, and the Seine; these all dis.

charge their waters into the Atlantic.
than the Rhone.

The Lorre is a larger river

It rises in the mountains of Cevenues, in Lan-

guedoc (now distributed into five departments) ; it takes its course
north and north-west, till it passes the city of Orleans, in the Ore
leanois (now the department of the Loire); it afterward pursues a

course south-west and west, by Tours and Angers, and discharges
itself into the Bay of Biscay, forty miles below Nantes; its whole
course, with all its windings, is computed to be five hundred miles,
receiving in its progress the Allier, Cher, Indre, Creuse, Vienne, and
Maine.
It has a communication with the Seine by means of the
canals of Briate and Orleans,
In November 1790, it overflowed HS

banks, and laid a large extent of country under water.
The GARONNE rises at the foot of the Pyrenees, in the county of
Cominges; it becomes navigable at Muret, on the confines of Languedoc;

in its course it is joined by many rivers; it passes Toulouse

and Bourdeaux, below which it receives the Dordogne, a river nearly

equal to it in consequence; these united streams then take the name
of the Gironde, become very broad, and disembogue into the bay
of Biscay.

By means of this river, anda noble canal, a junction has

been formed between the Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic
Ocean. This canal is a work of such grandeur and utility that we
cannot consent to pass it by without a more detailed description.
The Royal CANAL, formed in order to make a communication

between the Atlantic Ocean and the gulf of Lyons, in the Mediterranean, of such exéent, that vessels might pass from one sea into the

other without going round by Spain, is in truth one of the Aoblest
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works

that any

country

has

ever produced,

Under

Louis நரா. ்

years in a Mninute —
Paul Riquet, of Bezieres, after employing twenty

consideration of every particular relating to it, during which he had I
Te _
no other counsellor than his gardener, completed iis plan,

the other, is a hundred and forty-four fect.

i

ore

tra,
It begins in the harbour of Cette, on tie Mediterranean, and
jg
Toulouse
below
mile
a
of
quarter
a
and
Theu,
of
lake
the
verses
It is every where
conveyed by three sluices into the Garoune.
six feet deep; so that a cargo of eighteen hundred quintals may be
forwarded to any place upon it, and its breadth, from one bank to

வள கை
ரணை

iy |
first stone was laid in the year 1067, aud the canal was-opened
\ 1681, butit was not completed until many years after. —

twenty deep, the whole surface being six hundred and eighty-seven

‘thousand four hundred and thirty-eight feet. Into this bason of
water the rivulet of Laudot, which ruus down the hills, is received,

and inelosed by a wali two thousand four hundred feet long, a hun.
dred and thirty-two in height, and twenty-four feet thick, having a
strong dam, defended by a strong wall of free stone. Under the
dam runs an arched passaye reaching to the main wall, where three
large cocks, of cast brass, are turned and shut by means of iron bars;
and these cocks discharge the water, through mouths as large asa’

aan’s body, into an arched aqueduct, where ‘it runs through the
outer wall, beyond which it goes under the name of the river Laudot; continuing its course to the canal called Rigole de la Plaine.
Ehence it is conveyed to another fine reservoir, near Naurouse, two
handred fathoms in length, a hundred and fifty in breadth, with the

depth of seven feet; and out of this basow is conveyed, by means
of sluices, both to the Mediterranean Sea and, to the ocean, accord-

ing as the canal requires it, Though the above cocks remain open
for some months successively, yet there is no visible diminution of
the water

in the great reservoir.

Near Bezieres are eight sluices,

which form a regular and grand cascade, nine hundred and thirtysix feet long, and sixty-six high, by means of which vessels may
pass across the river Orb, and continue their voyage on the canal,
Above it, between Bezieres aud Gapestan, is the Mal~Pas, where the

canal is conveyed for the length of a hundred and twenty fathoms,

ராகாவா

At St.Ferreol, a quarter of a mile below Revel, between two ~
rocky hills, that are in the form of a half-moon, is a large reservoir,
twelve hundred fathoms in lengih, five hundred in breadth, and

————

\
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under a mountain cut into a very lofty arcade, the greatest part of
which ‘is lired with free-stone, except toward the end, where it is
only hewn through the rock, which is of a soft calcareous substance.
At Agde is a round sluice, with three openings, three dif.
ferent depths -f the water meeting at this place; and the gates are,
so ingeniously conttived, that vessels’ may pass through by cpening
which ever sluice the master pleases; an invention that struck the
great Vauban himself with admiration. ‘The lesser rivers and streams,
that might have prejudiced the canal, have been carried under it by
' water-courses, forty-four in number, beside eight bridges.

This canal cost thirteen millions of livres‘(something more than.
half a million sterling), part of which money was furnished by the
king, and part by.the states of Languedoc.
The king generously

* granted to Riquet, the projector and conductor, and his male heirs,
all the jurisdiction and revennes belonging to it; so that the crown
was not to come into possession till the extinction of his family.
Ships passing on it, for every hundred weight paid twenty sous (10d.
English), and even the king himself paid the same toll for military
stores, &c. sent by way of this eanal; so thaf the revenue, especially
in time of a brisk trade, was very considerable.
However, the
charges attendiig it are also.very great;

veral

directors,

receivers,

comptroilers,

for

the salaries of the se-

lieutenants,

clerks,

and

watchmen, annually amount to one hundred thousand livres (4000/.
sterling), beside an enormous great expence in repairs. The Counts
of Caraman, descendants of Riquet, were also obliged to keep

passage-boats, which are drawn by mules or horses; these go and
return at stated

times,

According

to Mr. Swinburne, 360 boats

navigate this canal, each of which perform annually six voyages.>
The conveyance of goods is paid for by the league, passengers pay
by the day. The proprietors of the works receive a thousand
livres (432. 15s. sterling) each voyage. The whole annuali income,
the same writer states tu be 2,160,000 livres (94,5001. sterling),
the current expences and costs of repairs are supposed to amount,

one year with another, to 1,610,009 livres (70,4372. 10s. sterling)
per annum, and the net profits 10 550,900 livres (24,0622, 10s sterting).
The length of this cana! from Toulouse to Bezieres, where

it joins the river Orb, is 125,435 French tcises, equal to one handred
and fifty-two English nnles, * Vine system of inland navigation,”
observes the same writer, “has been so much improved of late
‘

%
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years, that I make no doubt that this canal would be shortened many

leagues, were it to be undertaken afresh. “It is full of angles and
turns that do not appear necessary ; and on the contrary, in one oy
two places has been driven straight at an.enormous expence, through
_ numberless obstacles, when a short sweep would have conveyed the
waters, with greater ease, and less expence, to fhe plice of their des,

tination,

‘There

are fifteen locks upon

it in the fail toward the

ocean, and forty-five on the side of the Mediterranean.

The highest

one
point between the two seas is at Naurouge, which is elevated
level of
hundred toises (more than two huudred yards) above the

each shore.

‘The canal is carried ayer thirty-seven aqueducts, and

crossed by eight bridges.”

ee

the department of
The SEINE rises near Dijon, in Burgundy (now
On this river
Cote d’Ore); it proceeds ina north-western course.

Paris is situated.

It consists of three parts, independently of its

the north of the
twelve suburbs, namely, the town, which lies on
y,
Seine, the city, which is environed by that river, and the universit
islands,
three
s
comprise
city
The
it.
of
which lies: to the south
de St. Louis,
formed by the Seine, which are, V’Isle du Palais, l’Isle
storehouses
and V’Isle Louviers: the last is small, and contains only
of the
parts
other
with
ates
communic
Palais
du
for wood. Theisle
is the
city by means of seven stone bridges, the principal of which
consists
It
Paris.
in
bridge
finest
the
Bridge,
New
or
Neuf,
Pont

pa.
‘of twelve arches, and is seventy-two feet-broad, reckoning the

and on
rapets. ‘The middle, or carriage-way, is thirty feet broad,
3
footway.
raised
a
is
side
each

in
Over the piles on either side are also semicircular lodgments,
_-which are an hundred and seventy-eight small shops, formerly be.
longing fo the king’s footmen, which, like those formerly disfiguring
London-bridge, only serve to obstruct a most beautiful prospect. In
“the centre of the bridge stood once a fine equestrian statue of Henry
IV. in brass, larger than life, and standing on a marble pedestal, on

|

the sides of which were basso relieves, with inscriptions, representing
At the four corners”
the victories and principal actions of that hero.

were tied four slaves, also of brass, who trample upon antique arms,
This stately monument was inclosed within iron rails. Another orna.

Ee

ment of the Pont Neuf is the Samaritaine, a building three stories
high, in which is an engine that supplies some parts of the city with
water. It was thus named from its containing in the front a groupe

ets
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of figures representing the story of Christ and the Samaritan woman.
These statues were take down by order of the National Convention.
Another bridge, called the Pont ஸ CuHanGe, had also.a statue
of Louis XIV. in brass; and both this and the bridge of Notre
Dame, on which are also water-works, have each two rows of
houses upon thém; those of the first being four, and of ue last two
stories high.~

The Seine, passing through Normandy (now divided into five de.
partments), visits Rouen, and falls into the British Channel near
Havre de Grace.
The great and small rivers in SPAIN are said to amount to an

hundred and fifty; the principal of these are the Minho, which rises
-in Galicia;

the

Douro,

which

has

part of the mountains of Idubeda;
in New

Castile,

which it passes

its source in Old Castile,

ina

the Tagus, rising in a mountain

through,

the

city

of Toledo being

situated on its banks, and the river encompassing it in the form of a
horse-shoe.

It bounds

the

Portuguese

province

of Beira

to

the

south, passes through that of Estramadura, and discharges itself into

the Atlantic.

mouth.
Spain.

Lisbon, the capital of Portugal, is situated near its

All the great rivers of PoRTUGAL have their sources in
Thus

the Guadiana also issues from New Castile,

its source from some
its course

between

lakes,
high

at a small distance from

mountains,

in which

deriving

which it takes

it conceals

itself for

near three miles, and then re-appears in a fenny soil, but soon hides

itself again amidst reeds and rocks, which probably gave occasion
_ to the mistaken idea of its losing itself under-ground, his river
separates the Spanish province of Andalusia from Portuguese Algarva.

The Guadalquiver,

Betis,

and Tartessus, begins its course in Andalusia,

or Great River,

by the ancients called,
where several

small streams issuing from Mount Segura unite in alake, from which
this river flows.
From Corduba to Seville, it is passable only by ~

small craft; but from the last city to its mouth, it is navigable by
ships of burden, though dangerous on account

of its many sand-

banks, ‘The Ebro rises in the mountains of Santillane, in Old Castile, from two springs, and receives upward of thirty brooks in its
course, becoming navigable near Tudela; its navigation, however,
is dangerous, on account of its many rocks; at length it discharges
itself with great rapidity into the Mediterranean, and its mouth forms
the little island of Alfacs.

$2
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All these rivers abound in fishes; and the three principal, the
Douro, the Tagus, and the Guadiana, divide the king¢éom of Spain

inte three parts,
In the province of Andalusia is the river Tinto, or Azeche, the
water of which cannot be drunk; it is accused, ndeed, of being

noxious even to herbs and the roots of trees, and has ro kind of fish, —
or any living creature, to inhabit its waters.
To close the survey of rivers on the European continent, some of
those in Italy must necessarily be spoken of ; in which country the
Apennine mountains take their rise near the Alps, on the sea-coast,
in the territories of Genoa, and dividing Italy into almost two equal .

parts, reach to the straits that separate it from Sicily, and
to an incredible variety of rivers that water this delightful
The largest and most remarkable of the rivers of ITALY
following.
The Po, which

rises in mount Viso,

in Piedmont,

give rise
country,
are the
ae

one of the

highest of all the Alps, and after receiving upward of thirty small
rivers, discharges itself into the Adriatic, by seven different mouths.
“It passes through Montferrat,

the

Milanese and Mantua,

laves the

borders of the Parmesan, and a part of the Modenese. It often overs
flows its banks, causing great devastation.
The Adige, in Latin
Athesis, has its source in the Rhetian Alps, and waters,the cities of
Trent and Verona, it being the only large river in Lombardy, and

instead of joining the Po, runs, like that river into the Adriatic.
The Arno flowing from the Appennine mountains, and falling into
The Tiber, which rises out of the Apenthe Tuscan sea near Pisa,
nine mountains, and at a small distance from Rome, empties itself

into that part of the Mediterranean called the Tuscan sea.
known in Italy by the name of Tivere.

It is

Its waters are generally so

thick and muddy at Rome, that even horses are not watered in its
stream ; but after standing two.or three days, it works itself clear,
and becomes fit for drinking. The bed of the river being raised by
‘the ruins of many houses which have fallen into it, and its mouth
much choaked up, it frequently overflows its banks, more especially
when a strong south wind blows.
The principal rivers of England are the Thames, the Severn, the
Trent, and the Humber.
The THAMES, if considered with respect to its course and navi-
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gation, is not to be equalled by any river in the known world.

It

rises from a small spring @ little to the south-west of Cirencester, in
Gloucestershire; and, taking its course eastward, becomes navigable
at Lechlade

for

vessels

of fifty tons,

and

there

receives

the river

Colne, about one hundred and thirty-eight miles from London.
From Lechlade it continues its course north-east to Oxford, where
it receives the Charwell; after which it runs south-west to Abing~
don, ‘and thence to Dorchester,

where it receives the Thame,

and

continuing its course south-east, flows by the borders of Berkshire,
‘Buckinghamshire,

Surrey, Middlesex,

Essex,

and

Kent.

In this

extensive progress it passes along a multitude of towns and fine
picturesque villages ; and

having visited London and Westminster,

preceeds by Deptford, Greenwich, Woolwich, and Gravesend,
to the sea. It is impossible to represent the beauties with which
the banks of this noble river are embellished from Windsor to London; besides numerous Villages, they are adorned with magnificent
seats and gardens of numerous nobility and gentlemen.
The tide
flows as high as Richmond in Surry; which, following the winding
course of the river,

is seventy miles from

the sea.

At London the

depth is sufficient for the navigation of large ships, which renders it
the greatest port for trade in the universe. The water is justly
esteemed exceedingly wholesome, and fit for use in very long voy=
ages, during which it will work itself perfectly fine. It
பட ்

abounds with a great variety of fishes.
2
The best description of this renowned river is to be found in SirJohn
Denhain’s poem of Cowper’s Hill.

It is as follows;

and the fine

simile with which it concludes, and particularly, the sweetness of the
lines in which the simile is conveyed, haye been objects a admira- .
tion and perhaps of enyy by every succeeding poet. '
Thames, the most lov’d of all the Ocean’s sons
By his old sire, to his embraces runs5
Hasting to pay his tribute to the sea,
Like.mortal life to meet eternity.
' Nor are his blessings to his banks confin’d,
But free and common

as the sea or wind 3:

Where he, to boast or to disperse his stores,
Full of the tribute of his grateful shores,
Visits the world, and in his flying tow’rs
Brings home to us, and makes both Indies ours’s
VOL,

III.
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So that to us no thing, no place is strange,
While his fair bosom is the world’s exchange.
O could I ftow like thee, and make thy stream
௫
My great example, asitis my theme!
Though deep, yet clear; though gentle, yet notit dull s5+
Strong without rage, without o’erffowing full.—

Although it is the current opinion that the Thames had its name
from the conjunction of the Thame and Isis, yet it is always called

Thames before it comes near the Thame.

This the annotator on

Camden proves from ancient records, and adds,
it may be safely
affirmed, that it does not occur under the name of Isis in any charter
or authentic history; and that the name is no where heard of, ex.,
cept among scholars ;, the common people all along, from the spring.
head to Oxford, calling it by no other name but that of the
Thames.”
:
,
The SEVERN rises from a small Jake on the vast mountain of

Plynlimmon, in Montgomeryshire, and is the principal beauty of the
county, in which it receives so many small streams, that it becomes
navigable near the town of Montgomery.
It. passes through the
middle of Shropshire; on its banks are the towns of Shrewsbury and

Bridgenorth; its course is througl the centre of Worcestershire,
from north to south, the city of Worcester and town of Tewkezbury being here seated on its margiv.
Entering Gloucestershire, it
tuus by the city of Gloucester, and discharges itself into a large bay,

which, from the commercial city iu its vicinity, 1s called the Bristol
Channel. About fifteen miles from its mouth-a navigable canal hag
been constructed; which conveys the waters of the Severn to within
about two miles of Cirencester; they are then carried by a tunnel
or archway, the height of which is fifteen feet above the surface of

the watex, through Saperton hill, twe miles and three furlongs in
extent, for the purpose of communicating with the Thames at Lech,
“Jade.

In November 1789, this navigation was

completed,

The

Severn is distinguished for the abundance of salmon which frequent,
it, and the lamprey, which is: almost peculiar toit;

this last fish is in”

season in the spring of the year, whemit hava delicious taste, whicly
abates as the summer advances.
The TRENT rises among the moor-lauds in the north-west part
of Staffordshire, and. has its waters increased by several rivulets, by
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the Sow, Charnet, Eccleshell-water, and other streams, and then
runs to the eastward.
It becomes navigable at Burton-upon-Trent,

—

where it leaves this county, and flowing through those of Derby,
Nottinghain and Lincoln, discharges itself into the Humber, that_
great receptacle of the northern rivers, running a course of near two
hundred miles, It eaters Noitinghamshire at the south-west point,

where it is jemed by the Erwash, and passes to the eastward till
it reaches Newark,

where it forms an island;

when turning to the

north, after a track of about fourteen miles, it forms the boundary
of that county on the side of Lincolnshire. Poets have derived the
name of this river from ¢hirty kinds of fishes which are found in it,

and from éhérty streams which flow into it.
8

‘The bounteous Trent, that in himself enseams
Both thirty sorts of fishes, and thirty sundry streams,

But this ought only to be considered as a poetical fiction.
Pennant determines

the name

Mr.

to be Saxon, and says it is derived

from its rising froga three heads. The Dove which rises in the most
northern point of Staffordshire, forms the boundary between it and
Derbyshire, and joins the Trent a little below Burton. The Sow
rises a few miles to the west of Newcastle-under-Line, and falls'into

the Trent on the south-east. These are well stocked iwith fishes,
especially the Trent. A canal has been formed from Chesterfield,
in Derbyshire, which, passing through the northern part of Nottinghamshire, communicates with the Trent just below Gainsborough;

it was begun in 1773, and completed in 1775, « Inits course a subterranean tunnel is cut through Norwood hill, which extends 2850 .
yards, or upwards of a mile and a half, so perfectly straight, that the
termination at one end may be seen at the other, The arch is
twelve feet high,‘nine feet three inches wide, and in the deepest

part thirty-six yards below the surface of the earth.

By means of*

the numerous canals which are now formed in the north of England,
a communication is opened between the Treut and the Mersey, or

quite across the kingdom, from east to west.
The rivers which fall into the HUMBER

are the Ouse, or North-

ern Ouse, and those by which the Ouse itself is enriched, as the
Dun, or Don, the Derwent,

the Calder, the Aire, the Whatse, the

Nidd, the Yore, and the Swale.

The Ouse rises in the west-northD2
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west side of Yorkshire, and chiefly runs to the south-east. The
Dun, or Don, rises in the hills near the south-west end of Yorke
shire, where it is called the Sheaf, and running to the southward till
ihe
it has reached Sheffield, turns to the north-east, and. falls into
and
Lancashire,
of
edge
the
in
source
its
has
The Calder
Ouse.
and joins
entering the south-west side of Yorkshire, runs eastward,
‘The Aire has its spring at the foot 6 a high hill,
the river Aire.

dis.
called Pennigent, running slowly, and chiefly to the eastward,
The Wharse, or Wherse, rises among
charges itself into the Ouse.
and runs with a swift and impeYorkshire,
of
west
the
in
hills
the
till it falls into the Ouse,
south-east,
tuous current, mostly to the
runs
The Swale rises among the north-west hills of Yorkshire, and

miles
ning chiefly to the south east, joins the Nidd, about’ four
and
north
the
divides
which
below Borough-bridge. The Derwent,

east ridings, rises in the north-east of Yorkshire, near the sea-coast,

then
between Whitby and Scarborough, and first runs to the south,

at length, like the
winds to the west, and again to the south, falling

Woulds,
preceding, into the Ouse. The Hull has its source in the
and
Beverley,
near
passing
southward,
the
to
mostly
whence it runs

fishes, partifalls into the Humber; all these afford abundance of
Into each of these rivers a
cularly salmon, trout, and craw-fish.

்

great number of rivulets discharge themselves.

and
The Humber is formed at the confluence of the Ouse,

may

yather be considered as a narrow bay than a river, being throughout
its short course extremely wide.

Its whole extent,

quite to Spurn-

the southhead, a narrow peninsular which terminates Yorkshire to
of:
partakes
Yorkshire
miles.
thirty-six
than
more
not
is
‘eastward,
nayithe advantage derived from that great modern improvement,
gable canals. ‘A communication has been obtained between the
western and eastern coasts, across Lancashire and Yorkshire, by

means of a canal, proceeding from the river Mersey, at Liverpool,
© to the Ouse, at Selby, about sixteen miles above its junction with
the Humber; the canal is not yet fully completed according to the
_ original plan, but. it has been long rendered navigable across the
county

of York,

from

Holme-bridge,

four

miles

north-west

of

“Skipton, to the Ouse, passing by Leeds; and by act of parliament
‘the proprietors are enabled to borrow. additional sums of money for
the purpose of completing the design. Prom this canal a branch is *
in extent, to Bradford. Another of small
formed, about three miles

UeT OY THE P:
over the River

s

sextent
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is ‘cut near

Wakefield,

facilitate

to

between this place and Halifax.

the

communication

t

While speaking of canals, that astonishing work which, under the
name of the Nuw River, was begun in the early part of the last
century, and which in its progress and completion has proved so
highly intersting to the most populous and wealthy part of this
்
country, ought not to pass unnoticed.
This most noble undertaking, for the purpose of supplying the
northern and western parts of the cities of London and Westminster, and nearly the whole of their environs, with that necessary of
life, water, is by means of tlns riter, which is conducted in an arti-

ficial cana’, extending through a winding course of thirty-eight
miles three quarters and sixteen poles, from the springs of Chadwel

and Amwell, near Ware, in Hertfordshire. It was undertaken in
the year 1606, by Mr. Hugh Middleton, citizen and goldsmith of
London,

who was afterwards knighted, and at length created a ba.

ronet; but the title is now estinet.

In about five years he had

great
brought the water as far as Enfield, but having met with
impodifficulties, and strong opposition, he found himself extremely
and corverished by the undertaking, and applied to the lord mayor
to be concerned,
poration of London for assistance, but they refusing

he made a more successful application to James 1. who, in the year
1612, engaged to bear half the expense of the concern on becoming
a half partner in it; though the king was excluded from interfering
at
at all in its management. The sums paid out of the Exchequer
consequence
in
1614,
September
to
1612
Easter
from
times,
various
of this covenant,

were

6,347.

In the following year, water was

at Islington.
brought into the bason called “ The New River Head,’
attention,
national
of
worthy
object
an
be
to
thought
It was then
x shares,
thirty-si
into
moiety
his
and Sir Hugh Middleton dividing
year 1633
sold twenty-nine of them. It was not, however, until the
in the year
that any dividend of profit was made, and Sir Hugh died
at that time,
1631; the proportion to each twenty-ninth share was,
31. 4s. 2d. and instead
111, 19s. 1d, the second dividend was only
expected to be made.
was
partners
the
of a third, a call upon
accrue from the underCharles I. supposing little advantage would

on, in his life-time, the
taking, re-conveyed to Sir. Hugh Middlet
to him and his succes
secured
haying
of
n
royal moiety, on conditio

sors a fee-farm xent of 500/, per annum,
D3

, This moiety was likes

.

௫
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wise divided into thirty-six shares, which were called “ the king’s

ன் shares,” as the other twenty-nine were; “ the adventurers,” விடி
were incorporated by letters patent, in the year 1619, by the name

of “ ‘The New River Company,” and the government of the cons

cern lodged in their hands, In the year 1766, one of the king’s
shares was sold by public auction for 4,4002. and in 1270, another

king’s share, or one seventy second part of the whole, was pur.

The corporation consists of
chased at a public auction for 6,7002.
q
a govertior, deputy-governor, treasurer, and twenty-six directors,

collector and his assistant, a surveyor and his deputy, collectors, and

carried over two
workmen. The canal called “ The New River” is
i its course
lead;
with
lined
troughs,
vales, in wooden frames, or
are forty-three sluices, and over it are two hundred and fifteen

bridges. In some parts it is conveyed through subterranean
passages.
to the
Sir Hugh Middleton left by his will some of his shares

members.
Goldsmiths’ company, to be divided among its poor
in CardiganThis adventurous baronet was possessed of mines
advantage, as fo
shire, which he is said to have worked to’so great

years togehave cleared two thousand pounds a month for several
ther, which enabled him to bring the New River water to London;

on that great
but Mr. Pennant says that he expended the whole
becomiag an
by
himself
support
to
as
object, and was so reduced,

hireling surveyor.

One of his female descendants, being in very

small anreduced circumstances, was, not many years ago, voted a
nuity by the corporation of London, in consequence of a petition

« which she presented.

்

NORTH

AMERICA,

America is extremely well watered by rivers not only for the
support of animal life, and all the advantages of fertility, but

for the convenience of trade, and the intercourse of the distant
In North America, the great river Miss
inhabitants by water.
SISSIPPI runs chiefly from north to south, receiving in its course
many large rivers, scarcely inferior to the Rhine or the Danube,
navigable almost from their sources, and laying-open the inmost |
recesses of this part of the continent. Near the heads of these are
extensive lakes of fresh water, which have a communication

with

>
each other,
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On

the

eastern side of North America are the fine rivers, HUDSON, DELaWARE,

JAMES,

PoTOWMACK,

SUSQUEHANNa,

ConNEcTIcuUR,

and several others of extensive length and depth.
The rivers which flow westward, and discharge themselves into
the Pacific Ocean are very imperfectly known; among these, the
CoLuMBtA, or RivER OF THE WEST, is probably by
0880௧0,

“far the largest.

Captain Cook proceeded a considerable way up it

in the year 1778, and through the whole extent of his navigation it
was found to be broad, deep, aud rapid, so that it may be supposed
to take its rise in the central part,of the American continent.
The BopRBON has only been traced from a yery extensive lake,

which has received the same name; its course is toward Hudson’s
bay, above the fifty-fifth degree of north latitude.
The vast river Mississippi is supposed to take its rise from three
or four springs, which

unite at about 46° north latitude, and 98°

west longitude; it has been ascended as high as 45° north, about
one hundred and fifty miles above the Fulls of St, Anthony. Its
course extends above two thousand miles, comprising its continual
flexions.

It proceeds ina south-east direction, till it arrives at about

35° north latitude, and then proceeds almost due south, till it
arrives at West Florida, where it again runs to the south-east.

It receives the river St. Pierre,

or St.. Peter, on the westward,

near the Falls of St, Anthony, and the Moingona in the same direction, about 42° north latitude; from the eastward, the Fox -river;
A little lower, the noble Missouri rans
and the Illinois below 40°.
into it from the westward; the Ohio joins it from the eastward,

At 33°, the White river and the Paniassas first join, and then pour
their united streams into this grand receptacle of waters, which discharges itself into the sea by many openings, most of which have but
a

little depth of water.

The Mississippi, after being joined by the Missouri, is about six
miles wide, and continnes its course southerly, no considerable
stream falling into it after this for between two and three hundred

miles, when it is joined by the Ohio, The country on each side the
Mississippi to this place is exceedingly fine, the climate warm and
agreeable.-

The navigation of the Mississippi is very tedious, even in descending, as it is not deemed safe to sail down it during the night; the
D4
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‘river being constantly encumbered with floating trees, which the
winds

tear from

its banks,

and precipitate into the water.

ascent is still more dificult and

tedious.

The

-Procceding northward

from its mouth, the adjacent country is one continued level spot,
covered with vast forests of trees, which so entirely intercept the

winds, as to cause a dead calm constantly to prevail, so {hat in this
part it commonly takes a month to sail only twenty leagues, When
' these forests cease, the remainder of the navigation is obstructed by

strong currents, so that boats seldom advance farther than five or
six leagues in a whole day. This river bounds Louisiana to the
eastward.
“0
The Ouro, or Fair River, which Mr. Jefferson calle «, the most
beautiful river upon earth,” rises in several branches, some of which

spring near lake Erie, and others within a few miles of lake Ontario.
It is called
which

rises

the Alleghany,
from

the

west

until it is joined

by the Monongahela,

side of the Alleghany

mountains,

in a

great number of small streams, that unite, and, together with the
Alleghany, form this river, about 40° 35’ north latitude, when it
takes the name of Ohio,
Its general course afterward inclines to

the south-west, and takes a remarkably winding serpentine form.
At Fort

Pitt, where the

junction

is

made,

it is a

mile

wide,

but

grows much wider before it joins the
ississippi, which is. in Iatitude 36° 8’ north, receiving several streams in its course thither.
. The country between the lakes and the junction of the Ohio and

Mississippi, for several hundred miles, is level, and has an excellent
soil; the climate is healthy and agreeable, a the winters short and
moderate: : its natural productions are numerous and valuable: it is
well stocked, but not encumbered with timber trees, so that no -

country in the world is capable of nobler improvements.
Great part of this countryis now settled, and new states are forme

ing; of these Kentuckey has for many years sent

ப.

aud ~

senators to congress.
None of these American rivers are acted npon by tides, the copious”

efflux causing the waters constantly to proceed with rapidity toward
the mouth, so that no ships, without great difficulty, can proceed
“upward. in any of. these rivers, and the commercial benefits which

they yield are chiefly internal, furnishing a ready conveyance for
the productions of the country, but incapable of bringing back
any foreign articles. In the rising state of Kentuckey many ships.

are built, which floating down the Ohio, proceed to the gulf of ©

2

Mexico,
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benefit of the current, which constantly

sets in to the northward through the Bahama straits, arrive at their
destined port on the eastern coast of North America, with greater

celerity

and safety.

navigation on
38°

north.

One

the Ohio,
Its

descent,

material

impediment,

however,

to this

is a considerable fall, about the latitude of
however,

is

gradual,

but

continued: for

half a league: the breadth of the river in that part is a mile and
a quarter, The level of the river by this fall is not sunk more than
imenty feet.
There is a considerable yariation in the quantity of
water which fills the bed of this river at different seasons of the
~ year,

and when

the river becomes shallow,

the

depth

of water at

this fall issonly sufficient to convey light boats down the stream.
The IsuE OF ORLEANS, at the mouth of the Mississippi, in 29°
58/ latitude, and. §9° 59’ west longitude from Greenwich, is a very
beautiful and fertile spot of ground, on which the French had a cone
siderable city, named Nez Orleans, which is the capital, and indeed
the only city of Louisiana. — It is fortified in a regular manner, and
according to some French authors, has about six hundred handsome
houses, and five parish churches, with straight and handsonie streets,

that cross each other at right angles, but the buildings are oe.
of wood, and not remarkable for their beauty.
This town owed its rise to the delusions which were
ண்ணி by

the celebrated projector Law upon the French nation, The immense
wealth which was supposed to be contained in the mines of St. Barbe,
in Louisiana,
tional phrenzy

caused a company to be formed in France,
long prevailing, vast numbers

embarked

and a nafor the par-

pose of settling on the banks of the Mississippi. They were: landed
at Biloxi, in West Florida, where the far greater number perished

by want and misfortunes,

Five years afterwards,

were removed to the island on which
built,

and so named

the town ef New

after the regent of France.

the survivors
Orleans was

The Abbé

Rayna}

asserts that upwards of a million sterling was sunk in this disastrous
scheme.
The source of the St. LAwRENCE, the great river of ‘Canada,

has never been traced, though it is known to have a communication
with the lakes into the interior country to a vast extent. Carver, ins
deed, asserts, that the four capital rivers on the continent of North

America, viz. the St. Lawrence, Mississippi, Bourbon, and Oregan,

or river of the west,

have their sources very near each others

those of the three former being within thirty miles, the laiter some-

4g
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what farther to the west; but the evidence on which he makes this

assertion is by no means clear and conclusive.
course of many

hundred ‘miles,

Aiter a northseastern

it discharges ils waters

into a large

gulf, extending from 45° 30’ to 51° north latitude; the islands of
‘Newfoundland and Cape Breton lying between it aiid the great At.
~Jantic Ocean. The river is navigable for large ships as high as
Quebec, which is four hundred miles from its mouth 3 iarther up,
shoals and rocks impede its navigation.
The French, while in pos.
session of Canada, industriously exaggerated the diffienlties: ang

dangers attending the navigation of this river; but since the English

have possessed the country, the utmost attention bas been bestowed
to form accurate charts of it, and to give every-kind of assistance for
In executing these designs, Captain Cook was
its safe navigation.

for some time employed, before he became a circumnavigator, in
performing which his great abilities were first discovered, and the

foundation laid for his future fame.
“Hupsen’s, or the NorTH RivER, rises within about twenty miles
of Lake George, and runs to the south, discharging itself’ at New

York, or Sandy Hook,

‘This river is navigable for vessels of one

hundred tons, as high as Albany,

which is a course of one hundred

and fifty miles, and shallops may go up eight or ten miles higher.
1: The largest river in the state pf Pennsylvania is the DELAWARE,
which rises in the country of the Five Nations, and flows into the sea at Delaware-bay. It is navigable for near au hundred and fifty miles
up, after which it has some falls; the settlements upon this river
extend an hundred and fifty-miles from the city of Philadelphia,
which is seated on its banks to the westward, and on the Schoolkill
to the eastward, which it joins a few miles below Philadelphia, The

lands on the banks of the Delaware are excellent. Its course is
nearly south-east, and it affords great plenty of all such fishes as
are common

to the

cured, and exported in

climate, especially

வ

sturgeon, which

are here

abundance than.in any other part of

America.

The SUSQUEHANNA rises in the same conte: at the distance of
ninety miles from the Apalachian mountains, and runs at first south=
west, and then south-east, nearly parallel to the Delaware, till it

discharges itself into Chesapeak-bay, in Maryland, This riveér is
likewise navigable a great way up the interior country, and, if pos.
sible, exceeds the other in the pleasantness and fertility of the ‘soil
e

க
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on its banks, which produces,vi in great abundance, all sorts of corn,
especially Wheat.
¢
The Schoolkili, or Skulkill,has its source in the same country,
running almost‘parallel to the two other rivers, till at length it falls
into the Delaware, near the city of Philadelphia, above which it is

navigable for boats, at least a hundred miles higher up the country,
These rivers, with the numerous bays and creeks iu Delaware- bay,

capable of containing the largest fleets, render this province admirably suited for carrying ona foreign trade. | The country also abounds
in streams fit for mills, and all other kinds of mechanical expedients
for easing the labour of man;-hence there is here manufactured a
greater quantity of iron than in any province on the continent.

The bay of Chesapeak is one of the largest and safest bays perhaps

in the world; for it enters the country near three hundted miles
from the south to the north, having the eastern

side-of Maryland,

and a small part of Virginia, on the same peninsula, to cover it from

the Atlantic Ocean,

This bay is almost eighteen miles broad for a

considerable way, and seven where it is narrowest, the water in most

places being nine fathom deep.

Through its whole extent it is en-

‘riched, both on the eastern and western side, by a vast number of
fine
ரி rivers: for, beside those of Maryland, it receives

from the side of Virginia, Jaméseriver, York-river, the Rappahanock, and the Potowmac,

‘These rivers are not only navigable themselves for very large ves.
sels a considerable way into the country, but have so many creeks,
and receive such a number of smaller navigable rivers, as render the

communication of all parts of this ‘country inconceivably more easy,
than that of any other. The Potowmac is navigable for near twa

eighty; and in the windings of ‘their several courses approach ojeanother so nearly, that the distance between them is in some parts
not more than ten, and in others not more than five miles; while in
others again there are fifty miles between each of them. The planters,

as in Maryland, load and unload vessels of great burden at their
own doors;

which, as their commodities are of small value in மாப

portion to their bulk, is an incalculable convenience.
CONNECTICUT river rises in New Hampshire state, Jatitude 44
10’; it pursues a remarkably straight course to the south, and dis«

௦.

hundred miles; it is nine miles broad at its mouth, and for a vast
way uot less than seven. The other three are navigable upward of
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charges its waters into the sound opposite to Long Island.

About

one hundred aud forty miles from its source, near the town of Wak

pole, are very rapid falls, the force of which is caused by the water's —
being enclosed by two rocks within a space of about thirty feet, ‘and

falling into a broad hason below.
Over these rocks a bridge was
constructed in 1784, with such an elevation as to be inaccessible to
the highest floods.
From these falls to the mouth of the river the

distance is about one hundred and sixty miles,
SOUTH

AMERICA,

We have yet to describe three majestic floods, that may well vie
with any we have yet glanced at. These are, the Oronooko, or
Orinoko,

the River of Amazons, sometimes

called the Oredlana,

but more properly the Meragnon ; and the Plate River, or Rio
de la Plata, They all run in the general direction of from west,
‘

to east.

The Ononooxo forms one boundary for Guiana.

It is said-to

be seven hundred and fifty-five leagues in length, fronyits source, in

Popayan, near the Pacific Ocean, to its discharge mto the Atlantic,
in 9° orth latitude, where its impetuosity is so great, that it stems
the most powerful tides, and preserves the freshness of its waters to
the distance of twelve leagues out at sea, The Oronooko in the
month of April begins to swell, and continues to vise during five
months; the sixth it remains at its greatest height; im Octoberit
begins to subside, and falls gradually until the month of March:;

sduring which month it remains ‘at a fixed state of its utmost dimi~
nution. This regular rise and fall of ils waters is unquestionably
produced by the rainy and the dry seasons, which alternately prevail
in this part of the world,
, Columbus, in his third voyage of discovery, which commenced on

the 30th of May, 1498, taking a more southern course than he had
pursued in his two'former voyages, discovered the island of Trinidad,
on the coast of Guiana, near the mouth of this great river, on the

first of August following.

The swell occasioned by its waters poure

jg into the ocean was so great as fo expose the ships to extreme

daiger, but after long combating the currents and tremendous waves
with doubtful success, he conducted his squadron safe through a
narrow strait, which separates that island from the continent; this
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he called “ Bocca del Drago,” the dragon's mouth, He justly con-

cluded that such a vast body of water must flow through a country

of immense extent, and that he was now arrived at that continent
which it had long been the object of his wishes to discoyer. Full of
this idea, he stood to the west, along the coast of those provinces

now known by the names of Paria and Comana.
The Oronooko, though a river only of the third or fourth magni.
tude in ff new world, far surpasses the largest rivers in our hemie
sphere. It rolls toward the ocean Such a vast body of water, and
rushes into it with suclt impetuous force, that when it méets the tide,
which on that coast rises to an uncommon

height, their collision oc.

casions a swell and agitation of the waters
formidable.
The River of the AMAZONs, which is the
Brasil, as it has its source among the Andes,
mountains on the globe, is the greatest river
is not far from the

according

to Ulloa

Pacific Ocean, and it runs

and Condamine,

more

no less surprising than
s
northern boundary of
which are the highest
in the world.
Its rise
in

than

an

eastern course,

twelve hundred

leagues, in which progress it received above sixty considerable rivers.
In some parts it divides into several branches, encompassing a multi.
tude of islands, and at length discharges itself into the Atlantic

Ocean, directly under the equinoctial line, by a channel one hundred.
é
and fifty miles broad.

The first European who sailed dewn the river of Amazons, or as
it is more properly called the Maragnon, was Francis Orellana, soon
after the conquest of Peru, in the year 154).

He

was next in come

mand to Gonzalo Pizarro, the governor of Quito, and a brother of
that heinous barbarian who slaughtered or enslaved the Peruvians;
alike regardless of every restraint from the calls of justice, as insen=_
sible to the feelings of humanity. Gonzalo Pizarro, with a body of
Spanish soldiers, and some thousand Indians, attempted to penetrate
into the interior recesses of the American continent, expecting to d¢quire great wealth in countries possessed by other tribes of Indians;
but in his whele progress, neither inhabitants, nor silyer, nor gold,

supplied him and his followers with their expected prey: but a fate
more merited pursued them; for they encountered such hardships
from incessant rains, want of subsistence, and continual exertions in
cutting their way through thick woods, or wading through

marshes

and morasses, that great numbers of the patty perished miserably ;
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at léngth, the survivors reached the Coca or Napo, one of the 19706
‘rivers whose waters pour into the Maragnon, and contribute to ity

graudeur.

There a bark was built, and fifty soldiers, under the :

command of Orellana, proceeded in it down the stream, sent by Piz.
arro.to procure food for their perishing associates; but 10 principle

of honour, or emotion of pity, could actuate such men; Orellana,
regardless of their situation whom he had left on shore, Cetermined
to abandon them to their fate, to follow the course of the stream,
and explore the countries through which it passed.

Pizarro had_no suspicion of the treachery of his officer until he

man.
Tearnt the fatal tidings by one of the fifty in the bark, and this
ex.
he
because
perish,
to
there
shore,
desert
a
on
had been Janded
Pizarro haypressed his abhorrence of sucha cruel breach of trust’:

ing proceeded onward, happening to reach the spof, and hearing
to Quito,
the dreadful tidings, immediately attempted to return
des.
which was at the distance of twelve hundred miles. In this

ponding rout hunger compelled them to feed on roots and

berries,

and even to gnaw the leather of their saddles and sword-belts,
Four thousand Indians and two hundred and ten Spaniards perish.
ed

in this wild, disastrous expedition, which

continued

near two

years; and only fourscore got back to Quito, naked as savages, and
so emaciated by famine and fatigue, that they appeared more like
apectres than men,

;

Of Orellana’s enterprise, Dr. Robertson speaks as follows. “* This
scheme of Orellana’s was as bold as it was treacherous. For, if he
be chargeable with the guilt of having violated his duty to his com-

mander, and with having abandoned his fellow-soldiers in a pathles¢

flesert, where they had hardly any hopes of success, or even of
safety, but what were founded on the service which they expected

from the bark; his crime is, in some measure, balanced by the glory
of having ventured upon a navigation of near two thousand Teasues,

through unknown uations, in a vessel hastily constructed, witli green

timber, and by very unskillful hands, without provisions, without a

compass,
or a pilot. But his courage and alacrity supplied every
defect. Committing himself fearlessly to the guidance of the stream,
the Napo bore him along to the south, until He reached the great
channel of the Maragnon. Turning with it toward the coast, he
held on his course in that direction. He made frequent descents or
both sides of the river, sometimes seizing by force of arms the proyisions of the fierce savages seated on its banks ; and sometimes proé
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curinga supply of food by a friendly intercourse with more gentle
tribes.
After a long series of dangers, which he encountered with
_ amazing fortitude, and of distresses which he supported with no less
magnanimity, he reached the ocean, where new perils awaited him.
These he likewise surmounted, and got safe todhe Spanish settlement

in the island of Cubagua; thence he sailed toSpain. The vanity
natural tgfravellers who visit regions unknown to the rest of man-=
kind, and the art of an adventurer, solicitous to magnify his own
merit, concured in prompting him to mingle an extraordinary pro.
portion of the marvellous in the narrative of his voyage.
He pretended to have discovered nations so rich, that the roofs of their
temples were covered with plates of geld; and described a republic

of women; so warlike and powerful, as to have extended their domi.
nion over a considerable tract of the fertile plains which he had visited,
Extravagant as those tales were, they gave rise to an opinion

that a region abounding with gold, distinguished
by the name of El
Dorado,

and

a community

of Amazons,

were fo be

found

in this

part of the New World; and such is the propensity of mankind to
believe what is wonderful, that it has been slowly and with difficulty
that reason and observation have exploded those fables. The voyage,
however, even when stripped of every romantic embellishment, deserves to be recorded, not only as one of the most memorable occurrences in that adventurous age, but as the first event which led to

any certain knowledge of the extensive countries that stretch eastward
from the Andes to the ocean.”
Herrera, in his History of America, gives a circumstantial account

of Orellana’s voyage, It appears that he was very near seven months.
from the time of his embarking to his reaching the mouth of
the river.

M. de la Condamine, in the year 1748, for the purpose of measuring a degree of the meridian, sailed from Cuenca to Para, a set.

tlement of the Portuguese at the mouth of the river, a navigation
much longer than that of Orellana; in less than four months. But
the two adventurers were very differently provided for the voyage.

This hazardous undertaking, to which ambition prompted Orellana,
and

the love ef science M. de la Condamine, was undertaken

by

Madam Godin des Odonais, in the year 1769, from conjugal affection, The narrative of the hardships which she suffered, of the
dangers to which she was exposed, and of the disasters which befel
her is one of the most singular and affecting stories related in any
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language, and exhibit in her conduct a striking picture of the fort),
tude which distinguishes the one sex, mingled with the sensibility and
tenderness peculiar to the other.
The early Spanish writers have given to this riverthe name of the

man who first
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1௨ 81௦ ஐஐ நக
நியவணத, ௦2 உற
of PLATE, rises likewise
among the mountains on the western side of South America; its
course is said to be more than eight hundred leagues, in which jt
receives above fifty rivers; it discharges itself into the Atlantic Ocean
by a very extensive mouth, its northern coast being in 35°, and its

southern in 36° 20’ south latitude.

_

This vast river was first discovered by John Diaz de Solis, whom
Ferdinand of Spain had fitted ‘out at his own expense, im the year
1515, and provided with two ships for the purpose of opening a com-

munication with the Moluccas, or Spice Islands, by the west. De
Solis was considered as one of the most skilful navigators in Spain,
On the tst January, 1716, he entered a river which he called Janeiro.
He proceeded thence to a spacious bay, which he supposed
to be the entrance

into a

strait that

communicated

with the Indian

Ocean; but on advancing farther, le found it to be the mouth of Rio

de la Plata,

In endeavouring to makea descent in the country, De

Solis and several of his crew were slain by the natives, who, in sight

of the ships, cut their bodies in pieces, roasted and devoured them,
Discouraged hy the loss of their commander, and terrified at this
shocking spectacle, the surviving Spaniards set sail for Europe, withs
out attempting any discovery, and nothing farther was heard of it
until several years afterward, when the Portuguese gained a knows
; ledge of its amazing extent.
” P. Cataneo, a Modenese Jesuit, who landed at Buenos Ayres in
Ahe year 1749, represents his astonishment at viewing this vast body

of water in the following manner.

While | resided in Europe,”

says he, «« and read in books of history or geograpliy tliat the mouth.

of the river De la Plata was a hundred and fifty miles in breadth,T
considered it as an exaggeration, because in this hemisphere we have .
no example of such vast rivers. When I approached its mouth, I
- had the most vehement desire to ascertain the truth with my own
eyes; and | have found the matter to be exactly as it was represented.

This I deduce particularly from one circumstance: When we took
our departure from Monte-Video, a fort situated more than a hun-
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dred miles from the mouth of the river, and where its breath is considerably diminished, we sailed a complete day betore we discovered
the land on the opposite bank of the river; and when we were in
the middle of the channel, we could not discern land on either side,
and

saw nothing but the sky and

great ocean.

water, as if we had

been

in some

Indeed, we should have taken it to be sea, if the fresh.

ness of its z-ater, which was turbid like the Po, had nof satisfied us
that it was a river.

Moreover,

at Buenos

Ayres,

another

hundred

miles up the river, and where it is still much narrower, itis not only
impossible to discern the opposite coast, which is indeed very low
and flat; but one cannot perceive the houses, or the tops of the

steeples, in the’ Portugueze settlement at Colonia, onthe other side
of the river.”
The number of the different sorts of fish in the rivers of South

America is so extraordinary, as to merit particular notice.‘ In the
Maragnon,” saysP. Acugna, “they are so plentiful, that, without any
| art, one may take them with the hands.”

“ In the Orinoco,”

says

P. Gumilla, “ beside an infinite variety of other fishes, tortoise or
turtle abound in such numbers, that cannot find words to express
them.
T doubt not then that such as read my account will accuse
me of exaggeration: but I can affirm, that it is as difficult to count
them, as to count the sands on the: banks of that river.
One may

judge of theirmultitude by the amazing consumption of them ; for all _
the nations contiguous to the river, and even many who are at a distance, flock thither at the season of breeding, and not only find sus.
tenance during that time, but carry off great numbers both of tle

turtles and of their eggs, &c.”
It has been asserted, that most of the rivers in Peru and Chili, .
have scarce any motion by night, while upon the appearance of the:

morning sun, they resume their former rapidity : this proceeds from '
the mountain

snows,

which

melting

with

the

heat,

increase the

stream, and continue to drive on the current, whilst the sun cons
tinues to dissolve them.

‘These wonderful masses of water have been

thus ably and elegantly described by, the poet of the Seasons :—
Nor less thy world, Columbus, drinks refresh’d
The lavish moisture of the melting year:
Wide o’er hisisles, the branching Oronoque
Rolls a brown deluge; and the native drives
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To dwell aloft on life-sufficing trees,
At once his dome, his robe, his food, and arms.
Swell’d by a thousand streams, impetuous hurl’d
From all the roaring Andes, huge descends

The mighty Orellana,

‘

Scarce the muse

Dares stretch her wing o'er his enormous massx
Of rushing water; scarce she dares attempt
The sea-like Plata ; to whose dread expanse
Continuous depth, and wondrous length of courses
Our floodsare rills. With unabated force,
In silent dignity they sweep along,
And

~

trayerseirealms unknown, ate

blooming wilds;

And fruitful deserts, worlds of solitude,
‘Where the sun shines, and seasons teem in vainy

Unseen and unenjoy’d.

O’er peopled plains they far diffusive flow,
‘And many a nation feed, and cirele safe,
In their soft bosom, many-a happy isle 5
The seat of blameless Pan, yet undisturb’d
By christian crimes and Enurope’s cruel sons.
“Thus pouring on they proudly seek the deep,
Whiose vanquish’d tide, recoiling from the shock,
Wields to this liquid weight of half the globe;
‘And Ocean trembles for his green domain.

.
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Forsaking these,
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{Labat, Lobo, Swinburne, Camden, Raynal, Carver,
Robertson, Condamine, Herrera.]

SECTION Ill.
LASSICAL, OR PICTURESQUE
AND CASCADES, DESCRIGED
i
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RIVERS,

AUTHORS,

1. Source of the Scamander, the Mender of the present day.
ON the eleventh of March, having collected our guides and |
horses as upon the preceding day, we set out again from Eygillar, |
and proceeded up the mountain, to visit the Cataract, which cou ்
stitutes the source of the Mender,

on the north-west side of Gar ©

garus, Ascending by the side of its clear and impetuous torrent, |
we reached, in an houranda half, the lower boundary of the woody |
“Here we saw a more entire chapel than
region of the mountain.
either of those described in our exenrsion the preceding day, situa 9

ted upon an eminence above the river.

|

Its form*was quadranguli, ©
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and oblong. The four walls were yet standing, and part of the
"roof: this was vaulted, and lined with painted stucco.” The altar
also remaineé, in an archied recess of the eastern extremity: upon
the north side of it was a small and low niche, containing a marble
table.

In the arched recess was also a very autient painting of the

Virgin; and below, upon her left hand, the whole length portrait of
a Saint, holding an open yolume. ‘The heads of these figures were
encircled bya line of Glory.
Upon the right-hand side of the Vir-

gin there had been a similar painting of some other Saint, but part
of the stucco, whereon it was painted, no longer remained. The
word ITLAPOENON, written among other indistinct characters,
appeared upon the wall.
The dimensions of this building were
only sixteen feet by eight:
Its height was not quite twelve feet,
from the floor to the beginning of the vaulted roof. ‘Two small win-

dows commanded a view of the river, and a third was placed neat
the altar.

Its walls, only two feet four inches in thickness, afforded,

nevertheless, space for the roots of two very large fir-trees; these
were actually growing upon them.
All along the banks of this
river, as we adyanced towards its source, we noticed appearances of
similar ruins; aud in some places, among rocks, or by the sides of
_ precipices, were seen remains of several habitations together; as if
the monks, who retreated hither, had possessed considerable settlements in the solitudes of the mountain.
Our ascent, as we drew

near to the source of the river, became steep and stony. Lofty
summits towered above us, in the greatest style of Alpine grandeur; the torrent, in its rugged bed below, all the while foaming
upon our left.
Presently we entered one of; the sublimest natural
amphitheatres the eye ever beheld; and here the guides desired us

to alight.
craggy

The noise of waters silenced every other sound.

rocks rose perpendicularly,

Huge ©

to an immense height; whose

_ sides and fissures, to the very clouds, concealing their tops, were
covered with pines; growing in every possible direction, among a,
variety of evergreen shrubs, wild sage, hanging ivy, nioss, and
creeping herbage. Enormous plane-trees waved their vast branches
above the torrent. As we approached its deep gulph, we beheld
several cascades, all of foam, pouring impetuously from chasms in
1t is said the same magni.
the naked face of a perpendicular rock.
ficent cataract continues during all seasons of the year, wholly un.

affected by the casualties of rain or melting snow,
&

2

That a river so
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ennobled by antient history should at the same time prove equally
eminent in circumstances of natural dignity, is a fact worthy of being
related.
Its origin is not like the source of ordinary streams, ob.
scure and uncertain ; of doubtful locality and indeterminate charac.
fer; ascertained with difficulty, among various petty subdivisions,
in swampy places, or amidst insignificant rivulets, falling from dif.
ferent parts of the same mountain, and equally tributary; it bursts

at once from the dark womb of its parent, in all the greatness of the
The early Christians, who
divine origin assigned to it by Homer.*
retired or fled from the haunts of society to the wilderness of Gargarus, seem to have been fully sensible of the effect produced by
grand objects, in selecting, as thé place of their abode, the scenery
near the source of the Scamander; where the voicé of nature
speaks in her most awful tone; where, amidst roaring waters,
waving forests, and broken precipices, the mind of man becomes

impressed, as by the influence of a present Deity.+
The course of the river, after it thus emerges, with very little
variation, is nearly from east to west. Its source is distant from
Evgillar about nine miles; or, according to the mode of computation in the country, three hours; half this time is spent in a gradual
ascent from the village. The rock whence it issues consists of
micaceous schistus, containing veins of soft marble. While the
artist was employed in making drawings, ill calculated to afford
adequate ideas of the grandeur of the scenery, I climbed the rocks,
with my companions, to examine more closely the nature of the
chasms whence the torrent issues. Having reached these, we found,
in their front, a beautiful natural bason, six or eight feet deep,
- serving as a reservoir for the water in the first moments of its emis:
sion.
It was so clear, that the minutest object might be discerned

at the bottom.

The copious overflowing of this reservoir causes the

appearance, to a spectator below, of different cascades,

“the depth of about forty feet; but there is only one source.
are the chasms whence

the water issues.

falling to

Behind

We entered one of these,

* Tliad. ©. J.
++ Priesentiorem et conspicimus Deum,
Per invias rupes, fera per juga,
Clivosque przruptos, sonantes
ட
Inter aquas, memorumque noctem !
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and passed into a cavern.
Here the water appeared, rushing with
great force, beneath the rock, towards the bason on the outside. It

was the coldest spring we had found in the country; the mercury

in the thermometer falling, in two minutes, to thirty-four, according
to the scale of Fahrenheit..
When placed in the reservoir immedi-

ately

abgxe

atmosphere,

the

fall,

where

fhe

water

was

more

exposed

its temperature was three degrees higher.

rock about the source is covered with moss,

to the

The whole

Close to the bason

grew hazel and plane trees; above were oaks and pines; all beyond
was a naked and fearful precipice.
்

[Clarke's Travels, Part II, Sect, 1.]

2, Source of the Clitumnus.
Frem Puy

ன.

to Romanus.

HAVE you ever seen the source of the river Clitumnus*? as I
never heard you mention it, I imagine not; let me therefore. advise
you to do so immediately. It is but lately indeed I had that plea-

sure, and I condemn myself for not having seen it sooner.
At the
foot of a little hill covered with venerable and shady cypress trees,
a spring issues out, which gushing in different and ‘unequal streams
forms itself, after several windings, into a spacious bason, so ex-

tremely clear that you may see the pebbles and the little. pieces’ of
money which are thrown into it }, as they lie at the bottoms From
thence it is carried off not so

much

as by its own strength and fulness.

by the declivity of the ground,

It is navigable

almost as soon

* Now called Clitumno: it rises a little below the village of Campello in
Ombria. The inhabitants near this river still retain a notion that ils waters are
attended with a supernatural property, imagining it makes the cattle white that
drink of it: a quality for which it is likewise celebrated by many of the
Latin poets,
See Addison’s Travels,
e
+ The heads of considerable rivers, hot springs, large bodies of standing
water, &c. were esteemed holy among the Romans, and cultivated with religious ceremonies.
‘‘ Magnorum fluminum,” says Seneca, “ Capita reveremur 5 subita et ex abdito vasti amnis eruptio eras habet: coluntur aquarum
calentium fontes ; et stagna quzedam,

vel opacitas, vel immensa altitudo sacra-

vit.” Bp. 41.
It was customary to throw little pieces of money into those
fountains, lakes, &c. which had the reputation of being sacred, asa mark of
veneration for those places, and to render the presiding deities propitious,
Suetonius mentions this practice in the annual vows which he says the Roman
people made for the health of Augustus.
ES
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as it has quitted its source, and wide enough fo admit a free passage
for vessels to pass by each other, as tliey sail with or against the
stream.
that the
make use
advance,

The current runs so strong, though the ground is level,
large barges which go down the river have no occasion to
of their oars ; while those which ascend find it dificutt tp
even with the assistance of oars and poles; and this vieis.

situde of labour and ease is exceedingly amusing when one sails up
and down merely for pleasure. The banks on eaeli side are shaded
with the verdure of great numbers of ash and poplar trees, as cleatly
and distinctly seen in the stream, as if they were actually sunk: in it,

The water is cold as snow, and as white too.

‘Near it stands an an.

cient and yenerable temple, wherein is placed the river-god Qj,
tumnus, clothed in a robe, whose immediate presence the prophetie
oracles here delivered sufficiently testifiy.
Several little chapels are
scattered round, dedicated to particular gods, distinguished by dif,
ferent names, and some of them too presiding over different foun.

tains, For, besides the principal one, which is as it were the parent
of all the rest, there are several other lesser streams, which, taking
their rise from various sources, lose themselves in the river: oyey
which a bridge is built, that separates the sacred part from that
which lies open to common use. Vessels are allowed to come above
this bridge, but no person is permitted to swim except below it*;
The Hispalletes +, to whom Augustus gave this place, furnish a pub.

lic bath, and likewise entertain all strangers at their own expense,
Several villas, attracted by the beauty of this river, are situated upon
its borders. In short, every object that presents itself will afford
you entertainment.
You may also amuse yourself with numpberless
inscriptions, that are fixed upon the pillars and walls by different
persons, celebrating the virtues of the fountain, and the divinity that |

presides over it, There are many of them you will greatly admire, |
as there are some that will make you laugh; but I must correct my:
self when I say.sa; you are too humane,
such an oecasion,
Farewell.

*

I know,

to laugh upon

[Metmoth’s Translation]

* The touch of a naked hody was thought to pollute these
waters, as appears froma passage in Tacitus, |. 14. an. c. 22.
+ Inhabitants of a town in Ombria, now called Spello,

consecrated
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The Lake Vadimon.
Purny to Garcus.

THosE

works of art or nature,

which are usually the motives of

our travels, are,often overlooked and neglected if they happen to
lie within our reach ; whether it be that we are naturally less inquisitive concerning those things which are near us, while our curiosity

is excited by remote objects; or because the easiness of gratifying
a desire is always sure to damp it; or, perhaps, that we defer, from
time to time, viewing what we know we have an opportunity of secing whenever we please. Be the reason what it may, it is certain
there are several rarities in and hear Rome, which we not only have

never seei, but have never so mucli as heard of; aud yet, if they
lad been the production of Greece, or Egypt, or Asia, or any other

country which we admire.as fruitful in wonders, they would, long
since,

have been the subjects both of our reading, conversation, and

inspection. For myself, at least, I confess I have lately been entertained with a sight of one of these our indigenous singularities, to
which I was au entire stranger before.
My wife’s grandfather desired I would look upon his estate near Ameria%,
As I was walk-

ing over his grounds, | was shown a lake that lies below them, called
Vadimon +,

which

qualities attending

I was

it.

informed

This

had

raised

several

very extraordinary

my curiosity to take a nearer

view. Its form is exactly circular; there is not the least obliquity
or winding; but all is regular and even, as if it had been hollowed
and cut out by the hand of art... The water is of a clear sky blue,
though with somewhat

of a greenish cast;

it seems, by its taste and

smell, impregnated with sulphur, and is deemed of great efficacy in
all fractures of the limbs, which it is supposed to consolidate. Notwithstanding it is but of a moderate extent, yet the winds have a

great effect upon it, frequently throwing it into violent commotions.
No vessels are suffered to sail here, as its waters are held sacred},
but several floating islands§ swim about in it, covered with reeds
*
+
{
§

Now called Amelia, an episcopal city in Ombria,
Now called Lago di Bassanello,
See note p, 53.
The credit of this account does not rest entirely upon our author: Pliny
the elder mentions these. floating islands, (1. 2. 95.) and so does Seneca, who
accounts for them upon philosophical principles. (Q. N. 1.3.25.) Vareniussays,
that in Honduras, a proyince in America, there is a lake in which are severat
E4
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and

rushes,

together with

other

plants,

which

the

neighbouring

marsh and the borders of the lake produce. These islands differjn
their size and shape; but the edges of all of them are worn away
by their frequent collision against the shore and each other. They
have all of them the same height and motion, ané their respective
roots, whicli are formed like the keel ofa boat, may be seen hang-

ing down in the water, on whieh ever side you stand.

Sometimes

they move in a cluster, and seem to form one entire little continent;

sometimes

they are dispersed into different quarters by the winils;

at other times, when it is calm,

they float up and down separately,

You may frequently see oue of the larger islands sailing along with
a lesser joined to it, like a ship with its long boat: or, perhaps,
seeming to strive which shall ouf-swim the other: then again’ they
all assemble in one station, and afterwardsjJoining themselves to the
shore, sonictimes on one side, and sometimes on the other, cause
the lake to appear considerably less, till at last uniting im the centre,
they restore it to its usual size. The sheep whicli graze upon the

borders of this lake, frequently go upon these islands to feed, without perceiving that they have left the shore, till they are alarmed by
finding themselves surrounded

with

water; and in the same manner,

‘when the wind drives them back again, they return, without being
sensible that they are landed. ‘This lake empties itself into a river,
which,

after runuing a little way,

sinks under ground; and if any

thing is thrown in, brings it up again where the stream emerges.
have

given you

less new,

this’ account,

nor less agreeable

because I imagined it would not be

to you

than it was

to

me;

as I know

you take the same pleasure as myself, in contemplating the works
of nature, Farewell.
a

Baie and the Lucrine Lake.
I RETURNED

in the morning to the coast of Bauli, where some

Tuins are shown as the tomb of Agrippina the younger, murdered
near this place by order of her’son.

little hills planted
quotes Boethius,
Lomond Loch, in
See Varen. Geog.

Iv is true that her slaves burut

with shrubs, &c. tossed wp and down by the winds,
And he
the Scots historian, who affirms, that, ina large Loch, called
Scotland, there is a floating island, upon which cattle graze.
170], 1, p. 413.
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her body and deposited the ashes on the road to Bauli:

but these

ruins bear a greater resemblance to a theatre, or hanging garden, than

to a sepulchre,

The place of her interment is not to be ascertained,

fer the sea must now cover a large portion of land which formerly

contained spaciéus gardens, fish-ponds, and buildings : Hortensius, “

the contemporary and rival of Cicero, possessed a villa on this shore,
for whiet the present confined spot could not possibly afford sufficient space. We next entereda bay, where the placid waters
refleet the mutilated remnants of Bais, that center of pleasures
,
that elegant resort of the gay masters of the world.
The hot
springs and ~° medicinal vapours, that abound in its environs must

very

early

have

excited

the

attention

bathing was the constant solace of
and their remedy when diseased;
have attained ‘a degree of celebrity
till the Roman commonwealfh began
as the plunder of a conquered world
public use and ornament

to private

of valetudinarians,

as

the Gieeks while in health,
but Bai does not seem tosuperior to that of other baths,
to be iu the wane.
—As soon
was transferred from works of

luxury,

the transcendentadvan-

tages which Baiz offered 10 Roman voluptuaries, flying from the

capital in search of health and pleasure, were altended to with

en-

thusiasm : the variety of its natural baths, the softness of its
climate,

and the beauties of its landscape, captivated the minds of opulent nobles, whose passion for bathing knew no bounds: abundance
of
linen and disuse of ointments render the practice less necessary
in

modern life ; but the ancients perfornied no exercise, engaged in no

study, without previous ablutions, which at Rome required an enormous expeuce in aqueducts, stoves, attendants : a place, therefore,
where waters naturally heated to every degree of warmth bubbled
spontaneously out of the ground, in the pleasantest of all sitnations,

was such a treasure as could not be overlooked, Bai was this place
in the highest perfection; its éasy communication with Rome was
also a point of great weight. Hither at first retired for a temporary.
relaxation the mighty rulers of the empire, to string anew their nerves
and revive their spirits, fatigued
contests.

Their

habitations were

with bloody campaigns and. civit
small and

modest,

but soon

in-

creasing luxury added palace to palace with such expedition and
sumptuosity, that ground was wanting for the vast demand ; enter=
prising architects, supported by infinite wealth, carried their foundations into the sea, and drove that element back from its ancient-
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limits*: it has since taken ample revenge, and recovered tauch more
than it ever lost.
i
3
From being a place of resort for a season, Bate now grew up to
a permanent city; whoever found himself disqualified by age, or
infirmity, for sustaining any longer an active part’on the politieal
theatre; whoever, from an indolent disposition, sought a place where
the pleasures of a towm were combined with the sweets of a rnral
life; whoever wished to withdraw from the dangerous neighbour.

hood of a court, and the baneful eye of informers; flocked hither,
Such affluence of
to enjoy life untainted with fear and trouble.
of art ast
wealthy inhabitants rendered Baie as much a miracle
was before of nature; its splendour may be inferred from its innu.
preci
merable ruins, heaps of marbles, mosaics, stucco, and other
ous fragments of taste.

It flourished in full glory down
Goth;

but

the

destruction

of

these

to the days of Theodoric the
enchanted

palaces

followed

quickly upon the irruption of the northern conquerors, who overture
ed the Roman system, sacked and burnt all before them, and de.

stroyed or dispersed the whole race of nobility.

Loss of fortune

left the Romans neither the means, nor indeed the thought,

of sup.

porting such expensive establishments, which can only be enjoyed in
perfection during peace and prosperity. No sooner had opulence
withdrawn her hand, than the unbridled sea rushed back upon its
old domain; moles and buttresses were torn asunder and washed
; away ; whole promontories, with the proud towers that once crown.
ed their brows, were undermined and tumbled headlong into the:
deep, where, many feet below the surface, pavements of streets,
“foundations of houses, and masses of walls, may still be deseried,

Internal commotions of the earth contributed also largely to this general devastation ; mephitic vapours and stagnated waters liaye con-

verted this favourite seat of health into the den of pestilence, at least.

during the estival heats; yet Baia in its ruined state, and stripped of
all its ornaments, still presents many beautiful and striking subjects
tor the peucil.
As we rowed under the lofty headlands, a Cicerone, whom

I had

met with at Baie, pointed to vaults and terraces, and allotted them
* Marisque Baiis obstrepentis urges
Summoyere littora.—Hors

.
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respectively to the residence of some illustrious personage of antiquity. The sunds abound with fragments rolled from the ruins, and
some men employ themselves in the summer time in dragging the
bottom of the sea with small baskets: they wash the sand in several

waters, and seldom fail of bringing upa cornelian or medal that re-

pays them for their time and labour.
From the highest point that forms the bay, a large castle commands the road, where foreign ships of war usually ride at anchor,
the harbour of Naples not being spacious enough for the reception
ofa fleet: here they enjoy good shelter, watering, and Victualling ;
but in summer risk the health Of their crews, on account of the un.
wholesoimeness of the air.
At the bottom of the bay, and at tlie foot of the steep rocks which
serve as a foundation to the ruins called Nero’s house, are some dark
caves of great depth, leading fo the hottest of all vapour baths: no.
body can remain long in thei, or indeed penetrate to the end, without an extraordinary degree of strength and resolution *. ‘The
springs at the bottum of the grotto are so hot as to beil an egg hard
almost instantaneously.
‘These caverns seem fo be the spot where
Nature

has

opened

the

readiest

access to the very focus of a vol-

cano, which has been within the two last centuries most outrageous
in its operations; for to them

must be attributed the overturning of

the adjacent country, and the total alteration ofits surface, by the
birth of Monte Nuovo, which now blocks up the valley of Averno,
{n 1538, after previous notice by repeated quakings, the convulsed
earth burst asuuder, and made way for a deluge of hot ashes and
flames,

which

being shot up to an immense

height into the darken-

ed atmosphere, fell down again all around, and formed a circular
* These baths, thirty in number, are said, but how truly 1 know not, to have
heen adorned with Greek inscriptions, and statnes denoting by their expressions and attitudes, what particular part of the human frame was affected and?
relieved from its pains by each particular bath. Parrino, in his Theatre of
Viceroys, ieforms us, that three physicians of Salerno, apprehensive of the ruia_ i
the surprising eflicacy and reputation of these waters would bring upon their
college, came hither in the dead of night, mutilated the figures, defaced the
letters, and, as far as their time would allow, disturbed the course of the
springs; but the historian adds very gravely, that Hygeia, ever watchful over
the health of Naples, reyenged this bararous outrage, by conjuring ap a storm
that buried the three doctors in the sea, before they could reach their home,
er triunph in the success of their villainy.
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four miles in circumference,

and

one

thousand feet high,

with a large cnp in the middle. Immediately after the explosion,
the wind roseduriously, and wafted the lighter particles over the
country, burning aud blasting all vegetation in its progress: wher.
ever these ashes, impregnated with poison, adhered to the grass, death
became the immediate lot of all beasts that brouzed upon it. The
terrors occasioned by. this phenomenon threateved the abangdonment
of the

whole

district;

scarcely a family

durst

remain

even

within

sight of this horrid heap, which had oyerwhelined a large town,
filled up a lake, and buried under it a very extensive tract of culti.
vated lands. To encouvage people ¢o return fo this
Dov Pedro de Toledo, viceroy of Naples, built a
hiis residence at Puzzuoli; his example, and time,
woe, overcame the general consternation.
When

neighbourhood,
villa, znd fixed
that soother of
men are. obliged

to apply fo daily labour for sustenance, and their minds are of course

exclusively occupied by the idea of present necessities,

the images

of past disasters are easily obliterated, and, therefore, in a few years
Don Pedro saw this district repeopled.

Patt of Monte Nuovo is cultivated; but the larger portion of its
declivity is wildly overgrown with prickly broom, and rank weeds
that emit a very foetid sulphureous smell. The crater is shallow,
its inside clad with slirubs, and the little area at the bottom planted

with fig and mulberry trees ; a most striking specimen of the amazing vicissitudes that tule place in this extraordinary country.
I saw
no traces of lava or melted matter, and few stones within.
Near tlie foot of this mountain the subterraneous fires act witli
such immediate power, that even, the sand at the bottom of the sea
is heated to an intolerable-degree,
A long neck of land prevents the waves from washing into a sedgy
pool, the poor remnant of the Luerine Jake, once so renowned for the
abundance and flayour of its shell-fish, of which large beds lined

the shallows, while a deep channel in the middle afforded riding and
anchorage for vessels, and a passage

into the inver basou of Aver-

nus ; a small canal now serves to discharge the superabundant
waters. I suppose. that originally the Lucrine was only a. marsh
overfiowed by the sea, till Hercules gave it extent and depth, by
rising a mound across, and demming out the salt water; that after.
wards Augustus formed the Julian port, by raising this wear to a suth-

cient level, and thereby procuring depth of water for a navy to float ”
Me
்
(Swinburne’s Travels,]
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படப்
me,

between

thicket of reeds, to the banks of Avernus.

Monte

This

Nuovo and

a

lake is circular,

and hemmed in;by an amphitheatre of hills on every side, except
the break by which I approach it; distinctive marks of a volcanic
crater. .,

-

The landscape, though confined, is extremely pleasing ; the darkblue surface of these unru{fled waters, said to be three hundred and
sixty feet deep, strongly reflects the tapering groves that cover its
sloping inclosure: shoals of wild fowl swim about, and kingsfishers
shootalong under the banks ; a large octagon temple in ruins advances

majesticaily to the brink; its marble ornaments have long been removed, but its form and size still render it a noble object. It was,
probably,

dedicated

solemn scenes

were

to the infernal gods, to whose

formerly

consecrated.

worship

Black

stretclied their boughs over the watery abyss, aud

these

aged groves

with impenetra-

ble foliage excluded almost every ray of wholesome light; mephitic
vapours from the hot bowels of the earth, being denied free passage

to the upper atmosphere, floated along the surface in poisonous
mists. “These circumstances produced horrors fit for such gloomy
deities ; a colony of Cimmerians, as well suited to the rites as the
place itself, cut dwellings in the bosom of the suriounding hills, and
officiated as priests of Tartarus.
Superstition, always delighting in
dark ideas, early and eagerly seized upon this spot, and hither she

led her trembling votaries to celebrate her dismal orgies; here she
evoked the manes of departed heroes —here

she offered sacrifices to

the gods of hell, and attempted to dive into the secrets of futurity,
Poets enlarged upon the popular theme, and painted its awful scenery
with the strongest colours of their art. Homer brings Ulysses to
Averaus,

as to the mouth of the infernal abodes;

and

in

imitation

of the Grecian bard, Virgil conducts his lero to the same ground.
‘The holiness of these shades remained unimpeached for many ages:
Hannibal marched his army to offer incense at this altar; but, I

believe, ne was led to this act of devotion rather by the lopes of
Surprizing the garrison of Puteoli, than by his piety,
After a long reign of undisturbed gloom and celebrity, a sudden
glare of light was let-in upon Avernus: the horrors were dispelled,
and with them vanished the sancity of the lake; the axe of Agiippa

brought its forest to the ground, disturbed its sleepy waters with
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ships, and gave room for all its malignant effluvia to escape.

The

virulence of these exhalations is deseribed by ancient authors as very
extraordinary; modern writers, who know the place in a cleared
state only, charge these accounts with exaggeration; but I think
them entitled to more respect, for even now the air is feverish and
dangerous, as the jaundiced faces of the vine-dressers, who haye
succeeded the Sibyls and the Cimmerians in the possession of the

ட்

temple, most ruefully testify.

Boccaccio relates, that, during his residence at the Neapolitan
court, the surface of this lake was suddenly covered with dead fish,
black and singed, as if killed by some suéaqucous eruption of fire,
At present it abounds with tencliz the Lucrine with eels. The
change of fortune in these lakes is singular: In the splendid days of
imperial Rome, the Lucrine was the chosen spot for the brilliant
by Separties of pleasure of a voluptuous court ; they are described '
a
now,
luxury;
and
extravagance
of
refinement
highest
the
as
neca
slimy bed of rushes covers the scattered pools of this once-beautiful
sheet’of water, and the dusky Avernus is now clear and serene, of-

ferivg a most alluring surface and charming scene for similar amuses
meuts.

Opposite the temple I entered a_cave usally styled the Sibyl's

Grotto ; it seems more likely to have been the mouth of a commu-

nication between Cuma and Averiius, than the abode of a prophetess; especially as the Sibyl is positively said by historians to have
dwelt in a cavern under the Cumean

citadel,

A most

acute and

indefatigable unraveller of antiquarian clews thinks it was part of
the canal that Nero childishly projected from the mouth of the Tiher to the Julian port; a scheme that was crushed in its infancy,

On every hill, in every vale of the environs, appear the ruins of
extensive villas, once embellished with all the elegancies of combined

art, now traced only by half-buried mouldering walls, and some
aarble fragments,

left as it were to vouch for the taste and costli-

néss with which they were constructed. In the Jast period of the
commonwealth, and during the gaudy wra of the Cesars, almost
every person of exalted rank had a house in this country, which the

sagacious antiquaries of Puzzuoli point out to you, without doubt
or hesitation,
One ruin among tlie rest has a superior claim to our
attention, and, ina great measure, pleads our excuse for yielding

such easy belief to the suspicious authority that stamps it with a
name: here, we are told, Cicero had his Academy, where he penned
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some of his most admirable productions: it is at least a pleasing
illusion to fancy that we are treading ground on which that great
man took his solitary walks, and mused on the falling fortunes of

Rome, er the most sublime points of morals and metaphysics *.
After many “ours spent in a manner most satisfactory to my வட

riosity, I closed the agreeable tour of the day with a moonlight
walk to,Puzzuoli. The air was mildly agitated by the wind from
the land, which after sunset always succeeds the sea-breeze; the
waves dashed gently against the ruined edifices that impede their
progress +; the reflection of the moon,

enlivened

the marine

prospect, 2 and

and: some vessels under sail,

from

the gardens of the vale

were wafted the most delicious perfumes.
6.

The Lake Fucinus, now named Celano.

Assoon as the weather would permit, we visited the lake of Celano,
so called by the moderis from a town near its north shore, the head
of the earldom that comprehended at ene time the greatest part of

the country of the Marsi,
‘This was the ancient name of the people that inhabited the environs of the lake, allowed by the Romans
to

be the

ship, aud

most intrepid soldiers of their legions, when in friendthe most formidable of

their enemies

when

at variance.

It was a common saying, that Rome could neither triumph over the
Marsi, nor without them.
In the 662d year of Rome, they put
themselves at the head of the social war, one of the most obstinate
and dangerous oppositions ever made to the progress of the Roman

power: it was terminated by a grant of those privileges for which
tliey contended. Their name still subsists in that of the diocese,
for the prelate is styled bishop of the Marsi.
In ancient times, the lake was called Fucinus, and was under the
>

® From Pliny’s topography it is probable that it stood on a spot covered by
the eruption of 1538.
.
4 These buildings, which for so many ages have withstood the daily assaults
of a boisterous element, owe their durability to the cement with which their
parts

are

united5

the

principal

ingredient

is a fine

volcanical

sand, called

Puzzolana; that acquires strength and hardness by lying under water5 it conand triturated in
sists of various metallic, stony, and earthy particles, calcined
and
the central furnaces, and is found both in the neighbourhood of Puzzuoli
ia that of Rome.

a
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protection of a god“of the same denomination, whose temple stood
on its banks. According to the testimony of ancient authors, it was
subject

to extraordinary risings and

decreasings.

The actual cir.

cumference is forty-seven miles; the breadth in the largest part,
ten, in the narrowest, four; its depth, twelve feet up man, average,

Two

But all these have varied prodigiously..
behind

miles up the plain,

Ayezzano,

the fragments of boats, shells, and other marks
extent, have been casually discovered); and, on the

of its ancient

contrary, there are people) who remember when it did not -flow
nearer than within two miles;of Avezzano.
At immense tract of
excellent land is. lost at every increase of its level, and if any means.
could be devised for draining it, or at least reducing its size, the
value of the ground recovered for cultivation would be more than
an equivalent for any expense incurred in the works.
All round this noble piece of water rises a circle of grand moun.
tains, some of them the highest in Italy, if we except the! Alps. The
Rocca di Cambio is accounted the most elevated among them; in
summer this country must be a delightful place of aod: for the
environs

of

the

lake

are

well

inclosed,

and’

the sides of the

hills

covered with fine woods); its waters abound with’ fish of various
kinds, and thither repair, at stated seasons, innumerable flights of

wild fowl. ‘The necessaries of life are good, plentiful, and cheap:
scaicely a town but is celebrated for the excellence of some particular species of food.
We rode along the edge of the lake, which was excessively
agitated by the high wind, and resembled a dark stormy sea; at
the distance of a mile and a half from the town we came to the
mouth of the emissary or opening made by the order of Claudius
Cwsur tor the discharge of the waters into the Liris *, which runs
* Dio
which
all

says,

could

which

the

emperor

intended

to

convey

the

waters

into

the

Tiber;

only be by means of the Salto, the Velino, and the Nera, through

they

must

have

passed

before

they

fell

into

the Tiber,

unless ‘he

meant to carry them upon arches over the Liris, and through a double chain of
hills to the source of the Teverone.
upon much too high a level.

The

Salto is too far-off,

and,

I imagine,
8

Ciuverius asserts, that nobody now knows where the emissary was;
the works shewn
the river Pitonius

for

it are no more than

entered

the

the vestiges of a

bowels of the

mountains,

and that

small canal,

where

out of which

it did

not emerge till it reached the valley of Subiaco, where the aqueducts began
that conveyed it to Rome, by the name of the Aqua Martia., Pliny tells a
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The opening is now

choaked up, and lies at the foot of the hill, much below the
present
level of the water; in a line from it up the slope are
six perpendi=«
cular wells, and two oblique grooves to the canal, which was
driven
through the hill into the opposite valley, and there
had a vent at
Capistrelli, two miles from the lake.
The water is said to flow as
far as the eentre of the hill, and fo be there twenty
feet deep, but
being obstructed by-earth fallen in, or want of
level, proceeds no
further. - Oblique collateral galleries were also
contrived for the

purpose

of clearing

the

channel

of

rubbish,

as

the

workmen

advanced.
Ass the swelling of the lake was attended with
incredible
damage, the Marsi had often petitioned
the Senate to drain it;

Julius Caesar would

have

attempted it, had

successors were averse to the project,

he lived longer.

His

till Claudius, who delighted

in expensive, difficult enterprizes, undertook it. During
the space.
of eleven years he employed thirty thousand men
in digging a

passage through

the mountain,

and

when

every thing was ready for

letting off the water, exhibited a superb naval
spectacle on the
lake.
்
A great number of condemned criminals were
obliged to act.the

parts of Rhodians and Sicilians in separate fleets,
to engage in

earnest, and to destroy one another for the
entertainment of the
court, and the multitude of spectators that covered
the hills; a line
of well-armed vessels and rafts loaded with soldiers
surrounded the
scene of action, in order to prevent any of
the wretches from

escaping; but it was with great difficulty and many threats
that they

could

be brought to an engagement.

When this sayage diversion

wonderful story of this river’s rising in the distant
mountains of the Peligni,
and traversing the Fucine lake, without mixing its
waters with it. Those of
the lake are themselves limpid and wholesome, and if
they were to be conveyed to Rome in pipes, would certainly be as pure
and good as any springs
water whatever.
As the long term of eleven years, with an enormous
multitude of hands, was employed in this excavation,
it may perhaps have been
carried as Far as the beginning of the aqueducts in thie
vale of th e Teverone,
where the ruins are still to be seen, though at least twelve miles
ina straight
line from the lake.
Frontinus mentions his having discovered the real
source
of the Aqua Martia, between Carseoli and
Subiaco,

thirty-six miles from Rome ;

near Rio Freddo in the Roman state are several
Wells, or air-holes, that were
“contrived for the use of the subterraneous conduit
, by which its waters were
there conveyed through a mountain.
ae
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was ended, the operations for opening the emissary commenced
and the emperor

was very near being swept away ane drowned by

the sudden rushing of the waters towards this vent.

However

either through the ignorance or negligence of the engineers, the
work did not answer as was expected, and Claudius did not live long
enough to have the faults amended: Nero abandoned the scheme

through envy.

Hadrian is said to have let off the waters of the

Fueinus, but none
formed by nature,

now escape except through hidden channels
which are probably subject to be obstructed,

‘and thus occasion a superabundance of water in the lake, till some
unknown cause removes the obstructions, and again gives free
passage.
As three considerable streams fall into the lake, the least
obstacle to a discharge must raise the level,
:

7, Rivers Anio and Liganthin; the celebrated Cascade of the
former, and the surrounding Scenery,
Tue general features of this interesting and classical tract of
country, are so elegantly delineated in the following letter, written
on the spot, that we shall make no apology for inserting it, though

in a few places it may be thought, perhaps, slightly to digress from
the immedi

subject before us.

é
Rome, May 15, 1795,

T have been detained (as you will perceive by the date of this

‘

2

letter) much

longer than I expected on my excursion
to the Villa of

Horace. This was chiefly owing to the weather, which was by no
nreans I/alian—But the number of pleasing scenes, and interesting
- objects, that occur at every step of this little tour, to one who is
fond of either classical antiquities, natural history, or landscape,

infinitely overpaid me for this trifling mortification.
The road lies through Tivoli, which is at the distance of about
eighteen miles from Rome: a place of which Horace speaks so
often and so affectionately under the name of Tibur..
;
May Tybur. founded by the Argive Chief,
Be my retreat in age; there may I rest
Atlast, o’erspent with travel and with war.

-
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But in order to take matters regularly, I must first stop you
short of Tivoli about two or three miles, where the road is crossed

by a sulphureous stream, iv smell and taste very much resembling
It flows with great rapidity between two steep

that of Harrowgate.
banks, that

made

have "not long since been

my poor dog Turque
Tischbein’s etching

to carty

off.

it

Here

(with whose face you are acquainted by Mr.

of it)

a sacrifice to my curi-

had nearly fallen

osity, or as you may perhaps call it my levity.
see how he would like bathing in a stream of such
But
T threw a stone in, that he might dive forit.
plunged, than the violence of: the torrent carried

Being desirous to
mauvaise odeur,
he had no sooner
him above a hun-

dred yards down, before we could overtake him, so as to give him

any assistance; and even then, the banks were so exceedingly steep,
that it was not without difficuly we succeeded in our efforts to’ get
him out.
Upon

tracing

this

stream

source in the little lake,

about a

mile

we found

upwards,

from thence called Lago

its °

di Solfatara di

Tivoli, which is further remarkable for the phenomena of certain
little floating islands, some of which were fortunately driving about
in the wind at the time we arrived, and others at anchor in the bays
and harbours of this small lake. Our guide informed us they would

bear Christians, who very frequently get upon then and

push

themselves about with a long pole for the amusement of strangers.
There are

remains

of

some

ancient

have been frequented by Augustus;

baths,

which

are known

to

and Galen mentions them as

being good for rheumatisms and cutaneous
sent they are totally abandoued. :

disorders,
;

but at preம்

It is extraordinary that these springs not only supply water for

bathing, but literally the materiads also for building daths.

It appears that they formerly overflowed (as indeed they would
a
do at present, if not carried off by the channel abovementioned)

large tract of land, and by their successive depositions of the cal.
a series of ages,
careous particles that abound in them, have, in
for building, which
formed immense quarries of an excellent stone
.
ட்
é
is called Travertino.

This was in great use among the Romans, as appears from many
from the
of the ruins which remain to this day, and patticnlarly
Colosseum, or great Amphitheatre of Vespasian, of which I gave
you an account ina former letter.

F 2

I visited a quarry uow working
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by the pope’s nes
to supply materials for the new palace building

the ocular
phew, the Duke Braschi, and was much pleased with
demonstration of the gradual formation of the stone in the manner
:
already mentioned.
Near

the

place

this

where

stream

crosses

the road,

there isa

(of which I have forgotten
great quantity of a wild flowering shrub
height of a tree; and it
the name) bat in Judea it attains to the
that Judas hanged |
species
this
of
one
upon
been
is said to have
|
.
himself.
ruins of the
About a mile on the other side of the road, lie the
seven miles
enormous villa of Adrian; which is said to have been
of the fragments that still ree
in circumference. The grand scale
make this account ex.
main, and their distance from each other,

ல்

‘

tremely probable.

quarter

is one of the most entire, and

might still

The soldier’s
There are remains of
serve as barracks for a vast number of men.
another adapted for
besides
perfect,
degree
great
a
in
two theatres
for which was ame
water
the
ombats;
the representation of uaval‘c

mountains. ‘There
ply supplied by aqueduets from the neighbouring
and very. extensive
ome,
Hippodr
spacious
most
a
of
are also traces
stucco is still
elegant
very
the
which,
baths; in one or two of

perfect.
4
i
ர
up here is almost
The number of statutes that have been dug
in Rome, which has
incredible. There is hardly a grand collection
ts. Tt seems as
not obtained from it some of its principal ornamen
if ‘Adrain

kind,fand
of them,
This is
there is

had

collected here thie choicest works

of art, in every

made
of every country; or atleast caused imitations to be
when he could not get the originals.
as
clearly the case with respect to Egyptian antiquities;
to
in the museum of the capitol a whole room allotted

statues, made

in imitation

of the

Egyptian,

the villa of Adrian.
This soil is still fruitful of statues,

that were

dug up in

to” those who will be at the

that
pains and expence of digging for them ; and it is not long since
settled here,
Mr. Hamilton, an English artist, who has long been
thousand
two
at
valued
was
which
,
Antinous
of
statue
a
found
who
pounds, but sold I believe for something less.to his holiness,

intends it as a present to his nephew,

The situation of the villa

ail
upon a gentle eminence that commands a distant view of Rome,

|
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a very grand, and pleasing one of the mountains on each side of
Tivoli.
~The ground i is agreeably varied, and the soil seems very favour. ,
able for trees. The air, though surrounded by the compagna di
Roma, is said toe perfectly healthy.
Returning

into

the

high

road

from

Rome

to Tivoli,

where

it

crosses the river by the Ponte Lucana, we find the ancient tomb of the
. Plautian family; which is a large round tour built of great blocks
of Travertino.

‘The cornice that runs round the top, is ornamented

with bulls’ heads,

interlaced with

festoons of flowers.

There

also some remains of columns, &c, in which respect only, (with
exception of being something smaller,) it differs from the tomb
Cecilia Metélla near Rome.
Tiiere is reason to suppose that the battlements were added
the Goths, who converted

it into a fortress,

are

the
of
ச
by

4

Soon after, we began to mount the side of what Horace calls
the * supine Tibor,’ through a beautiful wood of olives, in which
we found a quarry of Apwesing alabaster,
We were here diverted with a lad, who; according to the castor
of the country, was driving a horse, rather heavily laden, with
stones instead of a whip.
This enabled him to keep at a very res
spectful distance from the tail of a horse, who, if ever he halted, or

turned out of the way, was sure of a stone’s falling upon his rump
so exactly in the same place, that his conduetor must have prace
tised long to acquire so much dexterity.

The town of Tivoli is wretched, dirty, and uninteresting in itself,
but the situation, of it is so enchanting

that I am almost inclined

to join Horace in the preference which he gave it to all the places
he had seen.

After the lapse of so many ages, the characteristic heauties of
Tivoli coutinue so exactly the same, that it is impossible to give you
in few words a general idea of them, better than by a literal trans-

lation

of

the

poet's

own

words,

Ode 6. B. 1.—< The

patient

Lacedwmon, and the fields of rich Larissa, delight me less than the
house of the resounding Albunea, the headlong Anio, the grove of
Tibur, and orchards moist with streams, that change their course at
pleasure.”
The house of the resounding பட்ச
is the chief ornament of

Tivoli, and one of the most beautiful remains of
FS

பட

7
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It is a small round temple, of which the inner part is, inclosed by
colonade) sup.
a high wall, that Gn conjunetion with the external
are of an order re.
‘ports the roof of the temple, The columns

ship:
sembling the Corinthian, and of exquisite beauty aad workman

it an air of
and the whole is so happily proportioned, as to give
from its size. It is seated
grandeur, which certainly does not result
spray of the ¢ headlong
on the edge of a steep rock, full in the
foot of which, the water,
the
at
cascade,
This is the grand
Anio.
various shapes and
jn a succession of ages, has hollowed grottoes of

the pencil, to which
sizes, that baffle every description but that of
்
ள்
—
adapted,
they are’ most happily
indeed
is
and
ed;
celebrat
The grotto of Neptune is the most
the rock which fronts
uncommonly picturesque. Upon, or rather in
many peo.

s, imagined by
- the opening of this grotto, are some remain
pleto be

us,
those of the house of Manlius Vopisc

which

Statius has

ed lines. I have little
described in a poem of more than a hundr
the description itself,
from
en,
mistak
are
doubt however that they
to.

woult! have been possible
which speaks of more buildings ‘than it
common in the north of
word
a
use
(to
or
chasm,
mere
a
place in
dicular rocks. Be.
perpen
and
lofty
n
England) g#l/, betwee
the noise and even spray 5
sides, if here, it would have been full in

of it as a place ‘ where
of the grand cascade; which Statius speaks
it, lays aside his swellbelow
and
Anio, though rocky both above
of disturbing the infear
a
from
rs,
murmu
g
foamin
and
rage
ing
்
poet.’
a
f
himsel
was
who
us,
Vopisc
spired slumbers of
believe, where
But whether situated here, or as I fully

called Ponte Lupo

are still visible,

it must have

the rains

been altogether an

having each a centre
unique, being built in two parts or pavilions,
these were most:
and wings, on the opposite sides of the river:
I have menbridge
very
the
by
other
each
with
ted
connec
probably
so

2

while a tree growing

in the

middle was preserved with

tioned,
through the
much care, that its branches were allowed to spread
a
ng.
buildi
the
of
roofs
the
even
columns and
;
poetry
to
ly
friend
very
been
have
to
The air of Tivoli appears
y houses here.
as many of the poets are known to have had countr
it is not improThat of Catullus in particular is pointed out. But

having a country house |
pable, that the circumstance of Mzcenas
ation than’all the na.
inspir
this
in
share
r
greate
a
have
might
here,

tural beauties of the place.

:
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- It is precisely through the ruins of.the palace of Macenas, that
‘ there still flows one of the moveable rivulets, of which Horace has
appeared to speak with so much pleasure. ‘These streams are all of
them diverted from the Anio (now the Teverone) and after watering the gardens, and turning the mills of the town, fall into the na-

tural bed of the river, in the most varied and beautiful cascades;
which, to distinguish them

Italian diminutive Cascatelle.

from

the grand fall, are called by the

.

The Grove of Tibur consists principally of olives, the most pieturesque trees of the kind I have seen; and from the openings be-

tween them, you catch many fine points of view;- particularly one,
‘where.you see the high rock on which the town
with its numerous cascades; and betwixt this and
that shelve-down to the river, the distance is filled
tent ef the Campagna di Roma, intersected with

stands, silvered
the olive woods
up with the exths public road,

and terminated by the dome of St. Peter's. Another is'from a small
grotto, immediately overhanging the Teverone, from which you see
the largest of the cascatelle falling in two streams upon the huge
moss-grown rocks below, where it meets the maim body of the river,
which tumbles, in broken falls, through the contracted valley in

@ front. ~ =
-In returning to. Tivoli by another route, nearly parallel to the
course of the river, through the lower part of ‘ the forest of Tiburnus,’ we firid some ruins, commonly called those of the house of
Quintilius Varus,
#

There is a delightful view from hence through the wood to the
scite of Catullus’s villa, which was certainly a#, though he would not

allow it to be upon, the foot of the first Sabine mountain, on account,

_ of the contempt in which Sabine rusticity appears trom the follow-ing lines, to have been holden by the fashionables of his day, ம்
frequented Tibur:
My Sabine or Tiburtine farm
Which they who would Catullus charm.
Tiburtine call ; but they who hate,
Will Sabine provea any rate.
Catull. in fund. y. 655.

. Here too the larger cascatelle are just seen through the openings of
the trees; while the three smaller ones
F4

rush murmuring through the —
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yuins of the villa of Macenas, down the woody steep which forms
the opposite bank of the river, and present the painter with one of the
most picturesque objects imaginable, the foreground to which varies

beautifully with every step he takes,
But T must now quit Tiveli, which 1 believe no lover of landscape.
of my ex.
ever did without regret, and hasten to the main object
cursion, the villa of Horace.
The villa of Horace was situated about fifteen miles from Tibur,

So late as the year

and about feur from the ancient Via Valeria.

the honour of
1767, a Frenchman of the name of Chaupy claimed
the greater part of
having discovered it, though the fact is, that
where he does;: in the, valley
the ancient geographers had placed it
of

Licenza.

The

Abbé Dominico

absurdity of Chaupy’s

has exposed the

who

de Sauctis,

pretensions, has written a book upon the

better than bis—it is
same subject,which is certainly in one respect
of authorities—the
best
the
from
drawn
are
too
shorter; his: proofs

words of Hlorace himself.
He

out with

séts

that’ Horace

shewing,

had but

one villa, and

from the circumthat in the patt of Sabina not far frém Tivoli;
of different places
stance that though Horace ts perpetually speaking

Tivoli, Baie,
of suinmer resort which he frequented, as Tarentum,

any property in any
Praneste, &c. he never mentions his having
18. “1 neither ask the
other place, and says expressly, B, 2. Ode
for greater favours,
gods for more, nor solicit my powerful friend

being fully content with my, Sabine farm alone.”

And again, Ode

16, Book 2,
Why should I change my Sabine vale
For riches more oppressive ?

And to Mzcenas,

Ode 1, B. 5, he says,

Enough and more thy bounty hath enrich’d me.

But nothing, asthe Abbé observes, contributes so much towards
finding

situated,

out

the

exact

‘part

as to ascertain

o

the

the Sabine territory im which it was

places near

to

which

it Jay;

and

Horace has meuitioned three; the ancient temple of Vacuna, Varia
்
and Mandeia,
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Varia, (fo which as to the county town, he mentions,
B. L. that ‘iis village used to send
provincial

business)

preserves

Aye heads of

Epist. 14,

families to

apparently its name

even

transact
unto

this

day. Vicovaro in Itallan signifying the town of Varus, to whearit
is probable it hglonged; and the more so.as Varus had a country seat
so near as Tivoli.
Bardella, as appears by an inscription dug up about the year
1760,

Stands on the scite of

cumstasee,

logether

with

the autient Mandela*,
the

resemblance

ia sound

This cireum-=
beiween

the

names Digentia and Licenza, as pronounced by the natives, seems
to prove that this is the river of which Horace speaks. B. 2. Sat. 6.
«As often as the cool stream of Digentia refreshes me which Mandela drivks, a town

wrinkled

with coli, ” &e.

Again,

Horace ends

பன்ர write this to you fron
his epistle to Fuscus, B, 1, E. 10,s
behind the mouldering fane of Vacuna.’
Now Varro asserts that the goddess Vacuna, worshipped bythe
Sabines, meant Victory: and ii appears by qm inscription found
about thirty years ago, in digging about the ruins, commonly supposed by geographers to have been those of the temple of Vacuna,
that the templevof Victory on that spot was rebuilt by the Emperor
Vespasiap, about a hundred years after the time of Horace, who
speaks of it as in ruins ர.

Add

to this that it is within an “easy walk of the spot upea the

borders of

the Licenza,

so marked

out as the farm of Horace.

7
=
* The inscription (which is on marble, and was found in' the angle, formed
hy the confluence of the Licenza and Taverove) runs literally thus— Val. Maxima

Mater Domni predia Valeria dulcissima Filia que vixit annis xxxvi Men. ii.
D. xii. in prediis suis MAsse MANDELANE Sep, retorum Hercules Quesq n pace
As itis'impossible even for a classical scholar unaccustomed tothe initial con=_
tractions and changes of letters frequent among the ancients, to make sense of
this inscription (which Chaupy infers from its stile, the form of the letters, and
the Christian phrase

of gwiescant in pace,

to haye been

wri(ten about the

engl

of the third or the beginning of the fourth century).
I here subjoin that which
he argues with much ingenuity and plausibility, was intended to be the reading
at full length,
sima

filia

que

viz.

Valeria

vixit

annos

Maxima
36

Dotibus

menses

omnibus predita,

2, dies

12. in prediis

Valeria

dulcis-

suis (que voc.)

Masse Mandelane Seputchrum restituit et-ornavit Valerius Maximus Hercules.
Whatever may be thought of the sense of the inscription, the vicinity of ராகா
pera is fortunately established by it beyond all possible doubt.
+ Tie inscription is Imp. Cesar Vespasianus Aug. Pontifex Maximus Trib,
Potestatis Censor Aden Victori@ Vetustate dilapsam sua iimpensa restituit,
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If these antiquarian proofs were less strong, the place itself would
bear no feeble testimony to its having been the seat of Horace, as

there is not any one of the uumerous descriptions he has left of it,
was
to which it does not at this day perfectly answer. Of these I

it
better enabled to judge by reading Horace upon the spot, and
at home, be the
will, probably, as you are so fond of reading him

pleasantest method I can take of describing

the modern appearance

of it in its ancient
of the place, to refer you to his own descriptions
stale.
்
Guinctius, “ Lest
In the 16th Epist. Book 1. he says to his friend
by tillage; or en.
owner
its
feeds
farm
my
you should ask whether
or the elm clothed
riches him with olives, with orchards and pasture,
the form and »situation
with vines—I will describe to you at length
பதித
of it.

by a shady
“ It is surrounded by mountains uninterrupted except
side, and warms _
right
the
beholds
rising
sun
the
which
of
"valley:
the left with bis
and wild plums,
their fruit, and
Tarentum itself

cornels:
retreating cat. What if it produces kindly
with
while the oak and holm oak delight the cattle
that
their master with their shade. You would say
is a
was brought hither with all its groves. There

which’ He- ்
spring fit to give name to a river, cooler and purer than
the head and
prus not encircles Thrace. It flows useful in pains of
will beindigestions. ‘These retreats, pleasant, and even (if yon
lieve me) delightful, keep me in health during the unwholesome
hours of September.”
that
‘Upon this text 1 make no further comment than to observe,
as to appear
all the trees here mentioned are found so plentifully

the spontaneous growth of the country, though the difference of

—
culture probably has introduced such a number of olives, walnuts,

©

and chesnuts, that they
so accurate a painter of
pentifully in his time.
“In every other respect
description had been just
being raised

on

elms,

would hardly have escaped the mention of
nature as Horace, if they had existed so
the situation answers as perfectly as if the
written5 and the circumstance of the vines

continues

to this day,

though

at so small a:

distance as Tivoli, the custom is universally to prop them upon reeds,
3
of, which they make large plantations for that purpose.
© The spring is not only “ fit to give name to the stream that
waters the valley of Licenza, but is sometimes so abundant as to oc.
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casion an, overflow of the low ground whichit encircles, eonformably

to what

Horace says in reckoning the occupations of his bailiff,

14. B’ 1.

Ep.

« The river, after a fall of rain, affords aw additional

employment for your idleness, to be taught at the expense of many
a mound to spare the sunny meadow.”
“The bailiff’s complaint that « that corner of the land would bear

pepper aud frankincense sooner than the grape,” is thus far just,

‘that the

grapes do not succeed so kindly as the haydier fruit trees,

and still produce that rough kind of wine which Horace so frequently
:

describes.
Turis was my wisi 9 afarm not over large,
A garden,
A fountain,

and amid the neighbouring

hills

and o’er these a little wood—

The Gods have more and better given me—
Tis well—”
Book 2nd.

Jn an orchard,

ட்

Sat. 6.

through which trickles the water from the neigh-

bouring spring crowned

with the incumbent woods of Luerctilis,

house of Horace.

்

is found a cousiderable fragment of mosaic pavement, which’ may,
with the highest degree of probability, be deemed a relic of the

ட்

ம்

The ground ‘is well strewed with fragments of various marbles,
such as might be supposed to ornament the retreat of the elegant

favourite of Maecenas; at the same time that no massy or maguifi-

ruins remain to give the lie to lis professions of philosophic
I have picked up some specimens which I hope to
moderation,
bring you home, and a bit of glass, which appears much of the

cent

same sort with that found amongst

the ruins of Herculaneum...

Adjoining the vineyard is a beautiful little chesnut grove, at the

-

“foot of which winds the river I must now beg leave to call the

:
|
Digentia.
In this delightful spot, which through different openiugs of the
trees presents almost every object worthy of note in the deseriptious

of Horace,

relative to this place—you will readily believe I passed

a few hours very apreeably, without
of Horace.

any other company than that
:
‘

I had taken up my lodging at the house of the arch-priest, who
I
is a Portuguese ex-jesuit, a very civil man and not ill-formed.
had the pleasure of finding in his library-(which by the bye was the

°
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‘

only spare bed-room he had to offer me, and between the bookg
and the bed you might seéa chair, but not turn it) a set of Chaupys
essays upon the antiquities of the place, which upon

the spot were

interesting and particularly satisfactory, as they tended to confirm all

th® spot.
- the reasons above stated, concerning the identity of
pilgrimages
During my stay with the arch-priest, I made several
particularly to
to the most interesting spets in the neighbourhood,
now only”
the ruins of the restored Temple of Vacuna, which are
mentioned to have been
known to be such by the inscription before

dug up there.

it was ina
_As Horace says nothing more of the temple than that

V had little, more to
yuinous state, and that he wrote behind it.
e, such
inferest my imagination than to form to myself the landscap
writing, and
of
time
the
at
him
to
itself
d
presente
as it probably
of it to you by the
hope in some degree to communicate my idea
thespot.
upon
made
I
which
sketch:
rough
a
help of

two lads of
Upon this excursion I was unexpectedly attended by

strongly excited conthe village, whose curiosity appeared to be so
to send them away;
heart
my
in
find
not
could
I
cerning me, that
scarcely help fans
particularly as from their sprightly naiveté I could
procaces (frolic
eying them to be the lineal descendants of the vernce
even to the
pleasure
afforded
have
to
appear
hinds) whose saliies
n by a smart
mind of Horace. . Upon our return we were overtake

the
shower, which obliged us to take shelter in a hermitage near
an
usual)
(as
was
hermit
The
Case.
delle
a
chapel of Madonn

respecting ்
ecclesiastic ; and upon my putting some questions to him
dissima
reyeren
**
take
we
d,
answere
,
situation
the
of
y
salubrit
the
:) 10%
cura della salute?”) (a most reverend care of our health
reminded me so forcibly of Falstafi’s advice to the Lord Chief
thought.
Justice, that I could not refrain froma smile, which I fear he

as

heretically sarcastic,

he immediateiy

added, (crossing

himself-

very devoutly) “ cioé primo della salutedell’anima, @ poi di quella

del corpo,” that is, “ first of the soul’s health, and afterwards that of
/
‘
the hody.”

My visit to Fonte-bello, the source of the Digentia, that tumbles

down

a rocky

gill

of

the

mountain

Iueretilis,

pleased me

exceed-

‘ingly. Iseemed to have found the original of the picture Horace
has given us in the 13th Ode of Book 3, to the Fonntain of
Blandasic.
;
A tegard for the truth obliges me to confess, that it has been

»
very ra
not
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we

contended by Chaupy that the Fons Blandusie was

at the hi

Sabine

Farm,

but in the neighbourhood

of

the

birth-

place of
Horace. , This is, however, not only contrary to the opinions of (I believe) ‘a// his commentators, but (in some degree) to
the evidence ef Horace himself.
For he tells us that he did not
commence poet till his paternal estate had been confiscated> ‘it is

surely therefore fess ikely that he should write an ode and promise
a sacrifice, to a fountain in an estate that he had /ost, than in one he
had since acquired, and to whose situation he was so partial.
Notwithstanding what I have seen of Chaupy’s works, I had rather err with other geographers than think right with him: and
thus far I acknowledge prejudice : but on the whole, the reasons I
have given induce me to think that in following I do not err with the
multitude.
The whole of the Lucretilis is so pleasant, that Faunus (vid.

Ode 17. B, 1.) could have no great loss in‘changing Lyczeus for it,
being now covered, as thickly as it was in the time of Horace, with
goats that wander in its groves, to crop the arbutus which abounds

there, with the same impunity.
The epithet of “ the leaning Ustica”

most happily distinguishes

this situation from Tivoli, which he calls “ supine,” and the expression of “ valle reducta,” has a propriety when applied to this
place, which the ‘ withdrawing yale” seems not fully to express in
English.
;
;

Ode 22. Book I. Horace mentions the circumstance of his haying
met a wolf upon the mountain, when he had accidentally strolled
beyond his boundary—and those avimals are not yet thoroughly
extirpated from the vast woods that cover the heights of the
mountain.
[Bradstreet's Sabine Farme]
ல

;

7. The River Po, or Eridanus. »

:
e

THE Po, Padus, or Eridanus,

for under

all these names

it has

been celebrated in history and poetry of the greatest excellence,
is the largest and most extensive river of Italy. In the infant state
of the Roman republic, its banks were inhabited towards the head
of the river by the Salassi, and lower down by the Insubres; both

powerful people, who had frequent, and at times, successful contests
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y of each other, anight for
with the Romans; and, but their jealous
One of the brauches/of the Po
ever have defied the Roman arms.
poured down, or was supposed
was the Draria, which, at this period
the Salassi endeavoured,
which
to pour down gold-dust in its sands;
to secure to

theniselves before

it reached

the countty of Tnsubria,

their own imagined right, apThe Insubres, incapable of supporting
, who readily took adPulcher
s
Claudiu
pealed to the consul Appius
ately invaded the Salassi. At
immedi
and
appeal,
the
of
vantage
being defeated with a loss of
first, however, he was unsuccessful,
second battle he triumphed
a
upon
five thousand men: though

d himself and his country.
to an equal extent, and at length gratifie
a state of subjection.
to
nations
both
g
reducin
men by equally
Viso, on ‘the very

Vesula, or
‘This noble river, rises from mount
~
nearly in the parallel of mount
Italy,
and
France
of
s
confine
nt, being almost
Piedmo
in
,
Saluzzo
and
ne,
Dauphin, in Dauphi
~at the distance of about 18 English miles
‘central between them, ,
Alps,
ding from the centre of the western
descen
‘Thus
each.
from

Saluzzo, by Carignan, to Turin; re‘the Po passes to the N. E. of
as the Varrita, Maira,
ceiving even in this short space many rivers,
Sagon and
the N. the Felice,
and Grana from the south; and from
had a longer course than
having
streams
these
of
Most
others,
for instance, might perMaira,
the
what 1s called that of the Po,
principal river: nay the Tathe
as
d
regarde
justly
more
haps‘be
miles below Alexandria, might
naro, which flows into the Po, some
more remote source than the
a
Stura,
perhaps claim, im the r iver
Turin, the Po receives innu.
of
walls
the
leaving
After
Po itself,

the N. and the Appenmerable rivers and rivulets from the Alps in
the

be named the Doria,
nines in the S. Among the former may
to the east of which the
:
Mincio
the
Oglio,
the
TTesino, the Adda,

the Alps of Tyrol,
Adige, an independent stream, descends from
to

and refusing

to

blend

his waters with the Po pursues his course

first receives the
the gniph of Venice. From the south the Po
Belba, Bormida,
copious Alpine river Tanaro, itself swelled by the
and other streams:

the other southern rivers are of far less conse-

Parma and Panaro,

which joins the Po at Stellato, on the western

the river of
quence, but among them may be named the Trebbia,

the Po
frontier of the former territory of Ferrara. The course of
so that
may be comparatively estimated at about 300 British miles;
when Busching prenounces it the second river in Europe,

after the

-
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Danube,

the

ஸி

forgotten the

Rhine,

Elbe,

the

49

the: Oder,

not to mention the Loire of France, the Tajo of Spain,
‘The numerous

tributary rivers, from the

bring down so much

sand and gravel that the

and other noble streams!
_Alps and Apennines,

raised, so that

"ped of the Po lias in modern times been considerably

in many places banks of thirty feet in height are necessary to preHence hydraulics have been
serve the country from inundation.
much studied in the north of Italy; and the numerous canals of

irrigation delight and instruct the’ traveller. Perhaps by deepening
the chief estuary, and bed of the river, equal service might have
been rendered to commerce. Ip the middle ages maritime combats
took place
powers.

Po, between

on the

“It is remarkable

that,

Venice

of the inland

and some

from Cremona

to the sea,

there is

no capital city founded on the main stream of the Po; and the case
was the same in ancient times; an exception to the supposition that
every river has some grand city near its estuary ர,
9. The

Tiber.

This stream immortalized in both prose and verse, and by far the
most considerable in the middle or south of Italy, is said to derive
its name

from

Tiberinus, an early Latin king, and direct descendant

of Onens, by Lairnia; who was drowned in its waters in the course
of a battle which was fought on its banks,

Tt rises near the source of the Arno, south east of St. Marino,
and passes by Perugia and Rome, to the Mediterranean, which it
_ joins after a course of about 150 miles. It is said to receive not
fewer than forty-two rivers or torrents, many of them celebrated in
Roman

history;

as

is the Rubicon,

a diminutive

stream,

now

the

Fiermesino, which enters the Adriatic, about eight British miles to

>the north of Rimini.
In consequence of these numerous torrents it occasionally over=
flows its banks; and in an early period of the Roman empire, before

its embankment was made

sufficiently powerful and lofty, these

* To the N. of Ferrara the Po seems as broad as the Rhine at Dusseldorf,
Stolberg, ii, 576; but is probably not above half asdeey,
Dr. Smith, ir. 360,
compares

the Po,

nearly as wide,

near

Ferrara,

to

the

Maese

at Rotterdam,

That Afaese is only a branch of the Rhin&

aud

says

it is
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waters and (8. supply them afresh,
And in such cases the flux and
reflux of the jpper head of water must necessarily depend upon the
state of that below; and the causes which alternately augment and
diminish the latte, must produce a similar eflect upon the former.
And it is possible that these causes may be, as we shall presenily
find was long ago ingeniously conjectured by the younger Pliny,
regular eifrrents of air produced by the penetrating influence of the
sun, —a communication with the sea itself: or a periodical return
of subterranean

heat or

other

agency

below

the

interior

that may drive additional waters into it, or expand
it consists.

reservoir

those of which

=

In the present day, however, the common pane
upon which
this phenomenon is accounted for is that of the hydraulic machine,
called the Cup of Tantalus :—an instrument consisting of a vessel farnished with a siphon or tube with two legs, the one shorter than the
other, and which may be attached to it in different ways.
But this
will not account for fountains with irregular ebbs and flows;
and hence, Mr. Gough, while he attributes the regularly recurrent
springs to the explanation ofa siphon, has proposed ancther theary
to account for those of a different kind, and which, in truth, is not
far venioved from one of the modes conjectured by the younger
Pliny.
Mr. Gough’s theory, together with his explanation of the

common theory of the siphon, we shall give in a subsequent part
of the present section, allotted to an account of the alternating well
at Giggleswick, in Yorkshire.

Iu Switzerland springs and fakes of this kind are peculiarly common; and Mr. Addison in his Travels endeavours,to account for
those which he met by a different process, but a process however
which it must be obvious can only apply to a few. We saw, says

he, in his deseription of Geneva and the lake, in several parts of
the Alps that bordered upon us, vast pits of snow; as several
mountains, that lie at greater distanée, are wholly covered with if.
I fancied the confusion of mountains and hollows, I here observed,

furnished me with a more probable reason than any I have met
with, for these periodical fountains in Switzerland which flow only
at particular hours of the day.
or as the tops of these mountains
east their shadows upon one another, they hinder the sun’s shining

on several parts at such times, so that there are several heaps of
snow which have the sun lying upon them for two or three hours
,
G
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together, and are in the shade all the day afterward.

Tf, therefore.

it happens that any particular fountain takes its rise! from any of
these reservoirs of snow, it will naturally begin to'flow on such
hours of the day as the snow begins to melt; but as soon as the sun

leaves it again to, freeze and harden, the fountain dries up and receives no more supplies till about the same time the next day when “
the heat of the sun again sets the snows a-running that fall into the
‘same little conduits, traces and canals, and by consequence break

out and discover themselves always in the same place.
2. Comin

Epiror,

Springs

PLINY TO LICINIUS.

a query
T Have brought you, as a present, out of the country,

ge,
swhich well deserves the consideration of your extensive knowled

rises in a neigbouring mountain, and,

‘There is a spring which

tingyunning among the rocks, is received into a little banquet
yoom, from whence, after the force of its current is 2 little restrained,
The nature of this spring is ex:
it falls into the Larian lake*.

tremely surprising: it ebbs and flows regularly three times a day,

Camo or Comum is the
2 Now the Lago di Como, in the duchy of Milan.
city in which the younger Pliny was born; and upon the banks of the Jake
his elegant villa was situated.
In the Natural History of the elder Pliny, book II. chap. citi. we are also
told of a fountain

in the vicinity of the same lake which

ebbs

and

flows every

hour; and Catani, and various other writers hnve conceived that both descriptions

refer

detect

a

to

one

palpable

common

fountain,

disagreement

and

between

have
the

consequently pretended to
Pliny and his nephew;

elder

Catani supporting the testimony of the former from ocular observation, the
denomifountain being, as he tells us, still in existence in his own time, and
nated Pliny’s well. It is by no means certain, however, that the fountain
described by each of. these writers is the same, nor does its character, as given
elder Pliny
by the one, very strictly accord with that given by the other. The
while the latter repre’ expressly denominates it “ a large and broad well;”
inte
received
‘ a well
sents it as a small enclosed well; or in his own words,
The point however is not of consequence.—There
a little banquetting-room.””
Pliny,
are various other wells of a similar kind which are noticed by the elder
and especially that of Jupiter, in’ Dodona, of which the reader will meet with
Epiror:
a farther account in another section of this chapter,
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The increase and decrease is plainly visible and very amusing to
observers. You sit down by the side of the fountain, and whilst
you are taking’ a repast, and drinking its water, which is extremely

cool, you see it gradually rise and fall,
thing else,

at the bottom,

when

—

If you place a ring or any

it is dry,

the

stream reaches it by

degrees till it ts entirely covered, and then gently retires; and if you
wait you may see it thus alternately advance and recede three suc_ cessive times.
Shall we say tliat some secret current of air stops

and opens the fountain-head as it approaches to or retires from it,
as we see in bottles, and other vessels of that nature, when there is
not a free and open passage, though you turn their necks downwards, yet the outward air obstructing the vent, they discharge
their contents as it were by starts? But may it not be accounted for

upon the same ptinciple as the flux and reflux of the sea? Or as
those rivers

which

discharge themselves

into the sea,

meeting with

contrary winds and the swell of the ocean are forced back into their
channels: so may there not be something that checks this fountain,
fora time, in its progress? Or is there rather a certain reservoit
that contains these waters in the bowels of the earth, which, while
itis recruiting its discharges, the stream flows more slowly and in

less quantity; but when it has collected its due measure, it runs
again in its usual strength and fulness.

Or,

lastly, is there on E

know not what kind of subterraneous counterpoise that throws up
the water when’ the fountain is dry, and stops it when it is full?
You, who are’ so well qualified for the enquiry, will’ examine the
reasons of this wonderful phenomenon: it will be sufficient for me,

if1 have given you a cléar description of it, Farewell.

-

[Melmoth’s Trans.|
3. Paderborn Spring.
IN the diocese of Paderborn, in Westphalia,there is a spring which
disappears twice in twenty-four hours, returning always after six
hours with a great noise, and so forcibly as to* drive three mills not
far from its source. The inhabitants call it the bolderborn, that is,

the boisterous spring.
(Phil. Trans. 1663.]
There are yarious chemical remarks
62

appended to’ the above brief
ள்
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description, which, from the loose and unsettled state of the science
in this early perod of ils existence, are of no value 4n the present
Whilst upon this diocese, however, we may bé permitted fo
day.
vemark that Paderborn appears at the era before us to have heen
celebrated for various springs of an extraordinary hatnre, since in the

same volume we meet with the following account, which we quote
rather for its singularity than its containing any thing that can be
very minutely depended upon in the present more accurate and cay.
tious state of science.
«In the diocese of Paderborn, about two leagues from that town,
is a spring,called Metborn, with கி three streams, two of which are not

|

above one foot and half distant from each other, and yet of such |
and |
different qualities, that one of them is limpid, bluish, lukewarm,

alum; sulphur, |
bubbling, containing sal-ammoniae, oker, iron, vitriol],
spleens, and
nitre, and orpiment *, used against epilepsies, diseased
the worms; the other is ice-cold, turbid, and whitish, much stronger
salt,
in taste, and heavier than the former, containing much orpiment,
iron,

and some sal-ammoniac,

nitre,

alum,

and

vitriol.

All birds

T have also made
that-drink of the latter are observed to die; which
it to poultry,
giving
and
home,
it
of
some
taking
experiment of, by

after having eaten oats, barley, and bread-crumbs: for soon after
drinking it, they became giddy, reeled and tumbled upon their backs,
with convulsions, and so died with their legs much extended. Giy.
ing

them

common

lived longer;

immediately after they had, drunken,

salt

they.

giving them vinegar, they died not at all, but seven

or eight days after were troubled with the pip. Those that died
some
_ being opened, their lungs were found quite shrivelled. Yet

of it
persons who are troubled with worms, taking a little quantity
by this means to!
diluted with common water, have been observed
of
kill the worms in their bodies, and discharged great numbers

them: and though it makes them sick, yet not so as to endanger
their lives.
4
The third stream, lying lower than the other two, and about 20
paces distant from them, is of a greenish colour, very clear, and of
a sourish sweet taste, agreeable enough. Its weight is a medium
1

in
* The chemical analysis of mineral waters was so imperfectly understood
proporthe 17th century, that little reliance can be placed on the number and
f
tion of ingredients assigned in this and other instances.
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between that of the other two; whence it is probable that itis a
inixture of both, meeting there together: To confirm which, we

mixed equal quantities of those two with a little commen wellwater, and found, on stirring them together, and permitting them
to settle, that they produced water of the same colour and taste as

this third stream.”

EDIToR,.

ல்

4, Lay-well Spring.

Goiné a-shore one day, I walked about a mile into the country,
to see a well much

talked of, near Torbay,

called Lay-well,

which

made me more than, amends for the pains I had taken to come at
it. It is about 6 feet long, 5 feet broad, and near 6 inches deep;
and it ebbs-and flows often every hour, very visibly; for from high.
water to low-water mark, which I measured,

more than 5 inches.
mark when

I found it somewhat

I could not see any augmentation above my

it flowed, nor fell it below

my mark when it ebbed,

but

always kept the same distance.
‘The flux and reflux, taken both
together, was performed in about two minutes; nothing could be
more regular, each succeeding the other as the tides of the sea do.
I drank of it, and found it a pleasant, delicate, fine, soft-water, not
brackish at all; which the country people use in fevers as their ordinary diet drink, which succeeds very well.

On a second visit, I observed it performed its flux and reflux in
little more than a minute’s time, yet it would stand at its lowest ebb
sometimes two or three minutes; so that it ebbed and flowed by my
watch about 16 times in an hour, and sometimes, I have been told,
20. . As soon as the water in the well began to rise, I saw a great
many

bubbles ascend from

the bottom;

but wien the water began

to fall, the bubbling immediately ceased. The whole country adjacenit is yery hilly all along the coast; from Brixam to the top of the
hill is about a mile and

half,

the well is about half way up the hill,

which hereabout is somewhat uneven and interrupted, aud comes
out at a small descent, yet considerably higher than the surface of
the seas ‘The water does not seem to be impregnated with any
mineral,
Its taste is very soft and pleasant, has no manner of

roughness in it, and serves for all manner of uses to the country
people in their houses *.
* There is another

[ Phil. Trans. 1693.]

ட்டன of this spring contained in the same excellent

by him
Journal, year 1732, by Mr. Joseph Atwell, and attempted tobe explained

G3
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The editors of the abridgement proceed to give a long account
of Mr. Atwell’s explanation of this system: but as the reader will
find a much easier and simpler illustration by Mr. Gough in the
in the present
ensuing sub-section, it is unnecessary to quote jt

Epitor,

:

place.

5. Giggleswick Well.
A description of this fountain has been given by several visitors,
but far better by Mr. Gough in the Mernoirs‘of the Transactions

of the Manchester

by any

Society than

other

writer we are

This gentleman first briefly examines the mature
acquainted with.
springs that have been
and history of the more curious periodical
of Como, Dodona,
observed and described, and particularly those
e of a siphon; and
principl
the
to
ascribes
he
which
rn,
and Paderbo

then by way of explaining this principle and of developing the well

in question proceeds as follows ;—
This instrument consists of a vessel furnished

with

a siphon,

Mr. Atwell,” says the writers of the recent
upon the principle of siphons.
the phenomena
Abridgment, ‘‘ comes now to his hypothesis, for explaining
ebseryed;

and he

imagines them to

be

occasioned

by two streams ox springs,

with siphons,
one of which passing through two caverns or natural reservoirs
where being
meets with the otherstream ina third reservoir, without a siphon;
joined, they come out of the earth togethers
The petitio principii, or supposition of reseryoits and siphons in the
in his Phil. ConDowels of the earth, has been made by others: Pére Regnault,
versations, Vol. ii. Cony. 6, p- 125, &c. Bug. edit. has mentioned

it in general;

te apply it to two
and Dr. Desaguliers, in Phil. Trans. No, 384, has attempted

cases

in particular;

as Dechales,

Tract,

xvii.

de

Fontibus

Naturabilis,

&c.

5

unnatural, or
prop. xy. had done in two other cases before him. It isindeed
Whoever has seen the Peak of Derbyshire, the hilly parts
hard to be granted.
of Wales,

or other countries, must be satisfied that they abound

with caverns of

or channels,
many sorts. Some of them are dry, others serve only for passages,
hold water,
to streams, which rum through then; and a third sort collect and
till they are full.

They must also have

observed, that there are sometimes nar-,

going
row passages, running between the rocks which compose the sides, and
from one cavern

toanother.

Such a passage,

of whatever shape or dimensions,

from
how crooked and winding soever in its course, if it be but tight, and runs
of the
the lower part of the cavern, first upwards to a less height than that
a
cavern, and then downwards below the mouth of the said passage, will be
natural siphon.

!
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To

avoid’ the

necessity of a diagram, we will suppose the bottom of the vessel (0

be perforated, and the longer leg of the siphon to pass through the
hole, being firmly cemented in a position, which places the highest
point of the bend within the vessel, and half an inch or am inch beJow the brim, and at the same time keeps the open or lower end of
the shorter leg at a small distance from the cup’s bottom.
Water
flows through a tube in an uniform stream into the cup; where it

js collected for want of egress, and entering the siphon at the open
end of the shorter leg, it rises gradually to the bend or highest
point. The subsequent rise of ‘the water in the cup, forces the
column in the ascending leg of the siphon, to pass over into the
descending or longer branch; upon which this instrument begins to

dct, not in the manner of a simple tube, but in its proper character.
Now the draft of the siphon is made to exceed the opposite stream
or supply of water; in consequence of which contrivance the cup is
emptied again sooner or later; at this moment the action of the

siphon is suspended, until the cup is replenished by the constant
emrent. In {his manner the water will be seen rising and falling
alternately in the cup, which will be full and empty, or nearly so, by
turns,
Similar vicissitudes will also take place in the siphon; for it

- will run so long
as its shorter leg is in the water, and then stop, until
the highest point of the bend is again covered by the contents of
the cup.

ன்

3

The transition is easily made from 'T'antalus’s cup to a fountain,
which reciprocates periodically;

for we have only to suppose a se-

cret reservoir to be formed in the bowels of a mountain on the prin”
ciples of this instrument, and the following appearances will take
place in the visible well, which receives the water from the natural
_ siphon.

Ist. So soon as the surface of the pool in the subterranean

reservoir, rises above the bend of the siphon, this canal will begin to
act; and ifs discharge will be greater at that moment than at any
other period; because the power of a siphon is greatest, when the
distance, betwixt the bend and the surface of the water in the basin,

is least. 2d. This abundant influx into the external well will make
it rise; in consequence of whieh the efflux will continue to increase

at the outlet, so long as the water continues to accumulate in the
visible basin. 3d. Now the discharge from the outlet, which be-

comes more copious every moment, being contrary to the influx
G4
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from the siphon, which grows gradually weaker, the surface of the
well will cease to rise so soon as these opposite powers are equal in
their effects;

and the flow will

be

at

The well cannot remain stationary,

the

full in this instant.

4th,

for any length of time, at its

highest elevation’ because the vigor of the siphot being perpetually

on

the decline,

all the water discharged

by it will run off

through the outlet, together with part of that, which had been pre.
viously accumulated in the visible fountain, during the time of the
flow. 5th. Hence it is evident that the well will begin to subside,
the moment it becomes stationary; after whicli it will persevere in

a retrograde motion, until the siphon shall have emptied the sub.
terranean reservoir,
6th. If no veins of water discharge themselves
into the visible basin, besides the siphon which runs periodically,
The Bolderborn is of
the spring is called an intermitting fountain.
this kind, for it remaius dry while the secret reservoir is filling, and
flows while the siphon

is in action. ' 7th.

But if the spring receives

other supplies in addition to the intermitting current, it 1s called a
reciprocating fountain; because the stream that issues from the
outlet of the yisible basin is permanent, though if varies in quantity;
on this account

ifself dry.

the well ebbs and

flows alternately,

but

never runs

All the fountains, which will be mentioned in the sequel’

are of this kind; and Pliny’s well, near Coma, appears to possess
the same character from his description of it.
8th. The fluctuations
of an ebhing aud flowing well, which is fed by a siphon, will remain
invariable, so long as the stream, that falls into the subterranean
But these external and visible
reservoir continues to be uniform.
operations of the well,

are so far under the influence of the current

last mentioned, that they will evidently suffer a temporary suspension, so often as the influx into the concealed cistern, amounts to a
certain quantity in a certain time; for the siphon is but a second.
ary, agent in producing the phenomena of recipr®cation, its business
being to empty the subterranean basin, so often as it is replenished.
©

Wow the time of filling this magazine of water will be the shortest,

when the influx into it is most abundant, and the contrary; consequently an increased discharge into the subterranean reseryoir, will

diminish the intervals of the siphon’s inactivity, and prolong the
periods of its action.

It follows, from

these premises,

that when

the influx becomes equal to the feeblest effort of the siphon, the
quantity of swater thrown

into

the concealed

basin,

will

exactly
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counterbalance the quantity which is drawn off by the crooked
canal; and the external well will assume the character of a common
fountain under these circumstances,

~

Thave now

‘plained the principles, on wach the common theory,

of reciprocating springs is founded;

“of the theory are stated
has been

doue, to shew

and the necessary Consequences

in the eight preceding propositions.
with what

ease a natural

construction of Vantalus’s cup elucidates
have been ascribed

and Paderborn.
trated

by

the

by writers

to the

apparatus

This
on

fhe

the appearances, which

fountains of Dodona,

Coma,

The operations of these springs are happily illusinstrument

in: “question ;

ov which

account I do not

hesitate to pronounce the theory to be a good one, so far as it
relates to these fouitains alone; provided they. ‘are faithfully
described. ‘The simplicity of the preceding explanation, and its
coincidence with the narratives of the two Plinys, as well as the
history of the inconstaut brook in Westphalia, disposed me to
admit the common theory, and to imagine it to be equally applicable
to reciprocating

fountains in general;

ர]

an

insfarice occurred to

my notice, which proved that, fluctuating fountains do not univer=
sally exhibit the periodical operations which are described by the
writers already quoted.
I made a visit to Giggleswick Well; in the
autumn

of 1796;

which: taught

me

to

yalue

this

ence

favourite

theory net so highly, and in particular to dispute the universality of
ifs application. The causes of these doubts will be easily perceived
' front the following description of the well and its operations.
This spring lies at the foot of Giggleswick Scar, which is a hill of

limestone in the West Riding of, Yorkshire. The water discharged
by it, fails immediately into a-stone trough; in the front of which
are two holes near the bottom;

these are the outlets of two streams,

that flow constantly from the artificial cistem.

Au oblong notch is

also cut in the same side of the trough; which extends from the
brim of if, nearly to the level of the two holes already mentioned?

This aperture is intended to shew the Quctuations of the well: for
the water subsides in it when the stream issuing from the rock be.
comes languid; on tlie contrary the surface of ihe water rises again
iu the notch, so soon as the influx into the trough begins to be more

copious, The reviprocations of the spring are easily observed by this
contrivance; and they appear to be very irregular both in respect
of duration and magnitude. or the interval of time betwixt any
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two succeeding flows, is sometimes greater, and at other times Yess,
than

a similar interval which the observer may happen to take for

his standard of comparison. ‘The rise of the water inthe cistern,
during the time of the well’s owing, is also equally/ uncertain; for
it varies from one inch, to nine or ten inches, i the course of a few

yeciprocations, It is necessary to remark on the present occasion,
that the spring discharges bubbles of air, more or less copiously
into the trovgh; these appear in the greatest abundance at the
commencement of a flow, and cease during the ebb, or at least
issue from the rock very sparingly at that time. In fact, the appear.
ance and disappearance of these bubbles, are circumstances equally

jnconstant with the rise and fall of the water.

The irregularities

exhibited

by the ebbing and flowing well,

during my short visit, diminished the respect which I formerly had

for the popular theory, more especially when considered as a general
‘explanation of reciprocating springs.
suggested by the caprices of the well;

‘This change of opinion was
which

were

too

many

and

too singular to be ascribed to the uniform operations of a single
siphon, as we lave seen already; and the accidental combination of

several siphons in one fountain, is a conjecture too improbable in
itself to demand a serious discussion. My suspicions respecting

tlie accuracy of the principle were not a little increased, by the fol.
Weeding Well,
lowing descriptions of two reciprocating fountains.

in Derbyshire, appears to be more fickle and uncertain in its recipro-

Dr. Plot describes this recations, than: the well at Giggleswick.
markable fountain, at page 41 of his History of Staffordshire, where
he reports it to be very uncertain in its motions, ebbing and flowing
sometimes thrice in.an hour, and at other times not oftener than once

in a month;

he also quotes

the following character of it, to the -

same import, from a latin poem by Mr. Hobbs.
©

« Pons hic temporibus nec tollitur (ut Mare) certis;
« lstibus his nollany preefigit Ephemeris horam.”
The following account of a reciprocating fountain is extracted

from an article in the second volume of Lowthorp’s Abridgement,

page 305; in which care has been taken to preserve the facts
recorded by the author, Dr. W- Oliver, in language mora concise
than his own.

“ Lay Well, near Torbay,

is about six feet long,

®
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five feet broad; and near six inches deep; it ebbs and flows very
-wisibly; aud many times in an hour. The reciprocations succeed
each other’more rapidly when the well is full, than they do when
itis low. Wi Hen once the fountain began to flow, it performed its
flux and reflux

in little more than a minute’s time;

but the Doctor

observed it to stand sometimes two.or three minutes at its lowest
ebb; éo that it ebbed and flowed about 16 times in an hour, by his
watch.
So soonas the water began to rise in the well, he saw a
great number of bubbles

ascend

from

the

bottom;

but when the

aater began to fall, the bubbling ceased immediately.
The Doctar
measured the distance betwixt the high and low water marks, not on
“a perpendicular line, but on a slope, and found it exceeded five
inches.
*

The three preceding instances of irregular reciprocation undoubtedly diminishes the importance of the popular theory, by proving
that it is not of universal application; as it only explains the con-

stitution of those fountains, which ebb and flow periodically.

The

Bolderborn of Westphalia, may be reasonably pronounced to be of
this description ; as for the fouutain of Jupiter in Dodona, we know
too little of it to judge of its true character; and it is not improba- ble but future observations will add Pliny’s Well to the class of
irregular reciprocators.
It may bé reasonably supposed, that since I Have endeavoured'to
confine the established theory of|reciprocation to one or two springs
-at most, a new explanation will be “offered on my part, comprehend-

ing the phenomena of those wells, which ebb and flow according to
no certain rule. Before I make this attempt, it will be proper to
give a more circumstantial account of the appearances exhibited by

the well at Giggleswick, than has hitherto been published. Inezlected, when in the country, to preserve a correct register of its fluctuations, and committed no other observations to writing, except
those which appear ina former part of this essay. This omissio, |
however, has been fully supplied by Mr. Juha Swainston, of Ken-

dal; to whom I formerly communicated my imperfect remarks on
this well, requesting him at the same time to note down a series of

‘This request was
its operations, at some convenient opportunity.
complied with by my friend; who las” digested his observations in
as
the following table, which merits the esteem of the naturalist,

being a faithful histery of this singular fountain.
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Observations made on Giggleswick Well, August 20th, 104, from
3 to nearly 6 P. M.
ட்

On first coming

{i

to’ the well it continued flowing near ten minutes,
and then as in the Table.

No. of 7 Timein
{Stationary | No. of
inches
|Ebbing in} at Ebb in|
inches
Ebbed. | minutes. | minutes. | Flowed.
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1

னு
2
2
1

4
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4 Basin | inch short of full.
1
25
மத் full.
2.
12 Xx.

=

Left it flowing over.

with the following explanatory

remarks; which, perhaps, will throw some
history and properties of Gigeleswick Well.

additional

light

on

the

In the two observations

marked with crosses, the water Mowed slowly for the first 3 or 4
inches, and then rose very quickly, until the cistern was full; the”
same appearance took place not uufrequently iu the course of his

remaiks.

Where the blanks are in the columns marked stationary

at ebb, the water flowed again instantaneously; but there are some

inaccuracies in this part of the table; for Mr, Swainston was
erupted more than once by travellers stopping to let their
drink. The term stationary at ebb, signifies that the surface
water in thie cistern was stationary at its lowest elevation; at
time’ the discharge from the trough was oa
confined

inter.
horses —
of the
which
to the

two holes near the bottom of it.

I have now stated all the facts in my possession, that relate'to reciprocating springs.
The fountains which have been described, are
six in number, of these the inconstant brook in Westphalia, appears

*
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to require the agency of a siphon to account forits operations. The
characters as ascribed to Pliny’s Well, and the well in Dodona, are
yery ambiguous and unsatisfactory; but the operations of the three
“yemaining sprigs,

and

more especially the register of Giggleswiek

Well, perplex the ypothesis of a siphon with insuperable ditticul-

ties; which a superficial inspection of the table. will discover to the
reader.
;
The theory, which I shall now propose for the explanation of
jrregular reciprocating springs, was suggested by an accidental ob.
servation;

which

tioned above.

occurred

to Mr.

Swainston,

whom

I have

men-

This gentleman, who is a manufacturer of Morocco-

leather, has a contrivance in his works, for the purpose of filling a
boiler 886 a particular construction with water. This apparatus
consists of a tub, which is considerably elevated above the hoiler.
The water is conveyed from a pump along a trough: into this vessel;
from which it runs immediately into the upper extremity of an in-

verted siphon, which is cemented into a hole in the bottom.

This

compound tube consists of three branches or legs; the first
descends perpendicularly beneath the tub, and is the longest of the
three; the second ascends again and carries the water, which comes
into it from the first, toa convenient height above

the brim of the

boiler; the third is a descending leg, which performs the office of
nozle, that is, it discharges the water from this crooked canal into the
Mr. Swainston observed by accident, that when the workpoiler.
men were filling the vessel last-mentioned, the water reciprocated in
the tub, the surface of it rising and falling alternately in a manner
which he could not explain, by supposing some slight irregularity in
When the appearance was mote
the management of the pump.
carefully examined, he found a correspouding variation in the etHux

at the nozle; for when the water was rising in the tub, the stream
was perceptibly weaker at this outlet, than it was doring the ebb or

He farther observed, ்
fall of the water in the vessel last-mentioned.
that when the water in the boiler rose high enough to cover the end

or nozle of the siphon, bubbles of air were seen ascending from this

orifice; during the ebb in the tub, or at least during the former part

of it; but that they did not appear during the Bow, or whilst the
Water was accumulating inthe tub. The fluctuations here described,

the
were far from being regular, either in magnitude or duration; for
water rose much higher in the tub at one time, than it did at

.
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another; and the intervals betwixt flow and flow, or ebb and ebb,
were very unequal.
In fact the appearances seen in this vesset

imitated the caprices and singularities of Giggleswick Well in a
e"
f
natural and surprising manner.

The exact coincidence ofthe effects, produced by an. artificial
apparatus, and a noted reciprocating fountain will naturally turn
the attention of the curious to inquire into the cause of the inreguar motions, which: Mr. Swainston observed in his reservoir. The
easily under.
circumstance on which these fluctuations depended, is

of air
stood; for, seeing the inverted siphon discharged bubbles
occasionally into the boiler, it is manifest that this subtle fluid
entered the tube, mixed with the water, or in other words in the state

of foam, Now it is well known, that the bubbles, constituting this
the water, when
frothy substance burst, and the air separates from
Such
produced.
the avitation ceases; by which the compound was
the siphon;
a separation would take place unavoidably, in

because a

interrupcurrent flowing in a tube moves on smoothly, or without
deseribed,
tion, which is the cause of agitation. ‘Phe process here
by Mr.
discovers the nature of the phenomena which are exhibited
Swainston’s vessel;

the

for

air,

which

separates from the water in

the siphon, is collected in some part of that tube, most probably in
a bubble or
a bend connecting two adjacent legs; where it forms
in the cure
mass, large enougli to produce a considerable obstruction
‘The water will evidently
rent, by contracting the area of the pipe.
obstrace
rise in the tub, so long as its efllux is interrupted by this
the mass
tion; but the action of the stream in the:siphon will push

of air from place to place in its own direction until it sliall be discharged

at the nozle.

‘The removal of this impediment

will restore

the stream to its full vigour; upon which the water will begin to

subside in the tub ; and it will continue to do so, until the surface
arrives at its proper level; unless a second collection of air happens
ie be formed in the mean time. We have now investigated the
nature of the reciprocation, observable in Mr. Swainston’s apparatus, it proceeds entirely from the obstruction of air bubbles, lodged:

in the crooked canal; the formation of which depends on causes

that

act in a fortuitous

or irregular

manner ; consequently

the

reciprocation which results from their united operations will prove
to be equally uncertain and variable.

i

Should the preceding theory-of an ebbing and flowing vessel
\

~
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Pliny discovered the true nature of reciprocating fountains, when he
compared

tue fluctuations

of these

irregular stream whieh issues
eumstance seems wanting to
menon complete; he has not
supposes the air gets into the
his well with water.

springs to the interrupted

from a bottle. In fact, only
render bis explanation of the
informed his friend Licinius,
subterranean channel, which

Perhaps this omission

and

one cirs
pheno.
how he
supplies

was the effect of design,

rather than of negligence; for many philosophers in Pliny’s time’
held the singular opinion, that the earth possesses the faculty of re.
spiration like animals; in consequence of which it inhales and
expires air through

the

crannies

and

caverns,

which

extend to its

surface. °Supposing Licinins to be of this way of thinking, Pliny had
no reason to tell this ingenious and learned man, that he imagined

the outlet of the fountain had a communication under ground, with
one of these spiracles of the globe. Be this as it may, the notion is
too absurd to be mentioned in the present improved state of Natural

/

Philosophy, in any other light than as a curious document of the

puerile conceits with
amused

their hearers,

which

the philosophers

of ancient ties

In the foregoing attempt to complete the

theory, 1 have had recourse to a well
is beaten into foam by being agitated;

known phenomenon; water
which was the case by Mr.

Swainston’s vessel, because a strong current fell into it from the
pump.
There is, however, one objection still remaining, which dea
serves

considered:

the

superior weight of water,

to

be

may

this light substance

levity of foam,
lead

some

compared

persons to

will not mix with water,

with

the

suspect,

that

but will float on the

surface of the reservoir, in which it is formed.

Supposing this

suspicion to be well-founded for the sake of argument, we must
allow the foregoing theory of reciprocating vessels to be defective

in a very essential point. because if foam cannot sink, the air that
proceeds from it, cannot find its way into the tubes or siphons,
which

convey

the

water

from

such

vessels.

Being

unwilling

to —

leave this objection unanswered, } resulved to put the truth of this
priuciple to the test of direct experiment; which was doue in the
following simple mauner:
water,

A small bell glass, being first filled with

was inverted in six quarts of the

amall tub,

‘Phings being thus prepared,

same

fluid,

contained ina

the contets of the

open
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vessel were agitated briskly; and

the air which entered the water,

found

glass,

its

occupied.

way

into

the

inverted

the upper part of which

jit

‘Phe water of the tub was agitated by the motion of a

whisk, or a bundle of slender twigs ; it was sometiiies taken up jn
a pitcher, and returned
a foot or more;

both

into the 10590] quickly,
methods

proved

from the height of

successful,

but

the former

appeared fo introduce air into the glass with more expedition than
the latter did; the difference here mentioned, may however depend

entirely upon management and accidental cirenmstances.

The expe.

riment which I have now related, shews the foregoing objection to
be

of

no

moment;

consequently

the

present

theory

of

irregular

reciprocation may be pronounced to stand upon a safe foundation,
and unexceptionable principles.
The observations which have been made on Mr. Swainston’s accidental discovery, render an elaborate inquiry into the constitution

of Giggleswiek well unnecessary.,

Nature may he easily supposed

to have produced an apparatus in the side of the hill, possessing the |
mechanical properties of the reciprocating tub, and all the phenomena will follow, which are so remarkable in this fountain.
Let us
imagine a reservoir to be concealed from view under the rocks,

~ into which the stream of a subterranean brook falls, aud beats part
of its contents into foam by agitation.
Let this cavity be connected
with the external or visible basin; by a narrow serpentine chink _
concealed in the interposing strata; and the reader must perceive,
without farther explanation, that this conduit will perform the part
of the inverted siphon already described, and exhibit the operations,
as well as the irregularities of the fountain in question.
The same
internal structure may he supposed to exist in Lay Well, near ITorbay:
but somethmg is required, in addition to this simple apparatus, to

Ss

accouut

for

the

casual reciprocation of Weeding

Well,

in Derby.

shire. It is not a difficult task to accommodate the theory to the
‘description of this spring; but when we consider how imperfect
such descriptions are commonly fonnd to be, it appears more
adviseable to pass over this fountain in silence ; until some accurate
observer shall present the public with a correct and minute history
of its operations.
*

[Nicholsen’s Journal, Vol. 35. No. 163.]
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6, Lake Zirknézer, in Carniola.
j

;

This lake was dy the ancients called Lugea Palus, by the moderns
Lacus Lugeus, though at present its Latin name be Lacus Cirknicensis, in High Dutch Zircknizer sea, and iu our Carniolan tongue
Zirknisko Jesero. Tt is at the distance of 6 German miles from: the
capital city of the province Labac, and is a good German mile long,
aud about half as much in breadth.
Its ordinary depth is 10
cubits, its least 5 or 6, rarely 3. its greatest is 16 cubits.
It is
every where surrounded with woody mountaius, which on the south
and west side are very high, and 3 miles broad, running far into the
Turkish country, and afford nothing but horrid stony deserts, over

grown with trees, |
In the mountain

called

Javornik,

near

the

lake,

there

are oie

_ holes, or exceedingly deep precipices, in which many thousand
wild
pigeons roost all

the winter;

entering

in autumn,

and

coming out

with the first of the spring; what they live upon in these caverns is
unknown, but perhaps the nitrous-saud.
On the other hill called
Slivenza, is a hole of an unknown depth, out of which there often
breathe noxious steams, attended with tempests of thunder and
lightning and

hail.

This

lake

being

every where

surrounded with

mountains, and nowhere running over, nature has given if two visible channels or stony caverns, by which the water rans under the

mountain;

and a third concealed subterraneous passage, which

without doubt communicates with the other two under ground.
This water having run half a German mile, comes out at the other
side of the mountain, in a desert place at a stany eave, and forms
the river cailed by the inhabitants Jesero, that is the lake, This
river having run half a quarter of a mile enters a wide stony cavern,

running slowly under the Lill for the spece of 3 good imusket-shot,
then coming out again on the other siile, after it has xen through a
small plat, it enters a third cavern or grotto; whbrein having passed
50 paces, it runs no longer peaceably as before, but with great noise

and roaring falls down'a very sleep channel ef stone,
About the feast of St. Jolin Baptist, or St. James tide, and sometimes not till August,

the water runs away,

and it is dry;

butit fills

again in October or November; yet so as not to observe any certain time ; for sometimes it has been dry ‘twice or thrice in a year,
;
.
H

.
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which makes the fishing very considerable. Sometimes again, though
but seldom, it has happened to be 3 or 4 years together full of
water, and then is the best of the fishing. But it never yet was

observed that this lake was dry for a whole year eas
In this lake there-are many pits in the shape ¢f basins or cauldrons, which are not all of the same depth or breadth; the breadth

of them being from 20 to 60.cubits, more or less, and the depth
from 8 to 20 cubits, Jn the bottom of these pits are several holes,
at which the water and fishes enter when the lake ebbs away. In
the months of June, July, and August, when this lake begins to
draw off, it grows quite dry in 25 days, if no great rains intervene,
And the pits are all emptied one after the other, in a certain and

:

never-failing order of time,

When the lake begins to sink, which appears by a certain stone
which they observe, the inhabitants of the town called Oberdorf
or Seedorf, give notice thereof to all the neighbouring fishermen,

that are appointed by the several lords having right in this fish.
ing. The people of this town have orders not only to watch the
falling

away of the

water, but

likewise to take care that nobody

presnme to fish in the lake when it is full of water, that being forbidden.
The first pit, called Maljoberch, is only a depression ef the bottom, without any holes in it; but there grows much grass and weeds,
"and many fish are caught there. Three days after the water begins
to ebb, this pit is emptied.
Of this the parish clerk of Seedorf
gives notice by tolling a bell, and all the inhabitants of the town,
old and young, men and women, lay aside all other business, and

go to fishing, quite naked as they were born, without any regard to

modesty or shame. The fish they catch they divide in halves, one
part they give to the prince of Eggenberg, as the lord of the manor,

the other half is their own.

The pit Velkioberch is emptied the

third day after Maljoberch, the manner and right

of fishing asin

that. Four hours after this, the pit Kamine begins to empty ; here
they generally fish with a trawl, ‘as in several other pits”
of lesser
note, having first purchased leave of the lord of the: manor. Here,
as also in the pit Sueinskajamma, which sinks ove hour after Kamine,
are many fish caught, and abundance of large crabs, but they are
lean and of no good taste. The fifth pit Vodonos, dries five days
after Kamine. wh: this and the other pits which follow, they fish
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have no more than five or

six hawls, by reason of the great swiftness with which the water runs
away at the holes in the bottom, which is such that a horse can hardly
keep pace with it, and carries away the fish with great violence under

the earth. Sometimes when the fishermen are not nimble, they can
scarcely get two hawls before the water is gone. The pit Louretschka evacuates a day and a half after Vodonos; the fishing is after
the sam@ manner, aud the same caution necessary, because of the
sudden recess of the water.
The water leaves the pit Kralouduor
12 hours after Louretschka, and 3 days after that the pit Rescheto.
In-this latter, in the year 1685, -after the lake had been some years
without being dry, there were taken at the first hawl 21 carts of
fish, at the second 17, and at the third 9. The pit Ribeskajamma
falls dry at the same time with Reseleto, which is that next to it.
In this pit they fish under ground, which is a curiosity not unpleasant, and differing
great hole in the
lighted torches, as
large cavern like a

from
stone,
into a
vault,

all the rest. or there is in the bottom a
by- which men may easily go down with
deep cistern; and there is under grounda
the bottom or pavement whereof is as it

were a sieve full of little holes, whereby

the water runs away, leay-

ing the fish dry, where they are caught. The pit Rethje is empty
9 hours after Ribeskajamma, and is of no great consequence for

fish. An hour after this, the pit Sittarza, and in 5 or 6 hours more
Lipauza falls dry.
‘
:
The third day after Rescheto the pit Gebno empties; in this they
rarely fish with nets, but let it fall dry, and the holes in the bottom
being so small, that they exceed not the size of a man’s arm, all the
great fish are left behind in the pit. Two days after Gebno the pit
Koteu becomes dry; in this they sometimes take the fish as in the
former, but the holes, being larger, let more fish pass, The pit

Ainz empties 4 or 5 hours after Koteu; in this they seldom let the
water run away without using their nets, as in Gebno, because of
one great hole in the bottom, by which many great fishes may escape. The pit Zeslenza sinks 3 hours after Ainz; in this they always fish with nets, as in Pounigk, which is emptied the next day
after Koteu.

The last pit, called Leuische, is evacuated the third day after

Pounigk,

that is, the 25th day from the beginning of the recess of

the water of the lake,-so that in 25 days the fishing of this lake is
H
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In this last pit, about 17 years since, tliere fella flash 9

lightning, about the time of fishing, which stunned a multitude of

large fishes, so as they filed 28 one-horse carts with them. These
fish are not properly thunder struck, but only stunned with the vio.
Tence and sulphureous vapour of the lightning, which makes then

rise and swim as dead on the top of the water; but if they be taken
up and put in fresh water, they soon recover, otherwise they die»
this is no uncommon accident in this lake. _

The fishing being thus ended, a signal is given, by tolling the belk *
im the chapel of St. Jobn the Baptist, near the town of Cirknis,
Upon which all the inhabitants of the neighbouring villages and of

Cirkniz, without regard either to age or sez, go mostly quite naked
and
into the lake, and look for fish among the weeds and sedge,
in the smaller pits;

and many creep into the subterraneous caverns

nnd passages, and find many large fishes there.

lake, in which
There are, besides these, some other pits in the
in
they fish likewise, as also in Mala-karlouza and Velka-karlouza;

both these they, go far under ground with lighted torehes and find
fish. In Velka-bobnarza oue may go in at great holes, and descend
many fathoms under ground.

These two names

Velka and

Mala.

-bobnarza signify in the Carniolan tongue the greater and lesser

for
‘drummer; nor is it without reason that these pits are so ealled;
as it were the
when it thunders, there is heard in these two pits
sound of many drums beating.

but always
The two pits Narte and Pianze are never emptied,
It is believed,
remain feuny, when the rest of the lake is quite dry.

therefore it is prothat in these pits tle fish lay their spawn, and
number of horseincredible
an
is
them
In
hibited fo fish in them.

Yeeches.

These often stick to the people in the fishing time, sone

the method they
of them being dispersed all over the Jake, and
water upon
make
to
person
other
some
take to get them off is, to get

fhe leech, which makes it let go its hold.
higher
* There are in the mountain near the lake, but something
than it, two great and terrible stony caves, which, though far dis.

it thuntant from each other, have yet the same effect, viz. when
incredible
and
wonderful
a
with
water
emit
ders, these two eaves

force, and
fish,

with it sometimes a great quantity of ducks with some

It is not to be wondered

that the lake fills so fast, for corsi«

dering the violence with which the water rushes, it is like a great
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is dangerous ,to enter into this cave, because the waters come so
suddenly, that it is sometimes impossible to escape them.
When it rains moderately, the water spouts with great violence 2
or 3 fathoms perpendicularly out of the pits Koteu and Keslenza,
It comes likewise forcibly eut of the spring Tresenz, as likewise out

of Velkioberch, bringing

and some ducks.

with it at this latter abundance of fish,

But when it rains very hard and long together

especially with thunder, then the water breaks out with very great
force, not only from all the aforesaid pits, holes, and caves, but.

likewise at several thousand other little holes, which are all over the
bottom of the lake, and which, when the luke is dry, drink up the
waters of the eight rivulets that run into it, spouting several fathoms

high, from seme perpendicularly, from others obliquely, making a
very pleasant sight.
some

others,

And out of the pits Vodonos,

having

great

holes at the bottom,

Rescheto,

and

there comes with

the water a great quantity of fish. In case of great rains, the eight
sivulets running into it are likewise much increased; so that, all
things

cencurring,

this lake

in 24 hours time will,

from

quite dry,

be full of water, and sometimes in 18 hours; though at other times
it has been known to be 3 weeks in filling; bat it is a constant

observation, that thunder helps much to fill it speedily.
This lake, being thus by turns wet and dry, serves the inhabitants

for many purposes.

For first, while it is full of water it draws to

it several sorts of wild geese and

ducks and

other water

fowl, as

herons, swans, &c. which may be shot, and are very good meat.
Next, as soon as the lake is emptied, they pluck up the rushes and
weeds, which make excellent litter for cattle. . Twenty days after it
is fully dry, they cut a great quantity of hay upon it. After the

for cattle.

sometimes by the .
it generally comes
they catch a great
is a good pasture

When the lake is dry, there is great variety of hunting:

as there comes out of neighbouring woods and mountains plenty of
hares, foxes, deer, swine, bears, &c.

as soon as the water is gone.

Whien it is full, one may fish in it. In winter time it will be so
firmly frozen as to bear all sorts of carriages, which is a great convenience to the people to fetch their wood and other necessaries.
HS
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hay is off, they plough it and sow millet, which
too sudden coming of the water is destroyed, but
to maturity. While the millet is on the ground,
number of quails. The millet being off, there
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yields great abun
Lastly. at the time when the water goes aways it
And that which is most wonderful is,
dance of fish, as beforesaid.
and the same year, viz,
that all this comes to pass in the same place,
but it is to be noted,
soon;
too
not
fill
if the lake be early dry, and it

lake,,
that the hay does not grow, nor is the millet sown all over the
,
places.
fertile
more
the
but only in
ceare only three sorts of fish taken in this lake, which are
i
very well tasted.

They are the mustela fluviatilis or eel-pout, some

them
of them weighing 2 or 3 lb.; tench, some of

weighing 6 ot

plenty, of 10, 20, 30, and
7 lb.; and thirdly, pikes, in very great
it is common to find
some of 40lb, weight; in the bellies of these
in the pits Kanine
but
where
no
found
are
Crabs
whole ducks.

and Sueinskajamma.

wonderful phenomena in
The cause or rather modus of all these
There is under the
follows.
as
probably
is
the lake of Zirknitz,
one, with which it compottom of the lake, another subterraneous

there are also some lakes
municates by the several holes described;
that of
surface is higher than
under the mountain Javornik, whose
perhaps fed by some of those
the lake Zirknitz. ‘This upper lake is

themselves under ground,
many rivers, which in this country bury
they bring unto it;
waters
the
carry
to
t
and has a passage sufficien
are the most
showers, which
but when it rains, especially in thunder

violence down the steep
hasty, the water is precipitated with great
that the
of these rivulets; so
valleys, in which are ‘the channels
the sudden coming in of the
water in this Jake, being increased by

y; and finding several
rains faster than it can empty, swells presentl
its ordinary surface, it
than
higher
holes or caverns in'the mountain
lake under that of
neous
subterra
the
into
both
them,
by
over
runs
holes or pits
several
the
by
up
comes
water
the
Zirknitz, into which
ground,
above
passages
in the bottom of it, as likewise by visible
and fish,
ducks
some
fish,
bring
passages
these
of
some
That
inward
the
of
position
the
on
depend
to
others only water, seems
for if they be so constimouths of these subterraneous channels;

tuted as to draw

on

which

off the water from

the surface

of

the upper lake,

away by the
the ducks swim, they must needs be drawn

stream into these caverns, and come out with the water;
channels open into the upper lake under the surface of
and from thence ascend obliquely for some space before
to descend; then the water they carry is drawn from

but if the
the water,
they come
below the
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surface, and consequently can bring with it no ducks, but only fish,
Those pits which yield ouly water may weli be supposed to be fed
by passages too narrow to let the fish pass, though their multitude
may make the quantity of water they emit to be very considerable,

The manner of the failmg away of the water or emptying of the
lake I thus expiain: Aiter a long drought, or waut of rain, all the
springsthat feed the upper lake under Javornik are much diminished: so that wanting fresh supplies it ceases to run over by the
several channels;

hence the lake of Zirknitz, and that under

it are

fed only by the eight rivulets that always fall into them; and then
the water draws off faster than it comes in, both by the channels of
Mala

and, Velkakarlouza,

as

also

by

a

concealed

subterraneous

passage out of the under lake, which latter alone is able to transmit

more water than the said eight rivulets affurd.

Consequently the

Jake must sink, and that in a certain proporticn of time, depending

on the quantity of water to be evacuated, compared with the excess
of that which runs out

aboye

what enters

it, in the same

time.

Those pits that are higher are soonest dry, the lower latest, and so
come to be emptied

in the order above described. . And when the

lake is all dry, then the said rivulets soak by several very little
-holes in the bottom into the under lake, aud all their water is carried away by the subterraneous passage,

The ducks so often mentioned, and which are cast out with the
water, are generated in the lake under the mountain Javornik; when
they first come out, they swim well, but are stark blind, and have
no feathers on them,

or

but

‘ew,

aud therefore are easily caught:

but in 14 days time they get feathers, and recover their sight yet
sooner,

and

afterwards fly away

in flocks.

They are black, only

white on the forehead ; their bodies not large, resembliug ordinary
wild-ducks, and are of a good taste, but too fat, having uear as much

fat as lean.
out

1 killed some of them as soon as they had been cast,

at Sekadulze;

and

much sand, and in some
grass or herbs;

opening

their

bodies,

I

tound

in

them

few small fishes, iu others green stuff like

which was the more strange, because

I never found

any green thing growing in any of the subterraneous-grottos or lakes
in Carniola.
Almost every year, at a hole in the mountain called
Storseg, about half a German mile from the lake of Zirknitz, near

the town of Laas, whenever there happen great floods of rain, this
:
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sort of ducks is cast out in great abundance, by the water gushing
out with much force,*
[Yavasor, Phil. Trans, 1687.)
\

SECTION
BUBBLING,

TEPID,

AND

V.
BOILING

SPRINGS f°

1. Introductory Remarks.
Heart, water and vapours of yarious .kinds, exist. in prodigious
quantities beneath the surface of the earth; aud frequently, a3 we
have already seen in the phenomena

of yoleanoes aud

earthquakes,

burst forth from enormous jaws or openings, and with tremendous
destruction. It often happeus, however, that the openings are small
and porous, and that the heat or vapours that ascend through them
only ascend in a state of union with, water,

And bence, that almost

infinite variety in the characters of those fountains and lakes that are
found to be combined with extraordinary materials,
In some cases
the elastic passes or vapours ascend from specific levity alone, and
destitute of all taste and odour; and we Lave met with springs that

bubble without boiling, or betraying heat or any other foreign
property. At other times, they are strongly impregnated with
heat; and are tlien either tepid or boiling, according to the pro.
portion of extricated caloric they contain,
And occasionally,

whether hot or cold, they are intermixed with metallic, sulphurous,
saline or other substances, and.bence assume the name of mineral
waters: while if the substance! thus dissolyed be combustible, as
naphtha, bitumen or turpentine, the fountain will often Inflame and
burn npon the application of a lighted torch.
Upon this subject many of the observations offered by Dr. Tans

“cred Robinson
in the Philosophical Transactions, are worthy of ate
ர
* There

is another, but a less scientific account of the same lake given in the

same journal, by Dr. Brow” Vol. IV. year 1669.—The reader will also meet
with other instances of ebb:
- Sowing waters in the ensuing sections 5 and
especially in section x, Int
emarks; and section xi. Lake Jezero,
+p Wor other instanc es, the re
urn to the tyo ensuing sections,
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tention, and especially the following, which we copy from the
abridged edition *.
“ Phe water of the noted boiling fountain at-Peroul, near Mont-

pelier, is observed to heave and boil up very furiously in smail bub=
bles; which manifestly proceed from a vapour breaking out of the
earth, and rashing through the water, so as to throw it up with

_ noiseand in many bubbles; for upon digging any where near the
ditch, and

pouring

other water on the dry place newly dug, the

same boiling is immediately observed. The like bubbling of water
is also found round about Peroul on the sea shore, and in the Etang
itself. In order to discover the cause of this odd phenomenon, Dr.
Robinson took some of the sand and earth out of the fouitain and
ditch, putting it into vessels, and pouring some of the same water
upon if, there did not appear the least commotion or alteration;
the surface of the water continuing very smooth, equal, and quiet.
On further search, he discovered in several dry places of the ground
thereabouts, many small venti-ducts, passages, or clefts, where the
steam issued forth; at the niouths of these pipes, placing some
light bodies, as feathers, small thin pieces of straws, leaves, &c.

“they were soon removed away.

This vapour, on the application of

a lighted candle or torch, did not flame or catch fire in the least, as
the fumes running through a boiling spring near Wigan in Lancashire do, as noted in the Philos. Trans. N° 26; so that here we have
two different sorts of steams causing

the fountains

these

boilings,

are medicinal, nor‘so much as warm:

yet

neither of

the like is re-

lated by Varenius, near Culm, and by Dr. Plott in England.

There

are otiier boiling waters, of a quite contrary temper, being actually
hot to several degrees, so as to boil eggs and many other things, put
juto them;

as those near the Solfatara not far from Naples;

as also

on the top of Mount Zebio in the Duke of Modena’s' territories,
nof far from his villa near Sassolo; and in the source of the Em~
peror’s bath at Aix Ja Chapelle, in the duchy of Juliers, Varenius»
tells us, that in Japan there bursts out a boiling spring, so hot that
no water can be heated so much by the strongest fire; that it ree
tains its heat three

times longer

than common water; and that it

does not flow continually, but for two hours each day; and then
the force and violence of the vapours are so great, that they remove
*

Vol.

(Il.

p. 136,
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‘

ee stones, and raise them to the height of 3 or 4 ells, with a
noise like the explosion of a great gun.
From the foregoing history,.we may take occasion'to
வ்
little on the variety of exhalations prepared in and flying out from
the vast subterraneous magazines and repositories, as to their qualities and effects, some being cold and dry, resembling air or wind,
as those near Peroul, and in the caverns of mountains, espccially
those of Holus, and other hills of Italy, as also in mines; others
are inflammable,

and

of a bituminous nature,

though

not

actually

warm, as those near Wigan in Lancashire; there are also many
steams very hot, sulphureous, and saline, more especially those in
the natural stoves, sweating vaults, grots, batlis, and the volcanos
near Naples, Bajz, Cuma, and Puzzuolo, as also in some of the
subterraneous works at Rome; others there are of an arsenical and
such like noxious qualities,

as in the Grotta

del Cane,

on the bank

of the Lago Agnano; in several mines, and in poisonous springs
and

lakes.

Now

these various

through waters, must
effects in them.”

steams

meeting with,

and running

cause a great variety of phanomena and
3

Many of these depend obviously upon the agency of volcanos,
and are immediately connected with them.
There are many hot

springs, however, whose temperature is too equable, and which
occur at too great a distance from any, known volcanos to be pro- .
duced by them. ‘‘ Thus the hot-spring at Bath,” observes Dr.
Thomson *, has continued at a temperature higher than that of the

air for a period not less than 2000 years; yet it is so far from any
volcano, that we cannot, without a very violeut and improbable extension of volcanic fires, ascribe it to their energy. here are various decompositions of mineral bodies, which generate considerable
heat.

‘These

decompositions are usually brought about

by means

of water; or, to speak more properly, water is itself the substance
Which is decomposed,

and which generates

heat by its decomposi«

tion. Thus, fur example, there are vaneties of pyrites, which are
converted into sulphate of iron, by the contact of water, and such
a change is accompanied by an evolution of heat. Were we to sup>
pose the Bath spring to flow through a bed of such pyrites, its heat
might be occasioned by such a decomposition.
Such, probably, is

* History of the Royal Society, by I. ch. iii.

,
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springs, that contain ‘sulphureted

But we are pretty cer=

a supposition will not apply to Bath water: first,
not contain the notable quantity of sulphate of iron,
necessary upon such a supposition; and, secondly,
of sulphureted hydrogen gas, which would infallibly

resulf*from such a decomposition of pyrites, there is an evolution
of azotic gas,

This evolution of azotic gas,

proof that the heat of

or other, which takes place within
through which

is a decisive

the surface of the earth ; though,

from our imperfect acquaintance
strata,

however,

Bath .waters is owing to some decomposition

with the nature of the mineral

the water Hows,

we cannot give any satisfac.

tory information about what that decomposition actually is.”
Epiror.

2. On the Temperature of the Earth below the Surface, in regard to Springs and Hills, and especially those of Jamaica.

By John Hunter, M.D. F.R.S.
« The great difference, says Dr. H. between the temperature of
the open air, and that of deep caverns or miues, has long been taken
notice of,

both as matter of curiosity and surprize.

After thermo.

" meters were brought to a tolerable degree of perfection, and meteorological registers were kept with accuracy, it became a problem,
to determine what was the cause of this difference between the beat
of the air and the heat of the earth; for it was soon found that the.

temperature of mines and caverns did not depend on aly thing peculiar

to them;

in a cave,

a mine,

but

that a certain

or a weil,

depth

under ground,

whether

was’ sufficient to produce a very sen.

‘sible differetice iu the heat. in observations of this kind, there was
perhaps nothing more striking, than that the heat im such caves was
nearly the same in summer and winter; and this even in chaugeable

climates, that admitted of great variation between the extrenies of
heat in summer,
in the cave of the

and cold in winter.
Royal

There is an example

Observatory at Paris.

The

of this

explanations,

which have been attempted of this pbhanomenoi, have tummed chiefly
On a supposition, that there was an internal source of heat in tlie

earth itself, totally independent of the iifluence of the sun*.

M.

de Mairan has bestowed much labour on this subject, and by obser* Vid. Martine’s Essays, p. 319.
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vation and calculation is led to conelude, that of the 1026° of heag,
by Reaumur’s scale, which he finds to be the heat of summer af
Paris, 34°02 only proceed from the San, and the remaining 991°.9§
The prox
from the earth, by emanations of heat from the centre *
portion therefore of heat derived from this latter source is to that
of the sun, as 29.16 to 1. It must be evident that an hypothesis
of this kind, which renders the influence of the sun of small ae.
count, is directly contrary to the general experience and conviction
Without entering however into any discussion of the
of mankind.

data from whence M. de Mairan draws his conclusions, it will be
more satisfactory to consider what would be the effect of the operas
tion of those laws of heat with which we are acquainted.
And first, it is well known, that heat in all bodies lias a tendency

to diffuse itself equally through every part of them, till they become of the same temperature. “Again, bodies of a large mass are
Besides the mass of matter, there
both cooled and heated slowly.
are two other considerations of much importance in the slow or

quick transmission of heat through bodies ; these are their different:
conducting powers, and their being in a state of solidity or fluidity,
The conducting powers

of heat

are

well known

to be very various

m different bodies; nor are they hitherto reducible to any law, de-

pending either on the density or chemical properties of matter.
Metals of all kinds are good conductors of heat, while glass, a
solid, homogeneous

heavy,

even when a metallic
ilint-glass. A state of
fora body in a fluid
each other from their
warm

and

body, is an extremely bad

conductor,

calx enters largely into its composition, as in
fluidity greatly promotes the diffusion of heat;
state, by the particles moving readily among
different densities or other causes, mixes the

cold parts together,

which

occasions a quick commu.

nication of heat. To apply these observations to the present subject; the surface of the earth being exposed to the-great heats of
“summer,

and thé colds of winter, or more properly the low degree

of heat of winter, will receive a larger proportion of heat in the
former season,

and

a smaller in the latter;

and

being

further

of a

large. mass, and of a porous and spongy substance, and therefore
not quickly sensible to small variations of heat, it will become ofa
mean temperature at a certain depth, between the heat of summer
and the

cold

of winter,

provided

it contain no internal source of

* Memoir de I’ Acad, des Sciences, An, 1719 et' 1765.
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heat within itself. This conclusion is strictly agreeable to the expe.rinients and observations hitherto made, in heating and cooling
bes
dies, or in mixing portions of matter of the same kind of different
temperatures *, Water, though ina large mass,
follows in some
degree the heat and cold of our summer and winter, from
the moa
bilit
of its parts
y occasioning a more speedy diffusion of heat. Air

is quickly susceptible of heat, and from the expansions produced in
it, atid consequent motions
soon rendered uniform,

ia the whole mass, the temperature is
4
்
.

The changes in the heat of the air are what we have measured,

and we are to be understood to speak of ‘them, when we talk
of
the temperature of summer and ef winter.
It may be asked then,
is the h¢at of the sun first communicated to the air, and thence
to
the earth? No, the air is susceptible of a very small degree of
heat

their angle of incidence ; and.it takes place at the points where
they
strike an opaque and nou-refecting surface. The surface
of the
earth may therefore be considered ag the place from
which the heat
proceeds, which is communicated to the ais above,
and the earth
below.
That this is really the case, is evident from the ‘superior
» degsee of heat produced by. the action of the rays of the
sun onan

opaque bedy, which will often be heated to 150° of Fahrenheit,
while the temperature of the air is net above 902+. It aay seem,

therefore,

that to measure the heat communicated to the

%

from the rays of the sun passing throngh it; for it is well known
that they produce no heat in a transparent medium, and conse
quently, that the air is only so far heated as it differs from a me.
dium that is perfectly transparent. Tle heat produced by the rays
of the sun bears a proportion to their number, their duration, and

earth, iz

should be done at the’surface, where the action of the rays imme.
diately takes place. But though the heat be produzed at the sure

- face, it is communicated freely to the air as well as the earth
> and
though the apparent intensity of heat be greater in the earth, from
the rays of light acting for a longer time on the same parts of mata
ter, yet, there is little doubt that much the greater part is carried off
by the air, which as it is heated flies off, and allows a fresh portion
of cold air to come in contact with the heated surface.
But still i¢
* De Lue Molifications de YAtmogphere,
+ Martine’s Essays. p, 309,
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. is immaterial, whether the heat of the sun be excited more in the
earth or in the air; for whichever has the larger proportion will iy
the end communicate

apart to the other, and so restore the balance;

The same observation applies to such causes of cold as may operate
at the surface of the earth, as evaporation, &c. The air therefore,
near

the

surface

of the

earth,

will

show

by a thermometer in the |

shade nearly, if not exactly, the same degree of heat that the sun
communicates to our terrestrial globe; and if a mean of the heats
thus shown

be taken for the year round,

and we penetrate into the

earth to that depth, that it is no longer affected either by the daily,
monthly, or annual variations of heat, the temperature at such depth
should be equal to the annual mean above mentioned,
To ascertain

this with the utmost precision, it must be obvious that numerous
observations should be made every day, corresponding to the fre.
quent

changes

of temperature,

course of 24 hours
be taken, and the
yet been done, but
temperature can be

which are known

to happen

in the

in all climates ; and on these a daily mean should
annual mean deduced from them.
This bas'not
where we have observations from which’a mean
deduced with any degree of certainty, it will be

found not to differ

ட

from the heat of deep-caves, or wells in

the same climate.

்

For obtaining the temperature of the earth, the best

ரா

are probably to be collected from wells of a considerable depth,
and in which there is not much water.
Springs issuing from the
earth, though indicating the temperature of the ground from which

they proceed, are not so much tobe depended on as wells; for the
course of the spring may be derived from high grounds in the neigh.
. bourhood, and it will thence be colder; it may run so near the sur.
face as to be liable to variations of heat and cold from summer and

winter; or it may be exposed to local causes of heat in the bowels
of

the

அயா

earth.

Wells

seem

also

better

than deep caverns,

for the

to such are often Jarge, and may admit enough of the ex-

ternal air to occasion some change in their temperature.

Wells are

not however to be met with in all places, and in that case we must
remain satished with the temperature of the springs.
The following observations were made in the island of Jamaica,

where there are flat lands in many parts towards the coast, but all
the interior part of the country is mountainous, The heat is greatest
in the low lands, and decreases as you ascend the mountains.

The
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town of Kingston is supplied with water from wells: The
ground
on which it stands rises with a gentle ascent as you recede from the

sea. In the low part of the town the wells are but a few feet deep,
and many of them brackish. ‘The heat of the water in some of
them I have found as high as 82°; but they were evidently too near
" the surface not to be affected by the heat of the seasons, As you

ascend, the wells are deeper, and the temperature is nearly 80° in
all of them.
What variations there are, come within 19, that is,

half a degree less than 80°, or half a degree more, They are of
different depths, and some not less than 100 feet; though, after

they are of half that depth, the temperature is nearly uniform.
the Governor's Pen,

At

which is also in the low part of the country,

a

well, which is above 60 feet deep, is 793°. *'There is a well at Half
Way-tree,

from

243

feet deep,

Kingston,

which is 79°.

with a very gentle

Half-way-tree is two miles

ascent.

Near Rock-Fort

is a

spring, immediately at the foot of the long mountain, which throws
outa great body of water; the heat of it is 79°. All the places
mentioned are but very little above the level of the sea, probably

not more than the depth of the wells at the respective places; for
near Kingston there are springs that appear just below the waters
mark of the sea, and those that supply-the wells are probably on the

same level.

The temperature of the air at Kingston admits but of small vas
riation.

‘The thermometer,

at

the

hottest

time

of the

day,

and

during the hottest season of the year, ranges from 85° to go°; in
the coolest season, and

observed

time in the 24 hours,

it ranges from 70° to 77°,

about suu-rise, which is the coldest

I have seen it

once as low as 69°, and two different times as high as 91°

The

annual mean temperature cannot therefore either much exceed,
fall much short of 80°, as indicated by the wells.

The
Hon,
spring,
parish,

following springs were examined with much accuracy by the
Mr. Sewell, Attorney-General of the island. Ayscough’s
on the road from Spanish Town to Pasey’s, in. St. John’s
75°. Pusey’s spring, still higher in the mountains, 723°.

A spring near the barracks,

The
month

or

at Points hill in St, John’s parish, 70°.

thermometer in the shade
of June,

at Pusey’s, during part of the

was found to range from

697°

to 794°.

It was.

observed both late at night and early in the morning before sunrise.
The spring in Brailsford Valley, about 10 miles above Spanish
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Town, is 75°. The spring at Stoney Hall is 71°.
amined by Mr. Home.

These were ex~
oie

Mr. Wallen’s house, at Cold Spring, stands the highest of any

by Mr.
in the island, By a measurement said to have been made
MFarlane, it is reported to be 1400 yards above the devel af the
sea.

On

the

road

tovit,

aboot

and

amile

below

Mr, Wallen’s

side of the hill, of the
house, there is 2 spring that issues from the

temperature of 65°.

Cold Spring, which gives a name to the place,

is about 50 feet below the house,

and

the heat of it is 612°.

The

some days in
in the shade at Mr. Wallen’s house, for
thermometer
It may be remarked,
the month of April, ranged from 57° to 67°.
as a conthat the higher the springs the colder the aif; and as far

would apjecture can be formed from so few observations, they
respecs

temperature of tlieir
pear not to differ much from the mean
tive places.
:
Zt will not be out of place to add some observations made inThe wells in and about
Eneland, relative to the same subject.
full of ‘water, which
are
or
depth,
great
no
of
either
London are

a mean temperaare both considerable objections to their giving

The want of depth will make them subject to-the variations
ture.
deep well,
of the seasons; aud a large quantity of water, even ina
for any change
will take the temperature of the air more or less:
from the fluidity
of temperature communicated at the surface will,
It is probawhole.
the
through
diffused
of the water, be readily
the neighbourhood of
bly owing to this cause, that the wells in
those were the highest
Brighthelmstone vary from 50° to 52°, for

that had the most water in them.

“The observations were made in

15 to 150 fect,
summer. hese wells are of various depths, from
than 22 feet
more
not
is
coldest
the
found
always
is
That which

It is near the beach,

deep; its heat was never greater than 56°.

rises-and falls, and
and is a tide well, that is, the water in it
but follows them
tides,
the
with
exactly
fet does not correspond
At the lowest there is not
with an interval of about three hours.
may be considered asa
“more than a foot of water in it ; aud it
bottom of the well. .
the
through
subterraneous spring running
sand, a
There are in fact numerous spriugs that break out om the
few

feet above

the jow-water

that supply the wells.

mark,

which

are doubtless

the same

As we are not acquainted with any cause

that produces cold in the bowels of the earth,

we must necessarily,
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in every climate, consider the lowest degree of heat as approaching
nearest to the mean temperature; and therefore we cannot con.
clude the mean temperature at Brighthelmstone to *be more than ~
60°.

The

mean

Brightlelmstone

temperature

of London

is computed

-about 52°;

is nearly 50 miles farther south than London,

and

is immediately on the sea, and inust therefore be at least as warm
as London.
It is evident that the observations from which the
mean is taken, must generally contain more of the extremes of
‘heat than of cold, as the former happen in the day-time, and the

latter in the nigitt, in consequence of which they will often escape
notice. There is a table, next following this paper, constructed by
Dr. Heberden, expressing the heat in London for every month in
the year, from a mean of ten years, beginning with 1763, and endfng with 1772.
‘The mean temperature is given both at 8 A. M.
and 2p.™M.
There is further in the table, a column of the mean

of the greatest monthly colds in the

night, observed during the

same 10 years by Lord Charles Cavendish,

in Marlborough-street.

There will not probably be any great error in considering the heat
observed at 2 P.M. as the greatest daily heat; and takinga mean
between the greatest heats of the day, and greatest colds of the
night, they give 49°.196 for an annual mean, which is much lower
than is commonly supposed.
At the house of George Glenny, Esq.
near 0௮
there isa well 75 feet deep, which in November
was 492°,
M. de Mairan has given a table of the greatest heats
and ereatest colds observed at Paris for 56 years, beginning from
3761: and a mean of them is 10° above freezing, or 1010° of

Reaumu’s scale*. The temperature of the caye of the Observas
tory where those observations were made, is 104° above freezing,
by the saine scale of Reaumur.

There appears uot therefore any

necessity for an internal heat; on the contrary, it is matter of demonstration,

that

were

there

any

source

of heat

in

the

earth

which was not equally in the air, the heat of the interior parts
ought to be higher than a mean: and if the central heat bore as
high a proportion to that of the sunas M. de Mairan alledges, the

hicat of the earth itself ought to be a great deal above the mean temperature of the air, which from observation there is no ground for

VOL. IL.

* Mem, de l’Acad. ass Sciences;
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ட
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to see the source

of M. de Mairan’s error:

he has founded his calculations on the scale of Reaumur, and considers the degrees of his thermometer as marking the real propor.
It is a matter that cannot
tions, aud absolute quantity of heat.
be denied, that we know nothing of the absolute quantities of heat;
and that the degrees of the thermometers are only to be considered
asa few of the middle links of a chain, the length of which we are

totally ignorant of, and therefore inno condition to compare its

proportional parts, It deserves however to be remarked, that the
observations of a late date have shown, that the notions of cold on
de
which Reaumur’s scale was constructed, and on which M.
Mairan’s calculations are founded, are imaginary and without foun-

5
:
dation.
The sea admits of change of temperature more
quickly than the earth, particularly near the shore.
dur-

The mean heat of the sea at Brighthelmstone,

ing the months of July, Aug. Sept. and Oct. was as

annexed:

July 632°
Aug. 637
Sept. 58°! .

Oct. 53°

'

depth, and
The wells at New York are from 32 to 40 feet in
from 54°
2°,
of
variation
annual
an
have
to
them
found
Dr. Nooth

to 56°. ‘There are few
thermometer is greater
parts of America. In
in winter it has been

countries, in which the annual range of the
than at New York, and the neighbouring
the summer it is often as high as 96°, and
observed several degrees below the zero of

all the observa.
_ Fahrenheit’s scale. On the whole, we may, from
is at present
there
that
conclude,
of,
possession
in
tions we are yet
no source of heat in the earth, capable of affecting the temperature
earth
ofa country, which is not derived from the sun; and that the
have
whatever changes of temperature it may be conjectured to

undergone in former periods, is now reduced to a mean of the
heat produced by the sun in different seasons, and in different
[Phil. Trans. dlr. Vol. xvi.
climates.
3.

The Caldeira of St. Michael.

To this island we have already had occasion to allude to on
another account.

We

shall

now

return to it in order to describe

cor.
its tepid and hot springs, which we cannot possibly do more
‘rectly than’ in’ the following. extract from a paper of Mr. Francis

Masson, inserted in the Journal of the Royal Society.
ர்
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About four leagues north-east from Villa Franca lies a place
ealled the Furnas, being a round deep valley in the middle of the
east part of the island, surrounded with high mountains, which
though steep, may be easily ascended on horseback by two roads.
The valley is about five or six leagues in circuit; the face of the
mountains, which are very steep, is entirely covered with beautiful
evergreens, viz. niyrtles, laurels, a large species of bilberry, called
uva de serra, or mountain grapes, &c. and numberless rivulets of
the purest water run down their sides. The vailey below is well
cultivated, producing wheat, Indian corn, flax, &c, The fields

are planted round with a beautiful sort of poplars, which grow
into pyramidal form, and by their careless, irregular disposition,
together with the multitude of

rivulets,

which run

in all directions

through the valley, a number of boiling fountains, throwing up
clouds of steam, a fine lake in the south-west part about two
leagues round, compose a prospect the finest that can be imagined.
In the bottom

of the valley the roads are smooth and easy, there

being no rocks but a fine pulverized pumice stone that the earth is
composed of,
There are a number of hot fountains in different parts of the

valley, and also on the sides of the mountains: but the most remarkable is that called the Caldeira, situated in the eastern part of
the valley, on a small eminence
a bason about 30 feet diameter,

with prodigious

fury.

by the side of a river, on which is
where

the water continually

boils.

A few yards distant from it is a cavern in

the side of the bank, in which the water boils in a dreadful mannery.
throwing out a thick, muddy, unctuous water, several yards from
its mouth, with a hideous noise. In the middle of the river are
several

places where

the water boils up so hot, that a person can-

mot dip his finger into it without being scalded; also along its
banks are several apertures, ont of which the steam rises to 2 cone
siderable height, so hot that there is no approaching it with one’s
hand : in other places, a person would think, that a hundred smiths’
hellows were blowing together, and sulphureous streams issuing out

in thousands of places, so that native sulphur is found
in every
chink, and the ground covered with it like hoar frost; even the
bushes near these places are covered with pure brimstone, condeusing from the streain that issues out of the ground, which in many
places is covered over with a substance like burnt alum. In these
12
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small caverns, where the steam issues ouf, the people often hoit
then yams (inhames).
Neat these- boiling fountains are several
mineral springs; two, in particular, whose waters havé a very strong
mineral quality, of an acid taste and bitter to’ the tongue.
About half a mile to the westward, and close by the river side,are several hot springs, which are used by sick people with great
success. Also on the side of a hill, west of St. Ann's chu-ch, are
many others, with three bathing houses, which are most commonly used.

These waters are very warm,

though not botling hot;

but at

the same place issue several streams of cold mineral water, by whichthey are tempered, aceording to every one’s liking. About a mile
south of this place, and over a low midge of hills, lies a fine lake
abont two leagues in circumference, and very deep, the water thick,
and

of a greenish

At

colour.

the north end is a plain piece of

ground, where the sulphureous streams issue: out im manty places,
attended will a surprising blowing noise. The other springs im. _

Quente, or hot
mediately form a considerable river, called Ribeira
through a
river, whicl: runs 2 course about two or three leagues,

places
deep rent in the nrountaius, on each side of which: are several
where the smoke issues out.

It discharges itself into the sea on the

boils up at
south side, near whicl: are some places where the water
some distance in the sea.
lately; so
This wonderful place bad been little noticed till very
scarcely any of
that
island,
the
of
gentlemen
the
had
curiosity
little
them had
disorders,
relief from
frequented

virulent
seen it, till of late some persons afflicted with
were persuaded to try its waters, and found immediate
Since that time it has become more and more
them.
by
; several persons who had lost the use of their limbs

the dead palsy have been cured; and also others who were treubled

A clergymam, who was groatly
with eruptions on their bodies,
in a short
afflicted with the gout, tried the said waters, and was

time perfectly cured, and has had no return of it since.

Several

were
old gentlemen who were quite wort out with the said disorder,
them; in
using the waters, and had received great benefit from

particular, an old gentleman about 60 years of age, who had been
confined
tormented with the disorder more than 20 years; and often

waters about
to his bed for six months together ; having used these
and walked
limbs,
his
of
use
the
recovered
quite
lad
thee weeks,

about in great spirits,

A friar also who had been troubled with

’
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the said disorder about 12 years, and reduced to a cripple, by using,

-thent a short time was quite well, and went ‘a hunting every day,
‘There are several other hot springs in the island, particularly at
Kibeira Grande; bat they do not possess the same virtues,
at least

avi in so great a degree.
»

[Pail. Trans. Abréd. 1778.

4. Hot Springs in the District of Troas..

AvreER having passed the ford, we gallopped up to the Agha’s

mansion

at Boharbashy, the name of which place,

lated, signifies « The head of the springs *.

literally trans:

Tunediately on my

arrival, I hastened to them, keeping a thermometer exposed and
pendent the whole way, as the sun was then setting, and a favourable opportunity offered for an accurate investigation of their tem.

perature. Some peasants who conducted me, related the tradition
concerning the supposed heat and cold ef the different sources
;

“ene only being, as they said, a hot sptiag.
I desired to examine
that first, and for this purpose was taken to a place
about-half a

male from the Agha’s house; to the most distant of
the several

springs ; for in fact there are many, bursting from
different crevices,
through a stratum of reccéa, or pudding stone,
covered by a sti+
pertucumbent layer of lime-stone. From the number
of the springs,

the Turks call the place Hirk Guese, or 5 Forty Eyes”

¥ then

asked the peasznts if this was the hot spring, as it evidently
was not

the same described by Monsieur Chevalier. Tliey replied that
its
greatest heat might be observed during winter, and therefore that

it must be now hot}.

It was a shallow pool of water,

formed by

.

the united product of many small streams, issuing from several

cavities in the rock

I have mentioned.

‘This pool was quite over.

shadowed by some distant hills, behind which the sun was then setting; it was therefore a proper time for ascertaining the temperature,
both of the air and the water. A north wind had prevailed during
* Places are named in Wales exactly after the same ‘manner 3 as
FYNNYN, ° The head of the three springs.
+ Almost the only winter the Turks had in 1801 was during the
March.
The peasants believe the heat to be greater at that season of
merely because the external air is colder.
The temperature of the
always the same,

13
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month of
the year,
water is

-
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the day, but the sky had been more than usually serene, and with.

out a cloud: not a breath of air was then stirring.
I first tried the
water with my hand; it felt warm, and even the rock near and

I

above the surface of the water was sensibly affected by heat,
then had recourse to my thermometer;

it was graduated actording

to the scale of Celsius; but I shall give the result according to the
corresponding elevation of Fahrenheit ; being more adapted to com.

When exposed to the external air ©
mon observation in England.
the mercury stood at 48°; or sixteen degrees above the freezing
[ then placed it in one of the crevices whence the water
point.
issued, so as to immerse both thie tube and scale: in two minutes,
I then tried the
the ‘mercury rose to 62°, and there remained.
same experiment in all the other crevices, and found the heat-of the
water the same, although the temperature of the external air was
Jowered

to

From

47°.

M. Chevalier; and

thence

I proceeded

to the hot spring

of

could not ayoid being struck by the plausible —

appearance it offered, for those wlio wished to find here a hot
It gushes perpen.
and cold spring, as fountains of the Scamander.
dicularly out of the earth, rising from the bottom of a marble and

granite reservoir, and throwing up as much water as the famous
fountain of Holywell in Flintshire. Its surface seems vehemently
boiling;

and

during cold weather,

the condensed vapour aboveit

causes the appearance of a cloud of smoke over the well. The
marble and granite slabs around it are of great antiquity; and its
appearance in the
The mercury had
being down; but
arose as before,

midst of surrounding trees, is highly picturesque,
now fallen, in the external air, to 46°, the sun
when the thermometer was held under water, it
to 62°. Notwithstanding the warmth of this

spring, fishes were seen sporting in the reservoir. When held in
the stream of either of the two channels which conduct the product
of these spriugs into a marsh helow,

the temperature of the water

diminished, in proportion to its distance from the source whence it
flowed. I repeated similar observations afterwards, both at mid:
night, and in the morning before sunrise ; but always with the
same results. Hence it is proved, that the fountains of Bonarbashy
are warm springs; of which there are many, of different degrees of
temperature

in all the district through which the Mender flows,
from Ida to the Hellespont. That the two channels which convey
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them towards the Scamander may have been the
of Homer *, is at least possible:

a notion stil). prevails

and when

it
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is considered,

that

in the country, of one being hot, and the

other cold; that the women of the place bring all their garments
to be washed in these springs, not according to the casual visits of
ordinary industry, but a3an antient and established custom, in the

exercise Of which they proceed with all the pomp and songs of a
public ceremony;

it become perhaps probable 7...

[087422 Travels to Greece, Egypt, and the Holyland.
5.

Hot Springs in Iceland.

Ina Letter from John Stanley, Esq. M. P. F.R.S. te. to
Dr. Black,
1. Reykam Springs.
You received two kinds of water, one from a spring near a farm
called Rykum and the other from the fountain known by the name
of the Geyzer,

the most

remarkable in the island.

the farm of Haukadale, about forty miles from Rykum.
both situated in'the S. W. division of the island.
I shall begin

with

It rises near

They are

a description of the country and the springs

near Rykum, and of the first view we had of them in our way
from Rykavick to Mount Hecla. Rykum is situated in a valley,
which, on account of its fertility, and the strong contrast it made
with the dreary scenes we had passed since our last station, appeared
to us with great advantage while we approached it. We had
traversed a country, seven or eight miles in breadth, entirely over-

spread with lava, aud other volcanic matter. It was surrounded
with hills, not sufficiently high to be majestic, and too rugged and
too barren to be pleasnig. We were told by our guides, that, on
a clear day, the summits of Hecla might be seen above those which
* The following is a literal translation of the words of theVenetian Sholiast,
upon Il, %’. 148.

“* Two

fountains from the Scamander rise in the plain; but

the fountains of the Scamander are
ர The full description of such a
Odyssey, where it is related, that
maidens of her train, proceeds to
to Pausanias, there was an ancient
this subject was represented,

not in the plain.
ceremony occurs in the sixth book of the
the daughter of Alcinous, with all the
wash the linen of her family. According
picture to be seen in his time, in which
i
:
I

ட.
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were immediately before us; but heavy and lowering clouds, which
threatened us incessantly with a storm, concealed
ப் distant ob.
ject from our sight.
We saw many districts in Iceland ees with lava; but T do
not recollect one so uncouth and desolate as this. No vegetation
was to he seen but that ofa few stunted bushes of willow and
birch, growing between the crevices and hollows of the laya, into

which the wind had drifted sufficient soil for them to take root,
We cotild discover no mount or crater from whence we could con.
jecture, with any degree of probability, the lava to have issued. 16

extended round us like a sea; and it had burst perbaps from some
part of the country it now covered, while the fire to which it owed
its origin, had escaped with its showers of cinders and aslies, fram
some other orifice, and had formed one of the numberless coues we
could discover amidst the neighbouring hills.
The

unpleasantness

of our

py the continual danger
falling.

The

road

ride over this country was

to which

we were exposed

increased

of our horses

was no other than what the few travellers of the

country, as they passed from their farms to Rykavick, had tracked
over the Java where if was least rough; but even “this was inter.
rupted

by many

breaks and

crevices,

matter and the contraction of its parts

formed

by the cooling of the

.

To this uncomfortable scene succeeded the view of a rich yalley,
opening into an extensive green plain bounded by the sea. A river
was

seen

winding

between

several

fertile

meadows;

and

beyond

these, the valley was terminated by a range of high and bold rocks,
But our attention was chiefly -attracted by the clouds of steam,
which ascended in various parts of the valley from the hot springs,
and by jets of water,

darted
We
which,
country

which,

from some of

them,

were

incessantly

into the air,
:
descended into the valley by a road winding over the lava,
in one place, had flowed from the upper plain into the
below. On which side it had stopped abruptly, and had

thus formed a perpendicular wall, at least sixty feet high.

We pitched our tents in a pleasant field, on the side of the river,
opposite to the farm, and not fur from it, aud at the foot of the
hills which bounded the valley. Several fragments of rocks, which
had fallen from these, lay scattered rowid our station.
These

were entirely volcanic; some of dark blue lava, not unlike basalte;:

>
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ethers of a yellow substanee; and again others ofa gray lava,
mixed with a great quantity of white glass: But the most curious
consisted of an heterogeneous mixture of various substances, ce_
amented

indiscriminately together by some operation,

subsequeut to

their original formation, and so strongly that the rock was broken

with difficulty by our hammers.
(a lava in all probability
close, gray lava,

the

It consisted of pieces of black glass

much

vitrified), and large

cavities and

pores

of

pieces

of a

which were filled

with

zeolites finely radiated,
Some pieces of black lava, in parts compact, aud in other parts so porous as to approach nearly to a
pumice
of the
pounded

stone, were mised with the rest of the mass.
A mixture
same substance,
(the lavas, the glass and the zeolites),
in small grains filled the spaces between the larger pieces,

and connected
was)

which:

enough

the whole
had

into

cemented

to reduce any one

the fragments

were as

a solid rock.

these

materials,

‘The heat (if heat it
liad not

toa state of fusion;

sharply

defined

been

strong

for the angles of

as if newly oe

from

their respective original Leds,
The rocks from whence these different masses lave been de.
tached, lay heaped together in so disjointed and irregular a imnanier
iat some yiolent convulsion has evidently taken place among them
since their first formation; but similar appearances of disorder are
to be'seen in every range of hills in the country.

Regular strata ate

no where to be met with. It appears as if all this part of the
jland, at different periods, lad been tlirown up from its fou.
dations,
The valley is in this place fertile, and nearly half a mile in
breadth. It becomes more narrow towards the north; and it is
there

rendered

barren

by

heaps

of

crumbled

lava,

or

other

rubbish, brought down from the hills by waters. ‘These have the
appearance of. artificial mounds, and a great number of springs are
continually boiling through them. Below the surface, a general
decomposition séems taking place; for almost wlienever the ground
is turned up, a-strong heat is felt, aud the loose earth and stones
are changing gtadually into a clay or bole of various colours and
beautifully veined, yesembling a variegated jasper. ‘The heat may
possibly proceed from a fermentation of the materials composing
these mounds;

but more probably (I should conjecture) from the

springs aud steam forced up through them.

The springs must have
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acquired their heat at some greater depth, from ‘some constant,
steady cause, (however difficult to explain) adequate to the length
of time they have been known to exist, with the same unvaried

force and temperature.
i
Springs do not boil on or near these banks only. They rise in
mile
every part. of the valley, and within the circumference of a

and an half, more than an hundred might easily be counted. Most
©
of them are very small, and may be just perceived simmering in the
hole from wheuce the steam is issuing.: This, trailing on the ground,
deposits in some places a thin coat of sulphur, The Proportion
any 1s percepti.
varies; for near some of these small springs, scarce

ble, whilst the channels by which the water escapes from others,

Neither the water, nor
are entirely lined with it for several yards.
appear to deposit the
ever
springs,
larger
the steam from the

vapour
smallest proportion of sulphur; nor can the sulphureous

they contain be

discovered, otherwise

than by the taste of what

:
has been boiled in them for a long time.
Many springs boil in great cauldrons, or basons, of two, three or
four feet diameter. ‘The water in these is agitated with a violent

ebullition, and vast clouds of steam fly off from its surface.

Several

little streams are formed by the water which escapes from the
bason;

and as these retain their heat

for a considerable way,

no

Tittle caution is required to walk among them with safely.
The.

thermometer constantly rose in these

springs to the 212th

degree; and in one, small opening, from whence a quantity of
steams issued with great impetuosity, Dr, Wright observed the mercury rise, in two successive trials, to the 213th degree.
I have already said, that the ground, through which many of the

springs are boiling, was reduced toa clay of various colours. In
some, the water is quite turbid; and, according to the colour of
the clay through which it has passed, is red, yellow or gray.
The springs, however, from whence the water oyerflows in any
great quantity, are to appearance perfectly pure. The most remarkable of these was about fifty or sixty yards from our station,
and was distinguished by the people of the neighbourhood, by the
name of the little Geyzer, The water of it boiled with a loud and
tumbling noise in a well of an irregular form, of about six feet in

its greatest diameter; from thence it burst forth into the air, and

‘subsided again, nearly every minute.

The jets were dashed into

உ.
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spray as they rose, and were from twenty to thirty feet high,

Vo=

umes of steam or vapour ascended with them, and produced a
most magnificent effect, particularly if the dark hills, which almost
hang over the fountain, formed a back ground to the picture. ‘The
jets are forced in rising to take an oblique direction, by two or
three large stones, which lie on the edge of the bason. Between
these and the hill, the ground'(to a distance of eight or nine feet) is
remarkably hot, and entirely bare of vegetation. If the earth is
steam

stirred, a

instantly rises, and

in some places

it was covered

witit a thin coat of sulphur, orrather, I should say, some loose stones
only

were

covered

with

flakes

of it.

In one

place;

there was a

slight efiloresceace on’ the surface of the soil, which by the taste,
்
seemed to be allum.
The spray fell towards the valley, and in that direction covered
the ground with a thick incrustation of matter which it deposited.

Close to this, and in one spot very near the well itself, the grass
grows with great luxuriance.

Where the soil was heated, it wasas gradually (as on the mounds}
changing into a clay. But it was here more beautiful than in any
other place. The colours were more’ varied and bright, and the
veins were marked with more delicacy. ‘The transition likewise
from one substance into the other, was more evident and. satis
factory.
To the depth of a few inches, the ground consisted of loose
lavas, broken and pounded together, of blue, red and yellow

colours.

The blue lava was hardest;’ and several pieces of it ré=

mained firm and unaltered,

while the rest were reduced to a dust.

The colours became brighter as the decomposition of the substances
advanced, and they were changed at the depth of nine or tew
inches into a clay; excepting, however, the pieces of dark blue
Java, which still ratained sufficient hardness to resist the pressure of

the finger. Round these which appeared insulated in the midst of
the red and yellow clay), several veins or circles were formed of
¥arious

shades and

colours.

A few inches deeper, these also be-

came part of the clay, but still appearing distinct, by their circles,
from the surrounding mass. The whole of this variegated substance rested on a thick bed of dark blue clay, which had evidently been formed in the same manner from some large fragment
of blue laya, or stratum of it, broken. into pieces,
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The resemblance of these clays to jasper is so striking to the
eye, that I cannot forbear believing their origin to be similar, at
Teast, thal some circumstances in, the formation of each are the
same.
You will say, with reason, that the differeiice, notwithstand.
ing the apparent similitude, is in reality very wide; that these clays
before they can be converted into jaspers, require to be consolidated aud‘impregnated

with a considerable

proportion of siliewous

éarth. It is something, however, to have detected nature in the
act of forming, in any substance, the veins and figures common te
‘marbles and jaspers. Whit still remains of tlie process, after thus
much

of it has been

traced,

may not long continue unknown;

and

in Iceland, probably sooner than elsewhere, will be discavered heds
of clay, like this, hardening into stone, either by the effect fofvsube
terrancous heat or pressure promoting an‘adhesion of the particles,
or by some insinuation of matter (perhaps siliceous) into the தல்
of thie mass.
‘There is another fountain in the valley not much inferior in
beauty to thaf which T have deseribed. It breaks out from under
“one of the mounds close to the river. Its eruptions are, 7 think, ia

some respects, more beautiful than those of the former. "They tise
nearly to the same heights, and the quantity of water thrown up at
one time is greater, and not so much scattered mto spray. The
jets continue seldom longer than a minute, and the intervals between
them ‘are from five (6 six minutes.
‘They are forced to bend for.

wards from the well, by the shelving of the bank, or probably their
height would be very considerable; for they appear to be thrown
up with great force. We never dared approach near enough to
look deep into the well; but we could perceive the water boiling
near the surface from time to time, with much violence, The
ground in front of it, was covered with a white incrustation, of a
more beautiful appearance than the deposition near any other spring
in this place. By a trial of it with acids, it seemed almost entirely
calcareous.

I have now described to you the two most remarkable fountains
in the valley of Rykum, the only two whicl throw up water toa
considerable height with any regularity. There aré some from
whence, in the course of every hour or half hour, beautiful jets

burst Out unexpectedly; but their eruptions continue only a few

»
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seconds, and between them the water boils in the same manner as
in the other basons.
Towards, the upper end of the valley, there was a very curious
It seemed to have
hole, which attracted much of our attention.
served at some former period as the well of a fountain, but was of

of an irregtlar form, and from four to five feet in diameter. T¢
was odivided into different hollows’ or cavities at the depth of a
few

feet, into which we could not see a great way, on account of
A quantity of steam, issued from these recesses,
their direction.
which prevented us from examining: them very closely. We. were
stunned while standing near this cavern, and in some .measure
alarmed, by an amazing loud and continued noise which came from

the botfom.

It was as loud as the blast of air forced into the fure

nace from the four great cylinders at the Carron iron-works.

We could discover no water in any of the cavities; but we found

near the place

many beautiful petrifactions of leaves and

mosses,

They were formed with extreme delicacy, but were brittle, and
would not bear much handling; their substance seemed. chiefly
argillaceous,

We perceived smoke issuing from the ground in many places in
the higher parts of the valley, much further than we extended our
walks, I am sorry to say we left many things in this wonderful
country unexamined ; but we were checked in ont journey by many
circumstances, which allowed us neither the leisure nor the oppor-

tunity for exploring every part of it as we could haye wished. The
substances deposited near the different springs seemed to me, in
general, a mixture of calcareous and argillaceous earths; but near
one spring, not far from our tents, there seemed to be a slight de-

position of siliceous matter.

To the eye it resembled calcedony;
and, if

but with its transparencey, it had

not the same hardness,

pressed, would break to pieces.

The water you. have analysed

came

from this spring, and we were

obliged.

to take some care in

filling the bottles; for though gradually heated, they would break
when the water was poured into them, if it had not been previously exposed to the air for some minutes in an open yessel.
The water of this spring bviled, a3 in most of the others, ina
I do not recollect to have seen
cauldron four or five feet broad.

any of itever thrown up above a foot, and some meat we dressed in
it tasted very strongly of sulphur.

.
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Mr. Baine, by a measurement of the depth, the breadth and,
the velocity of the

flowing from

stream

the quantity of water thrown

the

up every minute

little Geyser,

found

by it to be 590.64

wine gallons, or 78.96 cubic feet. Mr. Wright and myself foilowed
to be deposited
the stream, toobserve how far any matter continued

by the water.

We found some little still deposited where it joined

the river, a quarterof amile at least from its source.

.At that place

it retained the heat of 33 degrees by Fahrenheit’s thermometer.
the pleasant
. ‘The vegetation on the banks of the stream, and in

meadows

through

which

it flows,

is exceedingly luxuriant.

The

cutting the hay
farmer and his people were at this time employed in

remarkably sweet,
im them, which, though not high, was thick, and

were
The plants which Mr. Wright found in the greatest perfection,
vivie
the sedum acre*, the veronica becabunga 4, the polygonum

parum f, aiid the comarum palustre: |ffalls into
A little above, where the current from the little Geyzer
from the upper into
the river,- part of the lava, which has descended

for the space of
the lower plain, has assumed close to its banks,
are short, and
pillars
The
shape.
columnar
regular
a
some yards,
my, account of
in
exact
very
be
have five or six sides. I cannot
the river. I should
them, as they were on the opposite side of
Some were
suppose they were uearly a foot and a half in diameter.

the same appearance
horizontal, and others vertical. - We observed
on our journey, and, in
traversed
we
lava
of
tracts
the
of
many
in
flowed from the sides of
one or two instances, in those which had

perfectly defined.
Mount Heela, though the pillars there were less
that it receives
river,
the
into
fall
water
hot
of
streams
many
So
The thermometer, m=
from thence'a very perceptible degree of heat.

the littleGeyzer,
mersed in it above where it is joined: by the waters of
The breadth
60.
at
stood
it
air
open
the
in
while
degrees,
67
to
rose
two feet
depth
mean
its
;
feet
forty
is
of the river in thesame:place
of fish
and an half, and its course is-rather rapid. Several kinds
salmon.
fine
very
of
numbers
particular,
in
it;
in
are found
y
The village of Rykum or Ryka, called either indiscriminatel
in the
frora Ryk, an Icelandic word, signifying smoke, is situated
by Mr. Baine,
middle of the valley, and, by an observation made
* Pepper-staue crop.
+ Brook lime.

+ Snake weed.
Purple marsquefoil.
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js in latitude 64° 4/ 38 N. about twenty miles from Rykiavick, and
eight or ten from Oreback,

asmall

harbour on

the

sonthern coast

of the island. The village consists of the farmer’s house, and the
houses of his servants or dependents, and a small church. . All the
adjacent lands belong to him, and he keeps a considerable number
of sheep and cattle, aud some few horses... These constitute his
siches; and he purchases at Rykiavick, with skins, wool and butter,
whatever he requires, of which the chief article is fish, for his

wintet’s provision.
T have now related to -you every circumstance that has occurred
to me worth mentioning concerning

regretted much,

this interesting valley.

I have

however, ny inability to give youa more accurate

accouut ‘of some parts of it; in particular, of the many. springs
which

break out/near the hills to the north, and of the rocks above

the field where we placed our tents, which deserved more attention
than I gave to them, But we remained in this valley a, short time
only,

and the weather,

during

our continuance there,

.was very un-

1 shall here close this letter, and reserve for another
favourable.
yet to send
(which you may very soon expect) the, account I have
Iam,
you of the Great Geyzer and the springs: near Haukadal.
Dear Sir,

with

great esteem,

your most obedient servant,

Joun THo.

STANLEY.

2, Geysers, or Haekadal Springs.

in a former. letPant of my promise has been accomplished
could of the springs
ter, in which I gave you the fullest account I

It now remains
Rykum.
of boiling water that rise m the valley of
in the neighvisited
we
those
of
tion
descrip
a
for me to send you
:
bourhood of Haukadal.
erup-

island, and the
These last are the most remarkable in the
whether

astonishing, that I doubt
tions of water from some of them so

given by description. Abler
any adequate idea of their effect can be
attempting to do justice to
in
y
probabl
fail
might
pens than mine
however, are so highly
objects,
The
guch wonderful phenomena.
can
even the
interesting in themselves, that
with more
be given of them will be read
and thirty
> They are situated about six
east
north
a
in
miles,
twelve
and about

simplest narrative that
than ordiuary attention.
miles from Mount Heckla,
direction, from -the village
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of Skalholt*.
country,

The

road from thence to the springs is oyer a flut

which, although

marshy in several places, i is not unpleasant

tothe eye, and abounds in excellent pasturage.
்
The steam ascending from the principal springs during their ernp.
tions, may be seen from a considerable distance.
When the air is
still, it rises perpendicularly like a eolamn to a great height ; then
spreads itself into clouds, which roll in successive masses over each
ether, untill they are lost in the atmosphere.
We perceived one of
these columns,

when distant

from Haukadal.
The springs mostly

sixteen miles

at

least,

rise in a plam, between

in a direct line

if
a river that winds

through it, and the base of a range of low hills.» Many however
break out from the sides ofthe hills, and some very near their
‘summits, ‘They are all contained. to the number of one hundred
i
oer more, within a circle of two miles.
The most remarkable spring rises nearly in the midst of the other

springs, close to the hills.

It is called Geyzer+; the name proba-

bly in the old Scandinavian Janguage’for a fountain, from the verb
geysa, sygnifying fo gush, or to rush forth.
The next most
remarkable spring rises at a distance of one bandred and forty yards
from it, on the same line, at the foot of the hills. We cailed it

the new Geyzer, on account of its having but lately played so
violently as at present.
There are others of consequetice in the place, but none that
approach to these in magnificence, or that, whea compared with

them, deserve much description. The generality of the springs are
in every respect similar to those near Rykum; boiling in cautdrons
of three or four feet diameter, and

some

of them

throwmg

their

* Skalholt consists of the Cathedral, a large building of wood, and of a
very few houses belonging to the Bistop and his dependants. ‘The Bishops of
the southern division of Iceland have always resided there; but in future their
Fesidence will be at Rykiavick, a town now building on the south-west coast
of the island. The present Bishop, however, the worthy and learned Mr Pinsen, has obtained the permission of continuing his residence at Skalholt during
‘the remainder of his life.
+ Three or four only of the principal springs in Iceland are distinguished by
the name of Geyzer, and of all the springs near Haukadal the greatest is
valone called Geyzer, or Great Cicyzer,
௬
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awater from time to time by sudden jets into the air.
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Many springs

in this place, as in the other, boil through strata of coloured clay, by
Here, however, the red clays
which they were rendered turbid.
were brighter, and in a greater proportion to the clays of other
colours. Here also, as in the valley of Rykum, are many small
springs, which throw out sulphureous vapour, and near which the

ground, and the channel of the water, are covered and lined with
a thin coat of sulphur,

The farm of Haukeidal, and the church of the parish, stand near

to each other, about thiree quarters of a mile beyond the great spring.
The house is one of the best built in Iceland. It occupies a large
space of ground,

and

consists of several divisioss;

there is an entrance from without.

to each of

which

Some of these aré used as barns

and stables for the cattle, and others as work-shops*,

The «welling

part of this house was small but comfortable. ‘There was-a parlour
with glass windows, a kitclien, and separate bed-chambers for the fa.
mily. The building was partly of stone, partly of wood, and cover. ed with sods, under which the bark of birch trees on boards are ge+
nerally placed, asa greater security against rain.
We were obliged to the mistress of this farm, who was a rich
widow, for avery hospitable reception, although at first she seemed
to consider us rather as unwelcome visitors, and left us, though we
had requested admittance into her house, “as we were drenched with
rain, and our tents and baggage not yet atrived, to take up. our
lodging in

the

church.

We

had

not

been

long

there,

howevers

before she invited us to’her house, and by her kindness made ample,
amends for her former inattention.
She put us in possession of her
best room, and set before us plenty of good cream, some wheat
cakes, sugar, and a kind of tea made of the leaves of jhe dryas
octopetalat.
I mention these circumstances of our reception at Haukadal, as

* As the division of labour is yet very imperfect in Iceland, the farmer ig
under the necessity, either of exercising himself the several: trades required in
the formation of the instruments of agriculture,

or of maintaining such servanty

asare capable to supply them.
+ Called in English the Mountain Avens. We found this plant growing very
luxuriantly, and in great abundance, on every part of Iceland that we visited’
VOL,
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eharacteristic of the manners of the Icelanders. Several times during
my stay in the country, I experienced this succession of ‘civility to
coldness.
The Icelanders are naturally good, but not easily roused
to feeling. When once their constitutional indifference was overcome
we usually found them desirous of pleasing, and zealous to do us
service.
:
As the house was not sufficiently large to contain the whole of

our party, we were under the necessity of returning againto thechurch
as soon as our baggage arrived. Here we passed the first and second
nights of our stay, in the neighbourhood of the springs. On the
third day, we left Haukadal, to fix ourselves in some station nearer
to them, from which we could watch their eruptions with more
convenience,
The view from near the church was very beautiful.
It extended
toward the south along the plain into an open country.
Qn the
other sides, it was bounded by hills, which had not the barren and
rugged appearance that deform almost

every

scene in

this division

of theisland. It was, however, still finer from some of the eminences
near the springs.
The plain and’ the surrounding mountains, seen
from a height, appeared to more advantage; and the eruptions

from the great wells breaking from time to time the general stillness that prevailed, were much more distinct.
river, winding under the eye, could be traced

racy.

The course of the
with greater accu.

It flows through the plain into an open country, ‘where,

being increased by the waters of numerous streams and rivulets, it
bends to the westward, and near Skalholt falls into a considerable -

river, the Huit-aa.

;

The pleasant and fertile pastures near its banks were enlivened
by numerous herds of cattle and sheep, the united riches of three
or four farmers in the neighbourhood of Haukadal.
The movers”
also at work in the different fields surrounding each house, gave
at this season additional beauty to the prospect,
High hills to the —

westward were separated from the eminencies immediately above
the springs by a narrow valley. They were partly clothed with
bushes of birch,

which,

although in no place above five foot high,

were gratifying to the sight, which so seldom in Iceland can rest on
any appearance even of underwood, Above these, some vegetation
still continued to cover the sides of the hills, and Mr. Wright found

_
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a variely of plants® near their summits,
some places,

13]

which were certainly, in

not less than: sixteen hundred feet above the plain.

Yo the eastward, the plam, several miles in breadth, was bounded

by a long range of blue mountains, extending considerably to the
south. Beyond these, the triple sunimit of Heckla may be seen from
the western hills; but I could not distinguish it from the plain, or

even from the heights whence the view of the surrounding country
was take which I am now describing,
To the north behind Haukadal, there were many high mountains,
but at a great distance, and of which the most distant were covered,
with snow.
They formed part of a dreary assemblage of Joluds or
ice-mountains, which occupy a considerable extent of the iiterior
country. Their forms were mosily conical; and from their general
resemblance to other
of lava

have

been

mountains
emitted,

in the island,

I think

from which streams
it probable they were once

volcanos, ‘They are not so connected as to form a continued range
or chain of hills, Each stands insulated; and therefore the snows
which have for ages rested on their sides, are no more accumulated
in valleys and conyerted into lakes of ice and glaciers, as amidst the

Alps of Switzerland and Savoy._

A view so different from the general features of the country, impressed us with the most agreeable sensations. Hitherto we could
but compare ene scene of dreariness with another; and although
the view before us was destitute of trees, yet the verdure and plea
saut distribution of hills and plain, in some measure compensated
for this deficiency.
I now return to the account of the springs, which I have already
observed break out in different places from the sides of a hill, and

the space enclosed between its base and the windings of a river.
‘The soil through whieh they rise is a mixture of crumbled materials,
washed by degrees from the higher parts of the hill. In some places
these have been reduced into'a clay or earth; in others, they still
remain loose and broken fragments of the rocks from whence they
have fallen, or adust produced by their friction against each other,
* Amongst others, he found the sax herducea (test willow) the cerasiium
tomentosum (woolly mouse ear chickweed),

the

rumex

disynus

(round

leayed

mountain sorrel), and the kocnégia, (a plant peculiar to Iceland), growing ig
great abundance, though generally io low and marshy grounds,
K 2
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Wherever the sround is penetrated by the stream of the springs,
these fragments are soo decomposed, or changed into coloured
clays. In other places the surface of the ground ls covered with
incrustations deposited by the springs, or with a luxurrant vegetation
of grassyor dwarf bushes of willow and birch, aud the empetrum
nigrum, the berries of “which were at this time ripe and in great

:

abundance,

Above the great spring, the hill terminates in a double pointed
rock, which Mr. Baine found by measurement to be 310 feet higher
than the course of the river; the rock is split very strangely into
Jamina, and at first sight has much the appearance of a sehistus or
of a
thick slate. . It consists, however, of a grey colourcd stone
very close grain, the separate pieces of which, aithough divided as
they lay, do not break in the hand in any particular direction, [

should suppose the substance of the rock to be chiefly argillaceous,

and that like every other

stone

change by the action of fire.

in

it

the island,

has suffered

some

Ido not mean to call it lava, as it bears

no mark of having been once in a melted

state,

baking

whatever

or

induration it may have sustained in the neighbourhood of subterraIt contains no heterogeneous matter, or cavities, in which

neous heat.

agates,

or zeolites,

or vitrified substances of any kind, could have

:

3

been formed.

All these rocks that have been either altered

or created by fire,

seem much mote liable to decay and decomposition than any otliers

Mounds, similar to those in the valley of Rykum
Thave ever scen.
have been formed by the ruins of the hill half way up its ascent be=
tween the Geyzer and the pointed rock. Springs boil in many places

through these mounds, and near to one of them | observed that thecoloured

clay felt much

more

soapy

than

any

I had tried before,

This quality probably was owing to a greater proportion of the earth
of magnesia in its composition , as in other respects it agreed perfect.
Jy with the rest.
My attention,

during the four days I remained ‘in this place, was

so much engaged with the beauties and remarkable circumstances of
the two priuciple springs, that I cannot (wereI so inclined) give you
% The crowberry,
This is almost the only fruit we met with in Iceland, Mr,
‘Wright found a few strawberries, Neither gooseberries nor currants will come
. to perfection by any management whatever.
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a minute account of those which,

notice.
are

next to them,
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were deserving of

The springs in general resemble those at Rykum ; but there

five or sis which

have

their peculiarities,

and

throw

up their

waters with violence to a considerable height. Their basons are of
irregular forms, four, five or six feet in diameter, and from some
of them

ly.

the water

rushes out in all directions,

from others oblique.

The eruptions are never of long duration, and the intervals

are from 15 to 30 minutes.

The’ periods of both were exceedingly

variable. One of the most remarkable of these springs threw out a
gteat quantity of water, and from ifs continual noise we named it
the Roaring Geyzer.
‘The eruptions of this fountain were incessant.
The water darted out with fury every four or five minutes, and
covered.a great space of ground with the matter it deposited. The
jets were from thirty
to forty feet in height.
They were shivered

into the finest particles of spray, and surrounded
of steam.

by great clouds

The situation of this spring was eighty yards distant from

the Geyzer,

on the rise of the hill.

I shall now, Sir, attempt some description of this celebrated fountain, distinguished by

the appellation

of Geyzer

alone,

from the

pre-eminence it holds oyer all the natural phenomena of this kind
in Iceland.

்

By a gradual deposition of the substances dissolved in its water
for a long succession of years, perhaps for ages, a mound of considerable height has been formed, from the centre of which the
Geyzer issues. It rises through a perpendicular and cylindrical

pipe, or shaft, seventy feet in depth, and eight feet and a half in
diameter, which opens into

a bason or funnel, measuring fifty-nine

feet from one edge of it to the other. The bason is circular, and
the sides of it, as well as those of the pipe, are polished quite smooth by the continual friction of the water, and they are both
formed with such mathematical truth, as to appear constructed by
art. The declivity of the mound begins immediately from the borders

of

smooth

the

bason.

The

incrustatious

are

in

some

places

worn

by the overflowing of the water; in most, however, they

tise innumberless little tufts, which bear a resemblance to the heads
of cauliflowers, except that they are rather more prominent, and

are covered, by the falling of the finer particles of spray, witha
crystalline efflorescence so delicate

touch.

Unmolested,

the

as scarcely to bear the slightest

efflorescence
K3

gradually

hardens,

and
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although it loses its first delicacy, it still remains exceedingly beawa

tifa,

லது

These incrustations are of a light brown colour, and extend a
" Sreat way in various ditections, from the borders of the bason, To
the northward, they reach to a distance of 82 feet; to the east of
- 86 ; to tlre south of 118 ; and of 124 to the west.
They are very

hard, and donot appear, in any part, decaying or mouldering into
e
;
hae
soil *.
When our guides first led us to the Geyzer, the bason was filled
f6 within a few

feet of its edge,

The

water

was

transparent as

ciystal; a slight steam only arose from it, and the surface was
xuffled but by a few

bubbles,

now

which

and then came from the

bottom of the pipe. We waited with anxiety for several minutes,
expecting at every instant some interruption to this tranquillity. On
a sudden, another spring, immediately
we were standing, darted its waters
the air with the velocity of an arrow,
first eruption were still higher. ‘This

in front of the place on which
above an hundred feet into
and the Jets succeeding this
was the spring already men-

tioned under the naine of the New Geyzer.
While gazing in silence and wonder at this unexpected and
beautiful display, we were alarmed by a sudden shock of theground
under

our

feet,

accompanied

distant firing of cannon.

with

Another

a hollow

noise,

shock soon

uot unlike

the

followed, and we

observed the water in the bason to be much agitated. ‘The Icelandets hastily laid hold of us, and forced us to retreat some yards. The
' waterin the mean time boiled violently, and heaved as if some
expansive power were labouring beneath its weight, and some of it

was thrown up a few feet above the bason. Again there were two or
three shocks of the ground, and a repetition of the same noise. In
an instant, the surrounding atmosphere

was filled with volumes of

* The-substance of these incrustations has been analysed by Professor Bergman, and he givesa long and particular account of it, ina letter to the Archbishop of Upsal, published with the Archbishop’s Letters on Iceland.
He says,
“ The strongest acids, the fluor acid not excepted, are not sufficient witha
«< boiling heat to dissolve this substance: It isdissolved yery little (if at all) by
‘€ the blow-pipe with the fusible salt of urine, a little more with borax, and
“makes a strong effervescence with sal sode. These effects are peculiar only

**to a siliceous earth or flint.

There cannot remain therefore @ doubt concerns

** ing the nature of this crustated stone.”

்
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s{eam rolling over each other as they ascended, in a manner inex
pressibly beautiful, and through which, columns of water, shivering
jnto foam, darted in rapid succession to heiglits which, at the time;

we were little qualified to estimate. Indeed, the novelty and splendour of such ascene had affected our imaginations so forcibly, that
we believed the extreme height of the jet to be much greater than it
was afterwards determined to be. In a subsequent eruption, Mr.
Baine ascertained, by means of a quadrant, the greatest elevation
to which the jets of water were thrown, to be 96 feet.
Much of the water began 1o descend again at different heights
and was again projected by other columns, which met it as they
arose.

At last,, having filled the bason, it rolled in great waves over

snumberless rills, made its way down the sides of the mound,

was lost in vapour also, and still more fell to the ground

Much

in heavy

showers of spray. ‘The intervals at which the several jets succeeded
each other, were too short forthe eye to distinguish them.
As
they rose out of the bason, they reflected by their deusity, the purest

and most brilliant blue.

In certain shades, the colour was greem

like that

in

of the sea;

but

their

further

ascent,

all distinction of

colour was lost, and the jets, broken into a thousand parts appeared
white as snow,
Several of them were forced upwards perpendicu-

larly; but many, receiving a slight inclination as they burst from
the bason, were projected in beautiful curves, and the spray which
fell from them, caught by a succeeding jet, was huiried away still
higher than it had been perhaps before.

The jets were made with inconceivable velocity, and those which
escaped uninterrupted terminated in sharp points, and lost themselyesin the air, ‘The eruption, changing its form at every instant»

and blending variously with the clouds of steam tliat surrounded it,
continued for ten or twelve minutes; the water then subsided through
the pipe, and disappeared.
;

The eruptions of the Geyzer succeed each other with some degree
of regularity, but they are not equally violent, or of equal duration.
Some lasted scarcely eight or ten, while others continued, with
—
unabated violence, fifteen oreighteen minutes. Between the great
burst,
water
the
filling,
were
bason
and
pipe
the
eruptions, while
several times into

the air to a considerable

These partial

height.

jets, however, seldom exceeded a minute, and sometimes pot a feyr
seconds, in duration.

ப

:
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After the eruption of it had been violent, the water sank into
subterraneous caverns, and left the pipe quite empty. Ifthe erup:
tion had been moderate the subsidence of the water was .Proportionas
bly less. The first time the pipe was perfectly emptied, we sounded

its depth, and found the bottom very rough and irregular.

The

pipe remains butashort time empty.
After a few seconds, the water ்
tushes into it again with a bubbling noise, and during the timethatit
is rising in the pipe, it is frequently darted suddenly into the air to
different heights, sometimes fo two or three, sometimes sixty feet
above the sides of the bason.
By a surprise of this kind, while we
were engaged

measuring

been scalded; and

the

diameter

of

the

well

we

although we were able to withdraw

had

nearly,

ourselves

from the great body of water as it ascended, yet we remained exposed to the falling spray, which fortunately was so much cooled in
the air as to do us no mischief.
Of these jets we counted twenty in an hour and an half, during
- which the waters had filled the pipe and in part the bason.
Tt then
Seemed oftentimes agitated, and boiled with great violence. The
jets were more beautiful,

and

water in the bason increased.

continued

longer,

as the quantity

‘The resistance being

of

greater, their

force was in some degree broken, and their form, more divided,
produced a greater display of foam and vapour.
While the pipe was filling, we threw into it several stones of
considerable weight, which, whenever the water burst forth with
any violence, were projected much higher than itself. These stones

in falling were met by other columns of water, and
they rose

and fell repeatedly

amidst these

They were easily. distinguished in

the white foam, and contributed much to the novelty and beauty:
்
of this extraordinary phenomenon.
When the bason was nearly full, these occasional eruptions were
generally announced
by shocks of the ground, similar to those pre~
ceding the great eruptions.
Immediately after the shocks, the
- whole body of water heaved exceedingly; a violent ebullition then
took place, and large waves spread themselves in circles from the —
centre, through which the column forced its way.
When the water had been quiet in the bason for some time, the

thermometer placed in it stood at 190° only, but immediately after
an eruption it rose to 200°. We boiled a piece of salmon in it,
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well tasted.
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Our cookery at ae

had

The water, thrown out from the Geyser is joined at the

ட்

not been quite so successful.
of the mound by that which flows from the spring called the roaring
Geyzer, formerly described.

The stream produced by their united

waters flows three or four hundred paces before it falls into the river,
where ifs temperature is reduced

to 72°.

Even

deposited much of the substances it contained;

at this place it

but during the whole

of its course, ‘the plants growing on its banks were covered with
beautiful

incrustations.

Some

of these

we

wished to preserve,

but

from their extreme delicacy they fell into pieces on every attempt to
remove them.
The situation ofthe new Geyzer* is in the same line from the
* foot of the hill with the great Geyzer:
Its pipe is formed with
equal regularity, atid is six feet in diameter, and forty-six feet

ten inchesin depth.

It does not-open into a bason, but it is nearly

surrounded by a rim or wall two feet high, After eaclr eruption,
the pipe is emptied, and the water returns gradually into it as into
that of the old Geyzer.
During three hours nearly that the pipe is
filling, the partial eruptions happen seldom, and do not rise very
high; but the water boils the whole time, and often with great
violeace. The temperature of the waters after one of these eruptions,

was constautly found to be 212°.
round

this spring,

Few

inerustations are formed

excepting in the channel where the water flows

from it.
The great eruption is not preceded by any noise, like that
of the
great Geyzer. The water boils suddenly, or is heaved over the
% Before the month of June1789, the year I visited Iceland, this spring had
not played with any degree of violence, at least fora considerable time,
(Indeed the formation of the pipe will not allow us to suppose, that its eruptions
had at no former period been violent.) Butin the month of June, this quarter
of Iceland had suffered some very severe shocks of an earthquake 5 and it is not
unlikely,

that many of the cavities communicating

had been then enlarged,

and

new

sources

with the bottom of the pipe

of water

opeued

into

them,

The

difference between the eruptions of this fountain, and those of the great Geyzer, may be accounted for from the circumstance of there being no bason over
the pipe of the first, in which any water can be contained to interrupt the coe
qumn asitrises. I should here state, that we could not discover any corres
pondence between the eruptions of the different springs.
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sides of the pipe; then subsiding a little, it bursts into the air with
inconceivable violence.
Tie column of water remains entire, until{

it reaches its extreme height, where it is shivered into the fiuest par.

ticles. Its direction was perpendicular, and greatest elevation 139
feet. Like the eruption of the old Geyzer, this consisted’ of several
Jets, succeeding each other with great rapidity. Whatever we threw
into the well was hurled into the air with such swiftness that the eye.
could scarcely discern it*, and the division of the water at the ex.
tremity of the column was so minute, that the showers of spray
which fell were cold. Towards the end of au eruption, when more
steam than water rushed from the pipe, I ventured to hold my hand
near the edge of the column, in the way of some divided particles of
water, and found them tepid only. You may probably think this a
rash experiment, and certainly it was so. But we had made our
observations on the uniform direction of the column, and: confided
our. safety in it. Once or twice, however, we had reason to think
ourselves more fortunate in escaping,

danger which attended

boiling water.

than prudent iu avoiding,

the

a too neat approach to these eruptions of

During ten or fifteen minutes, the water continued

to be thrown upwards with undiminished impetuosity. At the end
of that period, the quantity became less, and at length, ceasing en.
tirely, steam alone ascended. In one instance, the eruption continued thirty minutes.
It seldom however exceeded twenty minutes,

and sometimes was completed in fifteen minutes. The force wiih
which the steam rises abates as the water sinks in the pipe, and when
this is exhausted, that soon disappears.
்
i have now given’ you such a description of these celebrated foun=
_ tains as was in my power.
I hope that it will’ afford you some
satisfaction, and I could wish that it might serve as an inducement
to some curious inquirer into the history of nature to visit them,
who shall have all the knowledge requisite for making such observa-

tions as are yet to be desired concerning them.
myself, that the

description

I have

I cannot flatter

attempted of their eruptions

will impress you with a just idea of their beauty. Sources of com-—
parison are wanting, by which the portraiture of such extraordinary
.

* Mr. Baine measured the height to which a stone was thrown up by one of
dhese jets, and found it 129 feet. Some others Tose considerably higher,
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zeenes can be assisted. Nature no where offers objects hearinga
resemblance to them ; and art, even in constructing the water-works

of Versailles, has produced nothing that can at all illustrate the mag-

nificent appéarances of the Geyzer. . All then that hope for is,
to have said so much as may enable you fo complete in your imagi-

nation, the picture which

T haye only sketched.

Imagination. alone

ean supply the noise and motion which accompany such large bodies
of water bursting from their confinement ; and must be left to paint
what I have not been able to describe, the brilliancy of colouring,
the purity of the spray, the quick change of effect, and the thou-

sand varieties of form into which the clouds of steam, filling the
atmosphere on every side,

are rolled

incessantly.

Ihave avoided entering into any theory of the cause of these phe-

nomena, that you may not suppose the account I give you has been
biassed by a favourite hypothesis:
1 have given you an accurate
state of facts, and J leave to you the explanation of them.
There
cannot,

however,

be two opinions

which forces the water upwards.

concerning the immediate cause

It is obviously the elasticity of

steam eudeayouring to free itself. In addition to this, the form of
the cylinder through which the water rises, gives it that projectile
force which carries it so high, Beyond this, it would not become

me to hazard any opinion.

Of the antiquity of these springs I can say nothing further than
that they are mentioned as throwing up their waters toa great height
by Saxo

Grammaticus,

in the

Preface

which was written in the twelfth century;

to his History cf Denmark,

but from the general. fea-

tures of the country, it is likely that they have existed a great
Jeugth of time, The operations of subterraneous heat/seem indeed
to be of great antiquity in Iceland; and the whole country probably i
owes its existence to the fires which burn beneath its surface. Every
hill proves, at least, with what violence these fires have acted for
ages;

and the terrible eruption of lava which

burst from the moun-

tains of Skaptefield in 1783, show that they are as yet far from being
extinguished.
{Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Fol. 3.]
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Vi.

Alternating Hot and Cold Springs.
TuERE

«

ட

are many tepid springs which, without any real change

in their temperature, appear to the people that frequent them to be
much warmer in the winter theu in the summer.
Of these we have
already given an example in the preceding section, in describing the
warm springs in the district of Troas.
‘The apparent variation in
such cases depends

altogether upon

rature of the atmosphere:

the real variation in the tempe=

the water sinking

the thermometer be.

low the temperature of the surrounding air in summer, but raising
it perlaps twenty or thirty degrees above that of the winter season,
There are other springs and fountains, however, in which there
is a real difference in the temperature of the water at different sea.
sons,

as measured by the thermometer when plunged

into the water

itself: and while in some instances these alterations are irregular, in:
others they are

fixed

and

periodical,

Both

these facts have been

known to natural philosophers through a long series of ages; and

the last is thus minutely exemplified by Lucretius in his Nature of

Things, vi. 848.
Esse apud Hammonis * fanum funs luce diurna
Frigidus,

et ealidus nocturno

tempore,

fertur,

Hunc homines funtem nimis admirantur, ‘et acri
Sole putant subter terras fervescere partim,
“Nox ubi terribili terram caligine texit :
Quod

nimis a vera est longe ratione remotum.

A fount, ’tis rumour’d, near the temple purls
Of Jove AMMONIAN,

tepid through the night,

And cold at noon-day; and th’ astonished sage
Stares at the fact, and deems the punctual sun
Strikes through the world’s vast centre, ‘as the shades

Of midnight shroud us, and with ray reverse
Madden the well-spring: creed absurd and false.
Goop.
% We quote from Wakefield's edition,

_
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And the philosophic poet having, thus, peremptorily spurned the
eommon theory, immediately proceeds to unfold his own, which

offers a striking consonance to several of the chemical opinions of
‘the present»day.
He supposes that the elementary principles. of
caloric are driven together and concentrated by the contraction of
the sides of the fountain that takes place upon the return of the
evening cold, in the same manner as we now suppose them to be
drivén together and concentrated by the contraction that takes place
in the percussion of solid Lodies; in consequence of which the
water, or whatever otler substance may hereby be exposed to such
concentrated action, must necessarily become proportionably heated.
His words are as follows,

which

we shall interpret

in the language

of the translator and annotator from whom we have already-quoted.

Que ratio est igitur? nimirum, terra magis quod
Rara tenet circum

funtem, quam

cetera tellus;

Maultaque sunt ignis prope semina corpus aquai,
Hoe, ubi roriferis terram nox obruit umbris,
Ex templo subtus frigescit terra, coitque;
Hac ratione

fit, ut,

tamquam

cenpressa manu

sit,

Exprimat in funtem, que semina quomyue habet igniss
Que calidum faciunt laticis tactum,. atque‘vaporem,

Inde, ubi sol’radiis terram dimovit abortis,
Et rarefecif, calido miscente vapore;

Rursus in antiquas redeunt primordia sedes
Tenis, et in terram cedit calor omnis aquai:
Frigidus hauc ob rem fit funs in luce diurnd,
Dost thou the cause demand, then 1<clearly hence:

That round the fountain earth more spongy spreads,
And seeds of fire throng ampler:
Pours o’er the world

whence,

when night

his dew-distilling shades,

் The chill’d, covtracting soil here strains abrupt
As though comprest by fingers, tow’rds the fount
Suck seeds profusely, and the bubbling wave
Proves to the touch, the taste, more tepid proves.
But when, revers'd, the sun with new-born beam
Earth rarefies and quickens, back profound
Fly the young fire-seeds to their native haunts,
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The fount forsaking: whence the sparkling tide
‘Tastes in the day more frigid than at night,
Upon this striking passage Mr. Goon, from whose translation we

have copied, has the following note, which we also copy, as being
peculiarly apposite to the present occasion,

« Of the existence of this curious fountain there can be no doubt,
It is particularly described by Quintus Curtius, iv. 7. Pliny, iii. 103%
and

Pompovius Mela,

i. 8.

It is also referred to by Silius Taliews

wi, 669, and by Ovid in the following distich:

Medio tua, corniger Hammon!
Unda die gelida est: ortuque, obituque, calescit.
Thy

stream,

O

horn-crown'd

Chills us at noon,

but warms

Ammon!
at morn

in the midst,
and

eve.

3

«The heat of this fountain was unquestionably supplied frota
subferranean inflammable substances in a state of combustion. Its
alteration of cold in the day-time may have been produced, and especially in the summer season, by evaporation from the groves that
surrounded it; or by the subsidence of a regular hot tide, like the
pool of Bethesda, described by St. John, v. 2—4. which seems to
have been possessed of powers in many respects similar. The Roman
fountain was, probably, like the Jewish, a hot spring with a tide,
vecurring once in every twenty-four hours; with this only
difference, that the tide of the latier retur ப
about noon,
and that of the former at sun-set or midnight.
Our own

country has a great number of these extraordinary springs;
‘but they are in general so well supplied with subterranean heat
as to suffer no intermission whatever.
The Weeden well in the
celebrated peak of Derbyshire, has an undoubted flux.and reflux of
its waters, but its tide is irregular, and it is not supplied with heat

¥rom below. The most extraordinary hot springs we are acquainted
with are those at Geyser aid Rykum, both in Iceland. Their
heats return with their tides; but these tides, though irregular in
their periods, recur so frequently as to prevent their waters from
ever becoming cold. That of the former returns ten or twelve

times in the eourse of the day; and such is the extreme calidity and
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consequent ebullition during these recurrences, that its waters are

projected in a jet-d’eau of not less than from five to ten fathoms of
perpendicular height.
The tides of the hot-springs at Rykum, for
there are several, are renewed still more frequently; often, in-

deed, not less than two or three times in the course of a quarter

of an hour. The very curious hot spring described by Captain
Billings (Expedition to the Northern Parts of Russia) near the

volcano of Opalsk in Kamscatka, is so incessantly supplied with sub-

terranean heat, as to be permanently ebullient
— It
. is very extraordi<
nary that the dce in the celebrated cavern of Grace-Dieu, is plentiful and solid during the summer,

winter season.

and almost wholly wasted in the

M, Cadet, in a paper inserted in the Annales de

Chymie, vol. xvi. has endeavoured to account for this anomaly, by

the increase of cold produced by the evaporation from the moist
and massy foliage that surrounds the cavern during the summer
months. He has here, perhaps, given us the real cause of the variation in the temperature of the fountain before us, but it is a cause

scarcely adequate to the production of ice in summer, though it

nay make a warm stream colder in the day time than at night.”
To this full and explicit account we shall only add the two foljowing coincident facts. ‘In the midst of the river Men, south of
Peterborough in Northamptonshire,” says the humourous and enterprising Isaac Walton, “is a deep guiph called Medeswell, so cold.
that éx summer no swimmer is able to endure it, yetit isnot frozen
in the winter,’

And

Mr.

Wales, in his Journal of a thirteen month’s

residence on the north-west coast of Hudson’s Bay, which we shall
more particularly advert to in a subsequent chapter, tells us, that

“when he was staying at one of the hunter's tents for about a week in
the month of December, he was told that there was a spring very
near them, which was not yet frozen over, though the sea was frozen
up as fay as could be seen,

and the ice in the river was four

or five

feet thick, He went to see it: but that morning the frost had
He
been so intense, that it was frozen over about an inch thick.
broke the ice, aud, to his surprize, found the water so shallow, that

the mud was immediately raised from the bottom by the act of
breaking it. The adjoining springs, that were at least six times its
depth, had at this period been frozen quite dry for several weeks,
We regret that Mr. Wales has given us no account of the actual tem
perature or the mineral principles of this singular well.

EpiroR}

,
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SECTION VII.

inflammable Springs, Wells, and Lakes.
1. introductory Remarks.

5

We have already observed that the materials with which water
becomes combined in a long or devious subterranean course, must
be very numerous, and of very different qualities: for as it is the
most general solvent in nature, it is capable of dissolving or of hold.
ing in suspension, a part of most of the substances through which
it travels or which it accidental] ly encounters, whether earthy, olea-

ginous, or gasseous.
Jt hence, as we have already seen, frequently becomes united
with large quantities of caloric, and produces tepid or hot springs;

sometimes with pure air or other gasses, and produces bubbling
springs, or those which to the eye have the appearance of boiling,
but to the touch or to the thermometer are found cold; and some.

times with highly inflammable or combustible substances, and are
hence capable of firing or supporting flame.
Of this last kind we have various instances both in wells or foun.
tains, and in lakes; and though the instances are not, perhaps, very

numerous, they have been known from a very early era, and when
chemically examined, have been chiefly found to consist of hydrogen gass, or some bituminous preparation, as naphtha, asphalt,
rock oil, or petroleum.

One of the earliest of these inflammable fountains that occur to
us in an unquestionable character is that of Dodona,

situated

near

the temple of Jupiter, and which, as has been already hinted at by
Mr. Gough in an article we have just quoted from him™*, seems
also to haye been a periodical spring. One of the first and best
authenticated accounts we haye of this burning fountain is to be
met with in Lucretius, to whose comprehensive research as a natural
philosopher, we have already had frequent occasions of expressing
our obligations, “It occurs in lib. vi. 879, of his Nature of Things,
as follows:
* See the present Chapter, Sect. iv. art. 5. Giggleswick Well.
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’ Frigidus est etiam funs, supra quem sita sape
Stuppa jacit flammam, concepto protinus igni;
Tedaque

consimili ratione,

Conlucet,

adcensa per undas,

quoquomque natans inpellitur auris:

A fount there is, too, which though cold itself,
With instant flare the casual flax inflames
Thrown o’er its surface;
Kindles alike immediate,

and the buoyant torch
o’er its pool

Steering the course th’ etherial breeze propels.
Goop.

Upon this subject we must again have recourse to the learned
translator’s explanation and exemplification of this curious phenomenon, which he gives us in the following note subjoined to the

translation we have now copied.
“ This is perbaps a more extraordinary phenomenon than that
of hot springs, The account, however, is confirmed by Pliny, who
adds, that it was situated near the temple
Dodona,

ii. 103.

et immersas

faces

< In Dodone

erected

Jovis autem fons,

to Jupiter at

cum

extinguat; si extincte admoveantur.

sit gelidus,

accendit.’

But this is not the only fountain of this nature of which Pliny makes
mention:

for in lib, xxxi, 2,

India, denominated Lycos;

he

enumerates

two

more,

and the other at Ecbatana,

like manner described by Solinus.

the

one in

which is in

Such may have existed for any

thing we can affirm to the contrary, and our author's reasouing upon
‘the nature “of their operations is at least consistent and ingenious.

Even in modem chemistry the approximation of different substances
that are highly charged with latent or elementary fire, the fire-seeds
of Lucretius, although sensibly cold to the touch prior to their

contact, will occasionally produce the effect here delineated, and
burst forth into the most surprising and instantaneous blaze. But
this phzenomenon is more frequently produced by an admixture of
vegetable essential oils with highly concentrated mineral acids, and

especially those of nitre and sulphur, than by the union of any other
substances,
்

“The springs here spoken of consisted, in all probability, of
pure liquid bitumen; orif not, of springs on the surface of which

bitumen floated in great quantities.
டாரா.
5
ou

Such are by no means ynfreட்
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quent both in our own country and abroad; the most remarkable,
perhaps; among ourselves, is that of Pitchford, in Shropshire, where

the bituminous fluid bubbles forth from the earth like a fountain,
In Italy they are more common

still, and very general in the isle of

Barbadoes.
But the most extraordinary bituminous springs, of
which we have any account, are in the Birman empire. In. the
province of Arracon Major Symes met with a considerable. cluster

of them, the depths of whose wells was about thirty-seven fathoms; _
and the column of oil! contained: ini them: generally as high as the
waist of those who descended for the purpose of collecting’it. The.
Lycos of Pliny, which, as just observed, he places in India, was
A lighted torch or bundle
probably one of these very fountains.

of lighted tow, applied to any of these springs, will immediately

set the whole surface in a blaze; and, perhaps, if such toreh or tow:

were to be strongly impregnated with highly concentrated nitric, or
sulphuric acid, they would produce the same effect, even without

being lighted.

The essential oil that most

certainly inflames when

suddenly blended with these mineral acids, is that of turpentine,

It is probable, therefore, that in the case
an oil allied to bitumen.
to which Lucretius alludes, the torch or tow made use of was always
~ previously impregnated, if not with nitric or sulphuric acid, with

some other substance possessed of asimilar inflammability. “The
inhabitants of the Ligurian republic have lately employed, with great
advantage, the petroleum of a spring recently discovered at Amiano,
for the purpose of lighting their towns and cities: the petroleum is
pure; its specific gravity to that of water being as 83 to 100: to
oil olive as 91 te 100. In the neighbourhood has: also been lately
discovered a stratum of bituminous wood,

which is:of equal use as

‘a fuel. It easily inflames and gives a stronger heat than the charcoal
of oak. Its cinders contain potash, oxyd of iron, lime and magnesia,
See Annales de Chemie, vol. xlv..

« Tt is to
refers in the
confirmation
adverted to

a tree and a fountain of this description, that Camoens
following verses of his Lusiad ; which I quote in farther
that I have here rightly conjectured the kind of spring
3
by our own poet: Cant. x.135.
Ve naquella que o tempo tornon Ilha
Que tambem flamas tremulas, vapora,
A fonte que oleo mana,

ed a maravillha

Do cheiroso licor, que otranco 011018...
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«Lo, gleaming blue o’er fair Sumatra’s skies,
'”

Another mountain’s trembling flames arise;
ப
Here from the trees the gum all fragrance swells,
And softest oil in wondrous fountain wells.

்

Micke.”

So far the learned translator and commentator upon the NATURE
or TAINGS*: who has travelled so widely and explained himself
so fully, that it only remains for us to offer a few other singular
examples, in addition to those he has so curiously selected.
Eprror.
2.

Wigan

Well,

in Lancashire.

By Thomas Shirley, Esq.

AgourT a mile from Wigan in Lancashire is a spring, the water
of which is supposed to burn like oil. _It is true that when we came

to the spring, and applied a lighted candle to the surface of the
' water, there was suddenly a large flame produced, which burned
vigorously,
Having taken up a dishful of water at the flaming
place, and held the lighted candle to it, the flame went out. Yet
I observed that the water at the burning place boiled and rose up
like water in a pot upon the fire, though my hand put into it felt
no warmth.

This boiling T conceived to proceed from the eruption of some
bitumous or sulphurous fumes; considering this place was not above
60 or 40 yards distant from the mouth of a coal-pit there.
indeed Wigan, Ashton, and the whole country for many

compass, is underlaid with coal,

And
miles

Then applying my hand to the

surface of the burning place of the water, I found a strong breath
like a wind bear against my hand. Upon making a dam, and

hindering the recourse of fresh water to the burning place, I caused
that which was already there to be drained away, and then applying
the burning candle to the surface of the dry eatth at the same point,
where the water before burned, the fumes took fire and burned

very bright and vigorous.

The cone of the flame ascended a foot

and a half from the surface of the earth,

The

basis of it was of

* See Good’s Trans/atien of Lucretius, Vol. II. p. 552.
L2

4
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the compass of a man’s hat about the brim.
1 then caused a bucket
full of water to be poured om the fire, by which it was presently.
quenched.
I did not perceive the flame to be discoloured like that
of sulphurous bodies, nor to have any manifest smell with it. The
fumes when they broke out of the earth and pressed against my:

hand, were not to my best remembrauce at all hot *.
்
்
Phil. Trans. Abr. 1667.
3.

Broseley Spring in வண
By Mr. Richard Hopton. :

Tux famous boiling well at Broseley, near Wenlock, in the county

of Salop, was discovered about June, 1711. It was first announced
bya terrible noise in thé night, about two nights after a remarkable
' day of thunder: the noise awaked several people in their beds, that
lived hard

by;

who coming

to a boggy place under a little: hill,

about 200 yards from the river Severn, perceived a surprising
rumbling and shaking in the earth, and a little boiling up of water
through the grass. They took a spade, and digging up some part 4
of the earth, immediately the water flew up e great height, anda
candle that was in their hand: set it on fire. ‘To prevent the spring

being destroyed, an iron cistern is placed about it, with a cover to
be locked, and a hole in the middle, through which the water may
be viewed. Ifa lighted candle, or any thing of fire be put to this
hole, the water immediately takes fire, and burns like spirit of wine,
‘

or brandy, and continues so long as the airis kept from it; but hy

taking up the cover of the cistern, it quickly goes out. The heat
of this fire much exceeds the heat of any fire I ever saw, and seems
to have more than ordinary fierceness in it +.

Phil. Trans. Abr, 1712.
® The fumes here mentioned were inflammable air or hydrogen gas, of which
the rapid ascent through the water gave it the appearance of boiling.
Phil. Trans. Abr. 1667s
This well

many therefore be

regarded

as another

instance

of those we have

adverted to in Section V. of the present chapter, under the name of Bubbling
Springs, or springs that from the quantity of elastic gas with which the water
is combined, have the appearance of boiling without
it any sensible increasé of
heat.
_ Eprtor.
+ The apparent boiling and ascent of the water of this spring, are still more
ebviously the result of hydrogen gas or inflammable air, as it is commonly called,
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4. Bituminous Fountain at Cracow, with a Notice of various
other inflammable Springs.
By Dr. Tancred Robinson,
WHEN T delivered

my thoughts*

~«

concerning boiling fountains,

their varieties and causes, I bad not then time enough to mention
the burning ones, except that uot only Wigan in Lancashire, with
which those burning fountains, near Grenoble in Dauphine, near
Cibinium or Hermanstadt in Transylvania; near Chermay, a village
in Switzerland,

in

the Canton of Friburgh;

and that not

far from

Cracovia in Poland, do agree in many particulars; as in being actually cold, yet: inflammable and taking fire at a distance, on the

application of any light body; which the boiling springs near Peroul
will not do; this ought to be understood of them
Decause when

removed

from

thence,

neither the

in their sources,
waters,

nor their

earths will produce any such phenomena, as boiling or flaming.
It is related of the burning fountain

in the palatinate of Cracow,

that on evaporating the water, a dark or pitch-like substance may
be extracted, which cures the niost inveterate ulcers in a yery short
time; and that the mud itself is very powerful against rheumatic
and gouty pains, palsies, scabs, &c.
The inhabitants of an adjacent village, drinking much of the spring, do generally live to 100
or 150 years, which is attributed to the sanalive virtue of the
water 7.

Phil. Trans.

1685.

than inthe preceding instance of Wigan-Well.
And.to the reader a little acquainted with the prodigious quantities of this material that are frequently
formigg in cavities below the surface of the earth, it is only necessary for him
to revert to. the extensive and tremendous mischief produced by it on a late
occasion at Felling Colliery, as already related in chapter xxxviii. section viii.

of the present work.

்

Eprror.

* See Section vy. 1, of the present chapter.
த்
+ We have already noticed in a preceding extract from Mr. Good’s Translation of Lucretius, see p. 146, a more perfect pitch or bitumen obtained froma
spring at Amiano, in the Ligurian Republic, and which the inhabitants of the
country have been ingenious enough to employ for the purpose of lighting
their towns and cities. And the ensuing article will be found to contain a far
more extensive instance of a similar secrelion, and capable perhaps of being
gonyerted to still more usefn) purposes, and upon a much larger scale.
Epiror.
>

LS
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5. Pitch Lake of the Island of Trinidad.
By Nicholas Nugent,

M.D.

6

BEING desirous to visit the
பன
lake of pitch previously
to my departure from the Island of Trinidad, I embarked with that
intention im the month of October, 1807, ina small vessel at Port
Spain. After a pleasant sail of about thirty miles down thé Gulf

of Paria, we arrived at the point Ia Braye, so called by the French
from its characteristic feature. It is a considerable headland, about
eighty feet:aboye the level of the sea, and perhaps two miles long ;
and two broad.
We landed on the southern side of the point, at

the plantation of Mr. Vessigny: as the boat drew near
“was struck with the appearance of a rocky bluff or small
of a reddish-brown colour, very different from the pitch
expected to find on the whole shore. Upon examining
found it composed

of a substance

the shore, 1
promontory °
which I had
this spot, I

corresponding to the porcelain

jasper of mineralogists, generally of a red colour where it had been
exposed to the weather, but of light slate-blue in the inferior; it is

a very hard stone with a conchoidal fracture, some degree of lustre,
and is perfectly opake even at the edges ; in sonie places, from the
action of the air, it was of a reddish, or yellowish-brown, and an
earthy appearance.
I wished to have devoted more time to the

investigation of what in the language of the Wernerian
termed

the

school is

geoguostic relations of this spot, but iny companions

were anxious to proceed.

We ascended

the hill, which was entirely

composed of this rock, to the plantation, where we procured a negro
guide, who conducted us through a wood about three quarters of a
mile. We now perceived a strong sulphureous and pitchy smell,

Jike that of burning coal, and soon after had a view of the lake,
which at first sight appeared to be an expanse

of still water, fre.

quently interrupted by clumps of dwarf trees or islets of rushes and
shrubs: but on a nearer approach we found it to be in reality an
- extensive plain of mineral pitch, with frequent creyices and chasms
filled with water.
The singularity of the scene was altogether so

great, that it was some time before I could recover from my susprize
- So as to investigate it minutely. The surface of the lake is of the
‘colour of ashes, and at this season was not polished

or smooth so

as to be slippery; the hardness or consistence was such as to bear
any weight; and it was not adhesive, though it partially received the
©
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impression of the foot; it bore us without any tremulous motion
whatever, and several head of cattle were browsing on it in perfect
security,

In

the

dry season,

however,

the

surface

is much

more

yielding, and must be in a state approaching to fluidity, as is shown
by pieces of recent wood and other substances being enveloped in

it, Even large branches of trees which were a foot above the level,
had in,some way become enveloped in the bituminous matter, The
interstices or chasms are very numerous, ramifying and joining in
every direction, and in the wet season, being filled with water, present

the only obstacle to walking over the surface: these cavities are
generally deep in proportion to their width, some being only a few
inches in depth, others several feet, and many almost unfathomable:
the water in them is good, and uncontaminated by the pitch; the
people of the neighbourhood derive their supply from this source,
and refresh themselves by bathing in it; fish are caught in it, and

particularly a very good species of mullet. The arrangement of the
chasms is very singular: the sides, which of course are formed of
the pitch, are invariably shelving from the surface, so as bearly to
meet at the bottom, but then they bulge out towards each other
with a considerable degree of convexity.
This may be supposed to
arise from the tendency in the pitch slowly to coalesce, whenever
softened by the intensity of the sun’s rays. These crevices are known
occasionally to close up entirely, and we saw many marks or seams
from this cause. How these crevices originate it may not be so easy
to explain,
One of our party suggested that the whole mass of
pitch might be supported by the water which made its way through
accidental rents; but in the solid state it is of greater specific gravity
than water, for several bits thrown into one of the pools immediately
sank *. The lake (0 call it so, because I think the common name
appropriate enough) contains many islets covered with long grass
aud shrubbs, which are the haunts of birds of the most exquisite
plumage, as the pools are of snipe and plover,
Alligators are also
said to abound here; but it was not our lot to encounter any of

* Pieces of asphaltum are, I believe, frequently found floating on the Dead
Sea in Palestine ; but this arises probably from the extraordinary specific gravity
of the waters of that lake, which Dr. Marcet found to be 1+211. Mr. Hatchett states the specific gravity of ordinary asphaltum to vary from 1:023 to 1-165,
but in iwe varieties of that of Trinidad it was as great as 1'336 and 1-774.
உங்க
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is not easy to state precisely the extent of this
pitch; the line between it and the neighbouring
well defined, and indeed it appears to form the
surrounding tract of land, We may say, how-

ever, that.it is bounded on the north and west sides by the sea, on
the south
tioned,

by the rocky emineuce of porcelain jasper before men-

and on the east by the usual argillaceous soil of the country

the main body may perhaps be estinrated
at three miles in circum.
ference;

the depth cannot

‘soil cau be discovered.
soil,

be ascertained,

Where

and no subjacent rock or

the bitumen is slightly covered by

there are plantations of cassava, plantains and pine-apples, the

last of which grow with luxuriance and attain to great perfection,
There are three or four French and one English sugar estates in the
immediate neighbourhood: our opinion of the soil did not, howeyer,
coincide with that of Mr. Anderson, who in the account he gave”
some years years ago thought it very fertile. It is worthy of remark,
that the main body of the pitch, which may properly be called the

lake, is situated higher than the adjoining land, and that you descend
by a gentle slope to the sea, where the pitch is much contaminated
by the sand of the beach.
During the dry season, as [ have before
remarked, this pitch is much softened, so that different bodies have

been knowa slowly to sink into it: if a quantity be cut out, the
cavity left will be shortly filled op; and I lave heard it related, that

when

the Spaniards

undertook

formerly to prepare

the pitch for

csconomical purposes, and had imprudently erected their cauldrons
on the very lake, they, completely sank in the course of a night, so
as to defeat their intentions.
Numberless proofs are given of its

being at times in this softened state: ihe negro houses of the vicinage,

for instance,

built

by

driving

pests

in the

earth, frequently are

twisted or sunk on one side. In many places it seems to have
actually overilown like lava, and presents the wrinkled appearance.
which a sliggish substance would exhibit in motion.

j

This substance is generally thought to be the asphaltum of
naturalists: in different spots, however, it presents different appear.
ances, In some parts it is black, with a splintery conchoidal fracture,
of considerable specific gravity, with liltle or no lustre, resembling

particular kinds of coal, and so hard as to require a severe blow of
the hammer

to detach

or break it; in other parts it is so much

Softer, as to allow one to eut out a piece in any form with a spade
«
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ot hatchet, and in the interior is vesicular and oily: this is the charaeter of by far the greater portion of the whole mass; in one place it
bubbles up ina perfectly fluid state, so that you may take it up ina

eup; and Tam informed that in one of the neighbouring plantations
there is a spot where it is of a bright colour, shining, transparent and
brittle, like bettle-glass or resin. The odour in all these instances is
strong, and

tike that of a combination

of pitch

and

sulphur.

No

sulphur, however, is any where to be perceived; but fram the strong

exhalation
of that substance and the affinity which is known to exist
between the fluid bitumens and it, much

is, no doubt, contained ina

state of combination: a bit of the pitch held in the candle melts
like sealing-wax and burns with a light flame, which is extinguished
whenever it is semoved, and on cooliig the bitumen hardens again,
From this property it is sufficiently evident that this sulistance may be
converted to many

aseful purposes, and aecordingly it is universally

used in the country wherever pitch is required; and the reports of +
the naval officers who have tried it are favourable to its more general
adoption: it is requisite merely to prepare it with a proportion of
oil; tallow,

or common

In this point of view,

tar,

to give it a sufficient degree of fluidity.

this lake is of vast national importance,

and

more especially to a great maritime power. It is indeed singular
that the attention of government should not have been more forcibly
directed toa subject of such magnitude: the attempts that have
hitherto been made to render it extensively useful have for the most
part been only feeble and jnjudicious, and have consequently proved
abortive. This vast collection of bitumen might in all probability

afford an inexhaustible supply of an essential article of naval stores,
and being situated on the margin of the sea could be wrought and
shipped

with little imconvenience or expense *.

It would however

be great injustice to Sir Alexander Cochrane not to state explicitly,
that he has at various times, during his leng and active command on
the Leeward Island station, taken considerable pains to insure a
proper and fair trial of this minera! production for the highly

important uses of which it is generally believed to be capable.

But

whether it has arisen from certain perverse occurrences, or from the

prejudice of the mechanical superintendants of the colonial dock* This island coniains also a great quantity of valuable timber, and severat
plants whieh yield excellent hemp.

’
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yards, or really, as some liave pretended, from an absolute unfitness

of the substance in question; the views of the gallant admiral have,
I believe, been invariably thwarted, or his exertions rendered
altogether fruitless. Iwas at Antigua in 1809, when a transport
arrived laden with this pitch for the use of the dockayard at English

Harbour: it bad evidently been hastily collected with little care or
zeal from the beach, and was

of course much contaminated with

sand and other foreign substances.
be to have

The best way would probably -

it properly prepared on the spot, and

brought

to the

state in which it may be serviceable, previously to its exportation.

Thave

frequently seen it used to pay the bottoms

of small vessels,

for which it is particularly well adapted, .as it preserves them from
the numerous tribe of worms so abundant in tropical countries”,

There seems indeed no reason why it should not when duly prepared

and attenuated be applicable to all the purposes of the petroleum of

Zante, a well known article of commerce in the Adriatic, or that of

the district in Burmah, where

400,000 hogsheads are said to be
:

collected annually f.

It is observed by Capt. Mallet, in his Short Topographical Sketch

of the

island, that “near Cape

la Brea

(la Braye) a little to the

south-west, is a gulf or vortex, which in stormy weather gushes out,
raising the water five or six feet, and

covers the surface for a con-

siderable space with petroleum or tar;” and he adds, that on the

or vortex
east coast in the Bay of Mayaro, there is another gulf
June
similar to the former, which in the months of March and
thick
witha
fiame
some
having
thunder,
like
produces a detonation

black smoke, which vanishes away immediately : in about twentyfour hours afterwards is found along the shore of the baya quantity of
bitumen or pitch, about three or four inches thick, which is employed

with success.” Captain Mallet likewise quotes Gumilla, as stating
in his Description of the Oroonoco, that about seventy years ago “a

spot of land on the western coast of this island, near half way

* The different kinds of bitumen haye always been found particularly obnoxious to the class of insects. There can be little doubt but that they formed
ingredients in the Egyptian compost for embalming bodies, and the Arabians
are said to ayail themselves of them in preserving the trappings of their horses.
ம்
Vide Jameson’s Mineralogy.
+ Vide Aikin’s Dictionary of Chemistry, quoted from Captain Cox in the
/
Asiatic Researches.
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petween the capital, an Indian village sank suddenly, and was
immediately

replaced

by a small Jake

of pitch,

to the great terror

‘of the inhabitants.”

:

I have had no opportunity of ascertaining personally whether:
these statements'are accurate, though sufficiently probable from
what is known

to

occur

in other

parts

of the world;

but I have

been informed by several persons that the sea in the neighbourhood

of La Braye is occasionally covered with a fluid bitumen, and in
the south-eastern part

of the island

there is

certainly

a similar

collection of this bitumen, though of less extent, and many small
detached spots of it are to be met with in the woods: it is even said
that an evident line of communication may thus be traced between
the two great receptacles.
There is every probability, that in all
these cases the pitch was originally fluid, and has since become
inspissated by exposure to the air, as happens in the Dead Sea am
other parts of the Rast.
It is for geologists to explain the origin of this singular phenomenon,

and each sect will doubtless give a solution of the difficulty

according to its peculiar tenets. To frame any very satisfactory
hypothesis on the subject, would require a more exact investigation
of the neighbouring country, and particularly to the southward and
eastward, which I had not an opportunity of visiting,
And it must
be remembered that geological inquiries are not conducted here with

that facility which they are in some other parts of the world: the
soil is almost universally covered with the thickest and most luxuriant
vegetation, and the stranger is soon exhausted and overeome by
the scorching rays of a vertical sun. Immediately to the southward

the face oP the country, as seen from La Braye, is a good deal
broken and rugged, which Mr. Anderson attributes to some convulsion of nature from subterranean fires, in which idea he is con-

firmed by having found in the neighbouring woods several hot
springs. He is indeed of opinion that this tract has experienced
the effects of the volcanic power,

which, as he supposes,

elevated

the great mountains on the main and the northern side of the
island *.

The production of all bituminous substances has certainly

with plausibility been attributed to the action of subierranean fires
on beds of coal, being separated in a similar manner as when
*

Vide

Philos. Trans. vpl. Ixxix.

or Ann.

Register for 1789.
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effected by artificial heat, and thus they may he traced through the
various transformations of vegetable matter.
I was accordingly
particular in my enquiries with regard to the existence of beds of
coal, but could not learn that there was any certain ice of that
substance in the island; and though it may exist at a great depth,1
saw no strata that indicaté it. A friend, indeed, gave me specimens
of a kind of bituminous shale mixed with sand, and which he
brought from Point Cedar, about twenty miles distant, and I find

Mr. Anderson speaks of the soil near the piteh lake containing
burnt cinders, but I imagine he may have taken for them the small
fragments of the bitumen itself.
An examination of this tract of country could not fail, T think,

to be highly gratifying to those who embrace the Huttonian ‘theory
of the earth; for they might behold the numerous branches of one
of the largest rivers of the world (the Oroonoco) bringing down so
amazing a quantity of earthly particles as to discolour the sea in a

most remarkable manner for many leagues distant*; they might
see these

eartlily particles

deposited

by the influence of powerful

currents on the shores of the Gulf of Paria, and particularly on
the western side of the island of Trinidad; they might there
find yast collections of bituminous substances, beds

of porcelain,

* "No scene can be more magnificent than that presented on a nearapproach
to the north-western coast of Trinidad. The sea is not only chapged froma
light green toa deep brown colour, but has in an extraordinary degree that
rippling, confused and whirling motion, which arises from the violence of
contending currents, and which prevail:here in so remarkable a manner, particularly at those seasons when the Oroonoco is so swollen by periodical rains,
that vessels are pot unfrequently several. days or weeks in stemming them, or
perhaps are irresistibly barne before them far out.of their destined tract. The
dark verdure of lofty mountains, covered with impenetrable woods to the yery
summits, whence, in the most humid of climates, torrents impetuously rush
through deep ravines to the sea; three narrow passages into the Gulf of Paria,
between rugged mountains of brewn micaceotis schist, on whose cavernous
sides the eddying surge dashes with fury, and where a vessel must necessarily
be for some time embayed, with a dépth of water scarcely to be fathomed by
the lead,—present altogether a scene which may well be conceived to have
impressed the mind of the navigator who first beheld it with considerable surprise and awe.
Columbus made this land in his third voyage, and gaye it the
name of the.Boces del Drago.
rom the wonderful discoloration amd turbidity
of the water, he sagaciously concliwed thata very large river was near, and
consegvently a great continent.
i
a
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be

such

supposed
vegetable

to
and

earthy materials as the waters are known actually to deposit,
They would further perceive no very vague traces of subterranean

fire, by which these changes

may have been

whole tract elevated above the ordinary level
soil

of the country :

as

forinstance,

hot

effected

and the

of the general loose
springs,

the

vortices

above mentioned, the frequent occurrence of earthquakes, and
two singular semi-yolcanic mounds at Point Icaque, which, though
not very near,

throw light on the general character of the country.

Without pledging myself to any particular system of geology,
I confess, an explanation similar to this appears to me sufficiently

probable, and consonant with the known phenomena
A vast river,

like the Oroonoco,

must

for ages

have

of nature,
rolled

down

great quantities of woody and vegetable bodies, which from certain
causes,—as the influence of currents and eddies,—may have been
arrested and accumulated in particular places; they may there have
undergone those transformations and chemical changes which vari«
ous vegetable substances similarly situated have been proved to
suffer in other parts of the world.. An accidental fire, such as is
known

frequently to

occur in the

bowels of

the

earth,

may

then

have operated in separating and driving off the newly formed bitumen more or less combined with siliceous and argillaceous earths,

which forcing its way through the surface, and afterwards becoming
inspissated by exposure to the air, may have occasioned such scenes
as I have ventured to describe. The only other country accurately
resembling this part of Trinidad, of which I recollect to have read,
is that which borders on the Gulf of Taman in Crim Tartary > from

the representation of travellers, springs of naphta and petroleum
equally abound, and they describe voleanic mounds precisely
similar to these of Point Icaque.
Pallas’s explanation of their
origin seems to me very satisfactory; and F think it not improbable
that the river Don and Sea of Azof may have acted the same part

in producing these appearances in the one case, as the Oroonoco and
Gulf of Paria appear to have done in the other*. Tt may be
supposed

that the destruction of a forest, or perhaps even a great

* Vide Universal Magazine for February 1808, Mrs, Guthrie’s Tour in the
Tauride, or Voyages de Palas.
க
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savanna on the spot, would be a more பிய
mode of Accounting
for this singular phenomenon; but, as I shall immediately tener
all this part of the island is of recent alluvial formation, and the
land

all

along this coast

is daily receiving

a considerable accession

from the surrounding water.
The pitch lake with the circumjacent
tract being now on the margin of the sea, must in like manner haye

had an origin of no very distant date;, besides, according to the
_ above representation of Capt. Mallet, and which has been frequently
corroborated, a fluid bitumen oozes up and
the

water

on

both

sides

of

the

island,

rises to the surface of
not

where

the

sea

has

encroached on and overwhelmed the ready-formed land, but where

it is obviously in a very rapid manner depositing and forming a new
‘soil.
From a consideration of the great hardness,

and

the general external

the specific gravity,

characters of the specimens submitted

a

few years ago to the examination of Mr. Hatchett, that gentleman
was led to suppose that a considerable part of the aggregate mass
at Trinidad was not pure mineral pitch or asphaltum, but rather a
porous stone of the argillaceous genus, much impregnated with

bitumen.
analysed

‘Two specimens of the more compact and carthy sort,
by Mr. Hatchett; yielded

pure bitumen:

the residuum

about 32 and

36 per cent. of

in the crucible consisted

of a spong

friable and ochraceous stone ; and 100 parts of it afforded, as far
as'could be determined by a single trial, of silica 60, alumina 10,
~ oxide of iron JO, carbonaceous matter by estimation 11; not the
sniallest traces of lime could

has

no similarity to the

be discovered;

bituminous

so that

the substance

limestones’ which

have

been

noticed in different parts of the'world*. I have already remarked,
that this mineral production differs considerably in different places,
The specimens examined by Mr. Hatchett by no means correspond
in character with the great mass of the lake,

which

in most cases,

would doubtless be found to be infinitely more free from combination with earthy substances; though from the mode of origin which
I have assigned to it, this intermixture may be regarded as more or
less anavoidable. The analysis of the stone after the separation of
the bitumen, as Mr. Hatchett very correctly observes, accords with

the prevalent soil of the country; and I may add, with the soil
® Vide Linnean Trans, vol. viii.
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daily deposited by the gulf, ae withthe composition of theporce
lainjasper in immediate contact with the bituminous mass.
All the country which I have visited in Trinidad is either decidedly
primitive or ‘alluvial. The great northern range of mountains which

ruus from east to west, and is conneeted with the Highlands of Paria
on the continent by the Islands at the Bocas, consists of gneiss, of
mica slate containing great masses of quartz, and in many places

approaching so much to the nature of tale as to render the soil
quite unctuous by its decomposition, and of compact blucish gray
limestone, with frequent veins of white crystallized carbonate of
lime. From the foot of these mountains, for many leagues to the
southward, there is little else than a thick fertile argillaceous soil,

without a stone ora single pebble. This tract of land, which is
Jow and perfectly level, is evidently formed by the detritus of the
mountains, and by the copious tribute of the waters of the Oroonoco,
which being deposited by the influence of currents, gradually accumulates; aud in a climate where vegetation’is astonishingly rapid,

is speedily covered with the mangrove aud other woods. It is
accordingly observed, that the leeward side of the island constantly
encroaches on the’ gulf, and marine shells are frequently found on
the land at @ considerable distance from the sea. This is the
character of Naparima and the greater part of the country I saw

along the coast to la Braye.

—

It is not only in forming and extending

the coast of Trinidad, that the Oroonoco exerts its powerful agency:

e0-operating with its mighty sister flood, the Amazons, it has manifestly formed all that line of coast and vast extent of country
included between the extreme branches of each river. To use the
language of a writer in the Philosophical Transactions of Edinburgh ;

«Tf you cast your eye upon the map, you will observe from Cayenne
to the bottom of the Gulf of Paria this immense tract of swamp,
formed by the sediment of these rivers, and a similar tract of

shallow muddy coast, which their continued operation will one day
elevate.

The

sediment

of the Amazons jis carried

down

thus to

leeward (the westward) by the constant currents which set along
from the southward aud the coast of Brazil. That of the Oroonoco
is detained and allowed to settle near its mouths by the opposite
island of Trinidad, and still more by the mountains on the mai,

-which are only separated from that island by the Bocas del Drago.
The coast of Guiana has remained, as it were, the great eddy or க

_
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resting-place for the washings-of great part of South America for
ages; and its own comparatively small streams have but modified

here and there the grand deposit *.”
Having been amply gratified with our visit to this siigular place,

which to he usual magnificence of the West Indian landscape unites
the striking

vessel,

peculiarity of the local

and stood

landed,

and

scene,

we re-embarked

along the coast on our return.

visited

the

plantations

of

several

in our

On the way we
gentlemen,

who

rezeived us with hospitality, and’ made us more fuliy acquainted
with the state

described

of this

as fortunate

island:

a

colony which

may

with truth

in its situation, fertile in its soil, and

be

rich

beyond measure in the productions of nature; presenting, in short,
by a rare combination, all which can gratify the curiosity of the
naturalist, or the cupidity of the planter; restrained in the devee
lopment of its astonishing resources, only by the inadequacy of
population, the tedious and ill-defined forms of Spanish justice, and
the severe, though

we* ee

hope

transient, pressure of the times.

[Geological Transactions. ]

SECTION VIII.
Medical Springs, or Mineral Waters,
1.

commontly so called;

Introductory Remarks.

Warers holding minerals in solution are usually called mzneral
zoaters.
But as all water in a natural state is more or less impregnated with mineral substances, the name mzneral waters should he
confined to such as are sufliciently impregnated with mineral mat.
ters to produce some sensible effects on the animal economy, and
either to cure or prevent some of the diseases to which the human

body is liable. On this account these waters might with far more
propriety be called medicinal, were not the name by which they
are commonly known too firmly established by long use.
The
medicinal materials usually found in waters of this kind are gasseous
acids, sulphar or sulphurets, purging salts, and metals,
* Vide Mr, Lochhead’s Ohserv, on the Nat, Hist. of Guiana,
.
vol. iv,

They are

Edin, Trans,
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sbmetimes found of the usual temperature, and not unfrequently
raised far beyond it, of which we have already given a few exam.
ples in one or two of the preceding sections.

also

already hinted,

appears

The heat, as we have,

sometimes from

active volcanos in

the immediate vicinity; and sometimes from the-disengagement of

subterranean gasses powerfully combined with caloric,
Tn many
instances the heat appears to be generated by the decompositi
on’ of
water itself. ‘Thns, for example, there are varieties of pyrites
which

are converted into sulphate of iron, by the contact of
water, and
such a change is accompanied by an evolution of heat.
Were we

to suppose the Bath’ spring to flow through a bed of such pyrites,
its heat might be oecasioned by a decomposition of this kind. Such ட்
probably,

is the way

in which

those

mineral springs,

that con=

tain sulphureted hydrogen gas, receive their” impregnation, But
we ate pretty certain, that such a supposition will not apply to Bath

water: first, ‘because it does not ‘contain the quantity of sulphate
of iron, which would be necessary upon such a supposition;
and
secondly, because instead of sulphureted hydrogen gas, which
would infallibly result from such a decomposition of pyrites,
there
is an evolution of azotic gas, This evolution of azotic gas, however,

is a decisive proof that the heat of Bath waters is owing to some

decomposition or other, which takes place within the surface of the
earth; though, from our imperfect acquaintance with the nature of
the mineral strata, through which the water flows, we cannot give

any satisfactory information as to what that decomposition actue
ally is.
In treating this important subject in as popular a way as a some=
what exact and scientific enquiry will allow us, we shall first take a
brief survey of the principal medicinal waters of foreign countries;

next of those that are domestic or
and then examine the general nature

belong to our native soil;
and proportion of the mu-

neral substances that enter into them, and point out the means of
detecting and analysing them.
101101.
2. Principal Foreign Medicinal Waters,
‘In the peninsula of Kampschatka are several hot springs, pose
sessing very singular properties. Captain King speaks of one at M
YOL, I1f,
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thirty-eight versts, or twenty-five miles, from Karatchin..

distant

He says

a steam rises from it as from a boiling cauldron, and the air round
it has a strong sulphiureous smell. The main spring forms a bason
of about three feet’ in diameter, beside which there are a number
of lesser springs, of the same degree of heat, in the adjacent
ground, so that the whole spot, to the extent of near an acre, was
so hot, that it was impossible to stand two minutes in the same
place. The bath was reported to have performed great cures in
various disorders.
In the bathing place the thermometer stood at
100°, or above blood-heat; but in spring, after being immersed

two

minutes, it was one degree above boiling spirits; the thermometer
Jn the air at the sanie time was 34°.
A variety of plants were seen
‘to grow about this spring with great luxuriance,
The Batus of CALY¥Pso, in Asia Minor, are a little more than
a mile from the city of Bursa, and form very handsome structures
covered with domes; they are so famous for the cures which they

have effected in different diseases, that people come an hundred
giles to receive the benefit of them.
In Constantina, the eastern province of Algiers, near the eity
this name,

which

in ancient times was

called CirFA,

and

of

is now

the capital of the province, we meet with a group called the
INCHANTED BATHS, situated on alow ground, surrounded with
mountaiuis. There are here several springs of an intense heat, and

ata small distance are others extremely cold.

The hot springs

have a strong sulphureous steam; and Dr. Shaw observes, that the
heat is so great as to boil a large piece of mutton very tender ina

quarter of an hour, and that the rocky ground over which the
water runs, is, for a space of an hundred feet, reduced to a state of

calcination by the operation of this water in its course. He adds,
that these rocks being originally soft and uniform, the water, by
making equal impressions every way, leaves them in the shape of
cones and hemispheres, which being six feet high, and nearly of the
same diameter, the Arabs believe to be the tents of their predecessors metamorphosed into stone. And where these rocks, intermixed
with their usual chalky snbstaace, contain some layers of a harder
matter, not so easily dissolyed, there appears a confusion of traces
and channels, forming figures which the Arabs distinguish into
camels, horses, and sheep, with mea, women, and children, whom
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they suppose to have undergone the same fate with their habitation.

Among

thé Alps are several mineral springs and warm baths.

In Swisserland and Germany there are four towns which bear the

name of Baden, from the warm baths which render them remark-=
able. In BADEN, the capital of a country bordering on the canton
of Zurich, the baths were famous even at the commencement of
the christian era, They are about a quarter of a mile below the
fown, on both sides the river Limmat.
The largest of them are at
Imrapen, a pretty little borough, which consists of handsome
houses seated on an eminence.
It is computed that the water is

conveyed by no less than sixty canals to the several inns and private
houses.

‘They come frem

varieus springs by the side of the river,

and it is said from one in the midst of the river itsel& The waters
are hot in the third degree, and impregnated with sulphur, alum,
and nitre,- The springs always rise to the same level, without
"inerease or decrease, but are thought to have most virtue about
the beginning of May and September, because they then abound
‘most with the sulphuric acid.
The water is good for drinking as well as bathing, and is recom.
mended for the cure of distempers, not only of the hot kind, as
fevers, but for those proceeding from cold humours, pains in the
head, vertigos, &c. disorders in the’breast and bowels, asthmas
and obstructions.
In the centre of the place is the Poor's bath,

called St. Verena’s, formed by a spring that rises in the very middle
of the street.

Here

the

poor

people

bathe in an open situation;

and its waters being esteemed a cure for sterility in women, it is
said that

scarce any

young

woman of distinction

marries ‘in this

country without making it an article in the marriage-contract that
ler husand shall take her

every year to the baths of Baden;

the

ladies being here permitted to wear those dresses, and allowed
those diversions, that are prohibited in other parts of Swisserland,
- Blainville observes, that those who bathe in the public baths, are
generally’ such: as cannot aflord the expense of the private ones,’
have their shoulders cupped in them, and that instead of cuppitg-

glasses they use large rams or bucks-horns; so that in these baths
are sometimes seen two or three hundred naked persons of both
sexes, with horns on their shoulders. The people who stay at
Imrapen for the use of the bathe, are obliged to buy the water they
M2
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use fordrinking and dressing their victuals, it being brought from
Baden, or some springs on the other side of the Limmat, the water
of that river being always thick and muddy, from the rapidity of
its course among the rocks and sand.
PREFFERS, in Latin Fabarium, and in French Faviere, is also
famous for its baths. They are seated in a valley at the bottom
of two steep rocks or mountains, through which the river Tamin
rushes down with a frightful noise. The crags of the rocks advance
so as to forma kind of arch. The descent to the baths was first
by ropes, as into a well, afterwards a passage was made down to

them by wooden bridges fastened in one another, and suspended
between the rocks, and then with infinite labour were built bagnios
and lodging-rooms: but the buildings were so darkened by the rocks,
that they were obliged to employ lighted candles in the rooms at
1629 these

In

noon-day.

were all burned down;

buildings

but

the next year the abbot caused others to be erected, in a pleasanter
and more lightsome place, by cutting passages in the rock, and
erecting wooden

bridges where the earth was wanting.

is perfectly clear, without either taste or smell.
about the beginnmg of May, and goes quite
middle of September.

The water

It generally rises
away about the

It is impregnated with sulphur, nitre, and

ரு

several metals, particularly gold, It is hot in the second degree,
and good against various distempers, particularly obstructions of
the brain and nerves, pains in the head, epilepsies, deafness, weak
eyes, palsy, obstructions of the viscera, fistulas, and other ulcers,

BADEN, in the neighbourhood of Vienna, is also much celebrated
and resorted to on account of its warm baths. Here both sexes
bathe, without distinction, in the same bath, and at the same time,
The bathing clothes are made to cover the whole body; and those

of the women have lead at the bottom to keep them down. There
are seats within the baths for the convenience of sitting in the
water, which can be raised or lowered at pleasure. The company .
walk up and down in the bath, conversing together, and the ladies
“are sometimes treated with sweetmeats. There are particular doors
and stairs leading into the separate stove-rooms out of the bath
where the different sexes dress and undress apart. Some of the
common

baths

however,

are

within

the

stove rooms

and in most of them the water is extremely clear.
pal is called

the

Women’s

Bath, and

next

to that

themselves,

The

princi«

the Duke's
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and Anthony’ 's baths. There is also one appropriated to the use
of the poor. The sulphureous effluvia arising from the baths tinge
most kinds of metals with yellow; anda ae cup, after being some
time used for drinking the water, contracts a sort of gilding. ‘These
baths are chiefly recommended to patients afflicted with gout, lameness, pains in the joints, or any arthritic disorders,

Tn the Valais are the famous hot-baths called the Baths of
Leuck; they are in a valley about two leagues distant from a village
of that name, inclosed on all sides by high mountains, through which
there is only a narrow passage to a wood on the south side. They

are formed by five springs, not far from each other. The largest,
whichfills eight baths, flows plentifully, and the water is hot enough
for boiling eggs.

It is for the most

part

clear,

but

sometimes

changes its colour. It is purgative, and good against colds, the
gout, weak stomachs, diseases of the liver, lungs, and spleen,
dimness of sight, convulsions, defluxions, the dropsy, stone, ulcers,

&c,

There is another of the springs good against the leprosy, and

at a small distance from these are several cold springs, the largest
of which flows only from May to September, that is during the
summer, when other springs are dried up, but thisis ascribed to the

melting of the snow on the Alps.
“Near the lake of Bourget, in Savoy, is an alternating spring,
which rises and falls with some noise, but not at stated and regular

times.

After Easter this alteration is frequently perceived six times

in an hour; but in dry seasons not aboye once or twice: it issues
from a rock, and is called la Fontaine de Merveill.
omewhat

similar to this are several of the springs of this country, that throw
up more or less water, according to the alterations in the Rhone}
but they have seldom so short and frequent a flux and reflux as in
the spring just mentioned. ‘They contain different mineral sub_ stances, but are chiefly celebrated for their flux and influx.
"In Lower Hungary, the village of Rian is celebrated for its
warm baths on a hill in its neighbourhood. About six hundred
paces from

it, towards the south,

in a fine meadow,

which makes

part of a most delightful valley, is an aperture long noted for its
noxious effluvia, which have not been sufficiently analyzed, but
which have been found to kill both beasts and birds. A stream
gushes out

sorbed.

from

it with great impetuosity, and

is as rapidly ab=

These effluvias are not poisonous to man;
M3
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may be drunk,

௩

and the beasts and fowls killed by it may be

safely eaten.
Arx LA CHAPELLE, in the circle of Westphalia, bas been long
distinguished for miueral springs; here is a noble fountain, formed

by four springs, which run from above into a copper cistern thirty
feet in diameter, weighing twelve thousand pounds; and on the
top of the fountain is a large brass statue, of Charlemagne in rich
armour,
As the city lies in a valley surrounded with mountains,
there are twenty other public fountains of clear water, besides many

private ones.
and

some

cold

Without St. James’s gate are ten hot mineral springs,
ones,

beside

several

in

the

adjacent fields.

The

streams that run through the city keep it very clean, and drive
several mills.
Of the more celebrated baths of this city, there are three within

the inner walls, which are called the Emperor's, St. Quérinus’s,
and the Little Bath.
Charlemagne was so much delighted with
the first, that he frequently invited his sous and nobles to bathe and

swim there with him; but it is now divided into five bathing-rooms,
The Little Bath joins to it, and the springs of both rise so hot, that

ten or twelye hours are allowed for their cooling before they can be
used.

They are strongly impregnated with nitre and sulphur and

sulphurated hydrogen gas; and sometimes cakes of brimstone and
saltpetre of a considerable thickness are taken out of them. Their
taste is at first unpleasaut, and their smell resembles that ofa rotten
egg, or of our Harrogate water.
Near these baths is a spring of
warm water, much resorted to in the summer mornings, and drunk

for chronical diseases.

‘Those in the New Town, which are the

Rose Bath, the Poor's Bath, and St, Cornéille’s, are by no
means so hot and clear as the former; but they are of much the

same nature, and their smell is as offensive. Near the hot springs
lie many cold ones, by which their heat might be tempered, and
with a little expense they might be made some of the most delight.

ful baths in the world.
About the distance of a furlong from the south gate of Aix la
Chapelle lies the delightful village of PorcET, or Borcet, which is
said to have derived its name from the wild boars that formerly

abounded in the neighbouring woods.
on both sides of a small cool rivulet

Here are many hot springs,
that runs through the village,
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and are conveyed ‘by pipes and conduits into fourteen houses, in
which are formed twenty-eight baths, some of which are much hot.
ter than these in the town, and must be cooled eighteen hours before

they can be‘used.

They

are for the most part five or six yards

square, and their water is clear and pleasant.
One quite open to
the air, called ‘ the Poor Man’s Bath,” has a spring so hotthat the
people scald pigs, and boil eggs in it. These baths are. not so
strong as those in the ‘city, and are hence often preferred for the
more weakly; and on this account, those of all ages and conditious bathe

in them, for their diversion, without any

At MetHorn,

danger.

two miles from Paderborn, are three springs, two

of which are not above a yard asunder, and yet are of yery different
qualities:

the one

is limped,

contains sal-armoniac,

iron,

of a bluish colour, luke-warm,
alum,

the other is as cold as ice, turbid,

same contents;

than the other.

but the water

sulphur,
and

nitre,

whitish,

yet

and
has

and

orpimient ;
much

the

has a stronger taste, and is heavier

It is said to be a perfect cure for worms, yet the

fowls that drink of it are immediately thrown

into convulsions, but

ave soon recovered by an infusion of common salt and vinegar. The
third spring, which is about twenty paces distant from the other
two,

is of a greenish colour, but very clear ; the taste has a mixture

of sweet and sour.
Spa or SPAw, a town celebrated for its mineral waters, is seated
in a valley surrounded with mountains, and contains three hundred
houses. “Ihe part called the Old Spa, which is properly only a
suburb to the new, consists of a few miserable cottages; and when

strangers arrive, the poor inhabitants send out a swarm of children
to get what they can by begging.
Even the houses of New Spa,
are little, dark, old-fashioned, wooden buildings, and yet it is

afhrmed, that they can make twelve hundred beds for strangers.
The inn called « the Court of London,” is very large, and, as it is
the best in the place, is chiefly frequented by strangers.
‘The names
of the five principal wells are Tunnelet, Watpotz, Saviniere,
Gerensterd, and Powbon, all of them are strong calybeates; highly
impregnated with carbonic acid gas, and seme of them with lime.

The inhabitants are employed in making toys, and other things for
strangers, to whom they are very civil, and ready to do them all
good offices.
The waters of PyRMONT are likewise in WESTPHALIA. The
M4
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citadel of Pyrmont is fortified with a broad ditch, and Ligh ramparts: it
citadel a
a mineral
above is

has also subterraneous passages.
From the ditch of the
canal has been carried quite down to the spring, where is
A litle
fountain, which rises about twenty feet high.
a house in which an assembly is held, and near it is the

house that encloses the spring: about forty feet distance from this
with a considerable

rises,

fountain-head

the great bubbling

noise,

spring, which is used for bathing; and at a hundred and twelve
feet distant, to the west, issues the lower spring, which is much
weaker. These springs are frequently resorted to by persons of
distinction, in order to drink the waters in the highest perfection.
Frederick Iff. of Prussia once visited them for that purpose.

At Bupa, in Huneary, in the suburbs of Wusserstadt and

Reisenstadt, are-five warm baths, the principal of which, called the

Emperor’s, is built somewhat in the manner of the Rotunda at
Rome,

with a large aperture in the

several small holes
more light.

centre of the dome,

beside

or windows round the cupola, for adiitting

In a large bath, in the centre of the

other four,

both

sexes publicly bathe together, the men wearing only a kind of
drawers, and the women what they term a fore shift, but the com-

mon people, for whom one of the other baths is appointed, look
upon even this slight covering as superfluous.

There is also. a pond

of mineral water, which has this surprising property, that when the
water is wholly turned off, the water-springs cease flowing; but
when the pond isa little above half full, they return again.
The SELTZER waters are procured from a spring which, without
flowing, rises in a well, near the town of Needer Seltzer, in the

bishopric of Treves, in the circle of the Lower Rhine. It has a
brisk acidulous‘taste when taken up from the fountain, bat loses it
on being exposed to the air in an open vessel. These waters operate
chiefly as diuretics; they are also powerful antiseptics, and give a
gentle stimulus to the nerves: they allay heat and thirst, and have
been much prescribed

in scorbutic, phtlhisical, and nervous cases;

in gouty cases they are likewise drunk, from a pint, to two or three

more, in a day.

2

Of the mineral springs in FRANCE, it will be sufficient to mention, two or three.
The waters of La MorHe, in that part of France which until
lately was named Dauphine, are highly esteemed as.a remedy against

: க்
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disorders of the stomach, fluxes, and even lameness, and more s@
indeed

than

the

waters

at

Aix,

in Savoy.

La Mothe is a valley

about five leagues from Grenoble, that runs between two high moun.

tains, and nas no other prospect but that of bare and steep rocks.
The only dwellings here are wretched huts of straw, so that the
country is in every respect disagreeable. The Drac, a very rapid
_tiyer, proceeding from the high part of the district 1௦8 Gap, is, as
it were, squeezed in at La Mothe between two high rocks, previous

to ifs falling inte the Isere.

On its shore, at the foot of a very

steep rock, is the mineral spring, which, if the river rises but half a
foot,

is covered

with its turbid water.

Aix, is in Latin 4que Sextie@, and called Aqua from its hating
and Sextie from its being enlarged and beautified by Sextus Calyinus..

‘This was the first settlement made

hundred and twenty-four

in Gaul-by

years before Christ.

the Romans,

a

,This city, which

was the capital of Provence, and the seat of its parliament, stands
in a valley of considerable extent, planted chiefly with olives, in
43° 32’ north latitude, and 5° 26’ east longitude from Greenwich,

twenty miles to the northward of Marseilles, and thirty-five to the
south-east of Avignon.
Inits suburbs, the warm ‘mineral spring,
once so celebrated:
by the Romans, was found a second time in 1704,
on digging for the foundation of a house. The waters are found
serviceable in gout, gravel, scurvy, palsy, indigestion, asthma,
and consumption.
‘Tlie magistrates have raised a plaiu building,
in which are two private baths, and a bed-chamber adjoining
to each.
Mr. Swinburne observes that the waters are scarcely

warm,

and almost tasteless.

‘The town

with water, flowing on all sides from

is pleutifully supplied

the impending hills,

In the

year 1771 an inundation overspread all the lower quarter of the
city, to

the

height

vintage

was

entirely

of from

twelve

to fifteen

destroyed, togethe®

with

feet;

much

when

all

cattle,

the

and

numbers of inhabitants.
In the neighbourhood of Clermont, in that part of France which
untill lately was called Auverne, are wells, the weters of which
possess such a quality that any substance laid on them soon contracts
a stony crust. The most remarkable of these is that in the suburb

of Sy, ALLIER, which has formed a famous stone bridge, mentioned
by many historians. ‘This bridge is a solid rock composed of
several strata, formed during the course of many years by the run2
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ning of the petrifying waters of this spring:
It has no cavity or
arches, (ill after above sixty paces in length, where the rivulet of
WViretaine forces its way through.
‘This petrifying spring, which
falls on a much higher ground than the bed of the rivulet, gradually:
leaves behind it some stony matter, which. in process of time has
thus

formed

an

arch,

through

which-

the

Tiretaine

has a

free

passage. The necessity that this petrifying matter seems to be
under of forming itself into an arch, could continue no longer than
the breadth of the rivulet, after which the water of the spring ran
regularly under if, and there proceeded a new petrifaction resem.

bling a pillar, The inhabitants of these parts, in order to lengthen
this wonderful bridge, have diverted the brook out of its old
channel, and made it pass close by the pillar, by which means they’

have caused the spring to forma second arch; and thus they might
have produced as many arches and pillars as they pleased; but the

great resort of people to see this natural cur iosity becoming troublesome to the Benedictines of the abbey of St. Allier, within whose
jurisdiction the spring lies, in order to lessen its petrifyisg virtue,
they divided the spring into several branches, which has so well
answered their intent, that at present it only coverswith a thin crust
those bodies on which it falls perpendicularly ; yet in those over
which it runs in an ordinary course, no traces of its petrifying
It is the only water used for
qualities are any longer perceivable.

drinking in this suburb, and no bad effect is’ felt from it.

In ITALY, at the distance of about four Italian miles from Padua,

is the village of ABaNO,
account

which is much frequented in summer, on

of the warm baths at about half a mile from it.

In these

baths are three sorts’ of water, of very different qualities; some of
the springs are

impregnated with sulphur;

others are boiling

hot;

and the water springs up in such quantities as to drive a mill, at the
distance of about twenty paces from the source.

The wooden pipes

through which the water is conveyed te thesé baths are often encrusted with.a white stony substance,

not easily separated from the

wood; and the exact impression of the veins and knots of the wood
on this concretion,
sudatorium

or

niakes il perfectly resemble petrified wood.

sweating-bath

has also been built here,

which is produced by the steam of the water.

A

the efiect of

Some of the springs

which are tepid, are said to be impregnated with lead, while others,
froin their reddish sediment. and

other signs, appear to be chaly-
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beate. ‘In those where sulphur predominates, the pipes contract
a
crust of whitish salt,
In addition to this account of gasses arising from the
earth,
those arisiig from a lake in Lapland may be very properly
introduced.
M.Maupertuis, who describes them, says, « the fine lakes

‘ which surround the mountain

chanted island in romance.

rise from a green, smooth
at such easy distances as
prospect of the lakes that
other hand are apartments
in the rocks,

of Niemi,

give

it the

air of an

en-

and level as the walks of a garden,
neither to embarrass the walks nor
wash the foot of the mountain.
On
of different sizes, that seem cut by

and
the
the
art

On one hand you see a grove of trees

and to want only a regular roof to render them com-=

plete. ‘The rocks themselves are so perpendicular, so high, and
so
smooth, that they might be taken for the walls of an unfinished
palace,

rather than for the works of nature.

From

this height,” he

adds, ‘* we saw those vapours rise from the lake which the people

of the country call Haliéos, and deem the guardian spirits of the

mountains.
this

place,

We had been frightened with stories of bears haunting

but

saw none.

It

seemed

rather,

indeed,

a place of

resort for fairies and genii, than for savage animals.”
On an island which is formed by the rivers Persante and Raduye,
in Pomerania, are springs of muriate of sada, or common salt, of so
strong a quality, that the inhabitants obtain from them considerable

quantities of this material.

3. Principal Domestic Mineral Waters.
In describing the mineral or medicinal springs which distinguish
England, it will be proper to begin with those in Somersetshire.
Batu, an ancient and renowned city, is seated in a plain of
moderate extent, surrounded with hills, which form a kind of amphitheatre, whence flow the springs that render this city so famous. It
is situated a hundred and cight miles west of London, nineteen
north-west of Wells, and twelve south-east of Bristol. It rose into
consequence from its springs, which in the time of the Romans were

known to possess very salubrious qualities, and their reputation is
still higher than that of any other springs in England,

and inferior

to few in Europe, The hot springs are peculiarly beneficial to the
paralytic, the gouty, and the bilious, but many other disorders are
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relieved by them, on bathing, or receiving them on the part ‘afflicted
from’ a pump; they are chiefly used in the spring
Their waters are likewise drunk medicinally.

and

autumn,

The city being on all sides sheltered by high hills, the air remark.
ably mild and salubrious, the adjacent country delightfully diversified
and romantic, provisions of all kinds very abundant and cheap, with
fishes in a copious variety, many persons

of rank and fortune, by

choosing it, or its vicinity, for their stated residence, have contributed

to form it info one of the most gay and agreeable spots in the
kingdom, and, in this respect, it has become rival even to the
metropolis; like which it is also continually visited, except at a very
short interval in the height of summer, by the nobility and gentry
of the kingdom with their attendants, gamesters, adventurers, and

fortune-hunters.

This fashionable resort has caused new buildings

to be carried on, of, late years, over a vast extent of ground, and

the rage for building has at least kept pace with the demand’ for
houses ; but a great inducement to such undertakings, is the abun.
dance of fine white stone which the quarries in the neighbourhood

of the city supply.’ The buildings are magnificent, and many of
them in a grand taste: the streets are large, well-paved, and clean;
the market-place spacious, open, and supplied with the best meat,
fishes, vegetables, fruits, &c. The grove, the squares, and parades,

attract notice; the circus and crescent are magnificent ranges of
buitding, and grandeur is advancing indefinitely.
Here

is a ueat theatre, which was erected,

under the authority

of an act of parliament, in the year 1768, and has ushered into
notice some of the most célebrated actors of the age, particularly
Henderson, and Mrs. Siddons.
Here too the musical band was for
some time led by Dr. Herschel, until that wonderful man renounced

his profession of music, to become one of the greatest astronomers
~ in the world.
In some places the hot and cold springs rise very near each other,

and in one place within two yards. The. hot springs exhale a thin
kind of mist, and something of an ill smell, proceeding from the
sulphureous particles combined with the water.
These hot springs
are always the same; for the Iongest and heaviest rains do not cause

. them to discharge more water, nor the driest seasons occasion them
to discharge less.
Of பன springs, that called the Cross: Bath, from a cross for€
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merly erected’in the middle of it, is of a moderate warmth, and a
petson may stay much longer in it than in any of the other batlis,
It is enclosed with a wall, on the sides of which are seats, and at

the ends galleries for the musie and spectators ; under it are ranges

of small dressing-rooms, one for the gentlemen, and the other for
the ladies, who being dressed in linen habits, go together into the
water, the men keeping on one side, and the women on the other.

The Hot-Bath, so called from its being much hotter than thé

Cross-Bath, is fifty-eight feet and a half distant from it. ‘This bath
has a well, whose water not only supplies its own pump, படர்

conveyed by pipes to the pump in the Cross-Bath.
The King’s-Bath has a spring so hot that it is necessary to temper

it by admitting cold water; but the heat of the hottest spring is
not sufficient to harden an egg,
The Queen’s-Bath has no spring of its own, but is supplied by

water conveyed from the King’s,
There is likewise a bath for lepers, into which none go but suck

as the physicians suppose to have this disease, or some other of a
similar kind: this is made by the overflowing of ihe Cross-Bath,
The poor who bathe in it have an allowance for their’support from

the town; but are chiefly relieved by the contributions of the
gentlemen and ladies who come to enjoy the benefit of the other
baths.
The following is a correct {2ble of the temperature of the different
baths, as given by Mr. John Howard, Phil. Transactions, Vol. VII.
p. 201 :—
King’s bath pump... .....0.05-0-113°
Hot bath pump ..
ool 4
Cross bath pump ..
Hot bath, coolest part... : --er--- 96
Ditto, warmest part,........... 97
Pump in the hot bath,.,........113

King’s bath, coolest part........ 99
Ditto, hottest part

Queen’s bath,

............101

coolest part

......

Ditto, warmest ........

97

98

Pump inthe bath
........-....113°
Cross bath, coolest part .
Ditto, warmest part...
| Cross bath pump ........... 2 107
| Pump in the Market-place, Bath 54
| Springs on Claverton..,.......
Si. Jaies’s spring water .
Springs on Lansdown ......
Old Well-house, Bristol
New Well; ditto 2.0.6. .ecsecea 16

These temperatures were taken in the months of November and
December, 1765.
The scale was Fahrenheit’s, and the thermo-

meter constructed by Bird.
In this city there are spacious and lofty rooms for balls and
°
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assemblies; and the studious bave an easy supply of all kinds of.
books,

There

are two

large

stone

bridges turned

over the

river,

The stone with which tlie fine buildings in this city are erccted is dug
out of the quarries upon Charlton down, an@conveyed down a step
hill, by a four-wheeled carriage of a particular form and structure ;
the wheels are

2

of cast

iron,

broad

and

low,

with a groove

in the

perimeter to keep them on the pieces of wood on which the carriage
amoves down hill with four or five ton weight of stone, very easily

without the help of horses, the motion being moderated by means
@,,gfriction-lever

bearing more

or less on their hinder wheel, as

Occasion requires.
்
:
The walls of Bath are almost entire; the small circuit of ground
encompassed by these walls is in the form of a pentagon, with four
gates beside apostern. Without the walls is a handsome square,
in the centre of which is an obelisk seventy feet high.

house is a large stone building,

‘The market.

supported by thirty-one stone

pillars, and over it is the town-hall.
Here is a general hospital for
the reception of the sick and lame poor from all parts of the king.
dom, erected in 1738, by the contributions of the nobility and

gentry of the kingdom, and is capable of containing one hundred:
and

fifty patients.

Another

new

square

has been

built in the

gardens adjacent to the public walks, on the south side of the city,
by the Avon, where is a noble room for balls and public assemblies.
WELLS is situated at the foot of Mendip-hills, a hundred and
twenty miles west of London, and twenty south-west of Bristol,
- and has its name from the wells and springs about the city. It is

_but of small extent, though well inhabited.
BrisTou,

called by the Saxons Brightjlow,

is one hundred and

seventeen miles from London, parily in Somerseishire, and partly
in Glocestershire, but being a county of itself, is independent of
them both. It is divided by the river Avon, which runs through
it, and separates

the two preceding

counties, but that part which

ison the Glocestershire side is the largest and most populous:
according to a survey made in the year 1736, the circumference on
the

Glocestershire side was

four miles

Somersetshire side two and a half.
four broad arches over the Avon;

anda

half, and

on

the

This city has a stone bridge of
and one of the most commodious

quays in England for shipping and landing merchandise.

This is the

I

SIDE VIEW

RED 5 S

OF
2

8வு

North Wa

WELL,
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as well as by those who came to bathe in it for medicinal purposes,
Mr. Pennant says, “ the custom of visiting this well
in pilgrimage,
and offering up devotions there, is not yet entirely set aside: in the
summer a few are still to be seen in the water, in deep devotion, up
to their chins for hours, sending up their prayers, or performing a
number of evolutions round the polygonal well. In the year 1686
James IL. visited this well, and received as a reward, a present of
the very shift in which his great-grandmother, Mary Queen of Scots,

lost her head,??
Derbyshire is the county peculiarly distinguished for its rich mines,
curious appearances of nature, and salubrious fountains. Among
the last, is Marxocx’s*tepid spring, which issues amidst the most
delightful scenery, and is the resort of much company at the close
of summer, aud in the autumn,
Among

the wonders of the Peak

one

is TiDE’s

or WEEDEN’s

WELL, constituting one of the class to which we have already advert.
ed that ebb and flow like the sea.

That it does ebb and flow is cer.

tain; but it isat very unequal periods, sometimes not in a day or two, .
and sometimes twice in an hour. The basou of the spring is about
a yard deep, and the same in length and breadth.
When it flows,
the water rises with a bubbling noise, as if the air which was pent °

up within the cavities of the rock was forcing itself a passage, and
driving the water before it. It is occasionally used as a restorative.
The next wonder of Derbyshire, is BoxToN WELLS, the waters
of which, beside their medicinal use, have this singularity, that within
five feet of one of the hot springs there arises a cold one}; but thisis
not the only well of the kind, since hot and cold springs rise near each

other in several places in England, and in other countries. These
springs possess a less degree of warmth than those at Bath.’ The
water of Buxton-wells is sulphureous, with a small quantity of saline
particles, but if is not in the least impregnated with a sulphureous

acid, hence they are very palatable in comparison with other medicinal waters. ‘They are salutary in scorbutic, rheumatic, or nervous
complaints, both by bathing and drinking.
‘These waters were well

known in the time of the Romans, Besides the principal springs
which are at tlie village of Buxton, there are many others that rise
unregarded in the neighbouring enclosures, and on the sides of the

hill,
The Buxton waters create an appetite, and remove obstructions,
©
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ஜிம்பத on isfanod, beneficial in scorbutic, rheumatic, and nervous

, complaints.» The building forthe bathywas erected_in
the reign of
“ Queen Elizabeth, by, George‘Earl.of Shrewsbu
and.here Mary
‘ Queen of Scots, when.committediinto his custody, resided for some

time... Fhe Duke of Devonshire, not long.ago erecteda beantiful building, in the form of a சலக். onder: ச்ச் are
ட ஹய்கிழறக.

ல

ட

ScARBOROUGH is a town in the mn Sng of Senne: two
- hundred -andiforty one miles'to the uorthof London. -Its situation
is perfectly romantic, being built.on the:top ofa steep.rock, ending

inthe form of :ayerescent to the main ocean, of which,an. almost
_ unbounded prospect appeats from all parts: he summit,
of this
miountainicontains)
n6 less. than eighteen or twenty acres ofineadaw
ground, and on the upper part stood a castle. ‘The town, whichis
poptilous,;is almost :enconrpassed:by =the sea,,-and-walied syliere it

does:not join tothe castle, oris
not more stiongly defendéd;hy, the
- main; anditchas one of thetbest harhours:in, the-kingdom, Iu this
+ town arermineral:springs, whichiane:called»the * ScarboroughSpa,

andit is muchinesorted torforthe purpose of seabathing, the shére
‘being wellaccommodated
for that purpose 3:0 which account public
» rooms for: assemblies -and iballsthaye sbeen erected... Many mer-

\ chant-ships sare built shere, and large contracts are made with
-igovernment
fori the ‘transport service. Bheispring, called Zhe Spa,
| was under the-clif, ‘part of which fell down in December 1737,:by
which the waters were entirely overwhelmed and concealed for
Sosome years, until aipon ‘rebuilding: the wharf, 'the,fallen fragments
were removed, and \the salutary waters/traced to-their

_ discovery which contnibuted greatly toenliven and

source;

a

ம the town

"in general.
43211
HARROWGATE, a village in the west riding of Yorkshire, twenty.

one miiles West of the city of York, has a mineral spring of a sulphureous quality, esteemed very” “salutary. in“ scrophulous come
“plaints,
‘It is made tse of asa bath, and is seldom taken internally,
The season df resorting hither is from May to Michaelmas, when

~ the company are accommodated in five or six commodious inns, on
‘a heath, about‘a mile distant fromthe village.
1
“TUNERIDGE, in the county of Kent, received its name from
the stone bridges which are thrown over the five branches of the
‘Medway, of which the Juz is one, and is seated thirty miles southVOL. III.
:
த
*
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east by south of London.

This place is remarkable fot its chaly-

beate springs; which are four or five miles south of the town,

but

in the same parish, and are resorted to by the nobility and gentry
in June, July, and August.
‘They are sitnated for ‘the most part
in the parish of Tunbridge, between two hills, named Mount Sion
and Mount Ephraim, both covered with good houses, and gardens
abounding in fruits,
Tunbridge is likewise famous for its beauti.
ful turnery ware.

This spring was first discovered in the year 1606, and brought —
into general notice by Dudley Lord North, but no buildings were
erected until thirty years afterward. Abouta mile and a half from
the wells is an assemblage of stupendous rocks, from forty to se.
venty-five feet high, Which resemble the hulks of large men of war,

,

closely ranged.

‘Epsom, in Surrey, is a handsome, well-built town, about fourteen miles from London.
Its extent is about a mile anda halfina
semi-circle, fromthe church to the fine seat at Durdaus. “ [ts mineral purgative waters, which issue from a risiug ground nearer
Ashated than Epsom, were discovered in 1618, and soon became
very famous; but though they have not lost their virtue, they are

far from being in the same repute as formerly; however, the salt
niade

of thena is valued all over Europe.

A

large

quantity of

Magnesia is prepared from the earth and water in this neighbour.
hoed.
(Gough, Phil. Trans, Thomson.}

்

4. Means of analysing Mineral or Medicinal Waters,
determining their Principles and Properties.
The first knowledge of mineral waters,
of knowledge we possess, was accidentally
effects they produced on such as use them,
_ cause of distinguishing them from common
losophers who considered their properties,

and of

like every other branch
discovered. The good
haye doubtless been the
waters. The first phiattended only to their

sensible qualities, such as colour, weight, or lightness, smell, and
taste,
Pliny, however, distinguished a great number of waters,
either by their physical properties or their uses; but the inquiry

after methods of ascertaining, by chemical processes, the quantity
and quality of the principles held in solution by mineral waters, was.

mot attempted till the seventeenth century.
௨

Boyle is one of the first

CATARACTS AND INUNDATIONS.
who, in the valuable experiments on colours published
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by him at

Oxford in 1663, mentioned several reaagents capable of indicating’
the substances dissolved in water, by the alteration produced in their
colours. The Academy of Sciences, from its first institution, was
aware of the importance of analysing mineral waters; and Duclos,
in

1667,

attempted

the

examination’

of

the

mineral

waters

of

France: the researches of this chemist may be found in the original memoirs of this society. - Boyle was particularly employed in
inquiries respecting mineral waters about
century, and published a treatise on this
in the year 1729, published a. method
ismuch more perfect than any which

the end of the seventeenth
subject in 1685.) Boulduc,
of analysing waters, which
were employed before his

day : it consists in evaporating these fluids at different. times, and
separating by filtration tle substances which are deposited, in proportion as the evaporation proceeds.

Many celebrated chemists have since made successful experiments on mineral waters, and almost every one made valuable dis-

coveries respecting the different principles contained in these fluids.
Bouldoc discovered natron, and determined

its properties ; Le Roi,

physician of Montpellier; discovered calcareous muriat ; Margraaff,
the mmuriat of magnesia; Priestly, carbonic acid; and Monnet and

Bergman the sulphurated or hepatic hydrogen gas. The two last
mentioned chemists, besides the discoveries with which they have
enriched the art of analysing waters, have published complete treatises on

the method of proceeding in this analysis; and have car-

ried this part of chetistry to a degree of perfection and accuracy
far exceeding that which it possessed before the time of their lahours. We are likewise in possession of particular analysis, made
by very good chentists, of a gircat number of mineral waters, and
whieh serve to throw great light on this inquiry, which, with justice, is esteemed one of the most difficult in the whole art of che.
mistry.
The limits liere prescribed do not permit us to enter at
large into the history of the analysis of waters, which may be found
in many treatises, especially one lately published by the celebrated
Dr. Saunders.

Principles contained in Mineral Waters.—-ltis but a few years
since the substances capable of remaining in solution in water have
heen accurately known. This appears to have arisen from the want

of exact chemical methods of ascertaining the nature of these sub;
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stances : and the certaint, ‘of their existence tat naturally
the discovery, o Unetho: டு of ascertaining them.
|
Another cause
_ which has aetarded the progress, of
௦ science in this tespect is, that

mineral matters dissolved, in,waters, are almost. always i in very. small
_ doses, and are also amixed 1௦851 her in considerable numbers, so that
-they mutually. tend. ‘to, conceal
alter, those properties in. whic

their. distinctive j.characters consist. Nevertheless, the numerous
experiments of the chemists, before, quoted, and a. great number of
others, which we’shall occasionally. mention, have shown, thatome
‘mineral: substancesiare often found, in, waters, others scarcely eyer
met with; and lastly, many whichare never held in solution by. that
fiuid. We shall here consider, each class of these substances in
order. —
i $59
Siliceous earth iis conetties suspended ini waters; and as iti
tis i
_a state of extreme division, it remains suspended without precipita.

ting, ‘but its quantity is extremely minute. ‘The carbonated alkalis
and chalk probably contribute. to render’ siliceous earth soluble;

~ Alumiue likewise appears to; ‘exist in water. |. The. extreme வந்.
ரு of this earth, by, which it is dispersed through; he-whole mass
of water, causes 1670 render them turbid. , Argillaceons:waters are
therefore whitish, and haye a pearl ‘or. opal colour; they, are likewise smooth, ‘or greasy to,‘the vs and have been called saponaceous waters, » Carbonic acid. seems favourable to, the.stipeeian
and solution of alumine.in water. ட
a
ப்

No “Lime, magnesia, and வட்
are never fountறட, sin wate
_ they are always combined with acids, ம கல்ட்
அதததுன்ப
»» Bixed alkalis are never met.
in, a state of ‘purity in ee,
but frequently. combined avith acids, in the form of neutral. salts.
_ The same observation applies tgammoniae, and most acids, ஆ
cept ‘the carbonic acid, which: is often free, and in possession of all
its.properties, in waters. It coustitutes ‘a peculiar class of anineral

waters, known by the name பக்க gaseous, spirituous, or acidulous
_ waters...

உ.

Among the

இல்ல

1

மாள் salts: wh Baile of xed

ட

searee ly ay

are met with but sulphatof soda or Glauber’s. salty the muriats
~ofsoda, and of potash, and carbonat of soda, which are frequently

dissolyed_in mineral waters; nitrat oe
rarely found...
ர்
மி
Sulphat of bale

வாசரா

ளட,

catbonat of potash are

chalk, பதன் of

nee,
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Epsom salt, muriat of magnesia, and carbonat of magnesia,
‘ the earthy salts which are most commonly found in waters. As
le
which some che.
fo the calcareous nitrat, and nitrat of magnesia,

scarcely ever
mists‘have asserted they have met with, these salts aré

exist in salt
found in’ mineral waters properly so called, though they

கவடு

waters.

of barytes, are
* tfhe aluminous neutral salts, and salts with base
of alusulphat
acid
or
Alum
waters.
in
dissolved
scarcely ever

:
mine, appears to exist in some waters.
* Pure hydrogen gas has not yet been found dissolved in mineral
;
waters. |
in these fluids,

» Pure sulphur has not yet been found

though it

the state of sulphure of soda.
exists very rarely in small quantities
mineralized by sulphurated
commonly
most
are
waters
s
Sulphuréou
யா்
:
:
hydrogen gas.

in water,
"Lastly: Amoug metals, iron is most commonly-dissolved
with carbonic
and may be found in two states; either combined

Some

‘acid, or with the sulphuric acid.

chemists have supposed

without an acid
ர் that it was likewise dissolved in its metallic ctate,
in nature with.
ntermeditin ; but as this metalrscarcely ever exists

or sul‘Out beg in the state of oxyd, “Gombined withthe, carbonic
iphuric acid, the opinion of these phitosophers‘could only beanain;
fained at the time when ‘the carbonichacid wasnot yet discovered
of the sul‘and the solution ‘of iron in water, without the assistance

Bergman
sphuric acid, could not otlierwise be ‘accounted for.
waters,
afirms, that iron, ds well ‘as manganese, is found in certain
அ.
acid.
mutiatic
the
with
Feombined
which
of arsenic, and the ‘sulphats of copper and zine,
*"Oxyd
Sexist

properties to them,

in many waters, ‘communicate poisonous

use of such waters
‘and show, when discovered by analysis, that the

;
Sant
“nust be carefully avoided,
in waters:
‘Most chemists at present deny the existence of bitumen

waters were formerly
‘in fact, the bitter taste was the equse why
it is now known that
‘but
substatee;
supposed to contain this oily
isproduced by the calbitumen;
t
it
exis
not
does
which
taste,
this
;
5
அ பக 201 0
மவ
“careous muriat.
how waters ‘which: percolates
There 2 no difficulty in conceiving

through’ the
through the interior’ parts of the globe, and especially substances we
different
‘the
with
charged
may’ become

‘mountains,
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have enumerated.
It is likewise clear, that according to the nature
and extent of the strata of earth, through which they pass, mine.
yal waters will be more or Jess charged with these prineiples, and
that the quantity and nature of these principles must be subjeet to
great variations, especially when we consider the changes in the
direction of their course to which these fluids are lable from: the
various alterations which the globe undergoes, particularly on its

surface and its more elevated parts.
The different Classes of Mineral Wuters.—I\t appears from
what we have already observed respecting the different substances
usually contained ii mineral waters, that these fluids may be classed
according to the earthy, saline, and metalic substances they hold
in solution; and that the number of classes, on this principle,
would be very considerable: but it must be observed, that none
of these substances are found single and alone in waters; but, on
the contrary, they are often dissolved, in the number of three, four,

five, or even more.

This circumstance creates a difficulty i the

methodical classification of waters, relative to the principles that
However, if we aftend to these substances which
they contain.

are the most abundantly contained in waters, or whose properties
are the most prevalent, we shall be able to make 4 distinction,
which, though not very accurate, will be sufficient to arrange these
fluids, and fo form a judgment of their virtues.
Chemists who
have attended to mineral waters in general, have availed themselves

of this method.
Monnet has established three classes of mineral
waters; the alkaline, the sulphureous, and the ferruginous; and
subsequent discoveries have enlarged the number of classes. Duchanoy, who fas published a valuable treatise on the art of inntat
ing mineral waters, distinguishes ten, viz. the gaseous, the alkaline,
the earthy, the ferruginous, the siniple hot, the gaseous thermal, the

saponaceous, the sulphureous, the bituminous, a nd the saliie waters.
Although it may be urged as a reproach, that this author has
made his classes two numerous, since tlie pure gaseous and bitu“ minous waters are unknown; yet bis division is doubtless the most
complete, aud gives the most accurate idea of the nature of the
different mineral waters, and consequently is the best suited to his
subject, We shall here propose a division less extensive, and in
Our opinion more methodical, than that of Duchanoy ; at the same
time observing, that we do not consider simple thermal waters as
mineral waters, because they consist merely of heated water, at
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eérding fo the best chemists; and that we shall not speak of bitumiuous waters, because none such have been yet found,
_ It appears to us, that all mineral waters may be arranged in four .
classes, viz.’acidulous, saline, sulphureous, and ferruginous wafers.

\

> Acidulous Waters.—Gaseous waters, which may with more
propriety be called acidulous waters, are those in which the carbonic acid predominates; they are known by their sharp taste, aud

the facility with which they boil and afford bubbles by simple agitation: they redden the tincture of turnsole, precipitate lime water
and alkaline sulphures.

As

no waters have

yet been

discovered

which contain this acid pure and alone, we think this class may be
divided into several orders, aceording to the other principles contained in them, or the modifications they exhibit. They all appear
to contain more or less alkali and calcareous earth; but their different degrees of heat afford a good criterion for dividing them into
two orders; the first might comprehend cold, acidulous, and alka-

line waters, such as those of Seltzer, Saint-Myon, Bard, Langeac,
Chateldon, Vals, &c. in the second might be placed, hot, or thers
mal,’ acidulous, and

alkaline waters,

as those of Mount

D’Or,

Vichy, Chatelguyon, &c.

Suline or Salé Waters.—By the name of saline waters, we understand such as contain a sufficient quantity of natural salt to act

strongly on the animal economy, so as most commonly to purge.
‘Phe theory and nature of thesé waters are easily discovered; they
perfectly resemble tle solutions of salt made in our laboratories ;
bat they almost always contain two or three different species of
salts. ‘Che sulphat of soda is very rare; sulphat of magnesia,
Epsom salt, marine

salt, or muriat ‘of soda, calcareous and mag-

nesian muriats, or the saline principles which mineralize them, either
together or separate. The waters of Sedliz, of Seydschutz, and of
Egra, abound with Epsom salt, frequently mixed with muriat of
magnesia. Those of Balaruc contain muriat of soda, chalk, and
the calcareous and magnesian muriats; those of Bourbonne, muriat

of soda, sulphat of lime and chalk; and those of Ia Mothe contain
muriat of soda, sulphat of lime, chalk, sulphat of magnesia, muriat
It must be here observed
of magnesia, and an extractive matter.
that salts, with base of magnesia, are much more common in waterg:than has hitherto been supposed; and that few analyses have yeln
7
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| Modern chemistry has’ thrown great: light:
they were formerly supposed

“to be all nme:

pregnated with sulpHat of iron,’ "Monnet has ascertained that most’ _

of them do’not contain
this salt, and he supposed that the “iron is
dissolved without the intermedium of an acid,» Tt-is at present?
பேடி

that the iron is not in the state of sulphat, ‘but is'dissolved

by means of the carbonic acid, and forms'the salt which we have
called carbouat of iron,
— Lane, Rowelle, Bergman, and many
other chemists, have put this out of daubt. The greater or less

quantity of carbonic 2cid, and the state of the iron in waters of this
kind, render it necessary to
orders.

ட

the —

class

into three
மர்

‘The first order comprébends sicrtat sdlagtoig waters, in which
the inh. is held in solution by the carbonic acid, whose superabundance’ réuders them brisk and subacid. The waters of Bussang,
Spa, eee beeen apd Lat von
ies valet oe this first
order,
னின்
அர
“The second contains siete
ee waters’ in which:the-iron is
dissolved by the carbonic acid, without excess of theilatter.” ‘These
waters consequently arenotaciduloas. "Phe water of Forges, Au-

male, and ‘Condé, as well-as the greater number of ferruginous
waters, ere of this order; this distinction of eaten
waters
was made by Duehanoy.
re
But we-add a third order, fie? weit
which'is: that of waters

containing sulphat of iron.
somo of thenvare'found,

in this order.

Though these are extremely) rare, yet
‘Monnet has placed the waters of Passy

Qpoix adinits the sulphate of iron, éven in a con.

siderable quantity, in thewaters of Provins.
Ibis true, that De
Fourcy deiiies its existence, and cousiders the iron’ of these waters
as dissolved by carbonic’acid.
But no decision can Bel made respeeting this subject,

because the results/of these chemists. entirely

disagree, and require new ‘experiments to be made.
added,

It must be

that the iran is not foond aloneiin these waters, but is mixed

with chalk, sulphat of lime, variousimutiatic salts,

&c.

“However,

as the metal they contain is the principal basis of their properties,
they must he called ferraginous, in
wehave laid down.

டக்கு with the ட.

As to the saponaceous waters dainitted ty Buainmatae? must
seat aill chemical and ம்பம் experiments have ascertained the —
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cause of their saponaceous property, which this physician altributes
toalumine;

as well as the effects they may produce in the animal.”

Se

_ econoniy, as medicines, by virtue of this property.
From these details we find, that all mineral

and medicinal wa.

ters are divided into nine orders, viz.
Cold acidulous waters.

3

Hot or thermal acidulous waters.
Sulphuric saline waters.
Mnuriatic saline waters.

Simple sulphureous waters.
Sulphurated gaseous waters.

Simple ferruginous waters.
Ferruginous and acidulous waters.
Sulphuric ferruginous waters:

Examination of Mineral Waters,

according

to their Phy.

sical Properties.—After having shewn the diflerent matters which

may be found'in waters, and exhibited a slight sketch of the method
in which they may be divided into classes and orders, uecording to
their principles, it will be necessary to mention the methods of ana.
lysing them,

and

discovering with the greatest possible degree of

accuracy, the substances they hold in solution. This analysis has
been justly considered as the most difheult part of chemistry, since

it requires a perfect knowledge of all chemical phenomena, joined to
To obtain an accurate know.
the habit of making experiments.

ledge of the nature of any water proposed tobe examined, 1. The
situation of the spring, and the nature of the soil, more especially
with respect fo mineral strata, must be carefully observed ; for this
purpose, cavities may be dug to different depths, in order to discos
by inspection,

ver,

the substances

with

which

the water may

be

charged. 2. The physical properties of the water itself, such as its
taste, smell, colour, transparence, weight, and temperature, மாடி
pext be examined; for this purpose, two thermometers, which per.
fécily agree, and 2 good hydrometer, must be provided, ‘These
preliminary experiments require likewise to be made in the dif.

ferent seasons, different times of the day, and especially in diflerent
stafes of the atmosphere ; fora continuance of dry weather, or of
abundant rain, has a siigular influence on waters. - These first trials

usually show the class to which the water under examination nay
¢
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3. The deposi-

tions formed atthe bottom of the basons, the substances which
float on the water, and the matters which rise by sublimation,
form likewise an object of important researeh, which must not be

neglected, Affer this preliminary examination, the proper analysis
inay. be proceeded on, which is made after three methods, by ree
agents, by distillation, and by evaporation.
:
Lhe Examination of Mineral Waters, by Re-agents.—Those
substances, which are mixed with waters, in order to discover the
nature of the bodies, held in solution by such waters, from the phznomena

they present, are called re-agents.

‘

The best chentists haye always considered the use of re-agents
as a very uncertain method of discovering the principles of mineral
swaters.
This opinion is founded on the considerations that their
effects do not determine,-in an accurate manner, the nature of the
substances held in solution in waters; that the cause of the changes

whieh happen in fluids by their addition is often unknown : and that
~ in fact, the saline matters usually applied in this analysis are capable
of producing a great number of plenomena, respecting which it is

often dificult to form any decision.

For tligse reasous, most che-

mists who have undertaken this analysis, have placed dittle depend-

ence on the application
of re-agents.

They haye concluded, that

evaporation affords a much ‘surer method of ascertaining the nature
and quantity of the principles of mineral waters ; and it is taken for
granted, in the best works on the analysis of these fluids, that re.

agents are only to be used as secondary meats, which at most serve
to indicate. or afford'a probable guess of the nature of the. principles contained’ in waters; and for this reason, modern, analysts
shave admitted no more than a certain number of reagents, and
have greatly diminished the list of those used by the earlier chemists.
4
But it cannot be doubted at present, that the heat required to
evaporate the water, however gentle it may be, must produce sensible alterations in its principles, and change them in such a manner,
of cheas that their residaes, examined by the different methods
which were
those
from
differing
compounds
afford
shall
nistry,

originally held in solution in the water. The loss of the gaseous
wasubstances, which frequently are the principal agents in mineral
precipia
causing
besides
and
nature,
their
changes
ters, singularly
°
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' tation 6f nany substances, which owe their solubility to the presens
of these volatile matters, likewise produces re-actionamong'the other
fixed matters, whose properties are accordingly changed. The phe.
nomena of double decompositions which heat is capable of pro.
ducing: between compounds that remain unclianged in cold water,
cannot be estimated and allowed for, but in consequence ofa long 502

ries of experiments not yet made.

Without entering, therefore, more

fully into ‘these considerations, it.will be enongh

this

assertion;

to observe, that

whose truth is admitted by every, chemist, உயிர்.

ciently shows, that evaporation is not entirely to be depended on,
Henee it becomes a question, whether there be any method of as.

certaining the peculiar nature of substances dissolved in water with.
ut having recourse to heat; and whether the accurate results of the
numerous experiments of modern writers afford any process for core

fecting the error which might arise from evaporation. The follow.
Gng pages extracted froma memoir communicated by M. BP ourcroy
to the Royal Society of Medicine, will show, that very pure re-

‘agents: used in a peculiar manner,

may be of much greater use, in

‘the analysis/of mineral waters than has hitherto been thought.
Among the considerable number of re-agents proposed, for the

analysis of mineral waters, those which promise the most
sults are tincture of turnsole, syrup of violets, lime-water,
caustic potash, caustic ammoniac, concentrated sulphuric
‘trous acid, prussiat-of lime, gallic alkohol, or spirituous

useful re.
pure and :
acid, nitincture

of nut-galis, the vitric solutions of mercury, and. of silver, paper coJoured by the aqueous tincture of fernambouc, which becomes
blue by meansof! alkalis, the aqueous tincture of terra merita,
which

the same salts couvert

toa brown

red,

the oxalic acid to ex.

‘hibit the: smallest quantity, of lime, and the muriat-of barytes to
-ascertain the smallest possible quantity of sulphuric acid.
:
The effects and use of these principal re-agents have been explained by all chemists, but they have not insisted, on the necessily
‘of their state of purity. Before they-are employed, it is.of the utmost importance perfectly to ascertain their nature, in or der to avoid

fallacious effects.
tions’

they

are

Bergman has treated very amply of the alteracapable

of pruducing.

. This

celebrated

chemist.

affirms, that paper coloured with the tincture of tumnsole becomes
of a deeper blue: by, alkalis; but that it is not altered by the carbo.
nic acid, But as this colouring matter is useful chiefly to ascertain
6
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of acids with alumine; magnesia, lime, arid metals. © When this al
kali precipitates a mineral water, it cannot, therefore, be known by

simple inspection or the precipitate, of what nature the earthy salt

decomposed in the. experiment may be. — Its effect is stilk more un:
certain, when the alkali made use of is saturated with carbonic
acid, asis most commonly the cases since the acid to which it is

united, augments the confusion of effects: for this reason, the use
of very pure caustic potash is proposed, which likewise possesses an
adyantage over the effervescent alkali, viz. that. of indicating the
presence of chalk dissolved ina gaseous water, by virtue of the sus
perabundant carbonic: acid; for it seizes this acid, and the chalk

falls down of ‘course,

This fact is established by pouring soap lecs

newly nade, into. an artificial gaseous water, which holds chalk
in solution.
The latter substance is precipitated in proportion as
the caustic fixed alkali seizes the carbonic acid which held it in solu-

tion.

By-evaporating the filtrated water to drynesa, carbonat of

soda is obtained, strongly effervescent with acids.
The
fixed alkali likewise occasions a precipitate in. mineral

caustic
waters,

though they do not contain earthy salts; for if they contain an alkalineneutral salt, of a less soluble

nature,

the additional alkali will

precipitate it by uniting with the water, nearly in the same manner as
alkohol does, » M. Gioanetti has observed this phenomenon in the
waters of St, Vincent; and it may easily be seen by pouring caustic
alkali into a solution of sulphat of potash, or muriat of soda; these
two salts being quickly precipitated.

Caustic ammoniac is in general less productive of error when
mixed with mineral waters; because it decomposes only salts, with
base of alumine or magnesia, and does not precipitate the calea760118 salts.

It is necessary,

however,

to make

two observations

respecting this salt: the first is, that it must be exceedingly caustic,
or totally deprived of carbonic acid; without this precaution, it

_ decomposes ealeareous salts by double affinity: the second is, that
the mixture must not be left exposed-to the air, when the effect of

its action is required to be inspected several hours after it is added ;
_ because, as M. Gioanetti has well observed, this salt in a very shart
time seizes the carbonic acid of the atmosphere, and becomes ca=

pable of decomposing calcareous salts,
out

of doubt,

Fourcroy

To put this important fact

made three decisive

grains of sulphat of lime, formed

experiments;

of transparent

sone

calcareous spar,
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because chalk, or Spanish white, contains magnesia and river water:

he divided this solution into.two parts ; into the first he poured a

few drops of very pure sulphuric acid, recently made, and very,
caustic; this he put into a well-closed bottle: atthe end of twenty.
four and forty-eight hours it was clear and transparent, without any
precipitate, and therefore no decomposition had taken place. The
seeond portion was treated in the same manner with ammoniac, but

placed-in-a vessel whic communicated with the air by a large aperture ; at the end of a few hours a cloud was formed near the upper
surface, which continually increased, and was at last Precipitated to

the. bottom. — This deposition effervesced strongly with sulphuric
acid, and formed sulphat of limes ‘The carbonic acid contained im

-

this precipitate was therefore afforded by the amaioniac which had

attracted it from the atmosphere.

This combination of carbonic -

acid and ammoniac formsammoniacal carbouat, capable of decom.
posing calcareous salts by double affinity, as Black, Jaequin,*and

many other cheinists have shown, and as may be. easily proved by

pouringa solution of ammoniacal
carbonat
intoa
solution of sulphat of lime, which is not rendered turbid by caustic animoniac.
Lastly, to render the theory of this second experiment clearer,
Fourcroy took the first portion to which the caustic. ammoniac had
been added, and which, having been kept ina close vessel, had 1ost
no part of its transparency,

He reversed the bottle which contained’

it, over a funnel ofa very small pueumato-chemical apparatus, and
by the assistance of a syphon, passed into it carbonic acid gas, 015eugaged from the effervescent fixed alkali by sulphurie acid, In
propcrtion as the bubbles of this acid passed through the mixture,
it became turbid in the same manner as lime-water;. by filtration a
precipitate was separated, which was found to be chalk, and the wa=
ter, by evaporation, afforded ammoyiacal sulphat: gaseous water,
orthe liquid carbonic acid; produced the same composition in anos
ther mixture of sulplat of lime, and caustic ammoniac... This des
cisive experiment clearly shows, that ammoniac decomposesisulphat

்

of lime by double affinity, and by means of the carbonic acid.
Hence we see, that when it is required to preserve a mixture of the ப்
mineral water with ammoniac for several hours (which is sometimes ,*

necessary, because it does not decompose certain earthy salts, but:
very slowly), the experiment must be made in a vessel which can be
accurately closed,

in order to prevent the contact of air, which
>
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‘would falsify the result, Tliis precaution, which is of great importante
sin thevuse of all ré-agents, is likewise mentioned by Berginan and
\ Gioanetti.. To these may be added another observation coneeriing
the use of ammoniac: . As itis a matter of considerable difiiculty
“to preserve ammoniac in the state of perfect causticity,: though it is
necessary to be had in such a state, for the analysis of mineral
» waters, a very simple expedient may. be applied in this case,
It is topourasmall quantity of ammoniacinto a retort, whose neck js
» plunged in the mineral water; when the retort is slightly heated, the
* -alnmoniacal gas becomesdisengaged, and passes highly cautic into the

«water.

If it occasions 4 precipitate; it may be concluded that the

; mineral water contains sulphat of iron, which may be known by the
| colour of the precipitate, or otherwise that it contains salts, with
obase of aluminous or magnésian earth. Generally this precipitate
-tis formed by the chalk whieh was held in solution in the water, by
ee acid 3 ammeniac absorbs this: acid, and the
“means of the
“wehalk is deposited. Itis difficult) to determine’ stom the physical
“properties of the earthy. precipitate formed in waters by caustic am.
moniac, to which of the two last basesit is tobe attributed; yet
. the manner in which/it is formed may serve to\decide. | Six grains
of sulphat of magnesia were dissolved in fouriounces of distilled wa.
ter, and six grains of alum inan equal quantity of the sanie fluid;

» through each of ‘these solutions a small quantity of ammoniacal gas
. was passed: the first solution immediately became turbid, while:the’
till twenty
latter did not begin to exhibit a precipitat
e mintites after,

These mixtures were carefully included-in well closed bottles, “The
. satne plieiomenon took place with the nitrats and imurtiats of mag+ nesia and alumine, dissolyed in ‘equal quantities of distilled water,
of the _
The’ quickness or slowness
and treated in thesame manner.
| precipitation of a mineral water by the addition of ammoniacal gas,
therefore affords the means of ascertaining the natire of the eatthy
salt decomposed by thisgas. To'general, salts, with base of mage

nesia, are much more usually met with than those with -base of aluminous earth.

Bergman

has observed, that ammoniac

is capable’of

forining with sulphat of magnesia a’ compound in which a portion of
this neutral salt is combined, without decomposition, witlra portion
of ammoniacal sulphat. "This non-deconipesed portion of suk
phat of magnesia may probably form, with the ammoniacat sulphit,
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a mixed

ட

or sal alembroth.

|

neutral salt,

படம

similar

to

1

the

*
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ammoniaco-mercurial muriat,

‘The ammoniac does not, therefore, precipitate

the whole of the magnesia, and consequently does not accurately
exhibit the quantity of Epsom salt, of which that earth is the base,

For this reason lime-water is preferable for ascertaining the nature
and quantity of salts with base of magnesia contained in mineral
waters.
It has likewise the property of precipitating the salts with

aluminous base much more abundantly and readily than ammoniacal
gas.
x a
‘
The concentrated sulphuric acid precipitates a white powder
from water which contains barytes, according to Bergman ; but, as

the same chemist observes, that this earth is seldom found in mineral waters, it will not be necessary to enlarge
on the effects of this
Whien it produces an effervescence, or bubbles in water,
re-agent.
it indicates the presence of chalk, carhonat of soda, or pure carbonic

acid ; each of these substances may be distinguished by certain peculiar phenoniena, If water containing chalk be heated after the
addition of sulphuric acid, a pellicle and deposition of sulphat of
lime

are soon

formed, which

are simply alkaline.

does not liappen with waters which

At first consideration it may seem that the

sulphat of lime ought to be precipitated as often as the sulphuric
acid is ‘poured into water containing chalk; this, however, very seldom happens without the assistance of heat, because these waters
most commonly contain a superabundance of carbonic acid, which

favours the solution of the sulphat of lime, and of which it is necessary to deprive them before the salt can be precipitated.” This
fact may be shown in the clearest manner, by pouring a few drops
oficoncentrated sulphuric acid into a certain quantity of lime water
which has been precipifated, and afterwards rendered clear by the
addition of carbonic acid: if the lime.water be highly charged with
regenerated calcareous earth, a precipitate of sulpbat of lime is
thrown down in a few minutes, or more slowly in proportion a5
the carbonic acid is set at liberty: If no precipitate he aflorded by
standing, as will be the case when the quantity of sulphat of lime
is very small, and the superabundant carbonic acid considerable, the

of cal_ application of a slight degree of heat will cause a pellicle

cateous sulphat, and a precipitate of the same nature to be formed.
sulThe nitrous acid is recommended by Bergman to precipitate
by
made
be
may
t
experimen
The
waters.
d
phur from hepadige
e
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“which are very strong and beautiful, and others so old and crazy,
that it is almost impossible to cross them without danger.
On the north-eastern coast of the Adriatic Sea, in Dalmatia, the

river Cettina forms a magnificent cascade, called by the natives
Velica Gubaviza,

to distinguish

it from a less falla little below.

The Abbé Fortis is almost the only traveller who speaks of this
natural curiosity, and to enable himself to do it he was obliged to
creep; .3d sometimes to leap from one rock to another, in order
to arrive at the station where he could obtaina full view of it.
Notwithstanding ‘the difficulty of access, here, he says, the shep-

herds, with their leathern flasks full of water, climb with surprising
dexterity from the bottom of the abysses to the level tops of the
hills, where their thirsty flocks feed. If any of them miss a step,
they must inevitably fall, and become

such accidents rarely happen.

food for the vultures;

but

The waters precipitate themselves

from a height of above one hundred and fifty feet, forming a deep
majestic sound, which is heightened by the echo resounding be-

tween $he steep and naked marble banks.

Many broken fragments

of rocks, which impede the course of the river after its fall, break

the waves, and render them still more lofty and sounding; their
froth, by the violence
particles,

of the repercussion, flies off in small white

and is raised in successive

clouds, which,

by the agitated

air, are scattered over the moist valley, where the rays of the sun ன்
seldom penétrate to rarefy them.
When these clouds ascend <irectly upward,

the inhabitants

expect the noxious south-east wind,

which the Abbé styles “the sciocco,” and their presage seldom
fails. Two huge pilasters stand, as if.for a guard, where the river
takes its fall; one of which is joined to the craggy brink, having
its top covered with earth, and adorned with trees and grass; the
other is of marble, bare and insulated,
i
About a league from Schaffliausen, “at Lanffen, in Swisserland,
is a tremendous cataract on the Rhine, where the river precipitates

itself from a rock said to be seventy feet high, and ninety paces in
breadth.
Near

the city of

ட்

or Gotheburg,

in Sweden,

the

river Gotlia rushes down froma prodigious high precipice intoa

deep pil, with-a terrible noise, and such vast force, that

the irees

designed for the masts of ships, which are floated down the river.
are usually turned upside down in their fall, and are frequently
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‘They frequently dive so far under water,:asto

disappear for a quarter

of an hour,

half

an hour, and sometimes

three quatters of an hour.
The pit into which the torrent precipitates them, is of a depth not to be ascertained, having been
sounded with a line of several hundred fathoms, without reaching
the bottom *.
In Norway,

from ‘the

ப்ப

of springs

that

issue fron ifs

lofty mountaius, and the vast masses of snow accumulates -« theit
summits, which gently dissolve in summer, are formed many lakes,
in some of which are floating islands, and a considerable number of

rivers, the largest of which is the Glommen or Glamer;

but sone

of them are navigable far up the country, the passage being every
where interrupted by rocks, and in some places by dreadful cata.
racts, in which the stream precipitates itself from the height of forty,

The bridges over these ri.

fifty, and even a hundred fathoms.

vers are not walled, but formed of timber cases filled with stones,
which serve for the piers on which the wooden-work is laid.
The
largest biidge of this kind has forty-three stone cases, and is a
hundred paces

in length.

In

those

places where

the

narrowness

and rapidity of the current will not admit of sinking such cases,
thick masts are laid on each side of the shores, with the largest
end fastened to the recks; one mast being thus laid in the water,
another is placed upon it, reaching a fathom beyond it, and then
a third or fourth in like manner to the middle of the stream, where
it is joined by other connected masts from the opposite side, Thus

in passing over the bridge, especially in the middle, it seems to
swing, which, to those who are not used to such contrivances, appears extremely dangerous; so that, filled with terror, passengers
alight from their horses, and lead them over.

In England, in the county of Devon, the Tamar receives a small
river called the Lid, whiclr is peculiarly remarkable for being pent
up with rocks at the bridge, and running so far below it, that the
water is scarcely to be seen, or the murmurs of it to be heard, to

the astonishment of all strangers who have the curiosity to attend to
these

uncommon

circumstances;

for the

bridge

is level with the

road, and the water runs nearly seventy feet. below it.
Within a mile of this place is a cataract, where the water falls
* See Mr. Gordon’s account of this curious waterfall, Ph, Trane, for 1700,
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‘hundred and forty-five miles. “This river is in most parts wide aud
deep, and has within it several fine and fruitful islands, with a
fertile soil on both its banks: but it is not navigable above fifty
miles for ships, on account of its cataract.
At Powerscourt we also meet witha noble cataract, where the
water is said, but probably with much exaggeration, to fall three
hundreu ‘eet perpendicular, which is a greater descent than that of

any other cavaract in any part of the world.
Norta AMERICA in its lakes and cataracts surpasses all ஸம்

ற

of the world.

That of Niagara we have already mentioned.

The Fatus of St. ANTHONY, on the river Mississippi, in latic :
tude 44° 30’ north, descend from a perpendicular height of thirt
feet,

and are upward

of two hundred and fifty

the shore on each side is a level

yands

wide,

flat, without any satetveniag

whil

rock

or precipice.
There are no remaikable

rivers that extend far i lo the state of

New Jersey; but that named Passaick,

or Pasaéc, which dis-

charges itself into the sea to ihe northward of if, has a remarkable
cataract,

about

twenty

miles

from

its mouth,

where

it is about

forty yards broad, and runs with a very swift current, till arriving
ata deep chasm or cleft, which crosses the channel, it falls about

seventy feet perpendicular in one entire sheet.

One end of the

cliff is closed up, and the water rushes out at the other willl incredible rapidity, in an acute angle, to its former direction, and is

received into a large bason.

Thence it takes a winding course

through the rocks, and spreads again into a yery considerable
channel.
‘The cleft is from four to twelve feet broad. When Mr.
Barnaby saw it, the spray formed two beautiful rainbows, a primary and secondary, which greatly assisted in producing as fine a
‘This extraordinary phano» scéne a8 imagination ean conceive.
menon is supposed to have been produced’ by an earthquake.
What greatly heightens this scene, is another fall, though of less
magnificence, about thirty yards above.
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SECTION X.
Lakes, Lochs, and Loughse,

~

¥. Introductory Remarks.
THESE terms are synonymous, or rather, perliaps, may be re.
garded

by the etymologist as universal ; for the lough

Treland is

» the fock of Scotland, and both are the dace of England ; each. term
being derived from the Latin Jacws, or the Greek Aazxos, of simi.
lar import, and varied in its orthography and pronunciation by a

mere provincial distinction. *
Lakes or loughs have a very close connexion with bogs, as these last
have with moors or mosses: a bog or moss being little more than a
Jake loaded with vegetable matter, usually of aquatic origin*. This
eonuexion is well pointed out by Mr. W. King in the following article, chiefly devoted to tlie loughs of Ireland; and which we take

from the Philosophical Transactions.
As to the origin of bogs, it is to be observed, that there are
few places in our northern world but have been noted’ for
ihem, as well as Ireland; every barbarous ill-inhabited country
has them.—I take the
same

we

call

bogs,

loca
the

palustria,
ancient

retiring, when beaten, to the paludes,
perienced

to be

Germans,

is just what

and we shall find those
such as Liguria, were infested

i the Trish,
in

were barbarous,

or paludes,

Gauls,

and

the very

Britons,

we lave ex-

places in Italy that
with them, so that

To show
the true cause of them seems to be the want of industry.
this, we are to consider, that Ireland abounds in springs ; that these
springs are mostly dry in the summer, aud the grass and weeds
In the winter they swell and run, _
grow thick about those places.
ad soften and loosen all the earth about them.
Now that swerd
er surface of the earth, which consists of the roots of grass, being

lifted up and made fuzzy or spongy by the water in the winter, is
dried in the spring, and does not fall together, but wither in a tuft,
and new grass spring through it, which the next winter is again
lifted up; and thus the spring is still more and more stopped, and
the swerd grows thicker and thicker, till at first it makes what is
& For bogs, mosses, and the production of peat, see chap. xxvie of the pres
sent
°
- part of ; our work,
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called a quaking bog, and as it rises and becomes drier, and the
grass roots and other vegetables become

more putrid, together with

the mud and slime of the water, it acquires a blackness, and becomes
what is called a turf bog.
I believe when the vegetables rot, the
saline particles are generally carried away with the water, in which they
are dissolved; but the oily or sulphureous remain and float on the
“water 5 and this 1is that which gives turf its inlammability. To make

this appear, ‘itis to be observed, that in Freland the highest mountains are covered with bogs as well “as the plains, because the
mountains abound much in ட
Now these being uninhabited,
and no care being taken to clear the springs, இட mountains are
thus over-run with bogs.
It is to be observed also, that Treland’ apoutidein moss more than
probably any other country, insomuch that it is very apt to spoil

‘fruit-trees and quicksets.
which grows

in bogs

This moss is of divers kinds, and that

is remarkable; for the light spongy turf is

nothing but a congeries of the threads of this inoss, before it be
sufficiently rotten; and then the turf looks white, and is light. It
is seen in such quantities and is so tough, that the turfspades வேட
not cut it.—In the north of Ireland they call if old-wives tow, as it~
‘is not much unlike flax; the turf-holes in time grow up with it again,
as well as all the little gutters in the bogs; and to it the red or turf- .

bog is probably owing; and from it even the hardened turf, when
broken,

is stringy, though there plaitly appeat in it parts of other

vegetables; and it is probable

that the seed of this bog, moss,

“When it falls on dry and parched ground, prodaces heath.

It is further to be observed, that the bottom of bogs is generally
“a kind of white clay, or rather sandy marl; that a little water
“makes it exceedingly soft; and when dry, it is all dust; so that the
‘roots of the grass do not stick fast in it; but a'little wet loosens
* them, and the water easily gets in between the surface of the earth
and them, and lifts up the surface,
as a dropsy doth the skin.
‘Again, bogs are generally higher than the land about them, and

“highest in the
“monly about
degrees ; and
will find the

middle; the chiefsprings that cause them being com.
the middle, from whence they dilate themselves by—
besides if a deep trench be cut through a bog, you
original spring, and vast quantities of water will be

ரத 4 and the bog subside.
7
- It must be allowed that there are quaking bogs otherwise pro.
ட்
92
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a stream-or spring runs through

LAKES,
a flat,

.
it fills with

weeds in summer, and trees fall across and dam it up; then in
winter the water stagnates more aud more every year, யா the whole

flat is covered; then there grows up a coarse kind of grass peculiar
to these bogs; this grass grows in tufts, and their roots consolidate
together, and yearly grow higher, even to the height ofa man; the
grass rots in winter, and fall on the tufts, and the seed with ity which
sprigs

up next year, and so still makes an addition:

sometimes the ©

tops of flags and grass are interwoven on the surface of the water,
and this gradually becomes thicker, till it lie like a cover on the
water; then herbs take root in it, and by a plexus of the roots:
it becomes very

strong, so as to bear

will rise before and bentha, and sink
siderable depth; underneath is clear
become red bogs; but may easily be
ing a trench to Jet the water run. off,
The inconveniences of these bogs

part of the kingdom

aman.

Some

of

these bogs

where a man stands to a con=
water: even these in time will
turned into meadow by ae
6
are very great; a considerable

being rendered useless by them; they keep

people at a distance from each other, and consequently interrupt
them in their affairs. Generally, the land which should be our
mgadows, and the finest plains are covered with bogs; this is observed oyer all Connaught, but more especially in Longford and
also in Westmeath, and in the north of Ireland.

obstruct the passing from place to place;

These bogs greatly

and on this account the

roads are very crooked, or they are made at vast expense through bogs.
The bogs are a great destruction to cattle, the chiefcommodity of fre=
land; for in the spring, when they are weak and hungry, the edges

of the bogs have commonly grass, and the cattle venturing in to get
it, fall into pits or sloughs, and are either drowned or hurt in the
pulling out; the number of cattle lost this way is incredible.
bogs are a shelter and refuge to outlaws and thieves.

“Phe

The fogs and vapours that arise from them are commonly pier
and stinking, and unwholesome; for the rain that falls on them
not sink, there being hardly any substance of its softness more
penetrable to rain than turf, and therefore rain-water stands
them, and in their pits, where it corrupts, and is exhaled all by

will
int:
on
the

sun, very little of it running away, which must of necessity infect
the airs The bogs also corrupt the water, both as to its colour and
Jastes for the colour of the water that stands in the pits, or lies om
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. the surface of the bogs, is tinctured by the reddish;black colour of
the turf; and when a shower cones that makes these pits overflow,
the water that runs over tinctures all it meets, and gives both its
colour and stink te many of the rivers.
The natives however had formerly some advantage ‘from the
woods and bogs; as by them they were preserved from the conquest
ef the, Hngiisl); and probably a little remembrance of this makes
them still build near them: it was then an advantage te them to
have their country impassable, and the fewer strangers came near
them, they lived the easier; for they had no inns, every house
where you came was your inn; and you said uo more, but put off
your brogues and sat down by the fire; and still the natural Irish
hate to mend high.ways, and will offen shut them up, and
change them, being unwilling strangers should come and burthen
them.
Though they are very inconvenient, yet they are of some
use; for most persons have their fuel from them,
Turf is ac-’
counted a tolerably sweet fire; and having very impoliticly de.
stroyed our wood, and not. as yet found stone coal, except in few
places, we could hatdly live without some bogs; when the turf is
charred, it serves to work iron, and even to make ita dloomery or
iron-work : turf charred I reckon the sweetest and wholesomest fire

that can be; fitter for a chamber, and for consumptive people, than _
either wood, stone coal, or charcoal.

. _ Turf-bogs preserve things a long time: a corpse will lie entire in
one for several years; also trees are found sound and entire in them,

_ and even birch and alder that are very subject to rot; such trees
burn very well, and serve for torches in the night.
All the inconveniences of the bogs may

be remedied, and ita

be

made useful by draming them; and all or mest of them have a suf.
ficient fall for that purpose.
the expence,

and

The

it is commonly

great objection against them is
thought that it would cost much

more than would purchase au equal piece of good ground; for an
acre of good land in most parts of Ireland is about four shillings per
annum, and the purchase fourteen or fifteen years, so that three
pounds will purchase an acre of good land; and it is very doubtful
whether

that sum will reduce a bog;

but

this is far from the fact,

as most bogs would well reward the expense of draining them.
As to loughs or lakes, the natural improvement of them, is first to
drain them as low as possible; and then turn the tesidue of the wa-

Q3
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ter into fish-ponds's by planting a few trees about them, they may_
be

made

both

useful’ and orgamental.

As to

those places

called

turloughs, quasi terrent lacus, ov land-lakes; they answer the
name very well, being lakes one part of the year of Considerable

depth, and level smooth fields the rest.

There are holes in these,

out of which the water rises in winter, and retires again m summer;
many hundred acres being drowned by them, aud those the most
pleasant and profitable land in the countny : the soil isgommonly

a

marle, which, by its stiffness, hinders the water from turning it inte
a bog; and immediately when the water is gone, it hardens, and
hecaines an even grassy field; these, if they could be drained, would
be fit for any use; they would make meadow5 or bear any grain,
The lakes are chiefly
bat especially rape, which is very profitable.
in Connaught; and their cause is obvious enough, it being a stony

hilly country; these hills have cavities in them, through which the
water passes:

it is conimon

to have a rivulet

hill, and rise a mile or halfa mile from

sink on

one

side/of a

the place: the brooks are

generally dry in summer; the water sinking between the rocks, and
running under ground; insomuch as that in some places where they
are overflowed in winter, they are forced in summer to send. their
cattle many miles for water. ‘There is one place on a hill near
Tuam, between two of these turloughs, where there is a hill called

the Devil's Mill, at which a great noise is heard, like that of water
under a bridge:

when there is a flood in winter,

one

of the tur-

loughs overflows, and vents itself into the hole, and the noise pro-,
bably proceeds from a subterrancous stream; which in summer has
room enough

to yent all its water;

but in winter, when

rain falls,

the passages between the rocks cannot discharge it, and tlierefore it
regurgitates and covers the flats.
>
These turloughs are bard:to drain; being often encompassed with

hills, and then it is not to be accomplished: often they have a vent,
by which they send out a considerable stream; and then it is only.
making that passage as low as the bottom of the flat, and that will
prevent the overflowing; it sometimes happens that the flats are as

low as the neighbouring rivulets, and probably they are filled by
them; and then it is not only necessary to make the passage from
the flat to the rivulet, but also’ to sink the rivulet, which is very
“troublesome, the passage to be cut being commonty rocky.

[Phit. Trans. Abr. 1685.1
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_ 2. General Survey of Lakes chiefly worthy of Notice in different
j

Quarters

of the

World.

‘Turs interesting branch of natural science extends so widely, and
is so captivating froni the beauty aud variety of the features it uafolds to us, that it is difficult te comprise the present division within
due bounds.

We shall limit it, however, to those lakes which poss

sess Somiewhat ofa general character, or at
not so prowiaent as to be entitled

least whose character is

to avy peculiarity of delineation;

and shall reserve a few of those of this last description for another
division.
ASIA.
Ta deseribing the most remarkable lakes which are found in various
parts of the world, we sliall begin with that large body of water which
is improperly called the CASPEAN SBA, as it has no visible connec.
tion with the ocean, nor does it ebb and flow; but it is undoubtedly
the greatest lake in the eastern hemisphere of the globe. It is bounded
on the north by the country of the Calmuc Tartars, onthe east by
Bacharia and part of Persia, on the south by another part of Persia, and on the west by Persia and Circassia. It is situated between
36° 40/ and 47° north latitude, and between 47° 50’ and 60° east
longitude, and is about four hundred’ miles in length from north to
. south, and three hundred
places it is much
tance from the

in breadth from east to west;

narrower.

shore,

‘The water

Mr. Hanway

but in many

is salt;

and, at some disendeavoured in vain to find a

bottom witha line of four hundred and fifty fathoms. The water has
risen, within the last half century, so considerably, that it has made
great inroads on the Russian side for several miles, Both to the,east
and west of the Volga, and has rendered the adjacent country extremely marshy.
The lake BATKAL, in Siberia, on the road between Moscow and

China, is*of great extent from north to south, but narrow in breadth,
reaching from 51° to 65° nortl latitude. It abounds with sturgeon;
and that amphibious animal the seal.
*

AFRICA.

“Pan lake of Damen, in Upper Ethiopia, is the only one worthy
of nétice in this arid aud sandy quarter of the world, and iscalled by
the natives the sea of Zzanq, from the largest island init. This lake
+
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has been conaruicd as the source of the Nile, which Hows ou lofit, as

already mentioned, — It contains about twenty-one islands, Bruce says
eleven, some of which are yery fertile, and dre covered: with groves
of orange and citron trees, and in seven or ei@ht of teni are old
monasteries, which appear to have been efeszaut structures, Tis
greatest extent, which 1s in the direction of வடக்க
and south.
west, lias been computed to” be abont ninety miles ‘ong and thirty.
six broad;
five miles,

but Mr. Bruce has reduced its greatest lengtli to bing.
although on his general map its extent is not three

minutes short of a degree of latitude.
Evrore,

,.

- Tue principal Takes in the western part of the Russian empire are
the following:
The டத
Lapoga, situated between the gulf of Vinland

and the lake of Onega, one hundred and fifty miles in length, and
ninety in breadth,

is supposed

Ttis esteemed

the

to exceed any other for

which are also seals.

largest luke in Europe;

and

its plenty of fishes, among

This lake is full of quicksands, which being

moved from place to place by the frequent storms to which it is
subject; form several shelyes along its course, which often prove
fatal to the flat-bottomed
Peter: the Great to cause

vessels of the Russians.
This induced
a canal, sear séventy Bnglish miles in

length, seventy feet in breadth, and ten or eleven deep, to be cut, at
a vast expense, .from the south-west extremity of this Take to the

sea.

This great work was begun in the year 1718, and, though vi-

gorously prosecuted,

was

selgu of the Empress Anne.

not completed till the year 1782, in the

The canal has tw enty-five sluiees or

locks, and several rivers run into it. At the distance of every werst
along its banks, is a pillar marked with the number of wersts; and
it is the constant employment of a regiment of soldiers to keep the
canal in repair; for this purpose they are quartered in different
places on its banks.
Jn summer time it is covered with floats and
vessels, which pay tollin proportion to the value of their cargo.
The lake of OngGA is situated between the lake of Ladoga and

the White Sea, and has a communication with the former by means
of the river Swir. It is one hundred and eighty wersts in length,

_and about eighty in
i breadth; and though its waters are fresh, seals
are often seen ip it.
‘The lake of PRIPUS, 1 in Livonia, is nearly sively miles in length,
©
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and about forty miles in breadth.
It abounds with fishes, and runs
into the gulf of Finland by the river Narva.
In Sweden

Proper, which bas many

rivers, there are a stil} காவன

number of lakes.
The principal of the latter is the lake of MALER,
which is situated between Upland, Sudermanland, and’ Westmanland. It is seventy-two miles in length, yields great plenty of fishes,
aud is sail to contain twelve hundred and ninety islands.
It has a
communication with the sea through the mouths of the north
and south rivers,

which

enter it near Stockholm,

beautifully diversified with
Seats, and other edifices.

towns,

castles,

and its banks are

churches,

There are twenty-three lakes in East Gothland,

noblemen’s

the most remark-

able of which is the WErreR, which extends ninety miles in length,
and fifteen in breadth, and contains two‘
or three islands. Ithas but
one outlet, which is by the river Motala, though’ above forty little
streams discharge themselves into it. This lake is said to lie above
a hundred

feet higher ‘than either the Baltic or the North

Sea, and is

deep and clear, but very boisterous in winter, Along the banks
of the lake Wetter, .are found agate, cornelians, touch stone, and
rattle-stone. ~
The celebrated Jake of ZIRKNIZER in the Germanic province of
Carniola,

we

have

already described
*;

neiglibouring market-town, and
and

stony

mountains;

but

round

it takes its name

from the

is encompassed with wild, rough,
it also lie two citadels,

nine vil.

lages, and twenty churches.
The lake of ConsTANCE is one of the great boundaries which separate Swisserland from Germany; the broadest part extends into
Swisserland, while that towards Germany divides itself into two
arms, one of which is called the Sed/ersee, or lake of Zell, and the

other the Bodmen, Ueberlingersee, or lake of Ueberlingen. In the
latter is the island of Meznaw, which is about a mile in circumference, and not many years ago belonged to the knights of the Teu_ tonic order;

in the former is the island of Reichenau.

The whole

‘lake, fiom Bregentz to Zell, is, also distinguished by two appellations; the part from Bregentz to Constance being called the Upper

Lake, and that from Constance to Zell the Lower Lake: Mr.
Coxe calls it “ the inferior Lake of Constance,
the extent of which from Stein to Constance,

or the Zeller See;”
he says, is sixteen

* See Section iy, 6, of the present chapter,

-
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miles, and from the latter to Zell,

its greatest

breadth,

about ten,

The latter is between twenty and thirty fathoms deep, and has along
its banks many cities, towns, and villages; yet the Upper Lake surpasses it, for it is no where less than fifty fathoms deep, and its
greatest depth is swid to be three hundred and fifty; but it is cons
sidérably

deeper in summer

than in winter, occasioned

by the melt. .

ing of the snow upon the neighbouring mountains.
Here is also
_ its greatest breadth; for between Buchorm on the one side, and
Roschach

on the other, is no less

than five leagues.

‘Near Lindau

and Bregentz, beside the fishes commonly caught in those parts, is
a kind of salmon-trout, which being pickled, when full grown, are’
exported asa rarity.
‘They. generally weigh between thirty and
forty pounds,
As the fishermen cannot always make a good mar.
ket of such large fishes, they tie a,bit of wood on a fine, which
having passed through the fishes gills, they throw them again into

the water, and tie the other end of the line to a stake near their
huts; thus, without any danger of losing their'game, allowing them
a range of thirty or forty paces to swim in, and preserving them
alive and sound tll they meet with a market.
‘These fishes are

caught only thfee months in the year.
In the middle of the Lower Lake, the island of REICHENAU
and on account of

lies;

its fertility,

and the wealth

built there, is not improperly styled Reichenau,

of

the

abbey

or Augia-dives,

The island is about three miles long and one broad, abounding with
fine vineyards, and all kinds of fruit.
The

lake of GENEVA

resembles the sea, both in the colour of ifs

water, the storms that are raised on it, and in the ravages it makes
on its bavks: it is as little subject to frost as the lake of Constance.
Tt redeives different names from the coasts it washes, and has in
summer something like the ebbing and flowing of the tide, occa.
sioned by the melting of the snows, that fall more copiously into it
at noon, than at other times of the day.
It has, or rather had,

formerly, five different states bordering on it; France, the duchy of
Savoy, the canton of Berne, the bishopric of Sitten, and: the republic

of Geneva.
‘This lake is in shape like a half-moon, whose convex
side looks towards Swisserland; so that it is sixteen leagues in length

on this side, while towards Savoy it does not exceed twelve.

It

is pretty narrow at both ends; but widens by degrees to the
middle, where it is twenty-five miles over.
As to its depth, it is :
said in some places to be unfathomable, and is therefore navigable
€
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‘by larger vessels than are commonly seen in rivers. Near Ville.
neuve, the Rhone discharges itself into it with such rapidity, that
for the distance of half a league, tle river water, which is very foul,

+

continues unnixed

with that lake, which is very clear;

“ but after.

ward,” says Keysler, ‘ there is no visible distinction, though various
ancient, and several modern writers, affirm the contrary.” For.
merly this lake afforded trouts of fifty or sixty pounds weight; but

now one of twenty or thirty is reckoned very large,
Phe Rhone, atits efflux, forms an.island, on which, together with
the

baxks

on both sides,

stands

the city of Geneya, which is thus

divided into three unequal parts, that have a communication by four brilges,

and

is sifiiated

in 46° 12’ north

latitude,

and

in 6° east

longitude from Greenwich.
“Vhe greatest part of the city is seated
on a hill, and has its view bounded on all sides by several ranges of
mowntains; but these are at so great a distance, that they leave open

a surprising variety of beautiful prospects, and, from their situation,
cover the country they inclose fiom all winds except the south and
north, to the last of which the inlabitants of this city ascribe the
healthfulness of the air; for as the Alps surround the city on all
sides, forming a vast bason, within which is a well-watered country,
there would be a constant stagnation of vapours, did not the north
wind

put

From

this situation, as Mr, Addison

them

in

motion,

and

scatter

them

observes,

from time
the

to time,

sun riséslater at

Geneva, and sets sooner, than in other places of the

same latitude;

and the tops of the neighbouring mountains are covered with light
above half an hour after the sun is down at Geneva.

These moun.

tains also much increase the heats of summer, and form an horizon
that has someibing very singular and agreeable, ~ On the one hand,
a long range of hills, distinguished by the name of Mount Jura, is
covered with pasture and vineyards;

and on the otker,

pices, formed of naked rocks, rise in a thousand

odd

huge preci-

figures, and

being cleft in some places, discover high mountains of snow at the
distance of several leagues behind them,
To the southward, the
hills rising more insensibly, open to the eye a vast uninterrupted
prospect; but the most beautiful view is that of the lake, and its
borders, which lienorth of the town. There are few of the Swiss
poets who have not acknowledged the inspiration of this enchanting

scenery.

்
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to twenty-four thous

sand souls; whilst Zurich, which comes nest to it in respect of
population, contains scarcely thirteen thousand.
The lake of ZuRicw is one of the largest in Switzerland (those of
Constance and Geneva excepted), it being, according to Mr. Coxe,.
near ten leagues in length, and about one in breadth. The prospect
from

it is extremely

bordered

being-al!

delightful,

the

little eminences

over diversified with

by which it is

corn-fields,

vineyards,

vile:

Tages, and-towns: farther back is a gradual ascent of larger hills,
terminating m the'stupendous mountains of Glaris, Schwitz, and the

Grisons, whose summits are always covered with snow ; the whole
forming a scene truly picturesque, lively, and diversified, The Rhine
waters ihe north side of ‘the canton of Zurich, where it is joed by
the Thur, the Toss, and other smaller streams.

-Out of the lake of

Zurich issties a river, which flows through the town, and having a
- little below it received the Hill, begins to be called the Limmat;
till traversing the country of Baden, it at last loses itself in the
Aar,
The lake of YyERDUN, or NEUCHATEL, stretches, from south
to north, about twenty miles in length, and in some places about
five miles in breadth.
According to M.de Luc, this lake is a hun.

dred’ and fifty-uine French feet above that of Geneva.
The lake of BOURGET, in Savoy, is remarkable for breeding a
fish which

is unknown
in other countries, called Javaretta*, which

frequently weighs four or five pounds,

is sold fora good price, and

is extremely well flavoured.
The lake of Urana, in Dalmatia, which is ad on the north.
eastern coast of the Adriatic Sea, and is described by the Abbé Portis
as of twelve miles extent, deserves to be mentioned on account ofa
projeet- which was formed by a private person, and partly put in éxecution, fo cut a passage by which the water might be discharged
into the Adriatic: the course was to be cut through an isthinus of
solid marble for half a mile;

the attempt, however,

was soon aban-

doned.
The object in view by making this outlet, was to drain,
and, if possible, to render fit for cullivation, about ten thousand

acres of land, which lay.overspread with water,

The Abbé inspected

* This s the common opinion : but it is not quite correct.
met with also in many other parts of Europe towards the north.
ef gninia, the salmo layerettus of Linnéus,—Eprror,

The lavarét is
Itisa species ©
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by the Bishop of Derry, aftérwards Earl of
to them

at the time to be-altogetler iliue

sory.
Chersois a fruitful cand: at one time belonging to the Venetians,
and which was ouce much more considerable than at present; here
stood an ancient temple to Diana, which formerly gave name to the
island, and is noticed by Apollonius of Rhodes.
It is situated in a
gulf, formed by the south-eastern coast of Istria with the shores of
Croatia and Dalmatia, latitude 45° 10’ north.
On this island is no
river, but a lake which possesses very singular properties; it is called
Jessero, avalogous to Jezoro, « word still used hy the Poles to ex.
press alake or standing pool.
The water is not always constant in
its confines; sometimes it leaves a part dry for three or four years,
and then rises again; at other times it rises above ifs usual level,

and after a certain time forsakes the usurped ground *,
prietors of the contiguous lands sow

them,

when

The pro-

free of the water,

and know howto take their measures by observing the ordinary pe71002, The first year they sow. maize, or Indian corn, which yields
no great crop, on account of the weeds that spring up with the grain,
and which are not then to be extirpated, but the two or three subsequent years they have very plentiful crops by sowing wheat. The
fifth year they forbear to sow, expecting the ‘rising of the waters,
which seldom fails to happen. “In this lake are pikes of above thirty
pounds weight, with tenches, eels, and other fresh-water fish of ex.
quisite taste.
ட
VENICE, the capital and formerly seat of government of the
republic of that natne, is situated in 45° 26’ north latitude, and

in 12° # east longitude from Greenwich, and from its Laguna
is entitled to a notice in the present place. It makes a very
noble appearance at a distance, seeming, from its-being built
on a multitude of very small islands, to float on the sea, or
tather, with its stately buildings and steeples, to rise out of it.
The nuinber of these islands stil] remains uucertain, some reckon-

ing sixty, others seventy-two, and others again asserting that they
amount to one hundred and thirty-eight; but the latter must
comprehend in their calculation all those places that have been
® See forasimilar phenomenon

iy. 6. of the present chapter:

the
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gradually raised in the Laguna, by driving piles in the ground, and
building on them,
3
The Lacuna, or match. lake, which lies between, the city aud
the continent,
large ships:

is five

Italian miles

in breadth,

aud

too shallow. for

by the attention of the republic it is prevented from be.

coming a part of the continent, and from being ever frozen so. as to
bear an army;

hence the city is inaccessible on this

side.

Toward

the sea the access is also difficult; but the safe and navigable parts
are pointed out by piles, which, at the approach of an enemys

fleet, may be easily cut away.

Beside, as a considerable number

of men of war and gallies may be expeditiously fitted out for sea
from the dock, which contains vast quantities of naval stores, the
city is secure from any attack either by land or water, and is suffi.
ciently strong without fortifications:

The

fishes,

which are caught

at the very doors of the houses, may be esteemed a good preservative against a famine,

and the several canals

ieading to the city,

be.

tween the sand-banks and marshy shallows, are, 808 vast’ expense,

kept clear of the nind and slime brought with the flood.
tury of the sea

is something

The re-

later here thau every sixth hour,

and

it generally rises between. four and five feet, keeping the water between the islands of the city in continual motion : but some of these

tanals being very narrow, the mud is not so effectually carried off
‘as to prevent ill smells in hot weather.
-LAcGo MAcGiore, inthe duchy of Milan, is a most extraordinary lake, sixty-five Italian miles in length, in*most places six

broad, and its depth about the middle eight fathoms.

Toward

Switzerlayd it terminafes in a canal that is of vast advantage to
-commereé. The lake is every way environed with hills covered with

‘yineyards and summer-houses, which above the vineyards are plantations of chesnut-trees, the fruit of which is consumed in such
quantities, that when chesnuts are in great plenty, the price of cotn
falls, especially at Genoa.
Along the banks of the lake are fine

rows of trees, and walks arched with vine branches, especially near
the town of Alesco. This beautiful prospect is farther heightened
by large natural cascades falling from the mountains.
Two leagues from Sesti the Jake begins to widen, and’ on enter-

‘ing the bay appear the two celebrated Psola Bella and Isola
Madre ; the former lately belonging to Count Borromeo, and the

>
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These two islands have been compared to:

two pyrainids of sweetmeats, adorned with green festoons andflowers.
A,t one end of the garden of the Isola Bella are ten ter-

races, the perpendicular height of which, taken together, says
Keysler, is sixty ells above the height of the water, each ell consisting of three spans.
These terraces decrease proportionably in
their circuit as they rise toward the top of the hill, where an oblong

area, paved With fine stone, and surrounded with a ballustrade,
affords a most delightful prospect. It is in length from forty-five to
fifty common paces, and on every side stands a range of marble
statues of a gigantic size. The rain.water runs into cisterns underneath, to which also other water is conveyed in order to supply the
water-works.
Round every terrace is a pleasant walk, and at the
four angles are large statues and pyramids placed alternately. The

walls fromthe bottom to the top are covered with laurel hedges,
aud espaliers of orange, lemon, peach-trees, &c, The laurels
stand in the open air during the whole winter; but the lemon aud
orange-trees are sheltered over with a covering of boards, and
in sharp weather cherished with heat, from fires provided for that
puitpose, at a great expense. The annual charges of this Borromean
paradise amount to forty thousand Piedmontese livres. But to raise
so noble a superstructure upon such a foundation, and to bring these

islands to their present
seems an undertaking

‘complish.

The

incomparable

beauty and

magnificence,

beyond even the revenue of a prince to ac-

Isola Bella was, somewhat more than a century

ago, only a barren rock, to which every basket of eart!, and what-

ever is found there, must have been brought by boats at a prodie
gious expense.
வட
ts
த
The garden of Isola Bella has a south aspect, and at the two
angles of its front are two round towers, in which are very lofty
,apartments, adorned with red and ‘black marble. Here is also a
covered gallery, supported by stone coluimns, and shaded with
lemon frees, On the other side, that is, toward the east, is a de-

_ lightful walk of large orange-trees, disposed in four or five rows.
At a small distance is a fine grove

of olives, with narrow walk’,

and a caseade that falls down above twenty steps.

Here is also a

The lake comes up so
plantation of large pomegranate-trees.
close both to the palace aud gardens, as scarcely to leave so much
dry ground as fo set one’s foot upou, except a small space before
the north front of the palace, which was a fine prospect towards
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Isola.
On the east and west sides are large vaults, upon which the
earth has been raised to the height above-mentioned; and the
whole may be compared to the hanging gardens of antiquity. These
vaults are not only a foundation for the soil, but an ornament to’
the gardens, all of them resembling so many groftos.
Near the

palace are kept in a shed, built for that purpose, three fins gon-.
dolas for parties of pleasure upon the water.
From Isola Bella to Isou’a Manre is about half an ear sail.

ing, though their great height makes them appear much nearer,—
The latter has seven

terraces,

which are high,

but sloping,

and ar

a considerable distance from each other, by which means it appears
to be lower than
they are of an

Isola Bella,
equal

height.

though
The

according to
greatest

part

the original pula
of

the

external

foundation of Iscta Madre is a high perpendicular rock, pro.
jecting considerably over the water, so that it did not require so
much masonry

as Isola

Bella,

That part of le front of the palace

only is completed which looks toward Sesti and the above island,
and is adorned with fine paintings of flowers, portraits, and land.

scapes.
The garden of this island also abounds with

vegetable beauties,

particularly a fine espalier of citron-trees, with a low contre-espalier
of orangestrees,
an arched walk of cedars, a smaller espalier of
jessamine, an espalier of acacia, and another of rosemary not less
ihan eight feet in height.
Here are also several small groves of
laurel, with walks cut through them.
Some of these trees are of
uncommon thickness; and one of these espaliers of laurels is above
eighteen feet high: such a hedge, by means of the mildness of the
air, and its being fenced from the north wind by the neighbouring
mountains, shoots up to this height in six or seven years.

‘Phe tsola Madre is a secure place for keeping pheasants, which
are easily confined here on account of the great breadth of the
lake:

for when any of them attempt to fly over it, they soon flag,

and drop into the water, from which

they are immediately taken

up by a waterman who puts off for that purpose, and brings them
*back.
This, however, seldom happens ; for as the island is larger

than Isola Bella, and abounds with eyery thing proper for them, as
well as places for shelter, the birds seldom attempt to make their
escape.
‘There is a little house built for the young pheasants, and
near ita beautiful grove of lofty cypress-trees.
This appears to

be the finest part of the island, and ‘recals to one’s mind the fabu-
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fous descriptions that have been given of enchanted groves and
>

‘

islands.

The

walks

through

this cedar

plantation

lead,

by a de.

scent, fo'a sunmer-house uear the lake, The shores of both islands
are set round with painted flower-pots; and when any foreign prince
‘comes in the’ night, or makes any stay here, both islands are illumic

nated with lights of all colours, which exhibit a very glorious spec.

‘tacle,

|

‘

‘The territory of PERUGIA
called Thrdsimene,

are three islands.

contains a pretty large lake, anciently

but at present

Between

the lake of Perugéa, in which

this lake and a high

mountain

near

Cortona, in the dominions of Florence, isa long valley with only

one narrow entrance, where
man general.

Hannibal defeated Flaminius the Roப்

THE Care or BouseNa, a small town most delightfully situs

ated in the patrimony of St. Peter, is thirty-five Italian miles in circuit. The mountains which environ it are covered with oaks, and
form expansive and august amphitkeatres.
Here is said to have
been wrought by the host (the elements of the eucharist) when car.

vied in procession, the miracle which gave occasion

tution of the festival of Corpus Christi.
onan

eminence,

to the insti

Near this place are

the walls of the Etrurian city Volsinium,

seen,

in ruins.

Four Italian miles from Tivoli, a town of great antiquity
in the
Campagna, and seventeen miles north-east of Rome, lies the lake
of SOLFATARA, formerly called DLacus Albutus, in which are

sixteen floating islands.

Dr. Moore asserts that these islands are

nothing else than bundles of bulrushes springing from a thin soil,
Aormed by dust and sand blown from the adjacent ground, and
glewed! together by the bitumen which swims on the surface of this

lake, and the sulphur with which its waters are impregnated.

Some

‘of these islands are twelve or fifteen yards in length; the soil is sufficiently strong to bear five or six people, who, by means of a pole,
may move to different parts of the lake, as if they were in a boat.
Tins lake empties itself by a whitish muddy stream into the Tive.
yone, the ancient Anio; a vapour of a sulphureous smell. arising

from it as it flows, “The ground near this rivulet, as also around
‘the waters of the lake, resounds as if it were hollow when a horse
~ gallops over it. The water of the lake has the singular quality of
covering every substance which it touches with @ hard, calcareous,

YOu, ITT,

ந
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or petrifying matter*.
On throwing a bundle of shrubs or smalf
sticks’ into if, they will in a few days be covered witha white crust;
sbut what seems

sfill more

extraordinary,

this

incrustating

quality”

_is not so strong in the Jake itself as in the canal, of little rivulet
that

runs from it, and

the farther the water has

flowed

from

the
a

lake, till it is quite lost in the Anio, the stronger this’ quality be.
comes.
These small round incrustations which cover the sand and.
pebbles, resembling sugar:plumbs, are called Confecti di Tivoli, or
confections

of Tivoli.

Fishes are

found in tle Anio,

both aboye

and below Tivoli, till it receives the Solfatara, after which, during
the rest of its course to the Tiber there are none. The waters of
this lake had a high medicinal reputation டவ
Ws they are in
No esteem at present.

The lake of AGNANO, in the kingdom of Naples, is not far dis.
tant from the Grotto of Pausilipo, which as an artificial excavation
in Part III. of this Work.

will be described

The

communication

between these two remarkable places is by a very pleasant road, —
between fine vineyards. This lake is a perlect circle, about an
jialian mile in circumference.
At high water, in some parts of it,
is seen a strong ebullition.
On approaching it, one is sensible of
the motion of the water, which possibly proceeds from the ascent

of the effluvia.
very good

‘The tenclies and eels in this lake have in winter a_

flavour,

but

in

summer

are

not

eatable,

which

is in

some measure imputed to the great quantities of flax and hemp
brought thither from all the neighbouring parts, which are soaked —
in this water for the purpose of mellowing them.
Near this lake stand the sudatorées of St. Germaxo, which consist

of several apartments built with stone, where the heat and sulphus
repus vapours issuing from the earth soon cause a profuse sweat;
in some places the wall is too hot for the hand to bear it, and yet

the heat is supportable in the hottest room, especially if you stoop
toward the ground.

of Tritolz.
of heat,

The same observation

is made

on the baths

The patients are put into rooms of different degrees

according

to the

sudatories of St. Germano,

nature

of

their

which are said

the gout, debilities, inward heats,

complaint;

and in the

to be very efficacious in

&c. they never

stay above a

quarter of an hour ata time,
* See asimilar property in the water of Loch-neagh in the subdivision 8, of
this section.
©
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Within an hundred paces of these salubrious sudatories isa small
natural cavern, known by the name of ‘ Grotto del Cané,or Dog’s
Grotto,’ which we have already described*. As we have also
the’ general faee of the valley of Solfatara itself +.

‘Dhis lake is insome places an hundred and eighty feet deep; and
some old walls standing near it, are supposed

to be the remains of

a temple to Apollo.
Of ihe lakes in FRANCE, none need be mentioned here but that
of Tuav, on which is seated the small town of Frontignac,, or
Frontignan,

seventeen miles to the south-west of Montpelier, cele-

brated for its excellent muscadine wine, its jar-raisius, and its hand.
‘This wine is called by the English Frontiniac,
some'town-house.
The above lake, wich is alsonamed Maguleone, is twelve leagues
in length, and separated from the sea only by a narrow tract of
fand; but in one place has a communication with the gulf of Lyons,

which, according to Busching, takes not its name from the city of
Lyons, which is seated at a great distance from the sea, but rather from the violent storms so frequent in this shallow part: of the
Mediterranean, and which destroy the ships as a furious lion does
its prey.

British

Isis.

tn ENGLAND, ‘the adjoining counties of Cumberland, and Westmorland, are so highly celebrated for their lakes, and the beautiful
romantic scenery that surrounds them: that we shall more minutes
ly advert to them in the ensuing subdivision of this section. The
principal. lakes in Cumberland are, Derwent-water, Uls-water,

and Broad-water ; beside which, Bassenthwaiie,
Wasdale, and Daigarth, are all worthy of notice.

Low-water,

The lake of DERWENT-WATER is in the vale of Keswick: it is
three miles in length, and a mile and half wide. Five islands rise
out of this lake, which being covered either with turf or trees, add greatly to the ‘beauty of the appearance.
On one of these ‘islands
is an elegant modexn-built house.
More to the north-west, the
‘river Derwent, after running a short space ina narrow channel,
# See ch, xxv, sect. vii. yol. IT,
+ See vol. I. ch. xvii, p, 509;
RY
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‘enlarges into tle long an‘ narrow lake, called Bassenthwaite, at the
termiitation of which is a remarkable

Lowdore,

water-fall, named

The Derwentwater estate was not long since restored to its noble
family, subject to a large fee farm rent, for the use of Greenwich
ம்
hospital.
Uns-wATeER is a long and narrow lake, with its southern part
in Westmorland, while all the rest is equally divided between the
Ifa swivel-gun, or even a fowling-piece, be diss
two counties.
charged from a boat on this lake, in certain parts of it, the report
will reverberate

from rock to

rock;

promontory,

cavern,

and hill,

the
with an astonishing variation of sound; now dying away upon
This re-echo may
ear, and again returning like peals of thunder.

be distinctly heard seven times in succession.

Among mountains where eagles build their nests, in the western
is WiN_ part of Westmorland, and on the borders of Lancashire,

ANDER-MERE, the longest and most beautiful Jake in England,
said to be so called by the Saxons, from its winding banks. It is
about ten miles. in length from

north to

south,

but

in no

part is

It is paved as it were at bottom with one
broader thana mile:
In some parts it is of a vast depth, and is well
continued rock.
elsewhere,
stored with a fine fish called char *, which is rarely found

except among
The
not

the Alps, and in some of the lakes of America,

but
Uls-water, already mentioned, has likewise some char ;
to the
Martindale,
of
forest
the
In
here.
as
plenty
such
in

wild
south of Uls-water, the breed of red. deer still exists, in a
ட்
state.
In WALEs, the BELA lake, of Merionethshire, deserves to be
spoken of. This country is watered by several rivers, the most of

which are connected with lakes, and the principal of which are the
Dee, the Avon, and the Drurydh.

The Dee has two spring-heads

in the eastern part of the county, after the union of which it is sup. |

posed to run through the lake Bala, or Pimble.meer, without
mixing its waters with those of the lake; at least the different tribes

of fishes seem not to mingle; for it is said, that though the Dee
abounds with

salmon,

none are ever taken in the lake out of the ©

stream of the river; nor does the Dee carry off any guiniads, a fish”
® Salmo Carpio and 8, Alpinus of Linnens.—hditore
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peculiar to the Iake, which resembles the whiting, but tastes like a
trout.

Thie most remarkable lochs, or lakes, in ScoTLAND, are Lochfay,
Lochness, and Wochleven, which send forth rivers of the same
name with themselves; -Lochlomond, which sends forth the riyer
Lomond; and Lochzern, from which flows the river lero.
On Lachleven

lately

resided

a collateral

relation

and namesake

of the celebrated Dr, Smollet, to whose memory he raised an obelisk, on-the bank near the house 1 which he was born.
Smollet
was entitled fo this mark of attention; for we are indebted to him
for the following beautiful lines to the lake itself.
On Leven’s banks, while free to rove,
And tune the rural pipe:to love,
I envied not the happiest swain
That ever tred th? Arcadian plain.
Pure stream! in whose transparent wave
My

youthful limbs I wont

to laye;

No torrents stain thy limpid source;
No rocks impede thy dimpling course,
hat sweetly warbles o’er its bed,
:
With white, round, polish’d pebbles spread;
While, lightly pois’d, the scaly brood,
Th myriads, cleave thy crystal foed :
The springing trout, in speckled pride;
The salmon, monarch of the tide;
“The ruthless pike, intent on war;
The silver eel,

and mottled par.

Deyolving from thy parent lake,
A charming maze thy waters make,
By bow’rs of birch, and groves of pine,
And hedges flower’d with eglautine.
Still on thy banks, so gaily green,
May num’rous herds and flocks be seen;
- Add lasses, chanting o'er the pale;
And shepherds, piping in the dale;

And ancient faith, that knows no guile,
And industry, imbrown‘d with toil ;
R93
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resolv’d, and hands prepar’d

The blessings they enjoy to guard!

“TRELAND abounds more in lakes, or as they were formerly called,
‘Toughs, than perhaps

any other countty of the same extent; and

“especially the provinces of Ulster and Connaught, in which they
are more frequent
are usually
They
lakes, which have
and salt lakes, into

than in the other pro vinces of the kingdom,
classed under two -denomina tious; fresh-water
no access of the tide, or mixture with the sea,
which the tide flows, and which may more pro-

perly be called inlets of the sea.
Of the fresh-water lakes, one of the most extraordinary ts Lough.
Zene, in the county of Kerry,

which

is remarkable

fer. its singular:

|
|
|

Itis about six miles in length, and, ata medium, near —
நகை,
of
half as much in breadth; and is interspersed with a variety
eautiful islands, many of them rich in herbage, and well inhabit.
Eagles and ospreys are here in great numbers, and the islands
ed.
of the
and rocks in and around the lake are adorned with groves’

arbutus, which is frequently four feet and an half in circumfer.
;
ence, avd nine or ten yards high.
Lough-erne and Lovgheneagh are by much the largest Jakes in
Treland,

‘The former-is-divided into two branches, the upper and

lower, which are separated by the water being contracted intothe

encompass of a considerable river for some miles, after which,
This lough, in both its
larging itself, it forms the lower lake.
branches, takes its source through the whole length of the county
of Fermanagh, from the south-east point to the north-west, nearly
It abounds with a great variety
dividing it into two equal parts.

of fishes, as pike of a prodigions size, large bream,

roach, eels,

and ¢rout; but it is chiefly valued for its salmon,
Lough-neagh is somewhat of a square form, but indented

every side.

ei
on

largest lake in Ireland, and 3 —

It is esteemed the

exceeded by few in Europe, being twenty miles long from the”
north-west point to the south-east, near fifteen miles from the north.

east to the south-west,

aud ten or twelve broad @t a medium,

‘Lough neagh communicates its benefits to five counties, Armagh,
Tyrene, Londonderry, Antrim, and Down; the latter of which it
only touches by a small point on the south-east side. Tt receives |
௩

’
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518 considerable rivers, four of lesser note, and several brooks ; yet
has but one outlet to discharge this great flux of water. It has
various peculiarities, and especially that of petrifying vegetables;
on which acount we shall more minutely notice it in the eusuing
subdivision of Particular

Lakes.

:

AMERICA.
Nothing distinguishes the northern parts of this division of the
world more than its numerous and imineuse lakes, the five principal:
of which belong wholly or in part to the province of Canada, or
Quebec, and are named Onforio, Erie, Huron, Michigan, and
Superior.
These lie withia about seven degrees of latitude, and
_ fourteen of longitude,

or from 41° 35’ to 4g? north, and

from 75°

20! to 92° west. There are beside many smaller lakes which lie
to the eastward and north-westward of these. To the eastward are
the lakes George and Champlain.
The most northern visited by
the traders is the lake Bourbon, which reaches te 51° north latis
tude; to the south of which is the lake FVinnepeek, called by the

French Ouinipique: communicating with the former by 2 strait.
A river extends from lake WVinnepeek to lake Superior, which
some geographers have considered as a continuation of the St. Lau_ rence: about midway of this river is the lake dw Bots, or Wood
Jake ; there is likewise lac Pluze, or the Rain lake, the Red like,
and Niepegon, with many others still less considerable.
Beyond

60° of north latitude, from near Hudson’s Bay to 131° west longitude, are other. extensive lakes, about which the savage race of

Arathapescow Indians lead their wandering life. These vast assemblages of fresh waters, whicli are not put in motion and alternately raised and sunk by tides, are supposed to contribute very
cousiderably to the greater degree of cold which is felt in the
northern parts somes than in the same parallels of latitude im
Europe.

In describing these

ட் let us begin with the most eastern, and

" proceed westwardly,

Lake GrorGe,

formerly

called by the French dac S¢. Sacre-

ment, is about thirty five miles long from north-east to southwest,
but narrow.
Lake CHAMPLAIN i8 about eiglity miles from north to south,
Whien these two lakes
and about fourteen miles where broadest.
RA
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were first discotered, they were known by no other name than thaz

of ‘ Iroquois lakes.”
Lake ONTARTO is the least of the five great lakes of Canada;
form is nearly oval;

ifs

greatest

length

being

from north-east

its
to

south-west.
Its circumference is about six hundred miles. Near
the south-east part it receives the waters of the Oswego river, and’
on the nortli-east discharges itself into the river Cataraqui,, which
communicates with
source of it;

the St. Laurence,

though

or

may

some geographers

be consiilered

describe

that

vast

as the
river as

uniting the five great lakes, and having its source to the westward of

Jake Superior.
Near to it stood fort Frontenac, which was taken
from the French in the year 1758, by some provincial’ troops, under
Colonel Bradstreet.
At the entrance of Oswego river stood a fort
of the same name, which, in the year 1756, was defended by two
xegiments of provincial troops, when it was attacked and taken by
the French, and the garrison cruelly massacred by the savages who
followed the French camp.
Lake Erirm extends about three, hundred miles from west to
noriii-east.

It is

widest toward

yenty miles across from

the middle,

north to south.

where

Carver,

it is about cee
a faithful barya-

tor of what hie saw, though not to be followed in longitudes and
latitudes, says, the navigation of this lake is esteemed more danger.
ous than any of the other lakes, on account of many high lands
which Jie on its borders, and which project into the waters, so tliat

whenever sudden storms arise, canoes and boats are frequently lost,”
- as there is no place which affords retreat or shelter.
writer says there are several islands near the west end
with

them.

venomous

snakes,

that

it is highly

The water is ‘covered near the

dangerous

The same
so infested

to land upon

banks of these islands with

the ‘nymphea nelumbo or aquatie lilly, the leaves of which spread
over the surface,

so as to cover it entirely

these our traveller saw

prodigious

for

numbers

a

great space;

of the

on

water-smakes,

wreathed up, and basking in the sun.

This lake discharges its waters at the north-east end into the
river Niagara,

which runs due

north

and

south;

miles in length, and flows into lake Ontario.
this river,

on ifs eastern

shore,

is

is about thirty-six

‘At the

fort Niagara,

which

entrance of
was taken

from the French in ‘the year 1759, by Sir William Jolinston, and
was considered as a highly impoitant acquisition, About eighteen
6
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are those stupendous catdracts,

which

are

not to be equalled by any other falls of water on this globe, and
which have been already described.
Lake HbRoN is next in magnitude to lake Superior; its shape is
nearly triangular, and it is about a thousand miles in circumference;
on the north side of it is au island, pearly ah hundred miles in exe
ent irom east to west, but inno part above eight miles from uorth
to south; it is called by the Indians Manataulin, whieh signifies
»a place of spirits.
At-the west point of the lake are the straits of
Michillimackinac, which unite with lake Michegan ; and about
fifty miles. to the north-east of these straits are those of St. Marie,
by which lake Huron communicates with lake Superior: they are
about forty miles long, and very unequal in breadth: ere are
falls, but not perpendicular, like those of Niagara, but the waters
pass along a sloping bottom, which in that country is called a rae
pid: this continues fpr uearly three-quarters of a mile:
The fall
here is not so impetuous as entirely to prevent the navigation of
boats and canoes downward.
The southern point of lake Huron
Tuns inte a strait, which soon after enlarges into a small lake called:
St.Claire, from which rons another strait, which is only distine.
guished by the French name of Deérott (trait) ; this discharges it
self into jake Erie, the distance between which and Huron is eighty
wiles.

Although the water here is level,
Jarge vessels is stopped by a bank of sand.
of

this river,

the

navigation of
town of Detroit,

The

hundred houses, is situated

“which contains upward of an
western banks

yet

or strait,

on the

about nine miles below lake

At the north-east point a considerable river fows into
St. Claire.
this lake, called the Souties, from which there is but a short car=
tying-place fo the river of the Attawawas, which discharges itself
into the St. Laurence above Montreal,

Lake Micuucon, to the west of Huron, is long and narrow,
extending neatly two hundred miles from north-west to south-east,
and

forty broad

from

peninsula is formed,

north to south,

Between

these

two lakes

a

which runs into a point at the north-west, at

the straits of Michillimackinae,

where is

a fort of

the same name,

which, in the language of the Chippewaw Indians, signifies a tore
toise. On the north-west side of this lake is a strait, about forty
miles wide; called the grand traverse, in which are many islands,
some of which are inhabited by the Ottawaws, and others by the
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Pontowattimic Indians.
This strait leads into what the French
called Baye Puant (stinking), but which is new named the Green
Bay; it is long and narrow, aud into it flows a large stream,
_ which rises near the Mississippi, and is denominated the Fox
River; its banks are inbabited by a powerful tribe of Indi
ans. On the south-west side of the river are the Saukie Indians.
Near the borders of this lake are a great number of sand cherries,
which are not less.remarkable for their manner of growth, than for
‘They are found upon a small shrub, not _
their exquisite flavour.
more than four feet high, the boughs of which are so loaded, that”
As they grow only on the sand,
they lie in clusters on the sand.

the warmth of which probably contributes to. bring them to sucly
perfection, they are called by the French cerise de sable*, the size

Gooseberof them does not exceed that of a small musket-ball.
ries and juniper trees, bearing berries of a very fine kind, abound
here. Sumack likewise grows here in great plenty, the leaf of

which, if gathered when red, is much

esteemed

by the natives, who

mix about an equal quantity of it with their tobacco, Near this ”
lake, and on the borders of all the great lakes, grows a kind of

willow, to which

the French have given the name of Bots rouge,

or red wood +. Its bark, when of one year’s growth, is of a fine
scarlet colour, but as it grows older it changes into a mixture of
grey and red. The stalks of this shrab grow in clusters to the

height of six or eight feet, and never exceed an inch in diameter,

‘Phe Indians scrape the bar's, which they dry and powder, and mix
with their tobacco, for theit winter pipes.
Lake SuPERioR is entitled to this distinguishing appellation, not
only as it surpasses every other American lake in extent, but as being situated qn a much more elevated part of the country, the
level of its waters being several hundred féet higher than those of
It may be justly called “ the Caspian of Amethe St. Laurence.

rica,” and is unquestionably the largest expanse of fresh water inthe

world, being in magnitude equal, or rather surpassing that Asiatic
The Mrench
salt water lake, which has been already spoken of,
are said to have observed of the lakes, that they rise, by impercep-

tible degrees, to about the height of three feet in seven years and
* Cerasus pygmea, Linn. Editor,
Edit,
+ Salix rubra, Linn.
©
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anhalf, and sink as much in an equal portion of time, so that in
fifteen years this watery cycle, ifit may be so termed, is completed:
a change similar to

what

las

been reported

of the

Caspian,

but

performed in-one quarter of the time.
According to the French
charts, the circumference of lake Superior is about fifteen hundred
miles,
Carver is of opinion, that “ if it were coasted round, and

the ytmost extent of every bay taken, it would exceed sixteen

hundred.’ He coasted near twelve hundred miles on the north
and east shores:
<* When it was calm,” says he, “ and the sun
shone bright, I could sit in my canoe, where the depth was upward
of six fathoms, and could plainly see huge piles of stone at the
Hottom. The water at this time was as pure and transparent as the
air, and my canoe seemed as if it hung suspended in that element.
It was impossible -to Icok attentively through this limpid
medium at the rocks below, for even a few minutes, without fecling the head swim,

gnd the eycs no longer able to view the dazzling

seene.” This occurred in the month of July, and although the
surface of the water, from the heat of the atmosphere, was warin,
yet on letting down a cup to the depth of about a fathom, the
water drawn thence was so excessively cold, that it had nearly the
same effect as ice, when taken into the mouth,
This lake is said to
receive neatly forty rivers and streams of water; the two principal
rivers are the Nipegon, or Ajanipegon, and the Michipicooton, the
one from the north, and the other from the west. By means of
ihe latter, a communication is formed with the lakes Bourbon or
Christianeux, Winnepeek,.aud du Bois; and in this river some have
traced the St, Laurence.
A small river on the west, before it
enters the lake, has a perpendicular fall from the top of a mountain,
of more than six hundred feet, through a very narrow channel.
The only passage through which the waters of lake Superior are
discharged, is St. Mary’s strait, already spoken of.
There are
many islands

in

this

lake,

two

of which

are very

extensive;

the

largest has been named Isle Royal, the other Phillépaux, which
last is supposed to be nearly an hundred miles from east to west,
but in no part more than forty miles from north to south, Miropau
Isle

is likewise

of considerable

extent;

at

the

entrazee

of West

bay isa cluster of small islands called “ the twelve Apostles.
On
the south side of the lake is a peninsula, which spreads into the
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lake sixty miles,

and is called

Chegomegan.

The Indians

suppose

these islands to be the residence of the Great Spirit.
This lake abounds with fishes, the principal of which are trout
and sturgeon. The country to the north and east is very. moun.
tainous

and

barren.

fine flavour, arow
currants

and

Whirtle-berries,

of an

uncommon size,

and

in great quantities on the mountains, as do black

gooseberries;

but

the

most

excellent

fruit

in

these

parts is a berry resembling a raspberry in its manuer-of growth,
but of a lighter red, much larger, and in flavour more delicious,
It grows on

a shrub of the nature

of a vine,

grape.

with leaves

like the

:

On the north-west border of lake Superior is what is called
* the grand portage ;” aud there those who go on the north-west
trade, many of whom come from Michillimachinac to the lakes
De Pluye, Du Bois, &c, carry over their canoes and goods for

about nine miles, when they again proceed by water carriage.
There is likewise a great mart for trade about an. hundred and
fifty miles to the south-west of lake Superior, near the banks of the
Mississippi,

where that river forms what is called

lake Fepzn.

this was settled to be a place of resort by the French traders,

As

they

thought fitto give it a name, and it has ever since been known by
that of La Prazrée du Chien, or Dog Meadow.
Hither all the
Indians who inhabit the adjacent countries resort, and it rather des
serves fo be named the meadow of concord; for whatever Indians
meet in this place, though the nations to which they belong are at
war with each other, are obliged to restrain their enmity, and to

forbear all hostile acts whilst they continue here.

The like conduct

is observed at the Red Mountain, which is in the same part of the
country, whence they procure the stone of which they make their

pipes.
Of the SpANisH Possessions in North America,

the province

of Mexico Prover greatly exceeds the rest, and contains the
capital of the same name, which is seated in the lake of Tuscuco, or
Mexico.

on the east side of a valley, at the foot of a range of hills,

in 19° 26" north latitude, and 101° 12/ west longitude from Greenwich, abovt a hardred and seventy miles west of the gulf of Mexico, and a hundred and ninety north of Acapulca.
Clavigero
galls it <* the most renowned of all the cities of the new world,” and
saysit is, like Venice, built on several islands.
t
€
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The lake Tasco; he tells us, formerly extended fifteen or seyenteen miles from east to west, and something more from north to
south, but its present extent is inuch less, the Spaniards having
diverted into new channels

many of

the rivers which

formerly ran

into it.
The same writer says, that all the water which assembles
there is at first sweet, and becomes afterward salf from the nitrous
quality of the bed of the lake.
Of this lake, and in the city which it encompasses, Cortes and
his Spaniards maintained that cruel war against the Mexicans which
commenced

years.

in the latter end of 1519,

Here

endeavouring

the gallant Emperor
to

escape in a boat,

and was continued for eight

Guatimozin was taken, when
under a disguise,

intending,

as

the last effort, fo raise a force in the neighbouring provinces. Into
this lake, it has been supposed, a considerable part of the wealth
contained in the city, when in the height of its splendor, was prea
cipitated, to prevent its becoming the spoil of their cruel con.
querors, when the Mexicans were no longer able to maintam the

unequal contest.
Of the southern part of the continent of AMERICA, the principal
Jake we meet with is MAYACAYBO,
nicates with the gulf of Venuzuela,

in Terra Firma.
by a strait, on

It commue
the western

coast of which the city of Mayacaybo is situated. This lake is said
fo be eighty leagues in circumference, and contributes equally to
_ the beaufy aud convenience of the province of Venezuela, with.
which it is encompassed,
The water is used as a drink, though
brackish and unwheleseme.
The gulph-of this lake which terminates in the Caribbean Sea, extends about an hundred and ten

iniles from south to north.
~ [Keysler, Addison, Coxe, Moore, Spalanzani, Swinburne,
Casour, Clucigero, Sean, Payne.

3. Particular Lakes ; or such as are entitled to amore minute
Description.

Lake Asphaltites.
Tuis is more usually known by the name of the Dead Sea.
It lies in Palestine, and is about fifty miles long, and twelve or thir.
It is ‘surrounded by lofty mountains, and) the river
teen broad,

Jordan flows into it.

It covers the old ground, that according to
>
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Strabo’s report, in consequence of an earthquake, accompanied hy
frequent eruptions of fire; or, according to the words of the Bible,
in consequence of a rain of sulphur, buried the towns of Sodom and
Gomorrha; and is very remarkable on account of the considerable ——
proportion of salt which it contains.
In this respect it surpasses
every other known water on the surface of the earth, This great
proportion of bitter-tasted salts is the reason why neither animal nor
plant can live in this water; om which account the name of Dead
Sea is applied to it with justice. This great proportion of salt gives

to the water so great a specific gravity, that it is capable of bearing

weights that would sink inthe Ocean.

Hence it happens that men,

as Strabo long «go informed us, cannot dive in the Dead Sea, but
are foreibly suspended on its surface.
ae
The Dead Sea is farther remarkable on account of the great
quantity of asphalt swimming on its surface, which having been orie
ginally thrown up from its bottom in a melted state by the agency
of subterraneous heat, aud being again solidified by the cold of the:
water, is at last collected on the margin of the lake, and forms an

important article of traffic.

;

Two different sets of chemical experiments liave already made
us acquainted with the nature of the salts with which this’ water is
impregnated.
ares
‘
The first of these is that uf Macquer, Lavoisier, and Sage, ine
serted

in

the

Memoirs

of the Academy

of Sciences

for ithe year

1778, and entitled Analyse de Haw du Lac Asphaltite.

Two

flasks, sent by the Chevalier Tolesin Guettard, furnished the requisite quantity of water for this analysis,

They found the specific gravaty of the water 1-240.
As the result of their analysis, they obtained from 5 pounds of
the water 5 ounces of crystallized common salt, but not quite free
from a small mixture of the salts with an earthy base. Fartber,
they oblained 30 ounces of earthy salts, consisting of four parts of |
muriate of magnesia, and tliree parts of muriate of lime.
These
proportions, reduced to 100 parts, give us the constituents of the’
salts of the Dead Sea as follows:
Muriate of magnesia......-.--.-00+- 21°780

PWMunate of limes.
«20 vite ne
; 161389
Marlate of soda... ...... 0.00, v2 --s~ 6'250
44375
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‘The second analysis of this water has been published by Dr.
Alexander Mareet, in the Philosophical Transactions for 1807, part
2d. ‘The water examined by bim, in company with Mr, Tennant,
had been brought from the Dead Sea by Messrs. Gordon and
_ Clunis during their Travels in the East, and had been sent by them
to Sir Joseph Banks.
The specific gravity of this water was 1:211.
:
:
From 20 parts of the water there were obtained by evaporating
in a sand-bath, at a temperature of 212° Fahrenheit, 7-7 parts ofdry
saline residue.
A’s the result of his analysis, he estimates the constituents in 10@

:

parts of the water as follows:
4
Moriate of lime. sis......scvseense> S791
* Muriate of magnesia........0+-20¢-. 10100
Muuiate of soars.
ences +++ 2. 10s LOO

Sulphate oflime.......--+2-+0+-2---

OO54
24-622

Or, according to another mode

of calculating,

Miiriate Of Hil@.s..snssess essence «2 3 920
“Muridte of magnesia............0.+. 10:246

Muriate of sodas. sc. 05.000. s.0e0+20 10-000
Sulphate of lime, ........+00ssesee+- O54
24-580

This estimate does not, however, accord with the original stategrains of
that 20 grains of water leave a residuum of 7:7
‘I'o make them agree, 100 grains must have furnished
dried salis.
3
5
38% grains of salt.

iment,

in the
“This circumstance, together with the marked difference
induced me,
proportions of the salts, furnished by each analysis,
analysis myself,
says the former celebrated chemist, to undertake an
for the purhaving been furnished with a sufficient quantity of water
pose by

deprived

Dr. William Thomson,

whose recent death, at Palermo, has

‘mineralogy'‘of a zealous

disciple.

‘This water had been

given by
brought by the Abbé Mariti from the East, and had been
him to Dr. Pargioni Tozzetti.
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The water was colourless and
of muddiness,© obviously owing
of the flasks lay a single cubic
re-dissolve. ‘The taste of the

transparent, except a small (16212௧
to a cork-stopper.
At the bottom
erystal, which lad again beguito.
water was bitter, saltish, and sharp,

Its specific gravity was 1:245.

Five hundred grains of this water,
left upon a sand-bath

residue 213 grains of dry salt.
gested with five times

evaporated to dryness and

till they no longer lost any weight,
its weight

gave asa

‘This salt, while still warm, was di.
of

alcohol,

After

it had

been

' allowed to exert its whole solvent power, by being left in.a mode.
rately warm place, and by frequent agitation, the alcohol was decanted off, and the undissolved salt treated again in the same manner
with half the quantity of alcohol.
The alcohol was eyaporated, and the residual dry salt was again
treated with alcohol; but ouly with a quantity sufficient to take up
the most soluble salts, and to separate a portion of common salt
which had been dissolved along with them by the alcohol in the
first process. The alcohol, being evaporated, left behind 174 grains
of a salt mass, consisting of a mixture of muriate of magnesia and.
~ muriate of lime.
To determine the proportions of these two salts; the mass was
dissolved in water, and precipitated while boiling by carbonate of
soda.
‘The edulcorated precipitate was mixed with water, saturated
with sulphuric acid, and the liquor was evaporated to dryness, By
washing the dry mass with a little water, the sulphate of magnesia
was separated from the sulphate of lime, and the magnesia was precipitated at a boiling temperature by carbonate of soda.
The preci.
pitated

magnesia,

which

when eduleorated

and

dried

weighed

70

grains, was neutralized with muriatic acid, and the solution evaporated to dryness. ‘The muriate of magnesia, thus restored, was
found to weigh, while still warm, 121 grains. By subtracting thisquantity from the original 179 grains, we obfain 53 grains as the
weight of the murtate of Irme,
‘The muriate of soda, freed by means of alcohol tn om the salts
soluble in that liquid, weighed, after being well dried, 38 grains.
But we may reckon 39 grains, the grain of difference wanting to
make up the sum total of the salts, being obviously owing to the
greater degree of dryness given in the last processes than in the
first: ‘The muriate of soda was dissolved in water, and tried with
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varbonate of soda and muriate of barytes. No precipitation ensued’; a proof that it contained no sulphate of lime.
Tn 100 parts of the water brought by the Abbé Mariti from the
Jake of Asplialtum,

or Dead

Sea,

and examined

contained, therefore,

by me, there were

Muriate of magnesia... ........e0.00.. 24:20
Muriate of line ததத
1060
WWittiate’Gh Soda”.
லட்டு
42°60

The result of these espetiments approache: eS that of Macquer,
Lavoisier, and Sage.
But the analysis of Wr. Marcet is a good
deal different, owing in all probability to the complicated தட
and calculations which he followed.
The specific gravity of the water, as stated by the French che- ல்

mists, agrees likewise very nearly with mine,

The sum of the saline

ingredients, as stated by these gentlemen, exceeds what I obtained —
by '2 grains, This was probably owing to their being in a less degree
of dere
for it is well known, that the two earthy muriafes absorb water from the atmosphere while cooling.

The somewhat smaller specific gravity found by Dr. Marcet ren-

dets it probable

that the water

which

he

examined_was

collected

not far from the place where one of the streams of the river Jordan falls into the Dead Sea.
To give an example of the difference of the ingredients of this
water from those of the ocean, I make choice of the specimen of

sea-water which Sparrman drew in the month of July, 1776, in the
latitude of the Canary Islands, from a depth of 60 fathoms, and
He found its specific gravity 1:0289;
which Bergman analysed.
and a Swedish kanne = 100 Swedish cubic inches gave him ்
பிரிய
otss0llarmen. ctecesl sss cs
Muniate’of
magnesia: ....-scs- ess
Sulphate
of lime .......00.....02006.

1303 grains
S80
45
1818”

VOL, IL,

* Gereman’s Opusc. vol.i p. ISI.

த
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The principal difference between the water of the ocean and

of the Dead Sea, consists in this remarkable circumstance,
its great
the latter the earthy muriates, which give the water
44
ness and bitterness, exceed the proportion of common salt
others
the
exceerls
salt
common
the
contrary,
the
on
white,
ச
as much in the water of the ocean.

that

that in
sharp.
times;
nearly:

[Thomson's 471049 பி 7714800027 708. 8]

Ulswater Lake, and the surrounding Scenery.
From Mr. Gray to Dr. Wharton

Aston, Oct: 18, 1/769,

J nore you got safe and well home after that troublesome night,
I long to hear you say’so.
fayoured

by the wehther,

For me, I have continued well, been so

that my-walks have never once

been hin-

days, and
dered till yesterday (that is a fortnight and three or four
for two
Aston
at
now
amr
I
miles),
300
than
more
of
journey
a
Mason is not here, but
days. ‘To-morrow I go to Cambridge.

‘Mr. Alderson receives me.

According to my promise I send you

“the first sheet of ny journal, to be continued without end.

Sept. 30. A mile and and a half from Brougli, where we parted,
ona hill lay a great army encamped: to the left opened a fine val-

ley with green meadows and hedge-rows, a gentleman’s house peeping forth’from a grove of old trees. On a nearer approach ap-

peared myriads of cattle aud horses in the road itself, and in ail the
fields round me, a brisk stream hurrying cross the way, thousands of

clean healthy people in their best party-coloured apparel : farmers

and their families, esquires and their daughters, hastening up from
the dales and down the fells from every quarter, glittering in the
sun, and pressing forward to join the throng. While the dark hills,
on whose tops the mists were yet hanging, served a3 a contrast to
this gay and moving scene, which continued for near two miles more

along the road, and the croud (coming towards it) reaehed on as far
as Appleby. On the ascent, of the hilt aboye Appleby the thick
hanging wood, and the long reaches of the Eden, clear, rapid, and
as full as ever, winding below, ‘with views of the castle and town,

gave much employment to the mirror: but now the sun was want:,
ing, and the sky overcast. Oats and barley cut every where, but
not carried in,

AcorneBank,
€

Passed Kirbythore, Sir William Dalston’s house at

Whinfield

Park,

Harthorn’ Oaks,

Countess-Pillar,

-

ULLES WATER, WESTMORELAND.
From the Duke of Worfottes Parke.

a
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Brougham-Castle, Mr. Brown’s large new house; crossed the Eden
and the Eimot (pronounce Eeman) with its green yale, and dined at
three o’clock with Mrs. Buchanan at Penrith, on trout and partridge.
in the aftertoon walked up Beacon-hill, a mile to the top, and could
see Ulswater through an opening in the bosom of that cluster of
broken mountains, which the doctor well remembers, Whinfeld and
Lowther Perks, &e. and the craggy tops of an hundred nameless
hills: these lie to the west and south, To the north a great extent
of black and dreary plains.
To the east, Cross-fell, just visible

through mists and vapours hovering round it.
' Oct. 1.

A grey

autumnal

day,

thie air perfectly calm aud mild,

went to see Ulswater, five miles distant; soon left the Keswick-road,
and turned! to the left through sliady lanes slong the vale of Eeman,
which runs rapidly on near the way, ripling over the stones; to the
right is Delmaine, a large fabric of pale rd.stone, with nine wins
dows in front and seven on the side, biu’ by Mr. Hassle, behind it
a fine lawn surrounded by woods, and > fong rocky eminence rising

over them: a clear and brisk rivulet rux.> +5 ‘te nouse to yom the
Eeman, whose course is in sight and at a small distance. Farther
on appears Hatton St. John, a castle-like old mansion of Mr. Huddleston.
Approached Dunmallert, a fine pointed hill covered with
wood,

planted

by old Mr. Hassle before-mentioned,

who

lives al-

ways at home, and delights in planting. Walked over a spuigy
meadow or two, and began to mount the hill through a broad
straight preen alley among the trees, and with some toil gained the

summit.

From

hence saw the lake opening directly at my feet,

majestic in its calmness,

clear and

smooth

as a blue mirror, with

winding shores and tow points of land covered with green inclosures, white

farm-houses

looking

out among the trees, and eattle

feeding, The water is almost every where bordered with cultivated
lands, gently sloping upwards from a mile to a quarter of a mile in
breadth,

till they reach the feet

of the mountains, which nse very

rade and awful with their broken tops on either hand.

Directly in

front, at better than three miles distance, Place-Fell, one of the
bravest among them, pushes its hold broad breast into the midst of
the lake, and forces it to alter its course, forming first a large bay

to the left, and then bending to the right. I descended Dunmallert
agai by a side avenne, that was only not perpendicular, and came
to Barton-bridge over the Eeman, then walking through a pathin
8 2

VS ammo!
prospect

a
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broader projecting hill shagged with wood, and illuminated by the
sun,
force
away
over
more

Which glanced sideways on the upper part of the cataract. The
of the water wearing a deep channel in the ground, hurries
to join the lake.
We descended again, and passed thé stream
a rude bridge.
Soon after we came under Gowdar-crag, a hill
formidable to the eye, and to the apprehension, than that of

Lawdoor; the rocks at top deep-cloven perpendicularly, by the rains,
hanging loose and nodding forwards, seem just starting from their
base in shivers. The whole way down, and the road on both sides

*sstrewed sith piles of the fragments strangely thrown across each
" other, aud ofa dreadful bulk; the place reminds me of those passes
in the Alps, where the guides tell you to move on with speed, and
say nothing, Test (he oyilation of the air should loosen the snows
above, dad briug down « mass that would overwhelma caravan,
I |
took their counse! here, asd hastened on in silence.
Now ragionianti lor, ma guarda, e passa!

“Phe wills here sve-olos) al all up their steep sides with oak, ash,
bireh, lolly, &e, sume of it has been cut forty years ago, some
within these eight years; yet all is sprung again, green, flourish.
ing, atid tall, for its age, ma place where no soil appears but the
staring rock, and where a mancould scarce stand upright: here we
met a civil young farmer overseeing his reapers (for it is now cate
harvest) who conducted us to a neat white house in the village of
Grange, which is built on a rising ground in the midst of a valley;

round it the mountains form an awful amphitheatre, and through it
obliquely runs the Derwent clear as glass,

bridge every trout that passes,

and shewing

under its

Beside the village rises a round

eminence of rock covered entirely with old trees, and over that more
proudly towers Castle-crag, invested also with wood on its sides,

and bearing on its naked top some traces of a fort said to be Roman.
By the side of this hill, which almost blocks up the way, the
valley turns to the left, and contracts its dimensions till there is hardly

any road but the rocky bed of the river. The wood of the mountains inereases, and their summits grow loftier to the eye, and of
more fantastic forms; among them appear Hagle’s-cliff, Dove'snest, Whitedale-pike,

&c.

celebrated

names in the annals of Kes.

wick. ‘The dale-opens about four miles higher till you come to
Seawhaite (where lies the way mounting the hills to the right that
leads to the Wadd-mines);

all farther access is heré barred to pry-

I
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ing mortals, only there is a little path winding over the fells, and for
some weeks in the year passable to the dalesmen ;’ but the mountains know well that these innocent people will not reveal the mystesies of their-ancient kingdom, “ the reign of Chaos and Old Night ;”
only I learned that this dreadful road, dividing again, leads one
branch to Ravenglas, and the other to Hawkshead.
For me I went no farther than the farmer's (better than four
miles from Keswick) at Grange; his mother and he brought us butter that Siserah would haye jumped at, though not in a lordly dish,
“bowls of milk, thin oaten-cakes, and ale; and we had carried a
cold tongue thither with ns. Our farmer was himself the man, that
Jast year plundered the eagle’s eyrie ;- all the dale are up in arms on

such an occasion, for they lose abundance ,of lambs yearly, not to
mention hares, partridges, grouse, &c. He was let down from the
cliff in ropes to the shelf of the rock on vbich the nest was built,
the people above shouting and hollowing to fright the old birds,
which flew screaming round, but did net dare to attack him.
He
brought off the eaglet (for there is rarely,,more thal one) -aud-an ட

addle egg.

The nest was roundish, and more than a yard oyer,

made of twigs twisted together.
Seldom a year passes but they
take the brood or eggs, and sometimes tliey shoot one, sometimes
the other, parent; but the survivor has always found a mate (pro-

bably in Ireland) aud they breed near the old place.

By his descrip-

tion I iearn, that this species is the erme, the vulture albicilla of
Linvéns, in his last edition (but in yours falco albicéilla), so consult

hin. and Peunant about it.
We returned leisurely liome the way we came; but saw a new
Jandscape; the features indeed were the same in part, but mauy
new ones were disclosed by the mid-day sun, and the tints were en- tirely changed;

take notice this was the best,

or perhaps the only

day for going up Skiddaw, butI thought it better employed; it
was perfectly serene, and hot as nidsummer.

Tn the eveningI walked alone down to the lake by the side of
Crow-park after sunset, and saw the solemn colouring of night draw

on, the last gleam of sunshine fading away on the bill-tops, the deep
serene of the waters, and the long shadows of the mountains thrown

across them, till they nearly touched the hithermost shore.

At adis-

tance were heard the murmurs of many water-falls, not audible in the
54
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day-time;
silent,

I wished for the moon,
1. தி

but she was dark tome

and
5

Hid in her vacant interlunar cave.

Oct. 4.

IT walked ‘to Crow-park,

glade of ancient oaks, whose
but nothing has sprung from

now a rough pasture,

once a

large roots still remain on the ground,
them.

If one single tree had remained,

this would haye been an unparalleled spot ; and Smith judged right,
when he took his print of the lake from hence, forit isa gentle
eminence, not too high,

on the very margin

of the water, and com.

|

manding it from end to end, looking full into the gorge of Borrow.
dale.
1 prefer it even to Cockshut-hill which lies beside it, and to
which IT walked in the afternoon; it is covered with young trees both
sown and planted, oak, spruce, Scotch-fir, dc. all which

thrive won-

~

derfully.
There is anceasy ascent to the top, aud the view far preferable to that on Castle-hiils(which you remember) because this is
lower and

nearer to

the lake:

for I find

all points, that are much

-elevated, spoil the beauty of -tlie valley, and make its parts, which
“are not large, look poor “uid diminutive.
While I was here a little
shower fell, red clouds came marching up the hills from the east,
and part of a bright rainbow seemed to rise along the side of Castle-

hill.

:

From

hence

I got to the Parsonage a

little

before

sun-set,

saw in my glass a picture, that if | could transmit to you,
-in all the softness of its living colours, would fairly

and

and fix it

sell for a thou.

sand pounds. ' This is the sweetest sceneI can yet discover in point
of pastoral beauty; the rest are in a sublimer style.
Oct, 5. I walked through the, meadows and corn-fields to the Derwent, and crossing it went up How-bill; it looks along Bassingthwaite’
water, and sees at the same time the course of the river, and a part

of the upper-lake, with a full view of Skiddaw; then I took my way
through

Portingskall village to the Park,

a hill so called, covered

entirely with wood; it is all a mass of crumbling slate.

Passed

yound its foot between the trees and the edge of the water, and
came fo a peninsula that juts out into the lake, and looks along it

both ways; in front rises Walla-crag and Castle-liill, the town, the
road

to

Penrith, Skiddaw,

and

Saddleback,

Returning,

met

a

a brisk and cold north-eastern blast that ruffled all the surface of
the lake, and made it rise in little waves that broke at the foot of
௦
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After dinner walked
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up the Penrith road

more, and turning into a corn-field to the right,

two miles, or

talled Castle-rig,

* saw a Druidecircle of large stones, 108 feet in diameter, the biggest

not eight feet high, but most of them still ereet; they are fifty in
nomber,
‘Lhe valley of St. John’s appeared in sight, and the summits of Catchidecam (called by Caniden, Casticand) and Helvellyn,
said to be as high as Skiddaw, and to rise from a much higher

base.”

i

Oct. 6. Went in a chaise eivht miles along the east side of Bassingthwait-water to Ousebridge (pronounced
Ews-bridge); the
road in some part made and very good, the rest slippery and dangerous cart-road, or narcow and rugged lanes, but no precipices;
it runs directly along the foot of Skiddaw; Opposite to Widhope.
brows, cloathed to the top with wood, a very beautiful view opens
down to the lake, which is narrower and, lénger than that of Keswick, less broken into bays, and without islands,
At the foot of it,
a few paces from the brink, geutly sloping upwards, stands Ar-

mathwaite in a thick grove of Scotch firs,,commanding a nobie view

directly up the lake: at a small distance behind the house is a large
_ extent of wood, and still behind this a ridge of cultivated hills, on
_ Which, according to the Keswick proverb, the sun always shines.
The inhabitants here, on the contrary, call

the vale of Derwent-wa.

ter, the Devil's Chamber-pot, and pronounce the name of Skid.
dazw-fall, which terminates here, with a sort of terror and aversion.
Armathwaite house isa modern fabric, not arge, and built of darke
red stone, belonging to Mr. Spedding, whose grandfather was
steward

to old Sir James Lowther,

mers.

The sky was overcast and the wind cool; so, after dining at

and bought this estate of the Hi-

a public-house, which stands here near the bridge, (that crosses the

Derwent just where it issues from the lake) and sauntering a little
by the water-side I came home again. The turnpike is finished
from Cockermouth hither, five miles, and is carrying on to Penrith:
Seyeral little showers

to-day.

snow on Cross-fell this morning.

A

man

came

in, whorsaid

there was

ம

Oct. 7. I walked in the morning to Crow park, and in the evenThe clouds came rolling up the mountains all
ing up ‘Penrith road

round very dark, yet the moon shone at intervals. ft was too damp
to go towards the lake. ‘To-morrow I mean to bid farewell to
Keswick,
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Botany might be studied here to great advantage at another seagon, because of ‘he great variety’ of svils and elevations, all lying
within a small compass.
I observed nothing but several curions
lichens, and plenty of gale or Dutch myrtle perfuming the borders
of the lake, This year the Wadd-mine liad been’ opened, which is
done once in five years; it is taken out in lumps sometimes as big

as a man’s fist, and-will undergo no preparation by fire, not being
fusible; when it is pure, soft, black, and close-grained, it is worth
There are no char ever taken
sometimes thirty shillings a pound.
in these lakes, but plenty in Butter-mere-water, which lies a little
about Martinmas, which are potted here,

way north of Borrowdale,

They sow chiefly oats and bigg here, which are now cutting and
still on the ground; the rains have done much hurt: yet observe,
the soil is so thin and light, that no day has passed in which I
could not walk out with tase, and you know I am no lover of dirt,
Fell mutton is now in season, for about six weeks ; it grows fat on

the mountains, and nearly resembles venison. ‘Excellent pike and
perch, here called Bass ».trout is out of season; partridge in great
plenty.

*

Oct. 8. 1 left Keswick and took the Araileside road in a gloomy
morning;

and about two

miles. from

the town

mounted

an emi-

nence called Castle-rigg, and the sun breaking out, discovered the ©
most enchanting view I have yet seen of the whole valley behind
me, the

two

lakes,

the

river, the

mountains,

all in their glory;

so that I had almost a mind to have gone back again,

The road

in some few parts is not yet compleated, yet good country road,
through sound but narrow and stony lanes, very safe in broad daylight.
This is the case about Causeway-foot, and among Naddle-

fells in Lancwaite. The vale you go in has little breadth ; the moun=
tains are vast and rocky,

the fields little and poor,

and the inhabi-

tants are now making hay, and see not the sun by two hours in a
day so long as at Keswick.
Came to the foot of Helvellyn, along
which runs an excellent road, looking down from a little height on
Lee’s water, (called also Thirl-meer, or Wiborn-water) and soon

descending on its margin, The lake looks black from its depth, and
from the gloom. of the vast crags that scowl over it, though really
clear as glass; it is narrow, and about three miles long, resembling
a river in its course;

little shining torrents hurry down

join it, but not a bush to overshadow

the rocks to

them, or cover their warch;
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all is rock or loose stones up to the very brow, which lies'so near
. your way, that not above half the height of aie
can be
seen.

Next I passed by the little bevel of Wiborn,

Sunday congregation

were

out ob which the

then issuing; soon after a beck near

Dunmeil-raise, when I entered Westmoreland a second time; and
now began to see Holmcrag, distinguished from its rugged neigh=
bours, not so much by its height as by the strange broken outlines
of its top, like some- gigantic building demolished, and the stones
that composed it flung across each other in wild confusion,
Just
beyond it opens one of the sweetest landscaps that art ever attempt.
ed toimitate.
The bosom of the mountains spreading here into a
broad bason discovers in the midst Grasmere-water; its margin is
hollowed into small bays, with bold eminences; some of rock,
some

of soft turf, that half- -concealed,

and” vary the

figure

of

the

little lake they command:
from the shore, a low promontory
pushes itself far,into the water, and on it stands a white village
with the parish church rising in the midst.of it: hanging iaclosures,
corn-fields,

and meadows

green as an emerald,

with their

trees and

hedges, and cattle, fill up the whole space from the edge of the
- water; and just opposite
to you is alarge farm-house at the bottom
of

a steep

smooth

lawn,

embosomed

in

old woods,

which climb

half-way up the mountain's side, and discover above them a broken
line of crags that crown the scene. Nota single red tile, no flaring
gentleman’s house, or garden-walls, break in upon the repose of
this little unsuspected paradise; but all is peace, rusticity, and happy
poverty in its neatest most becoming attire.
The road winds here over Grasmere-hill,- whose rocks soon

conceal the water from your sight; yet it is continued along behind
them,

and, contracting

itself to a fiver,

communicates

with Ridales

water, another small lake, but of inferior size and beauty; it seems
shallow too, for large patches of reeds appear pretty far within it.

Into this vale the road descends.

On the opposite banks large and

ancient woods mount up the hills; and just to the left of our way
stands Ridale.hall, the family seat of Sir Michael Fleming, a large

Sir Michael is now
old-fashioned fabric, snrrounded with wood.
on his travels, and all this timber, far and wide, belongs to him,
Near the honse rises a huge crag, called Ridale-head, which is
said to command a full view of Wynander-mere, and I doubt it
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that great lake is visible, even from the road ;

as to going up the crag, one might as well go up Skiddaw.

ட்

I now reaclied Ambleside, eighteen miles from Keswick, meaning
to lie there;

but,

on looking into the best

bed-chamber,

dark and

damp as a cellar, grew delicate, gave up Wynander-mere in
despair, and resolved I would go on to Kendal directly, fourteen
miles farther.
‘The road in general fine turnpike, but some parts
(about three miles in all) not made, yet without danger. For this determination I was unexpectedly well rewarded : for
the afternoon was fine, and the road, for the space of full five
miles,

rau along the side

of

Wynander-mere,

with delicious views

- aeross it, and almost from one end to’the other. Itis ten miles in
length, and at most a mile over, resembling the course of some
vast and magnificent river; but no flat marshy grounds, no
osier-beds, or patches ot scrubby plantations on its banks: at the

head two vallies open among the mountains ;,one,
we came
Hard-knot,

down,

the. other

Langsledale, in which

two great nrountains,

rise above

that by which
Wry-nose

the rest:

and

from thence

the fells visibly sink, and soften along its sides; sometimes they
run into it(but with a gentle declivity) in their own dark and natural
complexion: oftener they are green and cultivated, with farms -

interspersed, and round eminences, on the border covered with |
trees: toward the south it seemed to break into large bays, with
several islands and a wider extent of cultivation.
‘The way rises
continually; till at a place called Orrestehead it turns soutli-east,

losing sight of the water.
[Mason's edit. of Gray's Works.

Loch-Lamond, and the adjoining Lakes.
Norrs-Brirain may well boast of its waters; for so short a
ride as thirty miles presents the traveller with the view of four most

“magnificent pieces.

Loch-Aw, Loch-Fine, Loch-Long, and Loch-

Lomond.
Two indeed are of salt-water; but, by their narrowness, give the idea of fresh water lakes,
It is an idle observation
of travellers, that seeing one is the same with seeing all of these
superb waters; for almost every one I visited has its proper characters.

Loch.Leven is a broad expanse, with isles ‘and cultivated shores.

.OMOND, AND BEN-LOMOND-
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of
breadth eight: its greatest depth, which is between the point

Firkin and Ben-Lomond, is a hundred and twenty fathoms. Besides
Poans,
the fish comaion to the lochs are Guiniads, called here
‘At this time were living at the little village of Luss the following
instances

amazing

persons,

most

compose

the venerable list :

of

Rav, Me. James Robertson,

and

longevity ;

cotemporary

peybaps proofs of the uncommon healthiness of

These

the place.
்

Minister, aged.... 90.

Mrs, Robertson, வயங்க...

பம

Auae Sharp, their servant, ......0.s- 21002294.
Niel Macnanghtan, Kirk officer, ......-..+.- 80.
his

Christian Gay,

:

16.04,

WILE ire tleldis steincie’s ele

er eres ss 00.
.
05 sceescee
Walter Maclellan, ..c.c

The country from Luss to the southern extremity of the lake

hills;
continually improves ; the mountains sink gradually into small

the land is highly cultivated, well planted, and well inhabited.

7

was struck with rapture at asight so long new tome: it would
have been without alloy, had it not been dashed with the uncertainty whether the mountain virtue, hospitality, would flourish with

equal vigor in the softer scenes 1 was on the point of entering on

_ for in the Highlands every house gave welcome to the traveller.
On the road side near Luss is a quarry of most excellent slates;
and near the side of the lake, about a mile or two farther, isa

great heap
Confessor,

in memory of St. Mac-Kessog, Bishop and

of stones
who

suffered

martyrdom

there

A. D,

520,

and

was

buried in Comstraddan church.
The vale between the end of the lake and Dumbarton is unspeak=
ably beautiful, very

fertile,

and

finely watered

by the

great and

after a short
rapid river Lewin, the discharge of the lake, which,
there is
n:
Dumbarto
below
Clyde
of
Firth
the
into
course, drops
s,
bleacherie
with
decorated
is
what
scarcely a spot on its banks but
plantations and o72/as.

journey, between

Nothing can equal the contrast in this day’s

the black barren dréary glens of the morning

islands worthy of the reside, and the soft scenes of the evening,
would have quitted
treat of Armida, and which Rinaldo himself

்
with a sigh.
it will be proper to
Before I take my last leave of the Highlands,
natures
is strongly marked by
obserye that every entrance into them

இ
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On

the south,

the narrow and wooded glen near Dunkeld

ly shews the change of country,

instar{s

்

ப

On the cast, the craggy pass of Bollitir gives a contfacted admis.
sion into the Grampian hills.
Ou the porth, the mountains
and form

.
°
near Loch-May appear very neat,

what is properly styled the threshold

of the country;

«nd

on the west, the narrow road impending over Loch-Lomond forms
a most characteristic entrance to this mountainous tract. But the Erse or Galic language is not confined within these li.
mits;

for it is spoken

on all sides beyond

easiern coast it begins at Nairn;
the isles,
Shetland

these mountains.

on the western,

It ceases in the north of Cathness,
islands;

but

near

Loch-Lomond,

On tlie

extends over all

the Orkneys, and the
is heard

at

Luss,

at

Buchanan, east of the lake, and at Roseneth, west of it.
The traveller, who has leisure, should ride to the ewinence of
Millegs, to see the rich prospect between Loch-Lomond and the
lyde.

One

way is seen part of the magnificent

lake, Ben-Lomond

and the vast mountains above Glen-Crow.
On the other hand ap.
pears a fine reach of the Clyde enlivened with shipping, a view of
the pretly seats of Roseneth and Ardincapel, and the busy towns
of Port-Glasgow and Greenock.
ig
7

:

[Pennant’s Tour in Scotland,
Loch-Ness.
Locu Ness,
from

By the Rev. Mr. James Fraser.

according to our Highland tradition, took its name

Nisus, an Trish hero, who,

with Dornadillo his wife,

settled a

colony in Stratharig. The promotitory on which he had his residence
is to this day called Doun Dearuill; and he being the first that ever
oficred fo set out boat or barge upon this. lake, it is after him called

Loch-Ness.

It is 24 miles in length, and in most parts two in

breadth.
Tn many parts of this lake it has been sounded, with
more than 500 fathoms of line, but no bottom found.
The banks
of this lake are high and mountainous, with woods.
The lake

never freezes, which is imputed to the many great springs and

fountains in it: the only fish in it issalmon.
Tiais Jake discharges
itself into a river of the same name, six miles in length,
which ட
Hever freezes, but always smokes with frost.
On the north side
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of eth. Ness stands, on a rock, the famous castle of f Urqhart; the
great ditch round

and

it was

for

the most

received water from the lake.

part

cut

out of the

rock,

‘This castle consisted of seven

preat towers, ‘and it is said was built by the Cuminees,

or Cumings,

but was demolished by King Edward the First of England, leaving
only ane tower to the east, still remaining,
About four miles to
the westward of this castle, on the side of Loch-Ness, stands that
great mountain Meal-fuor-vouny, of a round shape, and very
high, esteemed two miles of perpendicular height from the lake.
On the very top of this hill is a lake of cold ffesh water,
fathoms

in length,

and

six

broad,

no

course

or

about 30

stream

runniig

either to it or from it. The bottom of it cannot be sounded. With
100 fathoms of small line I could find no
ட
It is ee
equally full, and never freezes.
There is, due west,

from

the end of the river

Ness,

an arm

of

the sea, called Beuly Frith, six miles in Jength and two in breadth.
The bottom seems to have once been firm land, for near the middle
of it are found long oak trees, with

60 feet in length,

lying covered

their roots entire,

with

some above

the sand, which doubtless

have grown there; there are also three great cairns or heaps of
stones in this lake, at considerable distance from each other; one

of ahuge size, in the middle ௦.
“essible at low
water, and appears to have been'a bi
piace, by the urns which
are sometimes discovered.
As the sea encroaches and wears’the
banks upward, there are found long oaken beams of 20 or 30 feet
Jeng, some of them 8, 12, or 14 feet under ground...
I saw one of
them 14 feet long, that had

the mark

of the axe omit,

with several

augre bores in it. The river Beuly, which falls into this arm of the
sea, near Lovat, has sunk so low that oaken trees of great length,
and 16 feet under ground, are discovered in the banks, with layers

of sand, gravel, clay, and earth over them; and we have found:
some oaks, with coals, and pieces of burnt timber, as low as 16
feet deep.
2
About

17

miles

due west

from Beuly,

there

is a forest called

Affaruck, in which there is a mountain called Glenin-fea, and on
the north side, under the shade of a great sloping rock, stands a
dake of fresh water, called Lochan Wyn, or Green Lake, 18 feet
in diameter, aboyt a fathom deep, which. is always covered with
ice, summer and winter. The next mountain, north of that, is
VOU, Ii,
ar
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called Scfire-in-Lappieh on the top of which, is a vast heap of

white stones like erystal, each of them larger than a man can thrny,
On
which strike fire like fist, and have the smell of sea-weed.
limpet -siielis,
this mountain are found also oyster, scallop, and
grows the »<9 pink,
though ten miles from any sea. Round this bill

én Irish, teartay, having the taste and) colour of that which -yoms

sis
i
on the sea banks.
sell very au.
are
idolatry,
of
places
high
or
temples,
Pagan
The
73. in two
merous here; on the river side of Narden I reckoned
miles: they are round, and at the west end have two high stones
of lesser stones,
like pyramids; there is an outer and inner ciscle

of
and a round mote m the centre for the sacrifices. Another. sort
2 motein
them is only of earth, with a trench round about, and
In many of these I find a round heap of stones with
the middle.

It seems a different religion afterwards changed |
urns in them;
these places of worship into burial places.
[Phil. Tran. 1099, ;

Lough-Neagh.
Most of the ancient writers, who have treated of Trelanc, have
mentioned the peculiar analities 7 Lough-neagh, of turning wood
gone so faras to say, that it would
inte stone 5 sc.
sich was in’ the mud into iron; the
turn that part of thewe-_
part in the water into stone; while the part above water remained
;
wood,
Some later writers, particularly Wm. Molyneux, Francis Nevil,
and Edward Smyth, and from them the tate Dr. Woodward +, and
others t, seem rather to think, that this petrifying quality does not
lie so much in the lake itself, as in the ground near or about it.
Mr, Edward Smyth§, who enlarges most on this subject, and
seems to lave led the ethers, and drawn them into. his opinion,-

tells us, “That no experiment or observation yet made, which he
had heard of, could prove that this lough has really the quality of
* Boetius Hist. Gem. et Lap.—Orig.

3 Catal. of English Fossils, part 2, p. 19.—Orig.
்
LF
$ Six James Ware's Antiq. by Walt. Harris, p. 227. edit. £747, folio—Orig.
§ Afterwards Bishop of Down.
See Phil. Trans. No. 174.—Orig.

_ Caen
petrifying ண!
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or that the water does any way ‘help or promote

the petrification.”

He

worth and credit, “who
ferent places”of the

there

gives an example

of» a gentleman of

had fixed two stakes of holly in two dif.

lough,

near that place where the upper-bana

enters into it, and that the parts of the stakes which had been wash‘ed Be. the water for about uineteen years, yef remained there with.

out any, alteration, or the least advance to petrifaetion”

:

~ Another reason for his doubting of this quality is, “That thotigh
it is reported that the water has this virlue, especially where the
‘Plack.water discharges itself into the lake,

yet that as it’seems evi-

dent, from the nature of liquid bodies, that any virtue received in
one part must necessarily be diffused through the whole, at least in
some degree; therefore, says he, there is good, reason to believe,
that the water is wholly destitute of this petrifying quality :” but a

' few lines lower he tells you, “Phat he had sufficient ground to cons
jecture, that other wood as well as'hoily had been petrified about
this lough ; because some fishermen, being tenants to a gentleman
from whom

he

had

buried, in the mud

this account,

told

him,

‘that

they

had ‘found

of thisJough, large trees, with all their branches

and roots petrified; and son!” "*"-+-io that they believed they
- could scareely be drawn by ae Bait, is ace" they had broken
‘off several branches as thick as ajprial ae eg, and many thicker,
could not move the great trun’

but

He supposes Mr. Smyth, or the gentleman his friend, saw these
branches, and was thereby convinced of their real petrification, as
he was by the bulk of those trées of their being oak, and not holly;
hecanse, says he, no other tree in that country, these excepted,
grows to that vast size; at least it is certain that holly never

்
does.”
But how Mr. Smyth came to be convinced, that these trees were

‘oak, and not holly, and yet was not conyinced of the petrific qua-

lityin some parts of the nigel though these trees were found petrified in its mud,

is amazing; for if a team of oxen could searcely

draw them from thence, it புன் be as hard to draw them from any
adjacent ground (where they must have grown, lain, and be petrified) into the mud of the lake, where they

were afterwards found;

for it mustbe supposed, that either these trees grew on the banks of
the lake, and, through age, or any other accident, fell into the
water or mud, and were there petrified; or that, with great labour
>

>
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and expense,

they were brought into it from some ஸ்ஸ் ground,

after their acttial petrification, which is hardly to be supposed. ஆட
Mr. Smyth tells you further, that Two gentlemen of the north
of Ireland where this lough lies, had) told him, that they had seen
the same body, partly wood, and partly stone; but the only reason
for thinking so, being the diversity of colours, whieh might wap
enough proceed from several degrees of petrificatioa, we may pro.
perly think them deceived; for they made no experiment on that
part which they reputed wood. The bark is never found pettified,
as he was informed by a diligent inquirer; but often somewhat rot.
ten about the stone,

radi

answerable to the bark.”

Mr. Smyth contradicts himself no less in his last supposition, thay
he did in the first... His friends assured him, that they had seen one
or more of the Lough-neagh stones partly wood and partly stone;

but they were deceived he says : the’ diversity of colours, by. whieh
they judged one part of the stone by its colopr to be wood, and the
other part likewise,

by its

colour

different from

the

other,

to he

stone, ‘were no more than different degrees of petrifications
What
are we to understand by these different degrees of petrifaction? hy
this something rotten, about the stone often found? if not, that
some part of

the wood

was actually turned

into stone,

some othey

—

part in a-degree Jess petrified, and some other part not petrified at

all, as these gentlemen assured-him: the diversity of colours, seeing and feeling, was enough to convince them, and to determine
the point.
« The earth, says the great Robert Boyle*, harbours cident
kinds of petrescent liquors, and many of them impregnated with
one sort of mineral or other.” There are no springs, no waters,
but are more or less impregnated with such mineral and saline particles; which appears from the most limpid; which after evaporation, still in the residuum, gives some parhales of a with some

stony and mineral ones.

ம்

Mr, Smyth has found by experience, that எட்ட
springs are
generally impregnated, some with calcareous and particles of other

stones, and others with ferrugineous and vitriolic particles.

Those

of the stony or calcareous kind, when they drop on wood, or other
vegetables, act on them for the most part by incrustation, haying
different degrees and periods for their respective incrustations and
= R. Boyle, of the Origin and Virtues of வேக கட்த
©
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coalitions, which yet adhere’ close to each other: ‘they seldom turn
the wood into stone; but, sticking to the wood, plants, &c, 00820.

late on it, and by degrees’ cover it with a crust of a whitish sabe
stance of different’ thickness, by which

theywood

is immerged

or

wrapped ina stony coat, which, if it be broken before the wood be
rotte7, you find it in the heart of tle stone or incrustation,

as is

seen in those petrifications at Maudling meadows in Gloucestershi re,
at Hermitage near Dublin, and many other places: or, if the wood
be rotten, you will find a cavity in the stone, which very often is
filled by a subsequent incrustation or petrification; the stony parti
cles then taking the place of the rotten wood.
7
Sometimes indeed, these waters, permeating ihe pores of the
wood either longitudinally or transversely, insinuate themselves info
them, fill them up with their stony particles, swell, and, by their
burning or corroding quality proceeding from the lime-stone, destroy the wood, and assume the shape of the plant, the place of
which they have taken.

_ These petrifications generally ferment with acids and spirit of

vitriol, and by calcination may be reduced to lime.
Ferrugineous or metallic petrifying waters mostly act by insinuating their finest particles. through the pores and vessels of the
wood,

or other vegetables,

without inereasing their bulk,

or alier-

ing their texture, though they greatly increase their specific gravity :
and such is the petrified wood found in or on the shores of Lough.

neagh; for it does not show any outward addition or coalition of
forcing matter adhering to, or covering it (except in ‘some places,

where
a thin slimy substance, taken notice of hereafter, is sometimes.

observed,) but preserve the grain and vestigia of wood; all tlie alteration

is in the weight

and

closeness,

by the mineral particles

pervading and filling the pores of the wood : these stones, or rather
wood-stones, do not make the least eflervescence with spirit or oil
of vitriol, nor aquafortis; which shows that they are impregnated
with métalline particles, or stony ones, different from the caleareous
kind; and may
by.N: Grew

prised +.

*,

be the
made

no

reason why

the

petrified

wood,

ebullition, at which it seems

mentioned
he was

sure

These stones he could not reduce into lime by the most

ல் Reg. Soc. Mus. p. 270.— Orig.
;
்
+ This contradicts an observation of Mr. John Beaumont, (Phil, Trans, No.
129), That mostly mineral stones will stir with acids ; whereas all those that I
have tried, whether English or Irish, did not at all stir with acids.—Orige
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ர
intense fire, nor, with proper ingredients, procure a சகு

fusion*.

்

or

vik ig

Though mines have not perhaps been ices vear the longh,
there is reason to believe that there are sucli im its neighbor: hoody
from the great

quantity

of iron-stones

places adjacent to it, and from
met with inmany plices near
yery ponderous, outwardly. of
wardly ofa reddish brown, he

found <on

its shoves, ond

the yellowish ochre ஹர்ஷ உ
it. Of these irou-siontyse%iuch ஐ
an ocherish yellow colours? and ine
calcined many, and found the pow.

der of all to yield strongly to the maguet.

Gerald

Boate + mentions

an iron inine, inthe county of Tyrone, not far from the lough,
such others at the foot of Slew-Gallen mountains.
‘That mines are generated and. found in the bowels of hills
mountains, is obvious to any that have the least knowledge of
tallurgy; and that springs also proceed from mountains, is no
obvious; therefore should a spring happen in the bowels of

and
க
onal
meless
any

of these mountains to run threugh a vein of mineral of any kind
whatever, it will wash and dilute some parts of such

mineral, im.

pregnate itself with the unctuous, saline, and metallic particlesof
such mines,

and

convey them

along with

its water;

andif in its

way, whether under-ground, or at its issuing out of the cliffs ofiq
niountain,-of the sides of a river, or of the lake: in question ;\or
whether it rises under water, in the middle of such a: river or Take
in any particular place, and in its course meets with wood, ‘vegeta:
bles, or any other lax baddies (lodged in the mud or gravel), whose
pores, by the natural heat of the mineral streams, or any other
accident, being open and duly prepared, these metallic molecule

and saline particles will penetrate through, insinuate and lodge
‘themselves in the pores and vessels of such wood, &c. fill them up,
and, by degrees,

turn them

into stone {; “There

being

some of

these lapidescent juices of so fine a substance, yet of so petrifyinga virtue, that they will penetrate and petrify bodies of very different
kinds, and yet scarcely, if at all, visibly increase their bulk, or

change their shape and colour.”

ச

இ 510065 of the calcareous kind turn to lime by ealcination, and ferment
withacids; but other kinds, such as slate, fire-stone, free-stone, TRE, grill,
. &c. will do neither, as experience has hitherto testified.—Orig.
+ Nat. Hist. of Ireland, Dab, 1726.—Orig.
{ Rob. Boyle of Gems, p.124, 8vo.—Orig,
©
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“That wie: springs there are, hidden: under the water or mud of

this lake, will appear probable, from what has been ‘said, and perhaps evident,

from

the

accounts since

frost of 174G;
the lake was
back, yet several circular
several attempts, made, a5
yil, ana Smyth, to procure

received,

that

in

the great

frozen over so as to bear men on horsespaces continued unfrozen.
But how
mentioned, by Messrs, Molineux, Newood half petrified (by fixing’ stakes of

holly in the lake, which reecived no alteration). proved unsuccessful,
the reason 1 think is plain,

because

they were not fixed in the pros

per place, viz, the course or vein of the spring, where nothing but
chance could have. directed them. This petrified weed is often
found in different places on the shores of the lough, but generally
in greater plenty when the water has been disturbed: by great
storms; which makes it impossible to fix on the particular’ place
where the petrifying juice most prevails; xcept a tree, or any

larger piece, sliould be found so fixed as to resist the force of
the waves.
.
That this petrific quality is in some peculiar parts of the lake, he
has endeavoured to prove; that itis or may bein some peculiar
places of the adjacent ground, he grants; though as yet he could
~not procure any of those
continuous.

Such

stones

found

as he has seen,

in

the ground,

with

wood

are of the white whetstone kind,

and seem to be liolly or ash, petrified by some strong nitrous and
stony particles: for, in a solution of it in aquafortis and oil of vitriol, it leaves no tincture, but the liquor growing muddy, like
pipe-water after great rains, and therefore shows that they are not

so strongly impregnated with metalline particles, as those stones
found in or on the shores of the lake.
:
. Mineral: streams

or exhalations,

being

highly

saturated

with

stony and mineral particles, are often found to have a petrifying’
virtue, as is seen at the bath called Green Pillars* in the city of
If such streams should, in certain places, find
Buda in Hungary.
or force their way through the sand or pores of the earth, they may
operate on wood, é&c, buried in the ground, permeate its vessels,

and by degrees turn it into stone; and such is the most probable,

if not the only reason, that can be assigned for those petrifications
of wood found in sand, as mentioned

by Boyle and Plot.

» Philos, Trans. No. 59.—Orig.
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He received last summer, 1745, from afriend about thirty of
these stoves, found on the shores of the lake, some in the water,
some in the mud, some in the sand, and others ina Yellowish elay,
That they were petrified in the lake is probable, but whetheria the
water, mud, sand, or clay, iso matter; for certain itis (ic tc
Mr: Smmyth’s own words), that they were not brought hither fom
any distance, such as. 2,4, 6, 8 miles, afier being ன் out-of tee
ground, and then thrown and dispersed on the shores <i “the lake;
and besides, the difference in the colour of these isis thosefound
in the lake, and those found in the ground sonrewhat distant from
it, is such that they cannot well be mistaken for each other. Those
found in the ground are white, and of a) looser texture5 those found
in or on the shores of ‘the Jake are black, closer, and heavier,
That, these last were petrified by a mineral spring, appears from
the few following obseivations:—They do not ferment with acids,

spirit and oil of vitriol. The solution of this stone in aquafortis
gives a beautiful red tincture; and in oil of vitriol leaves a tincture
ofa brown dark red... The woody part of these stones in aquafortis
-also gives a red tincture, though somewhat paler; and, when taken
out of the liquor, shows red spots in its pores, which he takes to be

particles of iron.and sulphur: these spots, when the wood began to,
dry, became black; and the wood, when dry, turned of the colour
of a deep red Jesuit?s-bark.
Insome

of these stones, several curious veins,

of a red and bluish ;

‘eolourare very remarkable, being intermixed with black and white:
strie. Having brokensome of them, he found in the inside a kind
of white, and several clusters of small white and black angular
erystals, which through the microscope appear transparent, and of
different shapes, but mostly hexagonal. Fe discovered such crystals
in some of the woody part of these stones.

One piece of a.white stone he calcined in a crucible for twentydour hours, but could neither reduce it to coal nor lime, The
powder yielded faintly to the magnet.
This stone was found. in
ihe ground at some distance from the Jake.
One piece of a black
stone, found in the lake, he likewise calcined for twenty-four hours,

and could not reduce it to coal or lime: the powder. yielded briskly

to the magnet.

He calcined one piece of another stone, about one

, inch thick, for about four hours, in an intense fire, till it grew. as red
~as it could be, when he took it out of the crucible.

He observed
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several veins, not discernible before, of a ferruginous matter, about

ors of an inch thick, and when reduced to powder, it applied stronsly
to the magnet.
்
In othexstones he found some veins of wood, about one and two
-—~_inclies thick, no way petrified; though the stones were every whiere
so nutwardly. Some of that woody part he also burnt ina crucible ;
it emmied o bluish flame, as if impregnated with sulphur, and had
the strong :mell of burning charcoal,
When burnt to a coal, and
reduced into powder, it faintly yielded to the magnet.
He

calcined

another

of

these

stones,

weighing

1 oz.

13-dwfs.

©

124 gt.; afier burning four hours it weighed only 1 oz. 10 dwts.
8% gr. which lost 3.dwts. 4 gr.; which proceeds probably from un.
petrified veins of wood in the heart of the stone, which were de.

stroyed by the fire, as in the crucible it emitted now and thena
bluish
out of
in, and
Part

flame, like
the crucible,
cooled from
of another

contain a good

brandy when burning. This stone, when taken
and cooled, had the colour of iron, when heated
the forge.
stone, which by visible veins of ore, appeared to

deal

of

iron,

he.

likewise calcined for four hours;

the powder yielded most surprisingly to the magnet;
__ pears,

that

the

opinion

of

Nennius,

Boetius,

and

so that it ap=
other

ancieut

“writers, was not absolutely destitute of foundation.

The white wood-stones are generally found in the ground at 2,
4, 6, and 8 miles distance from

the lake,

and sometimes very deep

in the earth,
The black ones are always found in the water, or on
the shores of the lough; sometimes at the mouths of rivers or rivuJets that empty

themselves into it; but those with wood

coutinuous

have not yet been found above twenty yards distance from the water of the lake; that is, where the water reaches in the winter, or
a
at other times.
Some of these stones are outwardly வல்சி witha thin white substance, which has run through the pores of that part of ihe stone that

was exposed to the air, and! not covered by the water, mud, or clay;
and on some others it is rather an incrustation of that white substance, which lie takes to be tlie slimy, unctuous, saline parts of the
petrescent juices that filled the outward pores of the stone, or coagulated omit,
This white part scraped, and put info a erucible in
a violent fire,

could

coal, ’ This

powder

not be

reduced fo lime, though it grew red‘as

calcined

appeared

through

the microscope

-
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quadrangular, like grains of salt; which
these petiifications contain,

mare

him

suspect, thar

besides metalline, a great. deal of saling aq

particies,whose sides being strongly attracted io cath ether, and
closely joined, hinders the fire from expanding fhe poss of these
stones, aud their being reduced to lime, This black stone, wiry
broken, appears through the microscope very Leantitul, and ke
cloth of silver, the pores aud vessels of the wood being Glo 2 wily
white minute crystals.
Of these stones Mr. S, had some with wood outwardly cominuous;
others with wood inwardly ; one, the least, part is of stone, (ie rest
wood; another vice versa; another entirely wood, excep! a with
coat of stone on one’side, which appears to be the very bark; one

stone which at one end distinctly shows the annual ringiets of the
wood; one that shows the wood, beforeit was petrified, had been
bent, and partly broken;, the fissure being filled with a sparry matter, and appears plainly from the present appearance and position of
the fibres of the stone.

Some of these stones ‘strike fire with a steel,

and others by a strong collision, emit a train ofsparks. Some of these
stones show the grain of holly, ash, and fir. He had only one piece

of oak petrified, easily distinguished by its grain; it shows the very
Knots of the wood

where young twigs were

cut; and has a hole

male through it before it was petrified.
As for these stones being fit for sharpening or setting of razors,
&c, the black ones are rather too hard, and the white ones too soft,

The whetstones or hones, vulgarly so called, which are sold for
Lough-Neagh stones, are none of these, but of a soft gritty kind,
and found near Drogheda.
When these stones with wood continuous are taken out of the
water, mud, or clay, the woody part dries, cracks, and falls away;
which is the reason why few can be well preserved; and besides,

every body, unwilling to trust their eyes, will touch and scrape the
wood, aud thus destroy the most curious part of the stone.
[Phil. Trans. Abr. 1746.]
We have copied the preceding paper, not more for the curious
and unquestionable fact it contains, than to exhibit a proof of the
infant state of mineralogy not longer ago than the middle of the
Jast century. The above paper is succeeded in the same excellent

journal by another on the same subject, furnished by the justly ce7
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pany’s servants assembled for dinner, the water of the river was at

its ordinary height, and before they had half dined dil the country
was flooded a foot higher than two years since, wheii there was q
hurricane and a most violent storm.
It is very rematkable, that
at one o'clock all the extraordinary water was gone, ani the river
again at its ordinary height. ‘There has been no earthquake that
could cause it, neither was there any such thing in other rivrs.
In other instances the cause is peculiarly clear, though the violence with which it operates, is most ruinous and astonishing. The

following is a case of this kind that occurred in the valley of St,
We take

John’s, near Keswick in Cumberland, August 22, 1749.

the aecount as published in the Phil. Trans. for 1750, and com.

municated

by John Lock,

~

Esq. F.R.S.

at nine o’clock in the

happened

This remarkable fall of water

evening, in the midst of the’most terrible thunder, and incessant
lightning, ever known in that part in the memory of the oldest man
living,

the preceding afternoon

having

sultry,

Aud what seems very uncommon,

for, the

inhabitants of the vale,

been

extremely

hot

and

and difficult to account

of good credit,

aflirm they heard

a strange buzzing noise like that ofa malt-mill, or the sound of wind in the tops of trees for two hours together before the clouds , ,
broke,
From the havock it has made in so short a time, for it

was all over in less than two hours, if must have far exceeded any
thundereshower that

we have

ever

spout or large body of water, which,

seen.

Most probably it wasa

by the rarefaction of the air,

occasioned by that incessant lightning, broke all at ence on the tops
of these mountains, and so came down in a sheet of water on the
valley below.

ig

ae

_, Zhis little valley of St. John's lies east and west, extending about
three miles in length

and halfa mile broad,

closed in on the south

and north sides, with prodigious high, steep, rocky mountains;
those on the north side, called Legburthet Fells, had almost the
whole of this cataract, It appears also that this vast spout did not
extend above a mile in length; for it‘had effect only on four small
brooks, which came trickling down from the sides of tle rocky-

mountains.

But no person, that

does not see it, can form any-

idea of the ruinous work occasioned by these rivulets at that time,
and in the space of an hour and half. At the bottom of Catcheety
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Gill, which .s the name of the greatest, stood a mill and a kiln,
which were entirely swept away, in five minutes time, and the
place

where they formerly stood, now covered
and rubbish, three or four yards deep.
One
eannot be found, “being covered, as is supposed,

with huge rocks,
of the mill-stones
in the bottom of

thic heap of rubbish.
In theviolence of the storm, the mountain has tumbled so fast
down, as 65 choak up the old course of this brook; and it has
forced its way through a shivery rock, where it now runs in-a great

chasm, four’ yards wide, and between eight and nine deep:
the course of each of these brooks,

such monstrous stones,

Ina
or ra-

ther rocks, and such vast quantities of gravel and sand, are thrown
on their little meadow.fields,

as render the same

பா் useless,

aad never to be recovered.
It would surpass all credit to give .+~ dimensions and weight of
some rocks, which are not only tumbled down the steep parts of
the mountains, but carried a considerable way into the fields, several thrown on the banks larger than a team of 10 horses could:
move.
Neara place called Lobwath, one was carried a great way,
which was 676 inches, or near 19 yards about.
The damage done
to the grounds, houses, walls, fences, highways, with a loss of the
corn and hay then on the ground, is computed variously, by some

at 10001, by others at 15001,
One

of these

brooks,

்

which

is called Mose or Mosedale Beck,

which rises near the sourceof the others, but runs north from the
other side of Legburthet Fells, continues still to be foul and muddy,

having, as is supposed, wornits channel so deep in some part of its
. 600756) as to work on some mineral substance, which gives it the
colour of water flowing from lead mines, and is so strong as to tinge
the river Derwent, into which it empties itself, even at the sea,
near 20 miles from their meeting.

No country is more unfortunately exposed to ruinous inundations than Holland, in consequence of the flatness of the country =
the barriers formed by its dykes or sea-banks against the incroachments of the tides, being occasionally, from the united action of
fain, wind,-and sea-storms,

being completely swept away, and the

whole country overflowed with the watery devastation.
Such was
particularly the case in the ‘year 1430; and ee in
ey of

villag

yi, thy
dra
ITOV
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and other plates, yet there not being boats enought to afford help
to-all, its to bo feared many will be lost for want of it, At Otere
_dam, near

Delfziel, but twenty-five

village of Peterborne

there

persons haye escaped;' in the

are but tliree houses

left standing,

and

in general, all the houses that stood near the dyke have been swept
awey.”
Instances of this kind might be selected to infinity : but we shall
confine ourslyes to the following extraordinary agitation of. the
waters of Loch Tay, given in a letter from the Reverend Thomas
Fleming to the Reverend John Playfair, M. A.”
« T did not return from the excursion on which I was when I
had the pleasure to see you at Dundee till last Tuesday night,
On
my arrival, I found your letter respecting the phenomenon that

Jately happened in this neighbourhood. Although ill qualified to
give you satisfaction upon this subje.,-,shall, however, comply
with your desire, and give you the most accurate account of that
pliziomenon which I have been able to obfain.
On Sunday the 12th of September, 1784, about nine o’clock in
the moming, an unusual agitation was observed in Lock Tay, near
the village of Kenmore.
That village stands at the east end of the
lake, having the river, which there issues from the lake, on the north
side, anda bay, about 160 yards in length and 200 yards in breadth,

on the south.

The greater part of this bay is very shallow, being

generally no more tlian than two or three feet deep ; but before it

joins the body of the lake, it becomes suddenly very deep. At the
extremity of this bay, the water was observed to retire about five
yards within its ordinary boundary, and in four or fiye minutes to
flow out again.
Tn this manner, it ebbed and flowed successively

three or four times during the space of a quarter of an hour, when,
all at once, the water rushed from the east and west, in opposite
curtents, towards a line across the bay, and about the edge of the
deep, rose in the form of a great wave, to the height of five feet

above the ordinary level, leaying the bottom of the bay dry, to the
distance of between 90 and 100 yards from its natural boundary.
When the opposite currents met, they made a clashing noise, and
foamed ; and the stronger impulse being from the east, the wave,
* See Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh,

Vol I. p. 200,
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after rising to its greatest height, rolled westward, bu(islowly, diini.
nishiug as it went, for the space of five minutes, whea it wholly dis
appeared. As the wave subsided, the water flowed back with some.
force, and exceeded its original boundary four or five yards; then
it ebbed again about ten yards, apd again returned, and continued
to ebb and flow in this manner for the space of two hours, the
ebbings succeeding each other

at

the

distance of

about seven

mi.

nutes, and gradually lessening till the water settled into its ordinary
level.
்

At the same time that the undulation was observed in the bay
on the south side of the village, the river on the north was seen to

run back; the weeds at its bottom, which before pointed with the
stream, received a contrary direction; and its channel was left dry

above twelve feet from either edge. Under the bridge, (which
is sixty or seventy yardsuro.«the lake), the current failed, and the
bed of the river appeared where there had. been eighteen inchew,
é
of water.
During the whole time that this phenomenon was obseryed, the
It conld barely be perceived that the direction
weather was calm.
The barometer (as far as.1 can res
of the clouds was from N.£.

collect) stood the whole of that and the preceding day about 29%
:

inches.

்

;

On the next, andthe four succeeding days, an ebbing and flow.

ing was observed nearly ahout the same time, and for the same.
length of time, but not at all in the same degree as on the first
A similar agitation was remarked at intervals, some days:
day.

க

in the morning, other days in the afternoon,

till the roth of Octo-

ber, since which time no such thing las been observed.
T have not heard (although I have made particular enquiry)

that

any motion of the earth was felt'in this neighbourhood, or that the
agitation of the water was observed any where but about the village

“of Kenmore.

The village of Kenmore is situated nearly in the parallel of 56°
35, aad about 1° west of the meridian of Edinburgh.
Loch Tay
extends

from

hence somewhat more than 15 miles W.S.W.

Its

medium breadth is not much less than a mile, and its depth must
be very considerable, if one may judge from the height of the
adjacent mountains.
EDITOR.

|

|
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CHAP. XXXIL
OCEAN,

ITS PROPERTI£S
SECTION

AND

DIVISIONS.

I.

1, introductory Remarks.
இரண

the

progress

of

the

earth,

under

the

control

of the

Almighty fiat, from a state of chaos to a state of order, the
laws
of gravity seem uniformly to have maintained their power.
And

hence the immense mass of water which at first lay heteroge
neously
intermixed with the other principles of things, was
gradually pressed
ouf front the rest, ascended to the surface, as the
lightest material of the whole, united its particles into one common
body, and
at length entered in an aggregate form into those immense
hollows
which were best fitted for its reception.
It is these hollows which
constitute the bed of the ocean,
Hence the natural division of the
surface of the globe is into sea and land; about three-fourths of
the whole being occupied by water, though probably no where to
a depth comparatively very considerable; at most not more than
that of a few miles on an average. The larger portions of the land

we denominate continents; and, in like manner we call the larger
divisions of the ocean seas; the distinctive character of the water
as compared with that of lakes and rivers, being its saltness,
from its holding in solution a considerable quantity of muriat of
soda, the source of which we shall presently enquire into. The
larger seas are themselves, however, not unfrequently dignified,

but improperly, with the name of oceans. Thus that vast expanse
of water which lies to the westward of the northern and southern
continents of

America,

is, on account

of the uniform and

tempe.

rate gales which sweep its surface within the tropics, denominated
“the Pacific Ocean ;” which has again been distinguished into
the
dered

Northern

and

Southern

as the boundary

Pacific,

of each, and

the

equator

being

consi-

“ the Southern Ocean,” being

consequently that part of the general assemblage of waters which
rolls in the direction from about the fortieth degree of latitude to.
eal
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ward the soujh pole.- So likewise we speak of the Thdian Ocean as

extending from the eastern shores of Africa along the soutliern
coasts of Asia; and the Atlantic Ocean as dividing Enrope and
Africa from the two American continents, while the wafers which

occupy the polar regions are called the Northern Sea,

Among the chief of those less expansive sheets of water, or those
properly called seas, we may mention the Baltic, the Mediterra-.

nean Sea, the Black and the Red Seas: the Caspian Sea, being entirely encompassed by land, might properly be styled a lake, but
as its water possesses the quality of saltness, it is ranked among the

seas; yet Lake Superior, in North America, is supposed to be of
greater cireumference than the Caspian Sea; the one being at least
fourteen hundred miles around its shores, and the other not more

than twelve hundred..
சி
Of the origin of this division into different seas, and seas of digs
ferent depths, we cannot speak with certainty.

Et is highly proba.

ble that many of the larger exeavations and partitions which we
meet with now, have existed, without

their extent, from the creation:

much

change

in regard to

others have undoubtedly been the

result of that conflict which is perpetually taking place between the

elements of land and water, and which has given rise for the most’
part to islands, isthmuses and peninsulas: while subterraneous
volcanos,

and the

indefatigable exertions of corals,

madrepores,

tubifores, and other restless and multitudinous zoophytes, have
laid, and are daily laying a fowndation for new islands or continents in the middle of the widest and deepest seas; all which will
furnish us with an additional source of enquiry, and is indeed well
worthy of examination.
There is another peculiar feature which characterises the waters
of the ocean, and which ought by no means to be overlooked on
the present occasion, and that is its tides and currents, and the

causes which have been assigned for them; which will necessarily
lead us into an examination of the temperature of the ocean at dif-

ferent depths, the influence of the heavenly bodies, and eeperigliy
of the moon upon its general mass.

"

The sections that follow under this chapter will be found

to these subjects,

and

will close that

important

and

என்க

extensive

divisions of NATURAL HISTORY, which embraces the superficial
phenomena to which we have ட the name of the globe.
;
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“Alternate Advances and Recessions of the Sea,
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From what has been already observed of the earth andthe
ocean, there can be no doubt that they ate both in a state of continual fluctuation.
The earth, the common magazine for men,
animals ang vegetables, is continually furnishing its stores to

their support.

-But the’ matter which is thus derived from it,

is soon restored and laid down again, to be prepared for fresh
‘mutations.
The transmigration of souls is no doubt false and
whimsical; but nothing can be more certain than the transmigra.

tion of bodies : the spoils of the meanest reptile may go to the
formation
of ‘a prince;

and, on the contrary,

as the

poet has it,

the body of Casar may be employec: in stopping a beer-barrel.
From this, and other

change.

causes,

therefore,

the

earth

is in continual

Its internal fires, the deviation of its rivers, and the falling

of its mouutains,

are daily altering its surface;

and geography can

no longer recollect the lakes and the vallies that history once fondly
dwelt upon.

‘

But these changes are nothing to the instability of the ocean.

It

would seem that inquietude was as natural to it as fluidity.
It
js first seen with a constant and equable motion going towards
the west; the tides then interrupt this progression, and for a time

drive the waters ina coutrary direction;
the currents

act their

greatest where

the

other

part

besides these agitations,

ina smaller

motions

of

the

sphere,
sea

are

being
least,

generally
namely,

nearest the shore: the winds also contribute their share in this universal fluctuation; so that scarcely any part of the sea is wholly
seen to stagnate.
ர
Nil enim guiescit, undis impellitue unda,
Fit spiritns et calor toto se corpore miscent *»

As this great element is thus changed, and continually labouring
‘internally, it may be readily supposed that it produces correspondent
changes upon its shores, and those parts of the earth subject to its

nfluence. In fact, it is every day making considerable alterations,
either by overflowing its shores in one plaee, or deserting them in
otliers; by covering over whole tracts of country,
5
* Nothing is still ; o’er surges surges Pass
‘Aud heatand action mix, through all the mass.
U2
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vated and peopled, at one time; or by leaving ‘its bed to be
new
appropriated to the purposes of vegetation, and. te supply-a
=
:
ப்ரத
theatre for human industry at another.

In this struggle between the earth and the sea for dominion, the

whole rage of the
greatest number of our shores seem to defy the

waves, both by their height and the rocky materials of which they
The coasts of Italy, for instance, are bordered
composed.
quarries Of which may
with rocks of marble of different kinds, the

are

and appear like pereasily be distinguished at a distance from sea,
kinds of marble, ranged
beautiful
most
the
ef
columns,
pendicular
along

Brest to
In general, the coasts of France, from
tlie shore.
those of Spain and
are composed of rocks; as are also

Bourdeaux,

England,

here
which defend the land, and only are interrupted,

to allow the conveniand there, to give an egress’ to rivers, and
It may be in general
ences of bays and harbours to our shipping.
aud furious, there
remarked, that wherever the sea is most violent
are found
materials,
compact
most
the
of
and
shores,
the boldest

perpento oppese it. There are many shores several hundred feet
storms,
dicular, against which the sea, when swollen with tides or
where
Orkneys,
the
In
fury.
inconceivable
with
beats
rises and
the

shores

are

thus

formed,

it sometimes,

when

agitated

by-a

its
storm, rises two hundred feet perpendicular, and dashes. up_

spray, together with sand, and other substances
-hottom, upon land, like showers of rain.
- Hence,

therefore,

that compose its
ப

we may conceive how the violence

of the sea,

and the boldness of the shore, may be said to have made each other.
Where the sea meets no obstacles, it spreads its waters witha gen-

tle intumescence, till all its power is destroyed, by wanting depth
But when its progress is checked in the midst,
to aid tlie motion.

_ py the prominence of rocks,

or the abrupt elevation of the land, it

dashes with alk the force of its depth against. the obstacle, and

fornis by its repeated violence, that abruptuess of ibe shore which
Where the sea is extremely deep, or very
confines its impetuosity.

much vexed by tempests, it is no small obstacle that. can confine ,
its rage —and for this reason we see the boldest shores projected
against the deepest waters;

all less impediments having long before

21
been sunnounted and washed away.
In places where the force of the sea is less violent, or its tides less.
rapid, the shores are generally seen to descend with a more graduak
2.

|
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Over these, the waters of the tide steal by almost im:

pergeptible degrees,
them Bare

AND

covering them

on Hs recess.

Upon

fora large extent, ‘and leaving

these shores

the sea seldom

beats

with any great violence, as a large wave has not depth sufficient to
float it onwards; so that here only are to be seen gentle surges

making calmly towaeds land; aud lessening as they approach

As

the sea, in the former description, is generally seen to present
prospects of tumult and uproar, here it more usually exhibits a

scene of repose and tranqoil beauty, — Its waters, which when surveyed from the precipice afforded a muddy greenish hue, arising
from their depth aad position to the eye; when regarded from a
shelving shore wear the colour of the sky, aud seem rising to meet
it,
The deafening noise of the deep sea, is here conyerted into
gentle murmurs; instead of the water's dashing against the face of
the rock, it advances and recedes, still going forward, but with
just force enongh to push its weeds and shells, by insensible ap-

proaches, to the share. ”
There are

other

shores, beside

these already described,

which

either have been raised by art to oppose the sea’s approaches, or
from the sea’s gaining ground, are threatened with imminent destriction,
The sea being thus seen to give and take away lands
at pleasure, is, without question, one of the most extraordinary
considerations in al! natural history.
18 some places it is seen to
obtain the superiority by slow and certain approaches; er to burst
in at once, and overwhelm all things in undistinguished destruc:
tion; in other places it departs from its shores, and where its’

waters have been known to rage it leaves fields covered with the
most beautiful verdare.
்
Phe formation of new lands, by the sea’s continually bringing
its sediment to one place, and by the accumulation of its sands in

another, is easily conceived.

We have had many instances of this

in England.
The island of Oxuey, which is adjacent to Romneymarsh, was produced in this manner.
This had for a long time

been a low level, continually in danger of being overflown by the
river Rother: but the sea, by its depositions, has gradually raised
the bottom of ‘the river, while it has hollowed the mouth; so that

the one is sufficiently secured

from inundations, and the other is

deep enough to admit ships of considerable burthen,
The like also
may be scen at that bank called the Dogger-sands, where two tides
U3
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meet, and which thus receive new increase every day, 50 that in
time the plaee seems to promise fair for being habitable earth. இப

many paits of the coasts of France, England, Hollund, Geimany,

ம
and Prussia, the sea has been sensibly known to retire, ©
Tn Italy there is 4 considerable piece of ground gained at the

mouth of the river Arno; and Ravenna, that once stood bythe

But we need
sea-side, is now considerably removed from it.
scarce mention these, when we find that the whole republic. of
Holland seems to be a conquest upon the sea, and in a manner
The surface of the earth, in this country,
Fescued from its bosom,
# below the level of the bed of the sea, ‘The province of Jucatan,

a peninsula in the gulph of Mexico, was formerly a part of: the.

sea:

this tract,

which

stretches

into

out

the

ocean

an

hundred

a mo.
leagues, and which is above thirty broad, is every where, at
derate depth below tlie‘surfice, composed of shells, which evince
that its land once formed the bed of the sea, In France, the town

ப்ப

of Aigues Mortes was a port in the times of St. Louis,

yemoved more than four miles from the sea. Psalmodi, in’ the
same kingdom, was an island in the year 815, but is bow more
there
than six miles from the shore, All along the coasts of Norfolk,

has
is good reason for belief, that in the memory of man the sea
gained fifty yards in some places, and has lust as much ju others,’
Thus numerous, therefore, are the instances of new lands having
from the sea,

two different ways:
. mud

which,

as

we

see,

is

brought

about

first, by the waters raising banks of sand and

where their sediment is deposited ; and secondly,

by their res

linduishing the shore entirely, and leaving’ it unoccupied

industry of man.
But as the sea has been thus known to recede

to’ the

from some Jands,

so has it, by fatal experience, been found to incroach vpon others:
and, probably, these’ depredations on one part of the shore, may

account for their dereliction from another; for the cusyeut which
rested upon some certain bank, having got an egress in some other

place, no longer presses upon its former bed, but pours all. its
stream into the new entrance, so that every inundation of the sea
may be attended with some correspondent dereliction of another
shore.

However this may be, we have numerous histories

of the sea’s

jnundations, and its burying whole provinces in its besom.
௪

Many

~
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gountties that have been thus destroyed, bear melancholy witnesses

45the truth of history ; and shew the tops of their houses, and the
‘spires © stheiresteeples, still standing at the bottom of the water.
‘One of the most considerable inundations we meet with in history,
is that which’ happened in the reign of Henry I. whieh overflowed
the estates of

the

Earl Godwin,

ahe Goodwin Sands.

and

forms now that bank

sea destroyed an hundred

thousand persons in the territory of

Dort; and yet-a greater number yound Dollart.
Zealand there

called

{n the year 1546, a similar irruption of the

were more

than

three hundred

In Friezland and
villages overwhelm.

ed; and their remains continue still visible at the bottom of the
avater ina clear day.
The Baltic sea has, by slow degrees, co-

wered a large part of Pomerania; and, among others, destroyed ்
and overwhelmed the famous port.of Vineta,
In the same mate
ner, the Norwegian sea has formed ‘several little islands fram the
main land, and still daily advances upon the continent.
‘The

German sea has advanced upon the shores of Holland, near Catt;
so that the ruins of an ancient citadel of the Romans, which was
formerly built upon this coast, are now actually under water. Te
these accidents several more might be added; our own historians
and those of other countries abound with them; almost.every flat
shore of any extent being able io shew something that at has lost,
or something that it has'gained from the sea.
There are some shores ‘on which the sea has made temporary de-

predations; where it has overflowed, and after remaining perhaps
some ages, it has again retired of its own accord, or been driven

back by the industry of man.

There are many lands in Norway,

Scotland, and the Maldives islands, that ‘are at one time covered
awith water, and at another free, The country round the Isle of
Ely, in the times of Bede, about a thousand years ago, was one of

tle most delightfal spots ia the whole kingdom. It was not only
richly cultivated, “and produced all the necessaries of life, but

‘grapes

also that

afforded excellent

wine.

The accounts

of that

time! are copious in the description of its verdure and fertility 3 its

beautiful
rich pastures, covered with’ flowers and herbage ; its
in upon the land,
shades and wholesome air. But the sea breaking
‘overwhelmed the whole country, took possession of the soil, and

totally destroyed one of the most fertile vallies in the world. Its
air, from being dry and healthful, from that time become most
:
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‘unwholesome, and clogged with vapours; and the small part of
the country that by being higher than the rest escaped the deluge,
was soon rendered uninhabitable from its noxious vapours. Thus

this country continued under water for some centiries; til), at lasiy
the sea, by the same caprice which had) prompted its invasions,
It has continued, for’
began to abandon the earth in like manner,
some ages to relinquish its former conquests; and although the
inhabitants can neither boast the longevity nor the luxuries of their
former pre-occupants, yet they find ample means of subsistence;

and if they happen to survive the first years of their residence there,
they are often known to arrive to a good old age.

But although history be silent as to many other inundations of.
the like kind, where the sea has overflowed the country, and after.

ward tetired, yet we have numberless testimonies of anotherna..
that prove it beyond

ture,

the possibility of doubt:

as for exe

ample, those numerous trees that are found buried at considerable
depths in places where either rivers or the sea has accidentally over.
At the mouth

flown.

of the river Ness,

near Bruges,

in Flanders,

at the depth of fifty feet, are found great quantities of trees lying
as close to each other as they do in a wood: the truuks, the
branches, and the leaves, are in such perfect preservation, that the

particular kind of each tree may instantly be known.
already

adverted

And we bavé

to similar facts ina preceding chapter.

About

five hundred years ago, this very ground was known to have beea
covered -with the sea; noris there any history or tradition of its
having been dry ground, which we can have no doubt must have
been the case. Thus we see a country flourishing in verdure, pros
ducing large forests, and trees of various kinds, overwhelmed by the

sea,

We see this element depositing its sediment to an height o

fifty feet ; and its waters must, therefore,

have

risen

much

higher.

' We see the same, after it has thus overwhelmed and sunk the land
so deep beneath its slime, capriciously retiring from the same coasts,

and leaving that habitable once more which it had formerly destroyed. All this is wonderful; and perhaps, instead of attempting
to enquire after the cause, which has hitherto been inscrutable, it
will best become us to rest satisfied with admiration.
At the city of Modena, in Italy, and about four miles round it,

wherever the soil is dug into, when the workmen arrive at the depth of

5
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sixty-three feet, they come to a bed of chalk, which they bore with
_ i angre five feet deep: they then withdraw-from the pit, before the
tes
removed, and upon its extraction, the water bursts up
“tougli the aperture with great violence, and. quickly

fills this new-

made well, which continues full, and is affected neither by rains nor
dreughts, Butthat which is most remarkable in this operation, is the

different layers of materials found in the course of the descent. At the

depth of fourteen feet are found the ruins of an ancient city, paved
streets, houses, floors, and different pieces of Mosaic. Under this is
found a solid earth,that would induce one to think tad never been remoyed; however, underit is found a soft eozy earth, made up of ve- getables; and at twenty-six feet depth, large trees entire, such as
walnut-trees,

with the waluuts still sticking on the stem,

and

their

leaves and brauches in exact preservation. At twenty-eight feet deep,
asoft chail:is found, mixed with a vast quavtity of shells: aud this
bed is eleven feet thick. Under this, vegetables are found again,
with leaves, aud branches of. trees as before; and thus alternately
chalk and vegetable earth to the depth of sixty-three fect. ‘These are
the layers wherever the workmen attempt to bore; while in many

of them
iron.

they also find pieces

From this description,

of charcoal, bones, and: bits of

therefore,

it appears,

that this coun-

“try has: been alternately overflowed and deserted by the sea, one
age after another: nor were these overilowings and retirings of
trifling depth, or of-short continuance.
When the sea burst in, it
must have been

a long time in overwhelming the branches of the

fallen forest with its sediments;

and still ionger

in forming a regu-

lar bed of shells eleven feet over them.
It must have, therefore,
taken an age at least to make any one of these layers; and we may
conclude, that it must have been many ages employed in the pro-

duction of-them all.

The land, also, upon being deserted, must

have had time to grow compact, to gather fresh fertility, and to be
- drained of its waters, before it could be disposed to vegetation, or
before its trees could have: shot forth again to maturity.
From hence we see what powerful effects the sea is capable.
of

producing upon its shores, either by overflowing some or deserting
others; by altering the direction of these, and rendering those
craggy aud precipitate, which before were shelving.
But the in.
fluence it has upon these is nothieg to that which it has upon tha
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great body of earth which forms its bottom.

1115-4 கவள

ப
that the greatest wonders are performed, and he? saye yi!
changes are produced; it is there that the motion oP யம். ல.

the enrrents have their full force, and agitate the ‘substatiees 8" A
But all thése are almost wholly hid
which their bed is composed.

. from human curiosity; the miracles of the deep aré performed in
and

secret;

what we

we have

receive

but little information from its abysses, exeept

by inspection

pluinmet, or from divers,

to thirty fathoms,

who

at very shallow depths,
to

are known

descend

or by the

from twenty

ev

[Phul. Trans. Buffon. Absé Fortis. Newton. Goldsmith,

Payne.|
SECTION

Wi.

Formation of Coral Islands,

Few things are more curious or difficult to explain than the pro=
the tropical
digious quantity of coral formed in the sea, especially in
or worm
regions. Coral as the produce of different species of vermes,
difficult
is
it
Now
lime.
of
carbonate
of
chiefly
consists
tribes, and it
to conceive where these animals procure such prodigious quantities’

of
Sea-water, indeed, contains traces of sylphat
of this substance.
-Hence it
know,
we
as
far
as
salt,
calcareous
other
Time, but no

sulphate
would appear, that these creatures must either decompose

of lime, though the quantity of that salt contained in seawater

form carbonate
seemsinadequate tosupply their wauts, or, they must
above
of lime from the constituents of sea-water, in a way totally

our comprehension, Be that as it may, there is one consequence of
this copiots formation of.coral in the tropical regions of consider.

able importance to navigation, which has been clearly pointed out
by Mr. Dalrymple, and is now pretty well understood.
There is not a part of natural history, remarks this accurate
observer, more curious, or perhaps to a navigator moye useful,
The origin of
than an enquiry info the formation. of islands,

islands in general, is not the point to be discussed, but of low,
flat, islands in the wide

therto discovered

ocean,

such

as are

in the vast South-seas

most of those hie

These

islands are ge-

:

ay

~
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they are formed by a narrow bar of

ine cing the sea within it; generally, perhaps always, with
“heinel of ingress at least to the tide, commonly with’ an
capable of receiving a canoe, and frequently sufficient to
even larger vessels.
origin of these islands will explain their nature. Whiatled

Mr. Dalrymple first to this deduction, was an observation of Abdul
Roobin, a Sooloo pilot; that all the islands, lying off the N. E.
coast of Borneo, had shoals to the eastward of them. "These islands
being covered to the westward by Borneo, the winds from that quare
ter do not attack them with

violence.

But

the

N.£. winds,

tum.

bling in the billows from a wide ocean, heap up the coral with which
those seas are filled. This, obvious after storms, is perhaps at all
_other times imperceptibly effected. The coral banks, raised in the
same manner, become dry. These banks are found at all depths
at all distances from shore, entirely unconnected with the land, and
detached from each other: though it often happens that they are
divided by a narrow gut, without bottom.

Coral banks also grow, by a quick progression, towards the sure
face; but the winds, heaping up the coral from deeper water,
chiefly accelerate the formation of these into shoals and islands.
‘They become gradually shallower, and when once the sea meets
‘with resistance, the coral is quickly thrown up by the force of the —
waves breaking against the bank; and hence it is that, in the open
sea there is scarcely an instance of a coral bank having so little water
that a large ship cannot pass over, but it is also so shallow that a
boat would ground on it,- Mr, D, has seen these coral banks
in all
the stages; some in deep water, others with a few rocks appearing
above the surface, some just formed into islands, without the: least

appearance of vegetation, and others, from such as have a few
_ weeds on the highest part to those which are covered with large ©
timber, witha bottomless sea at a pistol-sliot distance.

- ‘Phe loose coral, rolled inward by the billows in large pieces, will
ground, and the reflux being unable to carry them away, they bee
‘come @ bar to coagulate the sand, always found intermixed with
oral; which sand, being easiest raised, will be lodged at top.
When the sand bank is raised by violent storms, beyond the reach

of common waves, it becomes a resting place to vagrant birds,
avhom the search of prey draws thither. The dung, feathers, &c.
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increase the soil, and prepare it for the reception of aceidenta} Tools,
brauches,

and

seed,

cast up by the waves, or brought thither: ‘by
are formed: the leaves ‘and rotten bi Hess

Thus aide

birds.

intermixing with the sand, form

in

time a light black moun..2of —

which in general these islands consist, more sandy as less woody;
and when full of large trees, witha greater proportion of moull,
Cocoa nuts, continuing long in the sea without losing their vegetative powers, are commonly to be found in such islands; particularly

as

they

are

adapted

to

all

soils,

whether

sandy,

rich,

or

rocky,
_ The violence of the waves, within thie tropics, niust generally be
Hence the
directed to iwo points, according to the niensoons.
islands formed from coral banks,

nearly in a meridional

direction.

must be long and narrow, and

lie

For even supposing the banks to

be round, as they seldom are when large, the sea, meeting most re.

sistance in the middle, must heave up tlie matter in greater quantities there than towards the extremities: and, by the same rule, the
They will also
ends will generally be open, or at least lowest.
commonly have soundings there, as the remains of the banks, not
+ accumulated, wili be under water.
Where the coral banks are not
exposed to the common monsoon, they will alter their direction;
and be either
forms,

round,

or extend

in the parallel,

or be of irregular

according to accidental circumstances.

’ Whe interior parts ef these islands, beimg sea, sometimes fort
. harbours capable of receiving vessels of some burthen, and Mr D,
believes always abound greatly with fish ; aud such as he has seen,
‘with turtle-grass aud other sea-planis, particularly one species,
called by the Sooloos gammye, which grows in little globules, and
is soinewhat pungent as well as acid to the taste. It need not be
repeated

that the ends of those islands,

only,

are the

places to ex-

pect soundings: and they commonly haye a shallow spit running
out from cach point. Abdul Roobin’s observation points out an.
other circumstance, which may be useful to navigators: by cousi-

deration of tle winds. to which any islands are most exposed, to
form a probable conjecture which side has deepest water; and from
a view which side has the shoals, an idea may he fornied wiih winds

yage with most violence.

[Thomson. Phil. Trans. Abr. Vol. XIE]
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0௦ the above we have ouly to add, that the common foundation
* or a. 4 \ those chisters of islands which modern navigators have disco«vere... the Pacific Ocean, and to which the name of Polynesia has
been given. as well as of those which belong

to Australasia or New

South Wales, and perhaps of New South Wales itself, is evidently
of coral structure, immense reefs of which shoot out in every direction,

And

it is a circumstance peculiarly singular, that

notwith-

standing thts prodigious quantity of lime in the form of coral, nota
single bed, aud scarcely a particle of chalk, has hitherto been met
with either in the islands or on the continent.
There are other islands which are occasionally raised by the violent agency of the subterraneous volcanos. These, however, are
comparatively but few im number, and in mass of matter bear no

proportion to those which we haye reason to believe are perpetually
forming by the silent but persevering efforts of the sea-worms we
are now more immediately adverting to: and as we have already
given instances of such occasional disruptions from the bowels of the
earth we need not enlarge upon them in ie present place.

| Euitor.]
SECTION

Iv.

;

i

Supposed Isthmus between Calais and Dover; occasional At.
tempts

to.

unite

Sea

with

Sea;

und

the Conjecture

of a

North-West Passage.
Geoerarnuy has had its fancies as well as every other science,
and among the more prominent of these may be reckoned the hypothesis and bypotletical attempts which we haye enumerated at
the head of this Section.
It was. once a favourite opinion, that ca
Britain and France
had many years ago been united by an isthmus, or narrow neck of
land, stretching across ‘what is now the passage between Dover and
Calais; and that this isthmus had been broken down and carried
away by some violent force of the circumambient sea, before the
In the Philosophical
commencement of any histerical records.
‘Fransactions, we have three or four papers upon this visionary sub-

ject.

Two of them were written by Dr. Wallis, within tivo years of
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his death, when he had reached his eighty-fifth year; and Which «(5p
a surprising proof of the activity of mind, and the perfect cour Paid
of his faculties which that extraordinary man retained ate) advateed

an age *. The third paper, on the same subject, wa: Writ ty 4)
Dr. William Musgrave}. This opinion was first broachid by Cay
Dr: Wallis
den, supported by Sumner, and opposed by Vossius:
supports it with much learning; and points out the effects of the

‘rupture with much ingenuity.

He conceives, that the.tradition mei

tioned by Plato, of the destruction of an island in the Atlantic
Ocean, related to the rupture of this isthmus; and Dr. Musgrave
quotes the well-known passage in Virgil :
——Penitus

toto divisos orbe Britannos;

as a proof that Virgil was aware of such a rupture, and alluded to

it.

When men have recourse to such proofs
as these in support of

an opinion, it affords clear evidence that they have nothing better to:

produce.
:
Anotlier ingenious fancy that has oecasionally been indulged, and
in a few instances been attempted to be embodied into a living fact, is
that of uniting one sea with another by a bold and magnificent ca.
naj cut through the isthmus by which they are oceasionally sepas

rated.

One of the earliest attempts of this kind of which we have

any account, is the splendid undertaking to unite the Mediterranean

with the Red Sea by means of the Pelusian branch of the Nile.
This great work was begun by Sesostris, King of Egypt, and carried

on by his successors down to the time of Ptolemy Philadelphus,

I¢

was denominated the canal of the kings; was a hundred cubits
broad, and of a sufficient depth to bear the largest vessels. It way
neatly but never completely finished; the great objection beihg

drawn from an unfounded idea that the bed of the Red Sea is mucly

loftier than the soil of Egypt, and consequently that if the canal were
to be opened, it would drown the country, or at least destroy all
the benefit of the periodical exundation of the Nile. Trajan, how-

ever, appears to have made some attempt to revive this. magnificent
speculation;

and M. Petit, and several other celebrated French en-

gineers, were consulted by their own government as to the expe-

* Phil. Trans. 1701. Vol. xxii. p. 967 and 1030,
+ Phil. Trans, 1717. Vol. xxx. p. 589.
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but equally unsuccessful attempt was com-

imenced by:2harlemagne in the year 793 for uniting the Euxine and
the Ocean oy a channel, which was designed to be 2000 paces tong

and 100 broad, and fo run from the river Altmull falling into the
Danubt above Ratisbon; to the river Noth passing by Nuremberg,
and thencesinto the Rhine by the Maines The attempt proved
abortive, though begun under considerable auspices of success:
One of the most favourite hypotheses that has been indulged by

geographers and circumnavigators of different ages, is that of a pas:
sage to India from North America in a westward direction+ and
upon this subject we cannot do better than quote the following
paper upon the subject as printed in the Philosophical Transactions

for 1678, in which the reader will observe that the most sanguine
expectations were indulged at that period.
It is sufficiently known to those who have made any inspection
into the navigation

of this and

the former age, how

solicitously

* the States of the United Provinces have laboured to encourage
those, who should first discover a more compendious and shorter
passage

by the north,

to China, Japan,

and other

eastern coun-

. tries. But those who first ventured on this enterprise, found by
sad experience, that the success did not answer their expectation
and hopes.

்

Those who immediately succeeded them in that adventure, were
not much more

successful;

for treading the

same

steps that the

former had done, they were involved in the same difficulties; being
misled by an opinion, that that part of the sea, whieh lies‘between

Nova-zembla and the continent of Tartary, was passable, and
that they might sail through that to China. But it is now well
known

to

the Mnscovites

arid

others,

that Nova-zembla is no

island, but a part of Tartary; to which it is annexed on the east
by a large neck of land,

that the arm of sea, into which there isa

passage through the Weigath-straits, is not really sea, but a lake
of fresh water; the great abundance of rivers, which out of Asia
empted themselves into this gulf, causing this frestmess; so that it
is not to be

counted

strange, if, especially

these waters are strongly frozen.

in the winter season,
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Nor is it to be wondered at, that the naviga noi of Wiliam
Barentz,

otherwise an experienced mariner,

was unsuccessful

who:

passed along the coast of Nova-zembla, as far as the 77th leg, of
N. latitude, for it is well known, that most of those northern coasts
- are

frozen

up many

leagues;

no nor under the pole

itself,

thovgh

in the open sea it is not. ஸர

unless by accident,

as when on the

approach of summer, the frost breaks, and the ice which was near
40 or 50 leagues off the shore, breaks off from the land and floats
up and down in the sea. These prodigious floats of ice were the
chief obstruction to those that directed their course somewhat more
to the north.
Some thirty years ago, certain merchants of Amsterdam attempted
those seas with mach better success than the former.
Having ad‘vanced to the 79th or 80th deg. of northern latitude, they passed

above a hundred leagues to the east of Nova-zembla. These being
returned 1௦ their own country, with great hopes of finding encou.
ragement
to make further discoveries, petitioned the States Gene-

ral that they would
northern

seas,

and

be pleased
of

to grant the navigation of the -

the eastern, not yet

discovered

to them.—

But the governors of the East India Company, being sensible how
nearly this concerned them, presented a counter petition, desiring

thatthe petition of the said merchants might for the future be referred to them and their consideration.
The merchants finding
their petitions thus crossed, they addressed themselves to the King

of Denmark, who immediately granted their demands. Under his
protection therefore they equipped two or three ships, such as they
judged most proper for this voyage. On which the governor of the
Dutch East India Company raised a considerable sum of money,
and easily persuaded the mariners to desist from so dangerous a

voyage, as they represented it; aud that the merchants might lave
no just cause to complain of the said company,

the mariners went

to sea; but neglecting the directions and orders of those mer.
chants, they steered their course directly for Spitzberg, took in
their lading of fish, and returned home,
Upon which the East India Company omitted nothing to find out

a passage through the north-eastern sea, for those who were'to re=
turn into Europe from the Bast Indies.
There was then much

discourse of the Gulf of Ann, by which a passage was said to be
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ope ‘into t/
éarturian Seat and they had some hints from
the
peop,.- of Japan andthe Portuguese, about the counity
of Jezzo,
which. ay above Japan.
But aot resting satistied with the bare
relation,

in the

years 1052

and

1055,

they seut

out

some

skilful -

persons to discover those’ coasts; who passing beyond Japan,
the
_ 50th degree of N. latitude, arrived on the coast of Jezzo,
where
they fel into a narrow sea, yet broad and conveni
ent enough to
lead into the Nortliern Ocean.
The opposite shores they called
het Compagnie land, and an island seated jn the
middle of the
gulf they called het Seaten Eyland.
Whether this land of Jezzo
be annexed to Jupan or not, the inhabitants of
both countries
doubt; because vast and inaccessible mountains intérpos
e, whieh

hinder’

the communication,

Neither does it as yet clearly ap-

pear, whether this land of Jezzo be a part of Tartary
, or whee
ther by an arm of the sea divided from it. The
Chinese affirm,
that Tartary runs 300° China leagues eastward beyond
their famous wall: so that if we follow these, the country
of Jezzo and
Japan may seem to be annexed to Tariary ; ‘but those of
Jezzo Say,
that there runs an arm of the sea between them and Tartary:
which
opinion may seem to receive some confirmation from what
those
Hollanders affirm, who were shipwrecked some years since
on
Corea, a peninsula of China, where they saw a whale, upon
whose
back stuck a harping-iron of Gaseony.
Tt is therefore most pro=
bable, that this whale passed froin Spitzbergen through the nearest

arm of the sea, rather than through the more remote.

After the

experiments made’ by the governors of the East India Company, in
the year 1652 and 1653, they resolved to proceed no further on
the discovery; as well because the Emperor of Japan interdicted
- the navigation of foreigners into Jezzo, in regard, as they say, of
the vast tribute which he annually raises froin the silver miiues
there; as because they thought it may little conducé to their ad-

vantage, to have this compendious way of navigation discovered.
And therefore they have

thought fit to prohibit all further search —

into the navigation to Jezzo, and the adjacent countries ; for which
Very reason they have also endeavoured to coriceal their Austral
plantations.
:
:
Now concerning that tract or space which lies between Spitz.
bergen; Nova-zenibla, aud the Straits of Jezzo, we have no reason
to entertain any doubt; especially as many of the Muscovite

Vol, IIT.
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itineraries assure us, that the coast of Tartary rum:

tnorthy ஐம்

. from Nova-zembla, but turns very much towards the cast; எ shat.
the head land of Nova-zembla is far the most nerthern par’ of all
கட்த வ்
‘
'Fartary.
It remains now fo inquire by whar course, and in whatsecsou of
Tt is hardly tovbe
the year, this yoyage is best to be undertaken?
doubted, but that the strait which lies between Spitzberg ang

Nova.zembla may be passed ; and the course to be di-ected to 78,

Ef any shalt proceed farther
79, or 80 degrees of north latitade.
in the same work, he will find the passage shorter; for drawing a
Kine from our seas through the 78th or 79th degree of latitude, to
the Strait of Jezzo, it will be very near a straight Tine: but if any
would, from the same degree’ of latitude, having passed’ Novazembla, choose to steer toward the coast of Tartary, and coast

along by it, till he meet with some strait, he would find his course

somewhat longer, but perhaps safer and betier.
As to the time of the year, wherein this navigation: ought te
begin; it may be in the beginning of the spring, viz. in the month
of March,

when

most men, that

it is confessed by

the winds and

seas are favourable to those that sail to Spitzberg, and the places
near the pole; and that they may run all that course from these
parts in twelve or thirteen days: but when they have passed so
far, if any man would design to sail to the Straits of 376220, 116
But then those motions
must steer his course towards the south.
of the winds and seas, which were favourable to those who sailed
northward, will be contrary to those who stand southward; and

they may long enough expect northern gales, whieh seldom, blow
till towards the latter end of summer,

viz. in the month of August.

¥f therefore any man would contrive to dispatch his voyage in the
shortest

time, it would

be safest

to make choice of that time of

the year, where he might soonest make Spitzberg and return again,
which might be in the beginning of summer : yet it would be safer
And although this course
to set out sooner, if the wind permit,
should happily succeed, it follows not that I should advise them to

observe the same im their return homeward ; for things of that nature must be left to the prudence and conduct of discréet pilots and
mariners, who ought to shun all near approach to the coasts and
islands which they shall encounter, for fear of the ice; and that

they always make choice of the most open seas, which are least

>
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~tnfe ted with it, and in which the colds are more moderate,
For
_ -expe fence has” sufficiently taught, that whole large.seas are never
. known to be frozen, but only the sea coasts, from the plenty of
fresh w ers that run into the ocean, and the snaws melted in it,
And the same experience has taught, that there is not that danger
from the floating ice, as is vulgarly apprehended, especially in seas
not subject to violent storms, and-in the 6th or rather the 8th

month of the year.
Whien the nature of this sea, and

of its. several straits shall be

more perfectly discovered, it is not to be doubted but that the
whole voyage to Japan may be formed in five or six weeks at the
most.
But in case it should happen, that the ships should be forced
to winter there, this might be done without much danger; pros
voided they avoided the unadvised example of the Dutch, who
being necessitated to pass the winter iu the most northern climates,
planted themselves there upon the highest lands, in huts framed of
thin boards; whereas they ought to sink their houses under ground,
and to heap much earth over them; since it is scarcely possible for
men

fo subsist in such an excessive

shelter

themselves

Vol. 11. 1677.

deep

under

severity of winter,

the

unless they

earth.—Phél. Trans.

Abr.

We have only to add, that all hopes of a north-west passage
have since been completely disappointed
modern navigators*.
SECTION

from

the researches of
Error.

V.

Saltness, and other Chemical Properties of the Ocean.
THE ocean is the great reservoir of water into which the lakes
and rivers empty themselves, and from which is again drawn by
evaporation that moisture which,

falling in

showers

« Jizes the earth, and supplies the waste of the

of rain,

fertie

springs and waters.

This constant circulation would naturally dispose one to believe, a
prioré,

that the waters of the ocean do not differ much from the
waters of rivers and lakes: but nothing would be more erroneous

than such a conclusion; for the sea water, as every oue knows,

differs materially from common water in its taste, specific gravity,
It contains a much greater proportion of
and other properties.
* See farther upon this subject, ch. xxxvii, sections iii, iv, v.

x?
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of common

,
salt,

்
which

is isinle Pe

tracted from it. . Indeed, if the sea were not imnregaate . ‘witle
these saline bodies.

the putrefaction of the immense Nass 6,

ல:

and vegetable matter which it contains would in a § ப்ப time
்
fatal to the whole inhabitants ofthe earth.
The absolute quantity of sea water cannot be ascertained; aS tis
mean depth is unknown,
Mr. De la Place has demonstrated, that
a depth of four leagues is necessary to reconcile the height to whick
the tides are known fo rise in the main ocean with the Newtonian

If we suppose this to be the mean depth,
theory of the tides*.
the quantity of water in the ocean must be immense. Even on the
supposition that its mean depth is not greater than the fourth part

of a mile, its solid contents (allowing its surface to be three-fourths.
of that of the superficies of the earth) would be 32,058,9393.

cubic miles:
‘
Sea water has a very disagreeable bitter taste, at least when
4aken from the

surface

or near the shore;

2

bat when brought up -

from great depths, its taste is only saliue f.
Hence we learn that
this bitterness is owing to the animal and vegetable substances with

which it is mixed near the surface. Its specific gravity varies from
10269 to 1:02851.
It does not freeze till cooled down to 25°2°§

of Fahrenheit’s scale.
Tt has been ascertained by the experiments of different chemists ||, and especially by those of Bergman, that sea water holds
in solution muriate of soda, muriate of magnesia, sulphate of
magnesia, and sulphate of lime; besides the animal and vegetable
bodies with which it is occasionally contaminated.
The average
quantity of saline ingredients is 1-28th,
Bergman found water
taken up from the depth of 60 fathoms, near the Canaries, by Dr.

Sparrman, to contain 1-24th,

Lord

Mulgrave found the water

at the back of Yarmouth sands to contain about 1-32th part.
Bergman found water taken up from a depth of sixty fathoms to
contain only the following salts in the following மத
*
+
ம
§
. |
«

ரட் ற. 213,
Bergman, i. 180.
Bladh. Kirwan’s Geological Essays, ல. 355,
Nairne; Phil, Trans. 1716, Part First.
:
sae
Monnet; Lavoisier, Baumé, &c. haye published analyses of sea water.
க
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a

salt.

» 6°229 muriate of maynesia.

ட.

S
*» 1000 suiphate of lime.
~~ Mr, Lavoisier found 10,000 parts of sea water taken up on the
avest of Dieppe to contain the following salts:

க்கப்
ang

1375 muriate of soda.
256 munate of lime and magnesia.
*

156 muriate of magnesia.
:
ச
84 salphate of soda and magnesia.
1958

or almost 1-5th of saline contents*; but this proportion is undoubtedly excessive. My analysis gives 1-30th of saline contents
in the water of the Frith of Forth. The satts which I found were
the same. as those announced by Bergman, sulphate of magnesia
excepted, which exists in all the specimens of sea water that I have

examined; and the proportion of it is considerable.
As far as experiment has gone,
does not differ much,

the proportion of saline contents

whatever be the latitude in which the

water

of the ocean is examined.
Lord Mulgrave, in north latitude 86°,
and 60 fathoms under ice, found the saline contents of sea water
0°0354;

in

0:034.

Pages found sea water taken up in north latitude 45° and

. 89° to

latitude 74°, he

contain

0°04

of

found

saline

them 0-036;

contents;

in

latitude

and Baumé

60°,

obtained by.

analysis, from water taken up by Pages in north latitude 34° and
14°, exactly the same proportions of saline matter.
In southern ~ datitudes Pages found the following proportions of saline matters +
Latitude.

Saline Matters

50

ட

அம

ட

லக.

202020
மப

20

Oe

லள

அன்டி

வவ

கதக்

௮ எனல் ௮0௮

cece tenance e cree ee oes 0039

இ...

er -. 09035

Yrom the experiments made by Bladh onthe
sea water in different

பமல

சமவமக
அல வடு புதிது

latitudes,

specific gravity of

it appears that the water contains

more salt at the tropics than towards the equator.
*

Mem,

Par.

1172,

as quoted
>

x3

by Kirwan.

;

i
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Tf we were acquainted with the proportion between the saline ‘one
tents of sea

water and

its specific

eravily, it

would

be easy.

wall

cases to ascertain tle quantity of saline matter metely ~|BY tabing the |
specific gravity of the water we wish to examine.
'Thil would re.

quire a set of experiments on purpose; dissolving im pure

Wates

different quantities of the salts contained in sea water in the propol_
tions which they bear to each other, and ascertaining the-specitic
gravity of every such solution.
Dr. Watson has given us a ‘Table
_ for ascertaining that point, as far as common saltis concerned; and
as the salt which he used was not perfectly pure, but contained a
mixture of the different salts usually found in the sea, we may consider it as very nearly determining the proportion of galine contents

insea water as far as it goes.
insert *.

his Table therefore I shall here

¢

of | Specific. j| Proportion of | Specific
Proportion
Gravity.
Salt.
Gravity.
“Salt.

0
1shalf
14th
1-5th
1. 6th
1.7th
1-8th
1-9th
1-12th |
1-1408 |
1-15th |
11064
1-18th
|

This Table

55°; but Mr.
62°, in order
taken at that
gravities, thus

1-000 ||
1-206)
1-160}|
1°121||
1-107 ||
1-096 ||
1°087 ||
1-074 ||
1:059]|
1:00]
4:048॥
1:045 ||
1:040॥

1:022 1- 8410
1:0291-108
1:027 (11260௨
| 1:025||1-144th
| 1:024]}1-162nd
| 1-023 |1-192nd
1-020 |1-256th
1:019|11.320th
| 1°015||1-448th
| 1-G14]1-51ath
1:0121128480ம
1:012 |1-10244
| 1:009

|

was calculated at a temperature

Specific
Gravity:

1₹007
1006
|1-005
|1-004
|1:003
|1°0029
|1:0023
1:0018
|1:0017
|1:0014
|1-0008
(1:0006

between 46° and

Kirwan has reduced part of it to the temperature
of
to compare it with the specific gravities of sea-water
temperature, or at least reduced to it. The specific
altered by Kirwan, are as follows:

Proportion of Salt.

1

1-21st
1-24th
1-27th
1-98th
1-30th
1-32nd
1-36th
1-39th
1-49nd
1-48%
1-54ம்
1-56th
1-7

Proportion of
Salt.

- © Specific Gravity at 62°.
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* Watson’s Chemical Essays, p. 91.
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‘Thic table will enable us to ascertain the saline contents of seas
water in different parts of the Atlantic and Indian Oceans, from
the followiag ‘Table of the specific gravity of sea-water in different
parts of these oceans, constructed by Bladh, and reduced by
Kiswan to the temperature of 62°*.
Larirope. | Lonerrune 3190. Gz. at 62°.

North.
59° 39’
57
18
2.
இடும்...
54 00
44
32
44
AQ
34
29

|
|

East.
85 48
18 48
West.
|
1 22
4A 45
2 04
Fast.
07
1 00
அ.
50
40
1 18
50
0 60

4

10272
1:0269
1:0272
1-0271
1:0276
10276
1₹0276
10280
1:0281

1

West.

24
18
16

00
28
96

14

56

10

30
வடு
2. 20
ர 29
South.
0 16
5
10
10 00
14 40
20 06
25 45
30
3.

25
87

© Kirwan’s Geol Hssays, yo950.

2-32
3 284
பி பா
3

46

1)

10284
10281 |
1₹0277

3

1:0275

3° 49
5.28.
8 26
3 30

10272
1:0274
3:0271
1:0273

3 40
6 00
6 05
7 00
5 a0)
2 22
East.
12
7
13
68

10277
10277
1₹0285
10284
1:0285
10281
:
102709
1:02706

+ The Long. i counted from Teneriffe,
)
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் the saltness of the
period of time, its
> *more Nuapregnated
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an opinion of Dr. Halley, that however uniform:
ocean may be in different paris of it ata given
general mass has been progressively becoming
with saline materials, and hence actually salter

to tlie taste, ever since the formation of the
world ; and she endea-

‘vours te ground a proof of the age Of the world
u pon this cireumstance,
Fils paper, which is short and ingenious, 15 as follows,
© There

have been mat attempts made,

and proposals offered, to

asceriain fren: the appearances of nature ,» what may have
been the
antiquity of this globe of earth; on which, by
the evidence of sacred writ, mankind has dwelt about Gooo
years; or according to
the Septuagint above 7000. But as we are there told that
the for.
mation

of man

was

the last

act

of the Creator,

it is no where re-

vealed: in Scripture how long the earth had existed
before this last
creation, nor how long those five days that» preceded it may
be to
be accounted ; since we are elsewliere told; that in respect
of the
Almighty a thousand ‘years is as. one day, being equally no-part
of
eternity; ner can it well be conceived how those days should
be to
be understood

of natural

days,

since

they are mentioned as mea-

sures of time before the creation of the sun, which was not till
the
fourth day.
And it is certain that Adam found the earth, at his
first production, fully replenished with all sorts of other animals,
This inquiry seeming to me

weil to deserye consideration, and wer-

thy the thoughts of the, Royal Society, I shall take leave to propose

au expedient for determining the age of the world by a medium, a8

Ttake it, wholly new, and which, in my opinion, seems to promise
success, though the event caunot he judged of till after a long period of time; submitting the same to their better judgment. What
suggested this notion was an observation I had made, that all the
lakes in the world, properly so called, ate found to be salt, some

niore some less than the ocean, which in the present case may also be
esteemed a lake; since by that term I mean sucli standing waters as
perpetually receive rivers running into them, and have no exit or த
evacuation,

5

i;

222

« The number of these lakes, in the known parts of the world, is
exceedingly small, and indeed on inquiry I cannot be certain there
are in

all

any

more

than four or five, viz.

Qdly, The Mare Mortuum,

1st. The Caspian

Sea;

or Lacus Asphaltites; 3dly, The lake

on which stands the city of Mexico; and 4thly, The lake of Titi‘caca in Peru,

which

by a channel of about fifty leagues communi>

a
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cates with a fifth and smaller, called the lake of Paria,

which have any other exit,

nite ot

Of these, the Caspian, which is‘ by .

much the greatest, is reported to be somewhat less salt thai the
The Lacus Asphaltites is so exceedingly salt, that its waters
ocean,
seem fully sated, or scarcely capable to dissolve any more; whence
df
au summer=time its banks are iucrustated with’ great quantities
dry salt; of somewhat a more pungent nature than the marie, as
having a relish of sal ammoniac; as I was informed )y a curious

Se

gentleman who was on the place.

by
« The lake of Mexico, properly speaking, is two lakes, divided

the causeways that lead to the city, which is built in islands in the
pro.
midst of the lake, undoubtedly for its security; after the idea,

who ~
bably, which its first founders borrowed from their beavers,
manbuild their houses on dams they make in the rivers affer that
the
ner, Now that part of the lake which is to the northward of

town and causeways, recsives a river of a considerable magnitude,

being somewhat higher than the other, does with a small fall
Of these the
exonerate iisel{ in the southern part, which is lewer,

which

lower is found to he salt, but to what degree I cannot yet learn+
though the upper be almost fresli.

« And the jake of Titicaca, being nearly eighty leagues in eirenm~
ference, and receiving several considerable fresh rivers, lias its waters,
by the testimony of Herrera and Acosta, so brackish as not to be
potable, though uot fuily so salt as that of the ocean; and the like
they affirm of that of Paria, into which the lake of Titicaca ‘does in

part exonerate itself, and which f doubt not will be found much
:

salter than it, if it were inquired into.

_« Now I conceive that as all these lakes receive rivers, and’ have 1io
exit or discharge, so it will be necessary that their waters rise and

cover the land, until such time as their surfaces are sutficiently ex.
tended, so as to exhale in vapour that water which is poured in by
the rivers; and consequently that lakes must be larger or smaller,
accordivg to the quantity of the fresh they receive. But the vapours thus exhaled are perfectly fresh; so that the saline particles

brought in by the rivers remain behind, while the fresh evaporates;_
and hence it is evident that the salt in the lakes will-be continually
augmented, and the water grow salter and salter. But in lakes that
have an exit, as the lake of Genesaret, otherwise called that of Ti-

berias, and the upper lake of Mexico, and indeed in most others, ©
௨

>
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thi; water being continually runing off, is supplied by new fresh river
, water, in which the saline particles are so few as by ao means to be

;

) perceivedits
“©

Now ifthis be the true reason of the saltness of these lakes, it is

not improbable but that the ocean itself is become salt from the
sime cause, and we are thereby furnished with an argument for es.

timating the duration of all things, from an. observation of the ine

erement of, saltness in their waters,
Tor if it be observed what
quantity of salt is at present contained in a certain weight of the
water, of the Caspian Sea, for example, taken at a certain place, in
the driest weather;

and after some centuries of. years the same weight

of water, taken in the

same

place, and

under the same circume

stances, be found to contain a sensibly greater quantity of salt than

at the time of the first experiment, we may by the rule of proportion, make an estimate of the whole time wherein the water would
5
acquire its present degree of saltness.
“ And this argument would be the more conclusive, if by alike ex.
periment a similar increase in the saltness of the ocean should be
observed : for that, after the same manner as aforesaid, receives ine
numerable rivers, all which deposit their saline particles therein; and
ate again supplied, as I have elsewhere showed, by the vapours of

the ocean, which rise from it in atoms of pure water, without the

least admixture of salt. But the rivers in their long passage over
the earth imbibe some of its saline particles, though ‘in so-small a_
quantity as not to be perceived, unless in these their depositories
And if, on repeating’ the experiment,
after a long tract of time.
after another equal number of ages, it shall be found that the salt.
ness is further increased with the same increment as before, than
what is now proposed as hypothetical, would appear little less than
demonstrative. But since this argument can be of no use to ourselves,
it requiring very great intervals of time to come to our conclusion,
it were to be wished that the ancient Greek and Latin authors had
delivered down to us the degree of the saltness of the sea, as it was
about two thousand years ago: for then it cannot be doubted but

that the difference between what is now found and what then was,
would become very sensible. I recommend it therefore to the So=
ciety, as oppoxtunity shall offer, to procure the experiments-to be
made of the present degree of saltness of the ocean, and of a3 many
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of these lakes. as can be come at, that they may stand upon
for the benefit of future ages. -

« Tfit be objected that the water of the ocean, aud ல

of these lakes, might at the first beginning

of

things,

ofsome

in,some’ “mea.

°°

sure contain salt, so as fo disturb the proportionality of the increase
of saltness in them, I will not dispute it: but shall observe that such

a supposition would by so much
within the date to be derived

from

contract the age of the world,

which

the foregoing argument,

is chiefly intended to refute the ancient notion, some fiave of late
entertained, of the eternity of all things; though perhaps by it the
world may be found much older than many have hitherto ப்ட்

gined.”

ச

:

It must be admitted, observes Dr. Thomson upon the above hypothesis, that this is an ingenious and plausible speculation 5 but it
We lave no evidence whatever,
will not bear a rigid examination,
hidecd there is
. that the sea was not salt at its original formation.
presumption in favour of bat opinion; because many of the ani.
Hence we must
_ mals which it contains cannot live in fresh water.
either admit that the sea remained for many ages uninhabited, or
But, granting that the sea
that it was salt at its first formation.
was origiually fresh, it would not follow that it became salt by evaporation, unless we were certain that the vapour wiiich rises from
the sea is absolutely destitute of salt, But we have evidence thatthis is not the case.

Margraatf found salt in rain water, which must

have been originally raised by evaporation, either from the sea or
the land; and, if we suppose the latter, the supposition makes more strongly for the reality of the vapour from sea-water coittaining
some salt. But even if this point were given up, still there is another consideration which would make it difficult or impossible to
deduce any conclusions from the rate at which the saltness of the
sea increases, It is true that salf is mixed, to a certain amount,
with almost every mineral in nature, as follows from the galvanic
experiments of Mr.Davy., But the proportion of it is very various
Sometimes, as in Cheshire and in Poland, we
in different places.
find it deposited in prodigious quantities, so as to form beds of

enormous thickness. Jn other cases it is loosely scattered, but in
very inconsiderable quantities, in rocks and the soil. While in other
cases it is so intimately mixed, that it cannot be separated by any

*
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other methiod, “with which we are aeqialaieas ‘than the galvanic
energy. Water flowing through minerals of such different natures
_ must, flissolve very different proportions of salt. In beds of the first
kind, it miy, in’certain circumstances, becoine saturated with salt,
and will always dissolve so much

as to be entitled to the name

on

Salt spring, In beds of the second kind, it will dissolve only a very
aninute quantity of salt; and, in those of the third kind, if any such

exist of any, considerable extent, it will dissolve none at all, Hence
_ waters, when they began to flow into the sea and into lakes, would
_ contain very different proportions of salt, aceording to the nature of
the country through which they owed; and ர்க
different lakes,
and different

parts of the

sea,

would

possess different

degrees

of

saltness, and would increase in saltuess at very different rates.

மிட

nally, this increase of saltness of the sea; if it takes place at all, must

do so with inconceivable slowness; for the specific eravity of seawater has never been, observed to increase since the first time that it

ever was

ரி which is more than acentury ago.
ey
Phil. Trans.1715.4
SECTION

On

the

VI.

Vides.

1. Explanation of the received or Newtonian System.
THE height of the surface of the sea atany given place is ‘observ.
ed to be liable to periodical variations, which are found to depend
on the relative position of the moon, combined in some measure
with that of the sun,
These variations are called tides ; they were
too obvious to escape the observation even of the ancients, who in-

habited countries where they are least conspicuous: for Aristotle
mentions the tides of the northern seas, and remarks that they vary
with the moon,

ocean:

and are less conspicuous

in small seas than in the

Cwesar, Strabo, Pliny, Seneca, and Muerobius give also

tolerably accurate accounts of them,

“There are in the tides three orders of phenomena which are separately distinguishable : the first kind occurs twice a day, the
‘second twice a month, and the third twice a year. Every day,
about the time of the moon’s passing over the meridian, ora certain .
number of hours later,

the

sea
3

becomes

elevated

aboye

its mean
>

oa
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‘height, andat this time it is said to be high water.» The clevatlon
subsides by degrees, and in about six hours it is low water, the sea .
having attained its greatest depression; after this it rises, again ௨
when

the moon passes the

meridian below the horizon, *so that

ebb and flood occur twice a day,
which

by about 50% minutes,

solar one, since 28%
ones.

lunar

the

but become daily later and later

is the excess of a lunar day” above’a

days

are neatly equal

to 29% solar’
த்

i

ட

‘The second phenomenon is, that the tides are sensibly increased,

at the time of the new and full moon: this increase and diminution
becomes
constitute the spring and neap tides ;: the augmentation
or nearest
also still more observable when the moon is in its perigee,
the earth.

The

lowest as well as the

higliest

of the spring tides; the neap tides neither rise

low.

water is at

the time

so high nor fall so

ட

whicly
The third phenomenon of the tides is the augmentation
are
occurs at the time of the equinoxes: so that the greatest tides

when a new or full moon happens near the equinox, while the moan

is in its perigee. The effects of these tides are often still
creased by the equinoctial winds, which are sometimes so
as to produce a greater tide before or after the equinox,
which happens in the usual course, at the time of the

more inpowerful
than that equinox

oe
itself.
These simple facts are amply sufficient to establish the depend.
ence of the tides on the moon ; they were first correctly explained

by Newton as the necessary consequences of the laws of gravitation,
put the theory has been still further improved by the labours of
‘The whole of the investigations has been
Jater mathematicians.
considered as the most difficult of all astronomical problems; some
of the cireumstanees depend on causes which must probably remain
for ever unknown to us; and unless we could every where measure
the depth of the sea, it would be impossible to apply a theory,

even

if absolutely perfect, to the solutiom of every difficulty that might
oceur.
A very injudicious attempt has been made to refer the:
phenomena of the tides to canses totally different from these, and
depending om the annua! melting of the polarice: the respectability

of its anthor is the only claim whieh it possesses even to be mentioned : and a serious confutation of so groundless an opinion would
be perfectly superiluous.
:
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A-detached portion of a fluid would naturally assume, by its
> nrutual gravitation, a spherical form, but if it gravitate towards
் another body ata distance, it will become an oblong spheriod of
which the axis will point to the attracting body: for the difference
ofthe attraction of this body on its different parts will tend to separat@tthem from each other in the greatest part of the sphere, that

is, at all places within the angular distance of 792° from theline pass-.
ing throughthe attracting body, either in the nearer or inthe remoter

hemisphere; btit to urge them towards the centre, although with a
smaller force in the

remaining

part.

Hence,

in order

that

there

may be an equilibrium, the depth of the fluid must be greatest where
its gravitation,

thus composed,

is least;

that is, in the line directed

towards the attracting body, and it may be shown that it must as.

sume the form of an oblong elliptic spheroid,
if the earth were wholly fluid, and the same part of its surface
were always turned towards the moon, the pole of the spheroid being immediately

under

the

moon,

the lunar

tide would

remain

stationary, the greatest elevation being at the points nearest to the
moon and furthest from her, and the greatest depression in the .
circle equally distant from these points; the elevation being, howe
ever, on account of the smaller surface to which it is confined twice

-as great as the depression. The actual height of thi selevation
would probably be about forty inches, and the depression twenty,
making together a tide

of

five feet.

If also the waters were capa-

ble of assuming instantly such a form as the equilibrium would require, the summit of a spheroid equally elevated would still be
directed towards the moon, notwithstanding the earth’s rotation.
This may be’ called the primitive tide of the ocean : but on account
" of the perpetual change of place which is required for the accommodation of the surface toa similar position with respect to the
moon, as the earth revolves, the form must be materially different
from that of such a spheroid of equilibrium. The force employed

in producing this accommodation may be estimated by considering

*

the actual surface of the sea as that of a wave moving on the sphes
roid of equilibrium, and producing in the water a sufficient velocity

to preserve the actual form. We may deduce, from this mode of
considering the subject, a theory of the tides which appears to be

_ more simple and

satisfactory than any which has yet been publish

820
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‘ed: and by comparing the tides of narrower seas and Jakes with
the motions of pendulums suspended on vibrating centres, we ட 6

extend the theory to all possible cases.

pe

If the centre of a pendulum be made to vibrate, tie
4
of the pendulum itself, when they have arrived at a state o pers
manence, will be performed. in ‘the same time with those ம் the
centre; but the miotion-of the pendalum will be either in the same .
direction with that of the centre,
4 ingly as
that

the time of this forced

of the

natural vibration

or ina contrary direction,
vibration

of

is longer

accord.

or shorter

than

:

pendulum; and! in the same
manner it may be shown that the tides either of an ope ocean or
ofa confined lake may be either direct or inverted with respect fo

the primitive tide, which would
assumed

the form

the

be produced if the waters always

of the spheroid

of equilibrium,

according to the

depth of the ocean, aud to the breadth as well as the depth of the
lake. In the case of a direct tide, the time of the passage of the
luminary over the meridiaa must coincide with: that of high
water, and in the case of an inverted tide with that of low
water.

Mn order that the Innar cde ‘of an open ocean may be direct,
or synchronous, its depth must be greater than thirteem miles, and
The less the depth exceeded
for the solar tides than fourteen.

these Jimits, the greater the tides would be, and in all cases they
would be greater than the primitive tides.

But in fact the height

“of the tides in the open ocean is always far short of that which
wotild be produced in this mauner; it is therefore improbable ihat
the tides are ever direct in the open ocean, and that the depth of
_ the sea is so great as thirteen miles.

i

In order that the height of the inverted or remote lunar tides
may be five feet, or equal to that of the primitive tides, the depth
of. the open sea must be 64 miles; aud if the height is only two
feet, which is perhaps not far from the truth, the depth must be
three miles and fiye-sevenths.
The tides of a lake or narrow sea-differ materially from those ஜி

the open ocean, since the height of the water scarcely undergoes
‘any vatiation in the middle of the lake; ii must always be high *
water at the eastern extremity when it is low water at the western:

and this must happen at the time when the places of high and low

:
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water, with respect to the primitive tides, are equally distant from
, the middle of the lake.
4)
‘ The tides may be direct ina lake one hundred fathoms
deep and
less than eight degrees wide; but if it be much wider,
they must
be inverted, i Supposing the depth a mile, they will be direct when
the breadth is less than 25° but if a sea, like the Atlantic,
were
fifty ov sixty degrees wide, it must be at least four miles deep,
in

order that the time of high water might coincide with that of the
:
moon's southing.

Hitherto we have considered the motion of the water as free from

all resistauce;

but where'the tides are direct,

they “must be retard.

ed by the effect of -a resistance of any kind ; and where

they are

inverted, they must be accelerated; a small resistance producing,
in both cases, a considerable difference in the time of high
x
:
water.
Where a considerable tide is observed in the middle of a limited.

_ Portion of the sea, it must be derived from the effect of the elevation or depression of the ocean in ifs neighbourhood; and such derivative tides are probably combined in almost all cases, with the
oscillations belonging to each particular branch of the sea. Mr.
Laplace supposes that the tides, which are observed in the most
exposed European harbours, are produced almost entirely by the
transmission of the effect of the main ocean, in about a day and a

half; but this opinion does not appear to be justified by observa.
tion;

for the interval between the times of the high water belong-

ing to the sametide, in any two places between Brest and the Cape
of Good Hope, has not been observed to exceed about twelve
hours at most ; nor can we trace a greater difference by comparing

the state of the tides at the more exposed situation of St. Helena,
the Cape Verd Islands, the Canaries, the Madeiras, and the Azores,

which constitute such
indicated the progress
Mr. Laplace supposes,
consider as completely

a succession as might be expected to have
of the principal tide, if it had been such as
- The ouly part of the ocean, which we can
open, lies to the south of the two great

continents, chiefly between the latitudes 30° and 70° south, and the

original tide, which happens in this widely extended ocean, whiere
its depth is sufficiently uniform, must take place, according to the
theory which has been advanced, at some time before the sixth
VOL.

I1f,

்
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Tt sendsa wave into the Atlantic, which is perhaps
பலரா hour.
twelve or thirteen hours in its passage to the coast of Prance, Buts
This tide, which would happen at the sistly.
eertainly not more.
lunar hour after the moon's transit, if there were no resistance, is
to
probably so checked by the resistance, that the water begins
in others it -may

earlier,

seas even somewhat

subside about the fourth, and in some

although

nearly its natural’course,

follow more

Phere is scarcely a single instance which favours tle supposition
of the time of high water in the open

sea being within an hour ef

be if the

the moon’s southing,! as it must

depth

very great:

were

so that neither the height of the tides nor the time of high water
will allow us to suppose the sea any where quite so deep as four
miles.
்
The tide entering the Atlantic appears to advance northwards at

the rate of about five hundred miles an hour, corresponding to a.
depth of about three miles, so as to reach Sierra Leone at the

eight hour after the nioon’s southing; this part of Africa being not
very remote from the meridian of the middle of the south Atlantic
ocean; and having little share in the primitive tides of that ocean.
‘The southern tide seems then to pass by Cape Blanco aud Cape
Bojador,

to arrive at Gibraltar at the thirteenth hour, and to unite

its effects with those of other tides at various parts of the coast of
Enrope.
We may therefore consider the Atlantic as a detached
3500-miles broad and three

miles deep;

and

sea about

asea of these dimen=

sions is susceptible of tides considerably larger than: those of the
~ocean, but how much larger we cannot determine without more 3
These tides would happen on the Buropean
accurate measures.
‘coasts, if there were no resistance, a little tess than five hours after
the moon's southing,

and on

the coast

of America,

a

little

more

than seyen hours after; but the resistance opposed to the motion
of the sea may easily accelerate the time of high water im both
eases about two hours, so that it may be a little before the third
hour on the western coasts of Europe and of Africa, and before
the fifth on the most exposed parts of the eastern coast of America;

and in the whole of the Atlantic, this: tide may be combined more
of less both with the general southern tide, and with the partial
effects of local elevations or depressions

‘

of

the bottem

of

the sea,

ee:

;
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which may cause irregularities of various kinds.

» isy however, probably less considerable
் supposed,

for,

in the latitudes

than has

303

‘The southern tide
sometimes

in which it must originate,

been

tlie ae

tent of the élevation can 6nly be half as great as at the equator ;
and the Islands of Kerguelen’s Land and South Georgia, in the hee
tudes of about

50° and 55°,

lave

their tides delayed till the

tenth

and elvventh hours, apparently because they receive them prin.
cipally from dlistant parts of the ocean, which are nearer to the
equator.
ட்
;
4
்
On the western coas(s of ‘Europe, from Ireland to Cadiz, on
those of Africa, from Cape Coast to the Cape of Good Hope, ரி
on the Coast of

America, from

California to the

streights of Ma-

gellan, as well as in the neighbouring islands, it is usually high
water at some time between two and four hours after the moon’s

- southing; on the eastern coast of South America between four and

six, on that of NorthoAmerica between seven and eleven; and on
the eastern’ coasts of Asia and New Holland between four and
eight.
The Society islands are perhaps too near the middle of the
Pacific ocean to partake of the eflects of its primitive tide, and their
fide,

being secondary, is probably for this reason a few hours

later.

At the Almirautes, near the eastern coast of Africa, the tide is at
the sixth hour;*but there seem to be some irregularities inthe
tides of the neighbouring islands.

The progress of a tide may be very distinctly traced from its
source in the ocean into the narrow and shallow branches of the
sea which constitute our channels.
Thus the tide is an hour-or
two later at the Scilly Islands than in the Atlantic, at Plymouth

three, at Cork, Bristol, and Weymouth four, at Caen and Havre
six; at Dublin and Brighthelmstone seven, at Boulogne and Liverpool eight, at Dover

near nine, at the Nore eleven,

don bridge twelve and a half.

and

at Lon-

Another portion appears fo proceed

yound Ireland and Scotland into the North Sea; it arrives from the

Atlantic at Londonderry in about three hours, at the Orkneys ia
six, at Aberdeen

in eleven, at Leith

in fourteen, at Leostoffe in

twenty, and at the Nore in about twenty-four, so as to meet there
From the time occuthe subsequent tide coming from the south,
pied by the tide in travelling from the mouth of the English chan-

nel to Boulogne, at the rate of about fifty miles an hour, we may
Yaz
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-ealculate that the mean depth of the channel is about twenty-eight
fathoms, independently of the magnitude of the resistances of va.

rious kinds to be overcome, which requite us to suppose the depth:

In the great river of Amazons, the.

from thirty to forty fathoms.

effects of the tides are still sensible at the streights of Pauxis, 500
miles from the sea, after an interval of several days spent in their
passage up: for the slower progressive motion of the water no
more impedes the progress of a wave against the stream, than the
velocity

of the wind prevents the transmission of

trary direction.

sound

கடி

isa

con-

:

Such are the general outlmes of the lunar tides; they are, however, liable to a great variety of modifications, besictes their combination with the tides produced by

the

sun.

When

the

moon

is

exactly over the equator, the highest part of the remoter, or infe-

rior, as well as of the nearer or superior tides, passes also over the
equator, and the effect. of the tide in various latitudes decreases
gradually from the equator to the pole, where it vanishes; but
when the moor has north or soutlr declination, the two opposite

summits of the spheroid describe parallels of latitude, remaining
always diametrically to each other. Hence the two suceessive tides
must be unequal at every place except the equator, the greater
tide happening when the nearer elevation passes.its meridian: and
the mean between both is somewhat smaller than the equal tides
which happen when the moon passes the equator. This inequality
is, however,

much less considerable

than it would

be

if the sea

assumed at once the form of the spheroid of equilibrium; and the —
most probable

reasons for this. circumstance,

are,

first, that our,

tides are partly derived from the equatorial seas; secondly, that
the effects of a prceeding tide are in some measure continued so as
to influence the height of a succeeding one; and, thirdly, that the
tides of a narrow sea are less affected by its latitude than those of

a wide ocean. The height of the sea at low water is the same
whatever the moon’s declination may be. There is also a slight
difference im the tides, according to the place of the moon’s nodes,
which allows her declination to be greater or less, and this difference is most observable in high latitudes, for instance, in Iceland;
" since, in the neighbourhood of the poles, the tide depends almost.
entirely on the declination.
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In all these cases, the law of the elevation and deptession of eagh
fide may
and

be

derived,

like that of the vibrations of a pendulum

of a balaace, from the uniform

motion

of a point in a circle.

“Thus, iwe cpnceive a circle to be placed in a vertical plane, having
its diameter equal to the whole magnitude of the tide, and touching
athe surféce of the sea at low water, the point, in which the surface
meets the circumference of the circle, will advance with a uniform
motion, so that if the circle be divided into twelve parts, the point
ayill pass over each of these parts in a'luvar hour. It sometimes
happens, however, in confined situations, that the rise and fall of the
water deviates considerably from this law, and the tide rises somewhat more rapidly than it falls; and in rivers, for example in the
Severn, the tide frequently advances suddenly witha head of several
feet in height.
These deviations probably depend on the magnitude
of the actual displacement of

the water,

which in such eases bears

a considerable proportion to the velocity of the tide, while in the
open ocean a very minute progressive motion is sufficient to produce
the whole elevation,
The actual progress of the tides may be most
conveniently observed, by means of a pipe descending to some dis.
tance below the surface, so as to be beyond the reach of superficial.
' agitations, and having within it a float, carrying a wire, and indi.

cating the height of the water ona scale properly divided.
We

have hitherto considered the tides so far only as they are oc.

easioned by the moon; but in fact the tides, as they actually exist,
depend also on the action of the sun, which produces a series of
effects precisely similar, to those of the moon, although much less
conspicuous, on account of the greater distance of the sun, the solar
tide being only about two-fifths of the liar. These tides take place
independently of each other, nearly in the same degree as if both
were single ; and the combination resulting from them is alternately

increased and diminished, accordingly as they agree or disagree, with respect to the time of high water at a given place; in the same
manner asif two series of waves, equal among themselves, of which

the breadths are as 29 to 30, be supposed to pass in the same direc=
tion over the surface of a fluid, or if two sounds similarly related be

heard at the same time, a periodical increase and diminution of the
joint effect will in either case be produced. Hence are derived the
spring and neap tides, the effects of the sun and moon being united
opposition,
x¥3

at the times of conjunction and
>

or of the new and full
3
»
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méon, and opposed at the quadratures, or first and last quarters,
The

high tides, at the

times

of the equinoxes

are. produced

by thie.

joint-operation | of the sun and moon, when both of them are so si.
ae
eve
yl
tuated as to act more powerfully than elsewhere.
The lunar tide being much larger than the solar tide, it must always determine the time of bigh and low water, whieh, in tlie spritig
and

neap tides, remains

in the neap tides,
~ high water;

unaltered

by the effect of the sun;

so that

the actual time of low water is that of the solar

but at the intermediate times,

more or less accelerated or retarded.

the

Junar ‘high water 19.

The progress of this altera.

tion may easily be traced ,by means of a simple construction.

If

we make a triangle of which two of the sides are two feet and five
feet in length, the external angle which they form being equal to
twice the distance of the luminaries, the third side will shew precisely

the magnitude of the compound tide, and- the halves of the two
angles opposite to the first two sides the acceleration, or retardation,

of the times of high water belonging to the separate tides respectively. Hence it appears that the greatest deviation of the joint
tide from the lunar tide amounts to 11° 48’ in longitude, and the
tinie corresponding, to 47 minutes, supposing the proportion of the
forces to remain always the same; but in fact the forces increase in
proportion as the cubes of the distances of their respective luminaries diminish, as well as from other causes; and in order to determine their joint effects, the length of the sides of the triangle must
be varied accordingly.
In some ports, from a combination of cit.
cumstances in the channel, by which the tides reach them, or in the

seas, in which they originate, the influence of the sun and moon
may acquire a proportion somewhat
turally belongs to them:

appears to be three times

different from

thus at Brest,

as great

the influence

that which na.
of

the moon -

as that of the sun; when itis

usually only twice and a half as great.
The greatest and least tides do not happen immediately at the
times of the new and full moon, but at least two, and commonly
three tides after, even at those places which are most immediately
exposed to the effects of the general tide of the ocean.
he theory

which has been advanced will afford us a very satisfactory reason
for this circumstance ; the resistance of fluids in general is as the
‘square of the velocity, consequently it must be much greater for the

lunar than for the solar tide, in proportion to the magnitude of the
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Force, and ihe acceleriition of the lunar tide produced by this cause
ae

be சஜின்

than

that of the solar;

hence

it may happen

that

when the lungt tide occurs two or three hours after the transit of
» She mopn, the solar tide may be three or four hours after that. of

the sun, soas to be about an hour later, at the times-of conjunction
aud opposition, and the tides will be highest when the meon passes
‘the meridian about an hour after the sun; while at the precise time
of the new and full moon, the lunar tide will be retarded about a
_ quarter of af hour by the effect of the solar tide.

The particular forms of the channels, through which the tides ai.
sive at different
modifications;

places,

of

which

produce in them a great variety of local
the

most

usual is, that from

the conver-

geuce of the shores.of the channels, the fides.rise to a much greater
height than in the open sea. Thus at Brest the height of the tides
is about 20 feet, at Bristol 30, at Chepstow 40, at St. Maloes 50;
and at Annapolis Royal, in the Bay of Fundy, as much sometimes as
100 feet; although perhaps in some of these cases a partial oscilla-~
tion of a limited portion of the sea may be an immediate effect of
the attraction of the luminary.
In the Mediterranean the tides are
generally inconsiderable, but they are still perceptible; at Naples
they sometimes amount

and in the Evripus;

to a foot,

at Venice to more

than two feet,

fora certain number of days in each lunation,

they are very distinctly observable, from the currents which they oc=
casion,
Inthe West Indies, also, and in the gulf of Mexico,
tides are less marked than in the neighbouring seas, perhaps
account of some combinations derived from the variations of
depth of the ocean, and from the different channels by which

the
on
the
they

are propagated.
In order to understand the more readily the effects of such com_binations, we may imagiue a canal, as large as the river of the Aimazons, to communicate at both its extremities with the ocean, as to
receive at each an equal series of tides, passing towards the opposite
if we suppose the tides to enter at the same instant at —
extremity.
both ends, they will meet in the middle, and continue their progress
and
without interruption : precisely in the middle the times of high
‘ow water belonging to each series will always coincide, and the
effects will be doubled; and the same will happen at the points,

where a tide arrives from one extremity at the same instant thatian

easlier ox a later tide comes from the other; but at the mtermediate
y 4
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points the effecis will be diminished,

and

at some

of them

com-

pletely destroyed, where the high water of one tide coincides with
the low water of another.

he-tides at the port of Batsha in Ton:|

kin have been explained by Newton from considerations of this na.< ‘
ture. In this port there is only one tide in a day; it is high water
at the sixth lanar hour, or at the moon’s setting, when

the moon

has —

north declination, and at her rising, when she has south declination;

and when the moon has no declination there is no tide.

Tu order

1o explain this circumstance, we may represent the fwo unequal
tides which happen in succession every day, by combining with two

equal tides another tide, independent of them, and happening only
once a day; then, if a point be so situated in the canal which we
have been considering, that the effects of the two equal semidiurnal,
tides may be destroyed, those of the daily tides only will remain to
be combined with each other ; and their joint result will be a tide
as much greater than either, as the diagonal of a square is greater
than its side; the times-of high and low water being intermediate
between those which belong to the diurnal tides considered sepa-

rately.

Thus, in the port of Batsha, the greater tide probably ar-

tives at the third lunar hour directly from the Racific ocean, and at
the ninth from the gulf of Siam, having passed between Sumatra and

Borneo; ‘so that the actual time of high water is at,the sixth lunar
hour. The magnitude of this compound tide is by no means ineonsiderable; it sometimes amounts to as much as 13 feet.
*
Besides the variations in the height of the sea, which constitute
the tides, the attractions of the sun and moon are .also supposed to
occasion a retardation in its rotatory motion, in consequence of
which it is left a little behind the solid parts of the earth; anda

current is produced, of which the general direction is from east to
west. This current comes from the Pacific and Indian oceans, round
the Cape of Good Hope, along the coast of Africa, then crosses
to’America, and is there divided and reflected southwards towards
the Brazils, and northwards into the Gulf stream, which travels
round the gulf of Mexico,

yeighbourhood

and proceeds

of Newfoundland,

and

north eastwards

then

probably

into

the

eastwards

and south eastwards once more across the Atlantic. It is perhaps
on account of these currents that tle Red Sea is found to be about
25 feet higher than the Mediterranean : their direction may possibly

have been somewhat changed
in the course of many ages, and with
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it the:levelof the Mediterranean also; 3 since the flogr of the cathe.
பயம் at Revenna is now several feet lower with respect to the sea
"than it is suppased to have been formerly, and some steps have been
> found ig the, rock of Malta, apparently inteuded for ascending it,
which are at present under water.
ee
[ Young.
For’ tithes valuable explanations of the flux and reflux of the
sea, the realler may consult the very excellent paper of Halley i in
the Philosophical Transactions, year 1697; the prize essays of Ca.
valleri, Bernouilli, Maclaurin, and Euler. . Lalande, Traité du Flux

et Reflux; and La Place, Méchanique Celéste.

As also Dr. Ro-

bison's very excellent paper on this subject printed in the Encyclopedia Britannica; in which he observes, that the smallest solar

retardation of the tides is to the greatest, as the difference of the

solar and

lunar influence is to their sum;

lyne’s fobservations at St. Helena,
effect is to that as 2 to’ 4.96.

that is, from Dr. Maske.

as 37 to 873 whence

the sun’s

2, Hypothesis of St. Pierre, concerning the Tides, compared
wtth the common Doctrine.
By Samuel Woods,

Esq.

Tuk tides are two periodical motions actuating the ocean (called
the flux and reflux,

or

ebb

and

flow),

which

succeed

each other

alternately, at an interval of about six hours; the period of a flux
and reflux being, upon an average, 12 hours 24 minutes, the double
of which, 24 hours 48 minutes, corresponds to that of a lunar day,
or the time elapsing between the moon’s passing a meridian-and
coming fo it again. ‘These alternate elevations and: depressions of

the ocean so exactly correspond with the course of the sun and
moon, ‘as to time and quantity, that the influence of those luminaries has in all ages been considered as the cause of their produc
tion; but it was reserved for modern times to ascertain the prin.
ciple of their laws, and to calculate, with precision, the effects
produced by the different situations of the sun and moon, and the
‘his principle is no other than gravi_ proportions of their power.
It is evident that, if the earth were entirely fluid and quiestation.

cent, its particles, by their mutual gravity, would form the whole
>
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mass into a perfect sphere: now, id any power be supposed to act
on all the particles of this sphere with equal force, and. in parallel
directions, the whole mass would be moved togethemwithout expe.

riencing any alteration in its figure, But this is not the case with «
respect to the moon’s action on our globe: the power of gravity
diminishes as the square of the distance increases, and tkerefove
the waters on the side of the earth next the moon are more attracted
by the

moon

than

the

central

parts of the earth,

and the cential

parts more attracted than the waters on the opposite side; and
therefore the distance between the earth’s centre and the waters on
its surface under and opposite to the moon will be increased. For,
suppose three bodies in the same line, if they are all equally ats
by any power,

tracted

they will all move

towards it with

rapidity, their mutual distances continuing the same;

equal

but, if the

attraction of this power is unequal, the body most forcibly attracted will move fastest, and their reciprocal distances will be proportionally increased: thus, the power of gravitation acting un.
equally on the three bodies, the distance of the first from the se.
cond, and of the second from the third, will be increased in pro.
_portionto the difference of the gravitating power at the distance

of the three bodies respectively : now, suppose a uumber of bodies
placed round the centre so as to form a fluid ring, unequally attracted by some power, the parts nearest and furthest from this
power will have their distance from the centre increased, while the

sides. of this ring, being nearly equidistant from the power, the
centre will not reéede, but rather approach the centre, and form
an ellipsis, To apply this reasoning to the case under consideration,
while the earth, by its gravity, tends towards the moon, the water
directly below ber will swell and rise gradually ; the water on the
opposite

side will recede from the centre

(or, more properly, the

centre will advance), and rise, or appear to rise, while the water at
the

sides is depressed,

and falls below the former level:

hence,

as

the earth revolves on its axis from the moon to. the moon again in
24, hours 50 minutes, there will be two tides of ebb and two of

fiood in that period. In consequence of the earth’s motion on her
axis, the most elevated part of the water is carried beyond the
moon

in the direction of the rotation,

has passed directly underthe moon,

and

continues to rise-after it

not attaining its greatest eleva~

tion till it has got about half a quadrant further,

It continues alse
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to descend, after it has passed at 90° distance from the point below
the moon, to a like distance of about half a quadrant; and therefore in open Sas, where the water flows freely, the time of high

> water ches npt exactly coincide with the time of the moon’s coming
to the meridian, but is some time after.

Besides, the tides do not

always aiswer to the same distatice of the moon

since they

from the meridian,

are vatiously uilected by the sun's action, which brings

thei on sooner when the moon is ia her first and third quarters,
and keeps
because,

them back later when she
inthe former

be earlier than
later.
» We

have

case,

is in her second and fourth 5

the tide raised by the sun alone would

the

tide raised by

hitherto

considered

the moon:

the moon

_

in the latter ease,
;

as the principal agent in

producing tides, but it is obvious that the inequality of the sun’s
action must produce a similar effect; so that, ‘in reality, there are
two tides

every

natural

tides every lunar day
sate

laws:

on

day occasioned

occasioned by

account,

however,

by the sun,

the moon,

as well as two

aud subject to the

of the sun’s immense distance,

his action is considerably inferior to that of the moon. «By com.
paring the spring aud neap tides at the mouth of the Avon, below

Bristo}], Sir Isaac Newton calculates the proportion of the moon's
force to the sun’s as nine to two nearly.
of the Principia,

estimates it at 5,0469

Dr. Horsley, in his edition
to 1;

and,

considering

the

elevation of the waters by this foree as an effect similar to the ele-

vation of the equatorial above the polar parts of the earth, it will
be

found

about

ten

that
feet,

the moon
the

sun

is capable of producing an elevation of

of about

two

feet;

which

corresponds

a
pretty nearly to experience,
In order to understand the cause of spring and neap tides, we

must consider, that the moon, revolving round the earth in an ellip

her,
tic orbit, approaches nearer and recedes further from it, than
nearest,
‘pean distance, in every revolution or lunar month. ~ When
both Juminaries
her attraction is strongest, and vice versd: when
rise highest,
are in the equator, and the moon in perigeo, the tides
particularly at opposition and ‘conjunction3 84 the change, dies
the tide is
the attractive forces of the sun and moon are combined,
the moon raises the
yaised to a greater height: at the full, when
the same a:
tide under and opposite to her, the sun, acting in
thei conjunct
‘whence
him,
to
opposite
and
raises the tides under
>
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effect is the same as at the change, and in both cases occasions what
we call spring tides : but at the quarters, the sun’s action diminishes
the eifect of the moon’s action, so that they rise a Hittle under and
opposite the sup, and fall as mucli under and opposite the moon; ‘
g
these two luminaries acting obliquely on each other, and producin
6
எக
கார்
லக
tides.
neap
called
is
what
and The spring tides, however, do nat. happen precisely at the {nll
bat about
change of the moon, nor the neap tides at the quarters,
two days later, In this, as in many other cases, the efiects are not
greatest, or least, when the immediate influence of the cause is
greatest or least: as, fur instance, the greatest leat of summer is
if the
not at the time of the solstice, but some weeks after; and

aetions

of the sun and moon should

tides would

continue

be suddenly suspended,

for some time in their usual course.

the

The va.

yiations of the moon’sedistance from the earth produce a sensible
When the moon approaches the earth, her
difference in the tides,
ine
action on every part increases, and the differences of her action
. crease in a higher proportion as the moon’s distances decrease. According to Sir Isaac Newton, the tides increase as the cubes of the
distances decrease ; so

that the moon,

produce tides eight times as great.

at half her

distance,

would

The sun being nearer the earth

jn winter than in sunimer, the spring tides are highest, and the neap
tides lowest, about the time of the equinoxes, a little after the
autumnal and before the vernal; aud, on the contrary, the spring
at the solstices, when the
tides lowest and the neap tides highest
sun is most distant from the equator. When the moon is im the
day;
equator, the tides are equally high in both parts of the lunar
ely
butas the moon declines towards either pole, the tides are alternat

higher and lower at places having north or south latitude: while

the sun is in the northern signs, the greater of the two diurnal
tides in our climates is that arising from the moon above the hotizon: when the sun is in the southern signs, the greatest is that aris-

ing from the moon below the horizon.

‘Thus the evening tides in

summer are observed to exceed the morning tides, and in winter the

morning tides exceed the evening tides: the difference at Bristol is
found to be fifteen inches, at Plymouth twelve. It would he still
greater, but that a fluid always retains an impressed motion for
gome time, aud consequently the preceding tides always affect those
.
that follow. ©

்
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oe, the earth were covered all over with the sea fe a great depth,
* the tides would be regularly subservient to these laws; but various
> sauses gombine

to produce a great diversity of effect, according to

the pecutiar situation and circumstances of places, shoals, fords,
and straits: thus, a slow and imperceptible motion of a large body
of water, suppose two miles deep, will be sufficient to elevate its
டல
ten or twelve feet.in a tide’s time; whereas, if the same

quantity ofWater is forced through a narrow channel forty or fifty
fathoms deep, it produces a very rapid stream, and of course the
tide is found
narrowest,

to set strongest

the

same

quantity

in those places where the sea grows
of water

being constrained

to

pass

through a smaller passage, as in the straits Belweed Portland and
Cape la Hogue in Normandy; and it would be still more so between
Dover and Calais, if the tide coming ropnd the island did not
check it.
:
The shoainess of the sea and the intercurrent continents are the
reasons why the tides in the open ocean rise but to very inconsider=_
able heights, when compared to what they do in wide-mouthed
rivers opening in the direction of the stream of the tide; and that
high water is some hours after the moon’s appulse to the meridian,

as it is observed upon all the western coast of Europe and Africa
from Ireland to the Cape of Good Hope; in all which a southwest moon makes high water; and the same is said to be the case
on the western coast of America: so that tides happen to different
places at all distances of the moon from the meridian, and consequently at all hours of the day.
To allow the tides their full motion, the space in which they are

produced ought to extend from east to west 90° at least; such being the distance between the places most raised and depressed by
the moon’s influence.
Hence it appears that such tides can only
be produced in large oceans, and why those of the Pacific exceed

those of the Atlantic ocean: hence also it is obyious why the tides
in the torrid zone between Africa and America, where the ocean is
narrower, are-exceeded by those of the temperate zones on either
side : and hence we may compreliend why the tides are so small in
islands at

a

great distance from the shores,

since the water cannot

rise on one shore without descending on the other; so that at the
intermediate islands it must continue at a mean height between ils
elevations on those shores
*

884°
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The tide produced,
on the western coast of Europe corresponds
to

this

theory.

Ireland,

has”

Thus,

it

1s

Spain, and Portugal,

ட

high

water

on

the western coasts’
of :

about the third hour after the

moon,

the meridian; from thence it flows into the Sdjacent

channels, as it finds the easiest passage. One current, for example,
runs up by, the south of England, and another by the north‘of

Scotland; taking considerable time to move all this way, aud occas
water soouer in the places at which it firgt arrives, and

sioning high

begins to fall at these places while the current is proceeding to others
further distant in its course.
On its returu it is unable to raise a
tide, because the water runs faster off than it returns, till, by the
propogation

of a

new

tide

from

the

ocean,

the current is stopt,

and begins fo rise again.
The tide propagated by the moon in the
German ocean, when she is three hours past-the meridian, takes
twelve hours to come from thence to London bridge; so that,
when it is high water there, a new tide has already attained its
height in the ocean, and in some intermediate place it must be low
water at the same time.
When the tide runs oyer shoals, and

flows upon flat shores, the water is elevated to a greater height
than in open and deep oceans that have steep banks, because the force of its motion is not broken upon level shores till the water has
altained a greater height.
If a place communicates with two

oceans, or by two different openings with the same ocean; one of
which affords an easier and readier passage than the other, two
tides may arive at this place in different times, which, interfering
together, may produce a great variety of phzenomena.
At several places it is high water three hours before the moon
comes to the meridian:

but that tide which

the moon

drives,

as it

were, before her, is only the tide opposite to that produced by her

when nine hours past the opposite meridian,
It would

be tedious

to enumerate

all the particular solutions

easily deducible from these doctrines: as, why lakes and seas,
such as the Caspian and the Mediterranean, the Euxine and the
Baltic, have little or no sensible tides; since, having no communication, or being connected by

very narrow inlets with

the great

ocean, they cammot receive or discharge water sufficient to alter
their surface sensibly. In general, when the time of high water at
any place

is mentioned,

and full moon:
ar

it is to be understood on the days of new

the times of high water in any place fall at nearly

>
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‘ihe same hours after a period of about fifteen days,
or between one
2
25
;
* spring tide-anq another.
,

This atheory,

however,

is not without objections and

difficulties 3

which has encouraged a Frenchman of some eminence, St. Pierre,
te frame a new and singular hypothesis, ascribing all the pheno.
mena

of the

tides

to

the periodical effusions of tlie polar ices,

I

shall first mention the most material facts and considerations which
appear to militate against the common theory, as stated by St.

Pierre ; and I shall then endeavour to explain the theory he has
substituted (which it has cost me some pains to collect, abstract,
and arrange), as nearly as possible ina literal translation of his own
i
‘
language.

It is said that, if the moon acted by her attraction, her influence —
must

to

extend

the Mediterranean,

the vast lakes of North America,

the Baltic,

the

degree

at

in some

Caspian,
least;

and

but alt

these have no sensible?tides ®. This tranquillity renders her attraedion liable to suspicion; and we shall, perhaps, find that the
_ greatest part of the tides in the ocean haye nothing more than an
apparent relation either to her influence or her course.
The phases of the moon do not correspond all over the globe

with the movements of the seas. On our coasts the flux and reflux
follow the moon father than her real motion: in various places
they are subject to different laws, which obliged Newton to admit

(chap. 25,) “ that in the periodical return of the tides there must
_be some other mixed cause, hitherto undiscovered.”
The currents and tides in the vicinity of the polar circle come
from the pole, as appears from the testimony of Fred, Martens,
who asserts, that the currents amidst the ices set in towards the

south ; but adds, that he can state nothing with certainty respecting the flux and reflux of the tides—Voyage towards the North
Pole,

1671.

அ

Henry Ellis observed that the tides in Hudson’s bay came: from
ihe north,

and were

impossible hese
He ascribes

them

accelerated as the latitude

increased.

It is

tidesshould come from the line or the Atlantic.
to a pretended

communication

". * The Caspian sea is about 860 miles long, and, in one
broad.: there are strong currents, but no tides,
There is no regular flux and reflux in the Baltic.
In some particular spots of

the Mediterranean

with the South
place, 260 miles
i

there is a small tide.

“3868
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Sea, At Waigat's Straits these north tides rum at the rate of eight
orten leagues an hour.
He compares them to the sJuice of a mill, ©

—Voyage to Hudson's Bay, 1746..Linscetten, in 1594, made nearly the same remarks, and observes
that in Waigat’s

Straits the water was only brackish.

tides come from the east with great velocity,
large islands of ice.

He says

the

bringing with them
8

௦
W. Barents (1595) confirms this account.
All these effects can be produced by nothing else than the effus

sion of ices surrounding the

pole.

These

ices, which. melt ‘and

(ow with’such, rapidity in the northern parts of America and Europe

about the

month

of July and

August,

greatly contribute

to our

high equinoctial tides; and when these effusions cease in October,
our tides begin to diminish.

Tf the tides depend on the action of the sun and moon on the
equator, they ought to be much yore corisiderable towards the _
focus of their movements than any where else. But this is contrary
to fact, (Dampier says). From Cape ‘Blanc, from the third to
30’ south lat. the fux and reflux of the sea does not exceed twe
feet. ‘The tides in the East Indies rise not above a foot; near the
poles they rise 20 to 25 feet.
Tn the road of the island Massafuero (33° 46’ south lat. 80° 22:
west long.) the sea runs twelve hours north, and then flows back
twelve hours south: its tides, therefore, run towards the line.—
Byron, April 1765.
At English Creek, on the coast of New Britain (5° south lat.
152° west long.) the tide has a flux and reflux once in woe four

hours.—Carteret, August 1767.
At
set in
At
tides

June,

the Bay of Isles, in New Zeland (35° south lat.), ile tides
from tbe south.—Cook, Dec. 1769.
i
Endeavour river, in New Holland, neither the flood or ebb
were considerable, care
once in twenty-four hours.—

1770.

At Christmas Harbour, in Kerguelen’s Land, the flood came
from the south-east, running two knots an hour. —Cook, Dee.
1766.
It appears to have been regular and diurnal, z, e. a tide
of twelve hours. The tide rises and falls about four feet.
At Otaheite the tides seldom rise more than twelve or fourteen

‘aches ; and it is’ high water nearly at noon, as well at the quar6

ey
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ters as at the full and change of the moon*.
It js evident,
"from a table gf these tides for twenty-six days, ‘tliat there was A
sbpt one tide a day; and this, during the whole tine, was
at its
mean height between eleven and one. These tides, therefore, can
haye no yelation to the phases of the moon.
- Let us now take a cursory view of the effects
produced by tlie
tides in“the northern part of the South Sea.
At the ‘entrance of
Nootka it is high water, on the days of new and full moon, at
twenty minutes

past twelve: the perpendicular

rise

and fall eight

feet nine inches; which is to be understood of the day fides, and

those which happen two or three days after the full.and change:

The night tides rise nearly two feet higher}. “These semidiurnal
tides differ from ours in taking place at the same hour, and exhibit.

ing no sensible rise till the second or third day after the full moon:
all which is perfectly inexplicable on the lunat hopothesis,
These northern tides?of the South Sea, remarked in April, be=

‘ come, in higher latitudes, stronger in May, and
June;

still stronger in

which cannot be referred to the moon’s course then passing

into the

southern

hemisphere,

but

must

be ascribed

to

the

sun’s

course passing into the northern hemisphere, and proceeding, as its
heat increases, to fuse the ices of the north pole: besides, the direction of these northern tides towards the line constitutes a com-

plete confirmation that they derive their origin from thé pole.
At the entrance of Cook’s

River theré was a strong tide setting

~ out of the inlet at the rate of three or
up in the inlet, at a place

four knots an

hour:

higher

four leagues broad, the tide ran with pro-

digious violence at the rate of five knots an hour,

Here the marks

of a river displayed themselves, the water proving considerably
fresher {.
‘
What Cook culls a river, is nothing but a real northern sluice,
through which the .polar effusions are discharged into the ocean.
Middleton § found between lat. 65° and 66°, a considerable inlet
running west, which he calls Wager’s River; and, after repeated
trials of the tides for three weeks, found the flood constantly coming
from the east. “This is another of the northern slucies.

® Cook, Dec. 1777.
>

2.

+ Cook, April 1778.'
2

§ Voyage to Hudson’s Bay, 1741 and 1742.
VOL,

III.
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_ $ Cook, May 1778.
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- In Karahukooa Bay, Sandwich Islands,
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the tides are very regu-

lar, ebbing and flowing six hours each alternately “|

At the town of St. Peter and Paul, in Kamschatka,

opiate

the tides are

an
ia
very regular every twelve hours }.
“Mr, Wales acknowledges that the tides observed in the middle
of the great Pacific ocean fallshort full
1.
have been expected frem calculation
The course of: the tides towards the
their retardations and accelerations on
tions, sometimes eastward, sometimes

.

two-thirds, of what might
ய்
equator in fhe South Sea;
these ‘shores; their direcwestward, according to the

in proportion
monsoons; finally, their elevation, which increases

to the disas we approach the poles, and diminishes i proportion
that their
tances from it, even between the tropics, demonstrate

not
focus isnot under the line. The cayse of their motions depends
that part of
on
moon
and
sun
the
of
pressure
or
attraction
the
on
act there with, the
the ocean, for their forces would undoubtedly
course of the two
greatest energy, and in periods as regular as the

;

lusninaries.
Why, then,

are the tides between

:

the tropics so feeble and so

much retarded under the direct influence of the moon?
every
Why does the moon, by her attraction, give us two tides
only one in
produce
and
ocean,
Atlantic
the
in
hours
twenty-four
?
many parts of the South sea, which is incomparably broader
_ Why do the tides take place there constantly at the same hours,
?
and rise to a regular height almost all the year round
full and
Why do some rise at the quarters just the same as at the
change?

்

Why are they always stronger as you approach the poles, and
frequently set in toward the line, contrary, to the principle of lunar
impulsion ?

டது

்

்

These problems, which it is impossible to explain by the lunar
theory, admit an, easy solution on the hypothesis of the alternate

i
fusion of the polar ices, —— .
Such are the most material objections adduced

lunar theory.
investigation.

to. invalidate the

How far they are conclusive, shall be left to future ;
்
்

- But St. Pierre is not content with demolishing the old structure;
® Clerke, March 1779.

+ Clerke, Oct. 1779.

£ Introduction to Cook’s last Voyage.
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he has judged proper to erect anew one; and a fair
ணிய
of.
this’system will gnable us to determine, by comparison, ட் which

we shall give our suffrage.
பு well Krfown that Sir Isaac’ Newton

and Cassini differed 4 in

~

their opinion respecting the figure of the earth: the former con.
ceiving it to be an oblate spheroid; flattened at the poles; the latter
contenditig it must be oblong, or elongated at the poles. ‘To ascertain this point, some

of the most~celebrated

mathematicians

found

degrees exceeded. the equatorial, and

of

Europe were appointed to determine, by actual measurement, the
length of a degree both at the equator and at the pole. They
that the polar

con-

eluded they must consequently be parts of a larger circle, and, of
course, that the earth was flattened at the poles.

‘This was univers

sally considered as decisive ofthe question, till the genius of M.
St. Pierre detected

a gross and palpable error in the calculation,

which had escaped theip accurate knowledge and penetration: but,
as the elongation of the poles constitutes a leading feature in the
new dion
I shall give it a more detailed examination.
This polar elongation, as he conceives, is supported by four
direct and positive proofs :—the first geometrical, upon which he

lays the greatest stress, and upon which he has staked! his reputation;

the second, atmospherical; the third,

ee

the fourth,

astronomical: of all which in order.
The first, or geometrical proof, is what he calls a demonstration
fourided on the measurement of the earth, and admitting the polar

degrees to exceed the equatorial; here follows the demonstration:
If you place a degree of the meridian at the polar circle on a de-

gree of the same meridian at the equator, the first degree, which
measures

57,422 fathoms,

will exceed the'second,

which is 56,748

fathoms, by 674; consequently, if you apply the are of the meridian contained within the polar circle, being 47°, to an arc of 47°

of the same meridian at the equator, it would produce a consider. able protuberance, its degrees being greater.
To render this more apparent, let us always suppose “that the
profile of the earth, at the poles, is an arc of a circle containing 47°;
is it not evident, if you trace a eurve on the inside of this are, as

the academicians do when they flatten the earth at the poles, that
it is described,_ being
it must be smaller than the arc within which
contained in it?

And the more this curve is flattened the smaller
22
்

>
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it becomes, * Of consequence, the 47° of this entire curve'wil
individually smaller than the 47° of the containigg arc. But ag

the degrees of the polar curve exceed. those of the ate of a circle,
it must follow that the whole curve is of greater extent “than the
are of acircle: now to be of greater extent it must be more proed
tuberant? the polar curve, of consequence, forms a lengthen
i
்
ellipsis. Q. E. D.
Tt must be acknowledged that this demonstrations very perspi.

How the most celebrated academicians and
cuous and convincing.
century, could have overlooked a
mathematicians, for nearly half'a
in the opinion:
proposition se plain and simple, can only be ascribed,

He
prejudices,
of St. Pierre; to their obstinate and inveterate
pursties his vietory in a strain of vain and indecent exultation, which
would dishonour a more respectable cause; but, perhaps, a little
the charge of
attention will induce us to doubt at least whether
their acenser.
gross ignorance may mot, with justice, be retorted on
of science had
men
if
inary,
extraord
indeed
been
have
Tt would
been absurd enough to imagine that a larger arc might be included
and justice, that
in a less; but they might suppose, with propriety
the Jarger are
in
iheluded
be
can
circle
larger
a
of
arc
the smaller

appears to be the
efa smaller cirele, which, in the present instance,

case.

In measuring

a degree on the meridian, a certain spot is ~

a
fixed upon, where the elevation of the polay star is taken by
quadrant; from

this spot they proceed

till
in a direet line north,

the quadrant indicates an additional elevation of ene degree.

In

proportion as this degree coustitttes a part of a larger or smaller
cirele, a greater or less portion of ground will be passed over before the desired elevation is observed; and the measurement of this

ground unequivocally decides whether this degree is part of a larger

or smaller eircle. In this case the measurement is admitted, but
St. Pierre seems to have supposed, that the
the conclusion denied,
academicians divided the polar are into 47 parts, aud then measured
The fact
one of these parts: a thing impracticable and ridiculous.
is, that the polar arc, which, if the earth were a perfect sphere,
would contain 47°, does not actually contain so many, but perhaps
about 46° of a larger circle; and, if the polar degrees are parts of
a larger circle, as they certainly are, it is demonstrably evident that

_the real are must be contained within the spherical are, and, con்
sequently, thet the earth is flattened at the poles.

now proceed to state the three remaining proofs adduced by
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‘ $t, Pierreiinseohedatitias of the demonstration I have just noticed;
but; as I conceive myself to have fully disproved. the, geometrical
evidence, 1 shal? not trouble you with an attempt to invalidate these

subsidiary confirmations. —
The second proof (says he) is atmospherical. It is well known
that, in proportion as you ascend a mountain, the mereury in the .

barometer subsides:

now the mercury sinks in the barometer in

proportion as you advance northward,- The weight of one line of
mercury

af Paris is equivalent to an eleyation

of 10 fathom

and

5

feet, whereas in Sweden it is equivalent to 10 fathom 1 foot 6 inches
only; and of course the ground of Sweden must be higher, “From

a series of observations made by Captain Cook in the southern
hemisphere in 1773 to 1775, we perceive the mercury scarcely ever

rises higher than 29 inches beyond the Goth degree of south latitude, and mounted almost always to 30 inclies and even higher in
the vicinity of the torrid zone; which proves that the barometer
falls as you recede from the line, and that both poles are elongated.
The third proof it nautical, arising from the annual descent of
the ices toward the line, impelled by currents proceeding alter.
nately from each pole during their respective summers, immense
mountains of ice being frequently seen by navigators in low latitudes.
i

The fourth proof is astronomical.

Childrey (an English aathor of

note) supposes, says M.St. Pierre, that theeaith at thé polesis covered

with ice to\such a height as to render its figure sensibly oval.

Kep-

ler says that the eclipse of the moon on the 26th September 1624,
like the one observed by Tycho Brahé in 1588, which was total,

and very nearly central, differed widely fromthe calenlation : for,
not only the duration

of total darkness

was extremely short, but

the rest of the duration, previous and posterior to the tofal obscuration, was still shorter, asif the figure of the earth was elliptical,
having the smallest diameter unde the ட
and the greater
from pole to pole.

Navigators in the north have always seen the elevation'of the sun
above the horizon greater the nearer they approach the poles:

It

is impossible to ascribe these optical effects to atmospherical Teh
tion.
Barents,

on the 94th of January, in Nova

Zembla, saw the sun

15 days sooner than he expected, which would give a refraction of 2S

2

v

912

்்
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22°; a thing ‘mpossible, and the eircumstance can be ascribed to
no other cause than his real elevation.

Pas

ee

St. Pierre cuts the difficulty arising from the different vibrations © of the pendulum, by observing that they are liable to a ¢housand

aay

errors.

The elohgation of the poles being thus demonstrated, the current
of the seas and tides follows as a natural and necessary consea

quence.

:

Let us pow consider the extent of the polar ices; and the powers
capable of effecting their solution.

The polar ices in the winter proper to each hemisphere are from

six fo seven thousand leagues in circumference; but in their sum.
mer, from two to three thousand.
The ices and snows form in our hemisphere, in January, a cupola,
the arch of which extends more than two thousand leagues over the
two continents, with a thickness of some lines in Spain, some inches
in France, séveral feet in Germany, may fathoms in Russia, and

beyond the 60° of north latitude of some hundred feet. Some
ice islands were seen by Ellis from fifteen to eighteen hundred feet
above the level of the sea, and they probably go on increasing to
the pole toa height indeterminable.

Hence

the enormous

agere-

gation of water, fixed by the cold of winter in our hemisphere,

above the level of the ocean,

is clearly perceptible;

and

to the

periodical fusion of these vast masses the general movement of the
seas and tides is justly ascribable. The ices at the south pole
exceed in quantity those at the north; and two such bodies of
ices, alternately accumulated and dissolved, at the two poles, must

* occasion a very perceptible augmentation of its waters at their’
return to it by the action of the sun, and a great diminution by
their réduction to ice when the sun retires. It has been calculated
that the earth and sea covered with ice, may be equalled to 1-10th
of the whole ocean, and the height of the polar ices is at least 600
feet; a mass which in melting must add 1-10th, that is 60 feet, to

the level of the ocean.

3

Nature has distributed sandy zones to assist, at the proper sea-

“son, in accelerating the fusion of the polar ices. The winds in
summer convey the igneous particles with which these zones are
filled towards the poles, where they assist the sun’s action on the
ices.
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_ The moon also dissolves:ice by the humidity of thé atmosphere.
When the moon

shines in winter nights in all her lustre it freezes

very sharply, bétause the north wind checks ihe evaporating influ.
‘ence of the mpon: but if the wind is stilled ever so little, you see
the heavens covered with vapours which exhale from the earth, and
you find the atmosphere softened.
உ

Natuye having determined to indemnify the poles for the sun’s absence, makes the moon pass toward the pole, which ihe sun abandons;
she crystallises,

aud

reduces

into

brilliant snows, the waters which

cover it: she renders its atmosphere more refractive, that the sun’s
presence may be detained longer in it, and restored, sooner to it:
and hence also there is reason to conclude she has drawn out the
poles of the earth in order to bestow on them a longer participation
of the sun’s influence.
We may judge from analogy the general
effect.of the tides: a source discharging itself into a bason pro-

duces at the sides of that bason a backward motion or counter cutrent, which carries straws and other floating substances up towards
the source.
ம்
Charlevoix (Hist. of New France) tells us that, though the wind

was contrary, he sailed at the rate of eight leagues a day up the lake
Michigan, against its general current, by the assistance of its Jateral
counter-currents

M., de Creveceur assures us, that in sailing up the Ohio, along its
banks he made 422. miles im fourteen days, or ten leagues a-day, by
means of the counter-currents, which have always a velocity pro-

portional to that.of the principal current.
The particular effects observed in lakes and rivers communicating
with icy mountains, illustrate the nature of the polar effusions. A .
kind of flux and reflux in the lake of Geneva, during summer and
towards the evening, is observable, occasioned by the melting of the
snows, whieh fall into it after noon in greater quantities than at other

seasons

of the day.

ascribable to the same

‘The intermittence of certain fountains is
cause.

‘The frequent and rapid fluxes (ten

or twelve times a day) of the Euripus, the strait separating Beotia
from Eubeea, arise from the same source.

The currents of the ocean are reducible to two general ones: one,
during oursummer, from the north pole, ina south direction; the
other, during our winter, procéeding northward from the south
poles
- 24

©
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Dampier lays it down as a principle, founded ஊகார ஒள்!
‘ments, that currents are scarcely ever felt but out at sea, and ties,

upon the coasts.

©

:

‘The polar effusions, which are the tides of the norjh and east to‘
those who dwell in the vicinity of the pole, or in bays communicating with it, take their general course fo the middle of the chantel
of the éetiantic ocean, attracted toward the line by the diminution
of the waters, which the sun is incessantly evaporatmg.
‘They produce by their general current two contrary currents or collateral
-whirlpools similar to those produced by rivers on their banks, and

the tides may be considered as vortices of the general current of
ihe Atlantic ocean.

The general current, which flows from our pole in'summer with
so much rapidity, and which is so violent towards its source, crosses
the equinoctial line, its.flux not being stemmed by the effusions of
the south pole, at that season consolidated into ice; it extends be-

yond the Cape of Good Hope, and being directed east, by the position of Africa

and Asia,

forces the Indian’

ocean

into

the same

direction, and may be considered as the prime mover of the western

monsoon, which takes place in the Indian seas in April, and ends in
September.

The general current, issuing during our winter from the south
pole, restores the Indian ocean to its natural motion

in its turn, the equinoctial

west;

crosses,

line, penetrates into our Atlantic ocean,

directs ifs motion north by the position of America, and produces
various changes in our tides. All
neans of southern Asia, such as the
Persian gulph, the Red sea, &c.
currents borth and south so as uot

the bays, creeks, and mediterragulphs of Siam and Bengal, the
are directed relatively to these
to be stemmed by them; as all

the bays and mediterraneans of Europe, as the Baltic, the English
channel, the bay of Biscay, the Mediterranean sea, Baffin’s bay,
Hudson’s bay, the gulph of Mexico, and many. others, are directed
relatively to these currents east and west; or, to speak with more
precision, the axes of all the openings of the land in the old and
new world are perpendicular to the axes of these general cuirents,

so that their mouth only is crossed by them, and their depth is not exposed to the impulsions of the sae
movements of the
ocean. |.
That these currents are not the pipe of my own iutiyindtion,
6
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but actually such as I have described them, will appear from various.
் testimonies.

EF‘roger says that in Brazil the currents follow the sub,

running’ southward when he is south, and northward when he is
> north, oln fhe summer of the southern hemisphere, the tides set in
northward (Schouten, Jan. 1661), but in winter run southward
and come from the north ( Fraser, May 1712). C. Columbus set
sail fram the Canaries'the beginning of September, and steered to

the west; he found, during the first days of his voyage, that the
currents carried him to the north-east; when he had advanced 260
or 300 leagues from land, he perceived their direction was south-

ward ; finaily, as he approached the Lucayo islands, he again found
the current setting in north.
The nautical observations of Cook demonstrate that the currents

of the Atlantic ocean are alternate and half-yearly like those of the
Indian ocean. The’beans called Oxeyes, which grow only in the
West Indies,

are

every

1200-leagues distant..
brides

from

year thrown

up-on the coast of Ireland,

Seeds and turtles are brought to the He.

the West Indies and America; and

the mast of. the

Tilbury man of war, burnt at Jamaica, was found on these ‘coasts :
the current which wafts these along proceeds

in a north direction,

and proves that the Atlantic current comes from the south, and sets

in north during our winter. The currents of the north annually
convey, in summer, toward the south, long banks of floating ices’ of

very considerable depth and elevation, which run aground as far
south as the banks of Newfoundland.
Rennefort (June 20, 1666), near the Azores (in lat. 40° to 45°),
saw

the

broken masts,

sailyards,

&c. wrecked in the engagement

which lasted four days between the English and Dutch, from June
i] to 15» this naval combat ‘took place 12 miles to the north-west
of Ostend, about 51° north.
The currents from the north had

therefore wafted

them in nine days 11° south, besides a consider-

able progress westward,
The general current issuing from the south pole divides into two
branches;

one,

setting

in

towards

the Atlantic ocean,

penetrates

even to its northern extremity. This part, straitened by the prominent parts of Africa and America, forms on the coast two counter
eurrents, which proceed in opposite directions, One of these currents runs east, along the coast of Guinea, to the fourth degree of
south latitude; the other takes its departure from Cape St. Augus+
?

216
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tin, proceeding south-west, along Brasil, to Maite’s Straits, Th the
middle of the Atlantic ocean, beyond the strait formed by the two _
continents, this general branch pushes on north, and ddvances to the
‘north extremities of Europe-and America, bringing us, twiee every

day. along our coasts the tides of the south, which are the half daily

effusions of the two sides of the south pole.

The other branch takes

a direction south of Cape Horn, rushes into the South Sea, pro@uces the monsoon in the Indian ocean, and, having made the tour
of the globe, unites itself by the Cape of Good Hope to the general

current which enters the Atlantic ocean.

In our summer, commencing toward the end of March, when the
sui retires from the southern hemisphere, and proceeds to warm the

north, the effusions of the south pole are stayed, those of our pole
begin to flow,

every latitude.
two branches}

and

the- currents of the ocean

change

throughout

The general current of our seas diyides also into

the first deriving its source from Waigats, Hudson's

Bay, &c. flows with the rapidity of a sluice, ‘descends through theAtlantic ocean, crosses the line, and,, finding itself coufined at the
same strait of Guinea and Brasil, forms two lateral counter currents

setting in north; these counter currents produce, on the coasts of
Europe, the tides which appear to come from the south. The

general current advances south, arrives about the month of April at
the Cape of Good Hope, and renders the passage round this cape

so difficult to vessels returning from India at this season; about the
middle of May it reaches the: coasts of India, produces the west
monsoon,

and,

having

encompassed the globe,

proceeds to Cape

Horn, re-ascends the coasts of Brasil, and creates a current terminating at Cape St. Augustin.
;
:
The other general branch, which receives much less of the icy
effusions, issues between the continents of Asia and America, and
descends
to the South sea, where it is re-united to the first branch.
The ocean accordingly flows twice a year round the globe in oppo-

site spiral directions, taking its departure alternately from each pole,
and describes on the earth the same course which the sun does in
the heavens.
bys ad
;

The course of our tides towards the north in winter. is not an
effect of the lateral

counter currents of the Atlantic ocean,

but

the general current

of the south pole, which runs north.

In this

of

direction almost throughout it passes from a wider space into a nar©

6
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rower, and carries before it at once the whole mass df the waters of
| the Atlantic ocean, without - permitting a single: column to escape
either to the right or left. However, if it meet a cape or strait to
opposes,.,its

course,

it would

form

there

a

lateral

current,

as at

Cape St. Augustin, and in Africa about 10° N. lat.; for in the summer of’ the south pole the currents and tides return south on the
Amezjcan, and east on the African side, the whole length of the

gulph of Guinea, in contradiction to all the laws of the lunar
system.

a

From these polar

effusions the principal phenomena

of the tides

may be explained.
It will be evident, for example; why those of
the evening should be stronger in summer than those of the morne

ing; because the sun acts more powerfully by day than by night on
the ices

of the

pole

on

the same meridian

as ourselves:

and also

why our morning tides in winter rise higher than those of the eyen=

ing, and why the order of our tides changes every six months; because, the sun being alternately towards both poles, the effect of the
tides wnust be opposite, like the causes which produce them.
At
the solstices the tides are lower than at any other season of the year,
and

those

likewise

are

the

seasons

when

there is mést ice on

the

two poles, and consequently least water iu ‘the sea: the reason
is obvious, the winter solstice is with us the season of the greatest.
cold; of course there is the greatest possible accumulation of ice on
our pole and hemisphere.
At the south pole it is indeed the summer solstice; but little ice is then melted, because the actien of the
greatest heat is not felt there as with us, till the earth hasan acquired

heat superadded

to the sun’s action, which takes place six seat

following the summer solstice.

At the equinoxes, on the contrary, we have the highest tides; and
these

are

precisely

poles, and of course

the seasons
the

greatest

when there
quantity

is least ice
of

water

in

at

the two

the ocean.

At our autumnal equinox in September, the greatest part of the
ices of the north pole is melted; and those of the south pole begin to
dissolve.

The tides in March rise higher than those in September,

because it is the end of summer to the south poles which contains
much more ice than ours, and consequently sends a greater mass =
avater to the ocean.
J shall say nothing (he procceds) ofthe ககட்டு ர the poe

ve
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effusions, which produce on our coast two fluxes and two refluxeg
nearly in the same time that the sun, making the circuit of the globe,

alternately heats two continents aud two oceans, that fs, in the space
of twenty-four
hours, during which his influence twiceacts and 4s twice: ©
suspended ; nor shall I speak of the retardation, which is nearly three

quarters of an hour every day, and which seems regulated by the
different diameters of the polar cupola. of ice, whose extremities,
melted by the sun, diminish and retire from us every day, and
whose effusions must consequently require more time fo reach the
line, and to return from the'line to us. Nor shall I dwell on the

other relations these polar periods have to the-phases of the moon,
especially when she is at full; for her rays possess an evaporating
heat, as the late experiments at Rome and Paris fully demonstrate;

much less shall I involve myself in a discussion of the tides of the
south

pole,

which

in summer in the open sea come

in vast

surges

from the south and the south-west. ‘There are two tides every day;
because the sun warms by turns, every twenty-four hours, the east

and west side of the pole in fusion.

Precisely the same effect takes

place in lakes situated in the vicinity of icy mountains, which have

a flux and reflux in the day-time only.

But it cannot be doubted

that, if the sun warmed, during the night, the other side of these
mountains, they would produce another flux and reflux; and con-

sequently two tides in tweuty-hours, like the ocean.
‘We are not to imagine that every tide is a polar effusion of the
particular day on which it happens, but an effect of the series of
polar effusions;

so that the

tide which takes place om our coasts

to-day, is perhaps part of that which took place six weeks ago.
But here, too, must we admire the hannony of nature: the even.
ing and morning tides take place on our coasts as if they issued’ that

yery day from the higher and lower part of our hemisphere; and
the tides of summer are precisely opposite to the tides of winter, as

are the tides from whence they flow; our evening tides in summer,
and our morning tides in winter, being greatest.
If the tides are stronger after the full moon, it is because that
Taminary incréases by her heat the polar effusions, and consequently

the quantity of water in the ocean,
Let us now, continues M. St. Pierre, explain why the tides of the
‘South sea donot resemble those of the Atlantic ocean. The irregulat
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effusions of the poles, not being narrowed in the southern hemisphere,
+ afin ours, produce
on the shores of the Indian-oceamaud South sea

_ expansions vague and intermitting.

The south pole bas not, like the

north pole, double continent, which separates into two the divergent
effusions daily produced by the sun: it has no channel in passing

through which itseffluxes should be retarded: its effusions accordingly
flow directly into the vast southern ocean, forming on the half of that
-pole a series,of divergent emanations which perform the tour of it
in 24 hours, like the rays of the sun. When a bundle of these effue
sions falls upon an island, it produces there a tide of twelve hours,

4. e. of the same duration with that which the sun employs in heating
the icy cupola through which the meridian of that island passes;
such are tlie tides of the islands of Otaheite, Massafuero, New
Holland, New Britain, &c.: each of these tides lasts’as long as

the course of the sun above the horizon, and is regular like his
course.
e
ட்
In the northern part of the South sea the two continents approach ; they pour therefore by turns, in summer, into the chaunel
which separates them, the two semi-diurnal effusions of their pole,
and there they collect by turns, in winter, those of the south’pole,
which produces two tides a day as in the Atlantic ocean. But as
this channel about the 55° of N. lat. ceases to exist by the sudden
divergence of the continents of Asia and America, those places
_ only situated in the point of divergence of the northern parts of
these two continents experience two tides a day. Such are the
Sandwich Islands,
Where such places are more exposed to the
current of the one continent than the other, its two semi-diurnal

tides are unequal, as at the entrance of Nootka Sound: but when
it is completely out of the influence of the one, and entirely under
that of the other, it receives only one tide of twelve hours every
Thus, two harbours may be situated in
day, as at Kamschatka.
the same sea under the same parallel, and one of them have two
tides, and the duration of these tides, whether double or single,
18
. double equal or double unequal, regular or retarded, is always

hours every 24 hours, 2, ¢- precisely the time the sun employs in

which
heating that half of the polar cupola from whence they flow;
of the sult bei cannot possibly be referred to the unequal course
is
tween the tropics, and much less to that of the moon, which

6
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frequently buta few hours above the horizon of such harbours.
All islands are in the midst of currents:

on looking therefore atthe

«

_ south pole with a bird's eye view, we should see a succession of .
archipelagos dispersed in a spiral line all the way to the nSrthern’
hemisphere, which indicates the current of the sea, just as the projection of the two continents on the side of the north pole indi.
eates the current of the Atlantic. Thus, the course’ of the seas’
from one pole to the otlier is in a spiral line round the globe, like
the course of the sun from one tropic to the other: adimitting
therefore the alternate fusion of the polar ices, all the phenomena

+ of the tides and currents of the ocean may be explained with the:
்
7
greatest facility.
E have then established by facts simple, clear, and numerous, the disagreement of the tides in most seds with the moon’s action on the

equator, and their perfect coincidence with the sun’s action on the,
:
polar ices.
I have

no

doubt

various objections may be urged against this

hasty explanation of the course of the tides, &e.

But these phy-

sical causes present themselves with a higher degree of probability,
simplicity, and conformity to the general progress of nature, than:
the astronomical causes by which it is attempted to explain them.
Thus far St Pierre, who complains that the prejudices of mankind are so strong in favour of received opinions, that he cannot:
்
obtain a hearing.
‘Po the best of my judgment Ihave offered a fair and candid
exposition of a hypothesis which he has ‘dressed up with some eloquence and much deglamation,

and ushered into the world with &

solemn and imposing air of confidence and assurance, tolerably well
calculated

to confound the ignorance and

candour of his readers.

Tam not conscious of having omitted any material fact or argument
which tends to the support and elucidation of his theory; I have
neglected, much

absurd

reasoning, yet not without retaining some

curious specimens. 1 did once intend to have entered into a general
examination of his.principles and reasoning ; to have shown the fal.
lacy of the former, the inconelusiveness and inconsistency of the
latter; but I shall now be satisfied with offering a few facts and
observations extracted from the second and third voyage of Cap«
fain Cook, which appear to me decisive of the question.
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Captain Cook, who spent three summers as near as the ice would

+ permit his approach towards thesouth pole, found, on’ December
யில்

1772,

and from

that date to the beginning of January W735

in Jatitiide from 55° to 64° south, a vast compact body of ice which
prevented his further progress.

to 35°.

Being immersed

The thermometer varied from 30°

100 fathom deep for about 20 minutes,

it cante up 34°; and on the 13th of January 1774, on a repetition
of this experiment, the open air being 367, the surface of the sea
332%, the thermometer came up 32°. They found water generally
freeze at 337+
“ We certainly had no thaw, (says he,) the mer.
cury keeping usually below the freezing point. Being near an island
of ice (December 24, 1772) 50 feet high and 400 fathom ii circuit,
Tsent the master in the jolly boat te see if any water ran from it.
He soon returned with an account there was not one drop, or any
other appearances of thaw.”? And in the summer of 1774—75

his experience was nearly similar. . On the 13th of February 1775,
ihe thermometer stood at 29°.
west

coast

of

America,

on

In his third voyage
the

17th

of

August

to’ the north1778,

in

lat.

70° 44’, they were stopped by a field of ice 10 or 12 feet high, as
compact as a wall; “ further north it appeared much higher; here
and there we saw upon it pools of waters we tried but found moeurrent. July 7, 1779, lat. 69"; stopped by a large field of ice,
presenting a great extent of solid and compact surface not in the
smallest degree thawed: the thermometer stood at 31°.”
« As far as our experience went, the sea is clearer of ice in August than in July, and perhaps it may be still freer in a part of
September.
We tried the currents, and found them never to exe

ceed a mile an hour; we found the month of Jnly infinitely coldex
than August; the thermometer in July was once 28°, and very.
commonly. 30 ; whereas it was seldom as low as the freezing point
in August,”
“Tam of opinion (says Captain
very little towards

Cook)

that the sun contributes

reducing these vast masses of ice;

for, although

that luminary is a considerable time above the horizon, it ios

shines out more than a few hours at a time, and offen is not seen
It is the wind, oy rather the waves
for several days in snecession.
raised by the wind, that reduces the bulk of these enormous masses,

by grinding one piece against another, and by undermining and
washing away those parts that lie exposed to the surge; and more
’
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ice may be destroyed in one stormy season than is formed in several
winters, and iés accumulation thus prevented.”
fs
me

This evidence clearly proves that the sun’s influence at the poles,
so far from beitig equal to produce a constant and unifonh effect,
creating an impulse extending its effect to the remotest parts of our
globe, and a daily elevation of several feet to the watérs of the
ocean, is not sufficient in the hottest period of summer to diffuse
a sensible thaw; and thus we are convinced that a few plain and

simple facts'are of much greater avail than a multitude of fanciful
conjectures,

[ Phil. Mag. Vol. Vit,|
SECTION VII.

Currents, Gulph-sireams, and Temperature of the Sea.
BeEsipe&s the common and periodical tides described and ex.
plamed in the preceding section, a variety of local currents are

frequently met with in different seas, on different parts of the ocean,
for the most part not far from

land.

These are usually and per.

“haps correctly ascribed to particular winds, but they do not always
appear to issue from this cause, nor is it easy to ascertain their
origin; occasionally indeed they have been traced below the surface
of the water, running in a contrary direction, to the stratum of
water above, and in such cases undoubtedly the result of something

very different from winds or monsoons,

‘This last has often been

ascribed, and at times, perhaps, correctly, to the inmense masses of
polar ice, producing a greater degree of cold in the under than in
the upper water: whence Count Rumford suspects there is an under
current of cold water flowing perpetually from the poles towards
the equator, even where
towards the poles;

the superior water flows from

and he thus endeavours

the

equator

to account for the great

inferiority of temperature which is frequently found in deep and
superficial soundings of the same space of water.

‘The following ingenious article imserted in the Philosophical
Transactions for 1684, by Dr.Smith, furnishes us with various instances of under-currents, and at the same time accounts for them

upon a different principle.
¢¢ Tn the Offing,

between

the North and South

Foreland, it runs

tide and half tide, that is, if is either ebbing water or flood on the
©
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shore, in.. that part of the Downs

three hours, which is, grossly

__ speaking, the’ time of half a tide, before it is\s0 off at sea. Phe
reason os this diversity of tides E take to be from themeeting of
thé two seas im>that narrow strait. Often when the wind has blown.
hard at N. E. or at W, or W. and by S, there has happened an alteration of the

tides in

the Thames,

takingly seckoneda prodigy.
that where
aloft,

yet

which ignorant people have mis-

And, it is a most certain observation,

it flows tide and half tide,
the

tide

of ebb

runs

though the tide of

under

foot,

that

flood runs

is, close

by

the

_ ground; and so at the tide of ebb, it will flow under foot.
«« Now, as to the Straits, there is a vast draught of water poured
continually

out of the Atlantic into the Mediterranean;

or entrance of which between
call it, and Cape Trafalgar,
current setting strong iuto it,
far as Malaga, which is about

the mouth

Cape Spartel or Sprat, as the seamen
may be near seven leagues wide, the
and not losing its force till it runs as
20 leagues within the Straits. By the

benefit of this current, though the wind be contrary, if it does not
_overblow, ships easily turn into the Gut, as they term the narrow
passage, which is about 20 miles in length.
At the end of which
are two towns,

mination

Gibraltar on the coast

of Spaiti,

which gives. 0810௨

to the sirait, and Ceuta on the Barbary coast; at which

places Hercules is supposed
to have set up his pillars. What be=
comes of this great quantity of water poured in this way, and of
that which

runs from the Euxine into the Bosphorus and Propontisp

and carried at last through the Hellespont into the Mgean or Archipelago, is a curious speculation, and has exercised the ingenuity of

philosophers and navigators. For
water all along the Barbary coast,
land beyond Tripoli, and that of
to be overflowed. They observe,
° feet or three feet and Zin the gulf

there is no sensible rising of the
even down to Alexandria, the
Egypt lying very low, and easily
indeed, that the water rises three
of Venice, and as. much, or very

near as much, all along the river of Genoa, as far as the river Arno;

put this rather adds to the wonder.
« J here omit to speak at large of the several hypotheses which
have been invented to solve this difficulty; such as subterraneous
yents, cavities, and indraughts, exhalations by the sun-beams, the
running out of the water on the African side, as if there were a kind
of circular motioniof the water, and that it only flowed in upoa the
Vou. 113,

2A
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Christian sh ore, which latter I consider as a mere fasey and eene
x
trary to all ebservation.
** My conjecture is, that there is an ப்ரகதி by whieh. as
great a quantity of water is carried out as comes flewing in. To
eonfirm which, besides what I have said above about the difference
of tides in the offing, and at the shore in the Downs, which neees.
sarily supposesan under-current, I shall present you with ansinstance
of the like nature in the Baltic sound, as I received it from an able
seaman, who was at the making of the trial. He told me, that
being there in one of the king’s frigates, they went with*their pin.
nace into the mid stream, and were carried violently by the current;
that soon after they sunk a bucket with a large cannon ball, tog

certain depth of water, which gave check to the boat’s motion, and
sinking it still lower and lower, the boat was driven ahead to wind.
ward against the upper current = the current aloft, as he added, not
being four or five fathom deep, and that jhe lower the bucket was

let fall, they found the under current the stronger.”
Of upper currents, Mr. Rennell has particularly described a very
singular one often prevailing to the westward of Scilly, and dans
gerous to ships that approach

the British Channel®.

‘They are,

however, more frequently met with about the Straits of Gibraltar,
and near the Antilles. These latter are especially worthy of notice,
and are thus described and accounted for by Dr. Peysennel +.
The

coasts of these American

islands

are subject

to counter-

tides, or extraordinary currents, which render it very dangerous to
chaloupes and other small craft to land ; while at the same time
the boats and ships in the roads are scarcely ever sensible of them,
and seldom incommoded by them; vor do those who are out at

sea appear to be affected by them. It is however certain that a
regular wind constantly blows, in these parts of the torrid zone,
from the tropic of Cancer, to the equinoctial line, from the east;
inclining sometimes northward, and sometimes southward. ‘This
wind is called alizé, or trade-wind, for reasons admitted by philo-

_sophers, and it draws the water westward, giving a total and uniform course to that immense quantity, which comes from the great

river of the Amazons, and from an infinite number of other rivers,
which discharge themselves into the ocean. These currents passing
® Phil. Trans. 1793, Vol. lsxziii.

+ Ib. 1755. Vol, xlix.
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to the westward go up to the American islands, then'to the coasts
_ofducatan and ரர
and running round in the gulf, return into
the great ocean,” by the straits of Bahama, along the coastsof Floe‘rida, in@rder to pursue, in the north, the course ordaitied them
by the Supreme Being, It is in this course the waters are known

to run with an extraordinary rapidity: they pass between the great
and little islands of America, in the great deeps, by an almost
even and imperceptible motion; but against the shores and coasts ~
of these islands, which form this archipelago, these currents are
very sensible and dangerous; they interrupt the navigation, insomuch that it is scarcely possible to stem these tides to get to the
eastward.

It often happens, that vessels steering

si St. Domingo, or the

other Leeward islands, to the windward ones, cannot absolutely accomplish it, and are therefore obliged to get out of ‘the channel,
apd steer away to the northward, in order to tack up to the mail
ward isles. These are daily observations, and, well known to all
navigators of America.

Besides these regular currents, there are others, called countertides, which are observable on the sea-coasts and shores, In places
where these

ing very

flow,

the sea rises in an extraordinary manner,

furious without

any apparent

cause, and

becomes

without

being

moved by any wind; the waves rise and open very high, and break
against the shore, with such violence, that it is impossible for vessels to land... These he thinks are chiefly caused by the pressure of
heavy black clouds sometimes seen hanging over an island er the
sea.

As to other currents in the main seas,

or in other

particular

situations, as the gut and the coasts of the Mediterranean, Dr. Peysennel ascribes them to the action of the winds, &c.
:
The most extraordinary current we are acquainted with is that of |

the gulf of Florida, incidentally glanced at above,
scribed by Sir Charles Blagden *.
One

of

ocean, is
of North
_ known to
attributed

the most

remarkable

facts

observed

It is thus dein

navigating

the

that constant and rapid current which sets along the coast
America to the northward and eastward, and is commonly
seamen by the name of the gulf-stream.
It seems justly
to the effect of the trade-winds, which, blowing from the

2 1b, 1781; vols Ixxi,
இதா
>
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eastern quarter into the great Gulf of Mexico, cause there ar aces
mulation aboye the common level of the sea; in fonsequence
vi
which, it is constantly ranning out by the channel where it finda
least resistance, that is, through the Gulf of Florida, ஈகி வட

force as to continue a distinct stream to a very great distance. Sisco’
all ships going from Europe to any of
North America must cross this current,
by it in theix course, every circumstance
object highly interesting to the seaman,

the southern provinces of.
and are materially affected
of its motion, becomes an
as well'as of great'euriosity

to the philosopher.
}
During a voyage to América in the spring of the year 1776,
Sir Charles used frequently to examine the heat of sea-water newly

drawn, in order to compare it with that of the air. The passage
Tn this situation, the greatest heat
was made far to the southward.
ofthe water which he ‘observed was such as raised the quicksilver
in Fahrenheit’s thermometer to, 77%. This happened twice: the
first time on the 10th of April, in latitude 21° 10’ N. and longitude

by reckoning 52°W.5

and the 2d time 3 days afterwards, in lati-

tude 22° 7/ and longitude 55°; but in general the heat of the sea.

near the tropic of Cancer about the middle of April was from 76
to 77°.
The rendezvous appointed for the fleet being off Cape Fear,

their

course, on approaching the American coast, became north wests
ward,

On the 23d

of: April the heat of the sea was 94°, the lati=

tude at noon 28° 7/N.

Next day the heat was only 71°, then in

latitude 29° 12’; the heat of the water, therefore, was now lessen-

ing very fast in proportion to the change of latitude. The 25th
the latitude was 31° 3’; but though they had thus gone almost 2°
farther to the northward, the heat of the sea was this day rather
increased, it being 72° in the morning, and 72°% in the evening.
Nextday, the 26th of April, at half after 8 in the morning, the
thermometer rose to 78°; higher than he had ever observed it, even”

within the tropic. As the difference was too great to be imputed ta
any accidental variation, Sir C. Blagden immediately conceived that
they must have come into the gulf-stream, the water of which still re-

tained great part of the heat that it had acquired in the torrid zone.
This idea was confirmed by the subsequent regular and quick dimi-nution of the heat: the ship’s run for'a quarter of am hour had les.
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gened it 2°; the thermometer at 83" being raised by sea-water fresh

cdrawnvonly to 70°; by 9 the heat was reduced to 73°, and in3 of
an hour more, to 712 nearly: all this time the wind blew fresh,
‘and theys weve going 7 knots an
The water now began to lose the
ocean, and to assume something
known tudication of soundings,

hour on a north-western course,
fine transparent blue colour
of the
of a. greenish olive tinge, a wellAccordingly, between 4 and 5.in

the afternoon ground was struck with the lead at the depth of 80
fathoms, the heat of the sea being then reduced to 69°. In the:
course of the following night and next day, as they came into shal.
Jower

water

and

nearer

the

land,

the

temperature

of

the

sea

gradually sunk to 65°, which was nearly that of the air at the
6
time.
Bad weather on the 26th prevented them from taking 20 ௦0812
yation of the sun; but on the 27th, though it was then cloudy-at
noon, they calculated jhe latitude from 2 altitudes, and found it
to be 33° 26’ N.
The difference of ‘this latitude from that which
was observed on the 25th, being 2° 23’, was so much greater than
could be deduced from the ship’s run marked in the log-book, asto

convince the seamen that they had been set many miles to the north
ward by the current.
From

these

observations,

that the gulf.stream,

the writer thinks it may be concluded,

about the 33d

degree

of north

the 76th degree of longitude west of Greenwich,

latitude,

and

is, in the month

of April, at least 6 degrees hotter than the water of the sea through
which it runs.

As the heat of the sea-water evidently began to in-

crease in the evening of the 25th, and as the observations show that
they were getting out of the current when he first tried the heat in
the morning of the 26th, it is most probable that the ship's run
during the night is nearly the breadth of the stream measured ob=
liquely across ; that, as it blew a fresh breeze, could not be much
~ less than 25 leagues in 15 hours, the distance of time between the

two observations of the heat, and hence the breadth of the stream
may be estimated at 20 leagues. ‘The breadth of the Gulf of Flo-rida, which evidently bounds the stream at its.origin, appears by

the rocks and
” the charts to be 2 or 3 miles less than this, excluding

sand-banks which surround the Bahama Islands, and the shallow
water that extends to a considerable distance from the coast of
Florida; and the correspondence of these measures Is very remarke
2Aa8
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from well. known

since the stream,

&c.
of shydrailics

principles!

distance. oe
must gradually become wider as it gets lo a greater
:
the channel by which it issues..

eurrent, it has
We have observed, that where there is an under
or rather that an
in matty cases been found colder than the upper;

uuder current has often been conjectured

to exist, from this cir

of
Thus on long, 31, in lat. 69, when the temperature
was 59% Pahren.
the atmosphere, and of the surface of the sea,
feet, sunk
Lord Mulgrave found that the water at the depth of 4038

cumstance.

the thermometer to 89°.

at the tropic, where the difference

And

or six deof seasons never produces a difference of more than five

the surface of
grees, the variation between the heat of the watenat

been found to
the sea, and that at the depth of 3600 feet, has
amount to not less than 31°, the superior
4°, and that below tiot more than 43°.
Itisa

however,

curious fact,

temperature

that in the northern

measuring

seas, where we

preshould expect this difference to take place with the greatest

lower water being
cision, it exhibits the greatest uncertainty, the
proof of this we insometimes warmer and somefimes colder. In

Douglas,
sert the following result of the trials made by Charles
1769, off the
Esq. of his Majesty’s ship the Emerald, in the year
form by
coasts of Norway and Lapland, as thrown intoa tabular
Dr. Thomson.
é
=

Date,

Latitude.

‘Temperature.
[Surface] Bottom.
lof sea.

May 12 | 70° 40’ ||
17 | Ditto.

27° | 36°
37
38

June 29 | 70° 54’ |
July 7 | 70 45

47 | 44)
46
46

92 | 70° 32’ || 40 | 37]
8|68
5168

Depth.

Open air.

43 || 46 | 47 |
48146 | 47 |
48
48
52

இய.
9 | 65
10 | 64

22
.25
40

48
48.
52

10 | 64

40

52 | 52 |

39° |
39

87 fathoms,
90

39 |

80

40
44

98
70

48
46
46

210
100
141

45

75

59 | 260
46 | 100

The experiments were made by letting down the thermometer
enclosed in a tin cylinder filled with water, and letting it remain at
©
€
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On the, Motion of Waves, andthe Effects of Oil in quieting them.
Ir will easily be conceived that the waves rise higher or lower,
according to the power of the original moving force; for the more
water is displaced by that force, the greater quantity of it must be
elevated above the usual level; and of course the breadth of the
waves is likewise greater.
It seeins to
ments and

be pretty

observations,

well

determined from a variety of experi.

that the utmost force

of the

wind cannot

wenetrate a great way into the water, and that in great storms the
water of the sea is slightly agitated at the depth of 20 feet below
the usual level, and probably not moved at all at the depth of 30

feet or five fathoms +.

Therefore the actual displacing

of the

water by the wind cannot be supposed to reach nearly so low; hence
it should seem that the greatest waves could not be so very high as

they are often represented by accurate and creditable navigators.
But it must be observed that in storms, waves increase to an enormous size from the accumulation of waves upon waves; for as the
wind is continually blowing, its action will raise a wave upon another
wave,

and 2 third wave

upon

a

second,

in

the

same

manner as it

raises a wave upon the flat surface of the water. In fact, at sea, a
variety of waves of different sizes are frequently seen one upon the

other, especially whilst the wind is actually blowing. And when it
blows fresh, the waves, not moving sufficiently quick, their tops,
which

are

thinner and

lighter, are impelled forward, are broken,

and turned into a white foam, particles of which, called the spray,
are carried a vast way.
Waves

are circular, or straight, or otherwise bent, according as

the original impression is made in a narrow space nearly circular, or
in a straight line, or in other configurations, In open seas the waves
* Phil, Trans. 1770. Vol. 1x. p. 39+ Boyle’s works, folio edition, vol.
Seng

iii, Relations

sect, ill.
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generally ate in the shape of straight furrows, because the wind
blows upon tlie water in a parallel manner, at least for ‘a long ape.

Beye]
\
parent tract.
tane, Say
When the water receives several impulses at the same
pluces.
in different places, then the waves which proceed from those
—
must necessarily cross each other.—By this crossing the wavesde
not disturb each other; but they follow their proper directions, by
passing one upon the other. Thus if two stones be thrown upon
the surface of stagnant water nearly at the same’ time, but ata
proceed
little distance from each other; the circular waves which

and
from those places will be clearly perceived to cross each other,
the
to follow their peculiar courses. The reason of which is, that

same cause which produces the alternate rising and falling of the
operate
water upon the surface of otherwise stagnant water, must
on the surface
in the same manner, aifd must produce the like effect

of another wave.

4

ai

SS

per.
| When a wave meetg with an obstacle which is straight and
wave is
pendicular, such as a wall, or a steep bank, then the

reflected by it, and the shape of the reflected or retrogade wave,
qsthe reverse of what it would have been on the other side of
the obstacle, had the obstacle not existed: Vor the middle part of
the curvature must naturally

meet

the obstacle, and must be re-

flected by it first. And since waves will cross without: obstructing
each other, the reflected waves will proceed from the obstacle, and
‘
்
will expand all round, &c.

When the bank or obstacle is inclined to the horizon, as is frequently the case on the shores of the sea ; then the reflection of the|

waves is disturbed, and itis often absolutely destroyed by the fric~
tion of the water upon the ground.
5
If the obstacle be such as to reflect a part only of the wave, such

as astone or a post, which is surrounded by the water; then the
wave will be partly reflected in shapes and directions which differ
according to the form and size of the obstacle, whilst the rest of the
wave will proceed in its original direction.
. oe

When a hole in an obstacle permits part only of a wave to go
through, then circular waves will-be formed on the other side of the
obstacle, whose

centre

is the hole; for in fact those waves

their origin to the motion of the water in that place only.

owe

-
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water into waves,

இங produce the like effect on other fluids,
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must evidently,

but in different degrees,

ace

as the fluid is more or less heayy, as its particles adhere

10016 oritess forcibly to each other, and probably likewise according

as there is a greater or less degree of attraction between the fluid
cand the other body, which gives it the impulse.

_ When a stone or other heavy body is dropped on the surface of
ab the waves are not nearly so high, nor so quick, neither do they
spread so far a8 the waves of water. This effect is evidently owing
to the clamminess, or great degree of adhesion between the particles

of the oil.

If the waves upon oil be attempted to be raised by the force of
wind,

degree.

it will be

found

very

difficult to succeed even in a moderate

This difficulty is, ina great measure, owing to the attraca

tion between the particles of oil; but besides this, there may be
less attraction between oil and: air, than between the latter and
water; for water always contains a certain quantity of air; and if
it be deprived of that air by means of boiling or otherwise, a short
exposure to the atmosphere will enable the water to reimbibe it.

It is likewise probable, that the surface of water, even when
stagnant, may not be so smooth as tle surface of oil; so that the
wind may more easily catch into the inequalities of the former that

of the latter.
It is remarkable that the effect of the wind upoh water may, ina
great measure, be prevented or moderated,
film of oil on the surface of the water.

by sae

a thin

No great quantity of oil is required for this purpose; fors though
oil be very clammy aud adhesive to almost all other bodies; yet
when dropped upon water, it will instantly spread and extend itself

over a vast surface of water; and it will even drive small floating
bodies out of its way, acquiring, as it seems, a repulsive property
amongst its own particles.

‘This repulsion may be shewn in the following amusing manner?

‘Cut alight shaving of wood,

or of paper, in the form-of a comma,

-smear-it with oil, then place it upon the surface of a pretty large’
piece of smooth water; and the bit of wood or paper will be seen

which is
to tum round i ina diréction contrary to that of the point,
" occasioned by the stream of oily particles issuing from the point, and

6

;
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spreading themselves over the surface of the water.
This experi.
ment will not succeed in’a bason or otlier small vessel full of Water,
wherein the particles of oil have not room enough to expand then.
selves.
ச
வ்ஸ்ட த
Ifa heavy body be dropped on the surface of water which is ய
னை
with a film of oil, the waves will take place in the saise |
manuer as if there were no oil. But the blowing of the wiad will

have little or no effect upon it.

In this case the oil seems to act he-

iween water and air, in the same manner as‘it acts between the mov-

ing parts of mechanical engines; viz. it lubricates the parts, and
renders the motion free and easy.
But whether this be the real explanation or net, the fact is not

Jess true than’ surprising; and a very useful consequence has been
derived from it, ay a method of stilling the waves of the sea in
certain cases.
It is expressly mentioned by Plutarch* and Pliny +, that the seameti of their times used to still the waves:ina storm, by pouring oil
into the sea. But since the revival of learning, though several observations relative to it are to be found in accounts of voyages, &c,

yet I do not know that any notice has been taken of this account by
any philosophical writer, previous to the late celebrated
Dr. Frank.
lin, who collected several accounts relative to the subject, and made
a variety of experiments upon it, the sum of which is as follows if
A small quantity of oil, for instance, a quarter of an eunce, will
spread itself quickly and forcibly upon the water of a pond or lake,
to the extent of more than an acre; and if poured on the windward

side, the water will thereby be rendered quite smooth as far as the
film of cil extends, whilst the rest of the pond may be quite rough,
from the action of the wind.

Tf the oil be poured on the leeward side, then the force of the
wind will, in a great measure, drive it towards the bank. Besides

which, the experiment is frustrated by the waves coming to that side
Decl formed ; for the principal operation of the oil upon water is,
as it கண்டு ists to: prevent. the raising of new waves by the wind;
* Quast. Nat.
+ Hist. Nat, lib. ii. c. 103.
“ } See his paper on the stilling of waves by means of oil,
in the Phil. Tran.
¥ol, Ixiv. or in -his Mis cellancous Papers.
௩
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and @dly. to prevent its driving those which are alreddy raised with
_ se much force,
as it would if their surface were not oiled.
_eSuch experiments at sea are evidently attended with a great many

‘difficules ;4ut in particular cases essential advantages may be de~
_tived from the use of oil, and several instances of its having been of
very great service, are recorded *. ‘* We might,” says Dr. Franklin,
* totally suppress the waves in any required place, if we could come
at

the

windward

place,

where

they

take’ their

rise.

Dhis in the

ocean can seldom, if ever, be done.
But, perhaps, something may
be done on particular occasions, to moderate the violence of the
waves, when we are in the midst of them, and prevent their breaking, where that would be inconvenient.
Aci
tel
* For when the wind blows fresh, there are continually rising on
the back of every great wave, a number of small ones, which roughen
its surface, and give the wind hold, as it weve, to push it with greater
force. This hold is djminished by preventing the generation of those
small ones. And possibly too, when a wave’s surface is oiled, the
wind, in passing over it, may rather in some degree press it down,
and contribute to prevent its rising again, instead of promoting it.”
Light, volatile, or etherial oils, like ether, spirit of turpentine, &c,

do not possess the same property as fat oils, such as olive oil, linseed, rape-seed oil, train oil, &c.

'

* Mr, Tengnagel,
the 5th,

1770,

says,

:

3

(Cavallo. Nut. Hist.

in a letter to Count Bentinck. dated Batavia, January
‘* Near

the Islands Paul

and Amsterdam,

we

met witha

storm which had nothing particularin it worthy of being communicated to you,
except that the Captain found himself obliged, for greater safety in wearing
the ship, to pour oil into the sea, to prevent the waves breaking over her,
which had an excellent effect, and succeeded in preserying us,” Phil. Trane
yol. lxiy. p- 456.
It has been remarked in Rhode Island, that the harbour of Newport is ever
smooth whilst any whaling vessels are in it; which is, in all probability, owing
to the fish-oil that may come out of them.
Itis said to bea practice with the fishermen of Lisbon, when about to return
into the river (if they see before them too great a surf upon the bar, which
they apprehend might fill their boats in passing) to empty a bottle or two of
oil into the sea, which will suppress the breakers, and allow them to pass safely.
In various parts of the coast of the Mediterranean, and elsewhere, itis a
practice of the fishermen, to sprinkle a little oil upon the water, which smooths
the surface of tle water that is ruffled by the wind, and thus enables them tosee
and fo strike the fish.

:
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and the manner in which 27 ம்ம்ம்

THE force, by which the rudder of a ship makes her move in
any direction, at pleasure, excites no small degree of astonishment;

especially when we consider the weak action of the enormous rud,
Gers with which some of the barges that navigate our rivers and
canals are furnished.
The cause of this phenomenon we shall here
endeavour to explain and illustrate.
The rudder of a barge or vessel has no action unless impelled

the water.

by

It is the force resulting from this impulse, which being

applied in a direction transversal to the poop, tends to make the
vessel turn around a point of its mass, called the spontaneous centre

of rotation.

The prow
of the vessel describes around this point an

are of a circle, in a direction opposite to that described by the
poop; hence it follows that the prow of the vessel turns towards
that side to which the rudder is turned, consequently opposite te
that side towards which the tiller or lever of the rudder is moved,
Hence, when the tiller is moved to the starboard side, the vessel

turns towards the larboard, and vice versa.
A force, and even a certain degree of intensity, must therefore
be applied to the rudder to make the vessel turn; and on this
account the construction of the vessel is so contrived, as to increase

this foree as much as possible; for while the barges which navigate
our rivers are in general very broad behind, and sereen as we may
say the rudder, so that the water flowing along their sides can
scarcely touch it, the stern of vessels intended for sea are made
narrow and slender, so that the water flowing along their sides must
necessarily strike against the rudder, if in the feast moved from the
direction of the kee]. Let us therefore endeavour to estimate nearly

the force which results from this impulse.
A vessel of 900 tons, when fully laden, dies: 13 or 14 feet of
water, and its rudder is about two feet in breadth.
Let us now

suppose that the vessel moves with the velocity of two leagues per
hour, which makes 176 yards per minute, or about nine feet per
second; if the rudder be turned in such a manner as to make with

the keel'a continued angle of 30 degrees, the water flowing along’

—
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the sides of the vessel will impel the rudder under the same: angle,
| that is 30 degrees.
The part of the rudder under water being 14
feet in length and two in breadth, presents a surface of 28 square

“feet, impelled at an angle of 30 degrees, bya body of water flowing
_with the velocity of nine feet per seconds But the action of sucha
current, if it impelled a similar surface in a perpendicular direction,
wouldebe 2205 pounds, which must be reduced in the ratio of the
square of the sine of incidence to that of radius, or in the ratio } to
one, since the sine of 30 degrees is , radius being one. — The effort
therefore of the water will be 551 pounds. . Such is the force exer.

cised perpendicularly on the rudder; and to find the quantity of this force that acts in a direction perpendicular to the keel, and
which makes the vessel turn, nothing is. necessary but to multiply

the preceding effurt by the cosine of the angle of inclination of the
rudder to the keel, which im this case is 4/2 or 0°866, which will

give 477 pounds.

4

»

:

4

The above computation is made on the old supposition, that the

force of the water is diminished in proportion as the square of the:
sine of the incident angle is less than the square of the radius. But,
by more accurate experiments it is found (Dr: Hutton’s Math. and

Philos. Dictionary, Tab. 3, Resistance), that at an angle of 30 degrees, the absolute force is diminished only in the ratio of 840 to
278;

hence

then,

ratio, comes out

the

730

whole

pounds,

force

2205

pounds,

for the effective

reduced

in this-

or perpendicular

force on the rudder, to turn itor indeed the ship abont, supposing
the rudder held or fixed firm in that position.

:

But there is one cause which renders this effort more consider.
able: the water which flows along the sides of the vessel does not

thove in adirection parallel to the keel, but nearly parailel to the

sides themselves, which terminate in a sort of angle at the stern=
post, or piece of timber which supports the hinges of the radder;
so that this water bears more directly on the rudder by an angle of
about 30 degrees: hence, in the above case, the angle under which
the water impels the rudder will be nearly 60 degrees: we must
is to the
therefore make this proportion, as the square of radius

to
squate of the sine of 60 degrees, or as oné is to 2; 80 18 2205
1653. The force therefore which acts in a direction perpendicular
to the keel, is 1652 pounds. Or, by the table in the Dictionary

6
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above quoted, &s 840 is to 729 (for 60°), so is 2205 to 1913 pounss,
tlie perpendicular force.
;
ட்
This effort will no doubt appear very inconsideraifle when ¢0»».
pared

with the effect it produces,

tons; but it must be observed

which

is to

turn a wasgof

209]

that this efiort is applied at a very

great distance froth the point of rotation and from the vessel's ce: ire
of gravity; for this centre is a little beyond the middle of the vessel
towards the prow, as the anterior part swells out,
rior tapers towards the lower works in order that
tuddér may not be interrupted.
On the other
shewn that what is called the spontaneous centre

while the postes
the action of the
hand, it ean be
of rotation, the

point round which the vessel turns, is also a little beyond the middle and towards the prow; hence it follows, that the effort applied
at the extremity of the keel, towards the stern, acts to move the
vessel’s centre of gravity, by an arm of a lever 12 or 15 times as
long as that by which this centre of gravity, where the weight of the

vessel is supposed to be united, exerts its action.

And lastly, there

is no comparison between the action exercised by this weight when

floating in water, and that which it-would exert if it were required
to raise it.only one line.
It needs therefore excite no surprise, that
the weight of one ton, applied with this advantage, should make
the vessel’s centre of gravity revolve around its centre of rotation.
If the ship, instead of going at the rate of two leagues per hour
sails at the rate of three, the ferce applied to the rudder will be to
that applied in the former case, in the ratio of nine to four } conse.

quently, if the position of the rudder be as above supposed, the
actual force will be 3719 pounds, or rather 4304 pounds: if the
velocity of the vessel were four leagues per hour,

same position of the rudder, would

be four

double,

this

this force,

in the

times as much

as at

first, or 6012 pounds, or rather 7652 pounds.
Hence it is evident why a vessel, when moying with rapidity, is
more sensible to the action of the helm; for when the velocity is
the action

is quadrupled;

Square or duplicate ratio of the yelocity.
If the

water moves

action

then

follows

the

in a direction parallel to the keel when it

impels the rudder, it will be found that this angle. ought to be
54

degrees 44 minutes;

but, as already observed,

the water is carried

along in an angular manner towards the direction of the keel cque.

் |
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tinued; which renders the problem more difficult.

367
“If we suppose

this angle to be 15 degrees, whicl Bouguer considers as near the
truth, if will be found that the angle in question ought to be 46
ட Uegrees40 minutes.
ஷூ Ships do uot receive the whole benefit of this force; for the

length of the tiller does not permit the helm to form with the keel
an angle of more than 30 degrees,

உ

[Hutton. Montucta’s Ozanam.|
SECTION

X.

On the Velocity of « Vessel compared with that of the Wind. .
A VESSEL can never acquire a velocity
equal to, that of the wind, when im a direct
‘sailing before the wind ; for besides that i
sails injure or intercept the rest, it js evident

greater than, or even
course, or when she is
this case a part of the
that ifthe vessel sliould

by any means acquire a velocity equal fo that of the wind, it would
no longer receive from it any impulse; its velocity then would begin
to slacken in consequence of the resistance of the water, until the

wind should make an impression on the sails equal to that resistance, and then the vessel would continue to move in an uniform
manner, without any acceleration, with a velocity less than that of

the wind.
‘But, when the course of the vessel is in a, direction oblique to that

of the wind, thisis uot the case. Whatever may be its velocity, the
sail is then continually receiving an impulse from the wind, which
still approaches more to equality, as the course approaches a direc.
tion perpendicular to that of the wind; therefore, however fast the
vessel advances, it may continually receive from the wind a new im-

pulse to motion, capable of increasing its velocity to a degree supe® rior to that even of the wind itself.
But for this purpose it is necessary that the construction of the
. vessel should be of such a nature, that, with the same

of
quantity

sail, it can assume a velocity equal to 8-11ths or 3-4ths that of the
wind. This is not impossible, if all the canvas which a vessel can
spread to the wind,

ina direct course.

in an oblique course, were exposed in one sail

This then being supposed, Bouguer shews, that

if the sails be set in such a manner,

as to make with the keel an

angle of about fifteen degrees, and if they receive the wind ina per2

18
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pendicular direction, the vessel will continually acquire a new acce.

leration, in the direction of the keel, until her velocity be superior
to that of the wind, and that in the ratio of about four to tliree.
pres”
tt is indeed true, that, as the masts of vessels are placed,at
sent, it isnot possible that the yards can form. with the keel an
that by”
angle’ less than forty degrees; but some navigators assert,
des
thirty
to
reduced
be
might
angle
this
means ofa small change
acquire in
grees. In this case, and supposing that the vessel could
the direct line a velocity equal to 3-4ths that of the wind, thie velo-

sails at
city which it would acquire by receiving the wind on the
is a
right angles, might extend to 1°034 that of the wind, which
little more

than

somewhat

and therefore

unity,

more

than the

yelocity of the wind.
and
If we suppose the same velocity possible in the direct course,

degrees,
that the sail forms with the keel an angle of 40

it will be

course,
found that the velocity acquired by the vessel, in an oblique
4
wind.
the
of
velocity
the
will be nearly 19-20ths

the sails, in
This at least will be the case, if in this position of

other.
regard to the wind, they do not hurt or obstruct each
all these

therefore

circumstances

be

combined,

it appears

If

that

a vessel can
though it is possible, speaking mathematically, that

a greater, if
move with the same velocity as the wind, or even with

will be very difficult to produce this effect in practice.
[Hutton. Montucla’s Ozanam.|
:
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XI.

On sweetening Seawater.
water may
As a knowledge of the means whereby. fresh or sweet
ce to scabe procured from salt water is of the utmost importan
subject.
faring men, we shall here offera few remarks on this
Sweet water may be obtained from salt water by two methods,
by freezing such water; or by distilling it.

When sea-water is exposed to a degree of cold somewhat below

the point at which fresh water freezes, its power of holding muriate
d ;
of soda and other saline substances in solution, is in part destroye

ice is formed on the upper surface, while the fluid portion underneath heeomes a concentrated brine, This ice when melted yields

:
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wm water, which contains so little saline matter as scarcely to be dis.
tinguished frony fresh

water

by the taste, or indeed by. chemical

esis. If is evident, however, that this method can only be resorted
to in certain fatitudés or at certain seasons of the year.

~ The Qther method, therefore, viz. that of distillation
, is greatly
to be preferred, being feasible (with a Proper apparatus)
at all times
and in all situations, and, when properly conducted,
yielding a water
as pure and as sweet as that procured by congelatio
n.
It was for.
merly supposed that in order to obtain fresh water
from sea-water
it was necessary. to add to this last, before
the distillation,*caleareous

earth, potash, or certain other substances, for the purpose
sorbing and retaining a bituminous

of ab«

matter, which all sea.water was

supposed to contain in greater or less quantity, and
to which was
ascribed the unpleasant empyreumatic taste ,of the
water distilled
from it, especially if too strong a fire is employed, or the
distillation
is pushed too far.
Drz James Lindy however, has proved that such
additions are useless, since pure rain water contracts in
like manner
“a burnt taste by distillation ; which shows that it is
derived from

the action of the elementary water on the heated metallic vessels.”
‘This disagreeable flavour, however, goes off, for the most
part, en
exposing the distilled water to the air. ~ Nothing more
is requisite,
then, for obtaining fresh water from salt water, than to-be
provided

with a common still ; or with still-head covers made to fit the cop-

pers used for boiling provisions on board of ship; and a
worm.tub
or cooler for condensing the steam. (See Dr, Lind’s Essay on pre.
serving the health of Seamen.
Also, the Appendix to his Essay on
‘Diseases incidental to Europeans in Hot Climates) Some years after
this discovery was made known by Dr. Lind, [It would appear however that the simple distillation of sea-water, for the purpose of
procuring fresh water, was practised by Sir Richard Hawkins, in the

reign of Queen Elizabeth.

See the Bishop of Llandaff’s (Dr. Wat-

son’s) Chemical Essays, vol. ii.] an improvement was suggested by
Dr. Irving, in the mode of distillation; wherein he substituted for
the condensation of the steam, a large open pipe kept constantly wet-

with mops, in place of the small slender pipe passed through a tub
of cold water, in the usual way. This, from being applied to larger
coppers than the common method ever had been in the distillation
of sea-water, yielded in a given time, and with the same quaitity of
fuel, a larger quantity of fresh water,

901. 17,

2,8
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Whether the distillation be Sate

after Dr. Lind’s method, 0

with’ the more simple contrivance of Dr. Irving, the’ ‘operator should

be careful net to continue the process too long, but to stop when:
‘three-fourths-or only two-thirds of the water shall haye been dis. :
tilled; as the water which is obtained afterwards is 1e55 pare, ang
the brine sometimes becomes so strong as to corrode the copper
boiler,

[It

appears

from

(see his Chemical Essays

the

Bishop of

before

from salt-water is not wholly free

Llandaff’s

experiments

quoted) that the water distilled
from saline particles;

but that i¢

probably contains them in so‘small a proportion as not to injure its
salubrity in any sensible degree.| When too much fire is employed:
it is possible, especially towards the end of the operation, that some
miuriatic acid may be disengaged, the action of which upon the me.

tallic vessels it must be desirable to prevent.

This might perhaps

be effected by adding some potash to the sea-water.

[Phit. Frans, Abr, Vol. \. p. 549, Note of the Editors.)
This subject is so important that it has occupied the attention of

the chemists of the continent as well as of our own country for these
fifty years past.

It was at first conceived not only as above stated,.

that sea-water abounds

with bituminous matter, but

with ammoni-

acal gas from the decomposition of animal bodies of all kinds; and
“ence, in the process of distilling, means were taken to divest the
sea-water of this substance, as well as of-its supposed: bitumen,

_ Admitting the fact, for which, however, there is no authority, the
distilled water, when the process is carefully conducted; as above,
will be as free from ammonia as from bitumen.
Que of the earliest writers upon the subject is Mr. Hanton,
whose refrigeratory is worthy of notice on account of its simplicity :
for, in order to save the space of a large vessel, in which the worm

is generally placed, and the trouble of பட்ட It with cold water, he
made it pass through one aperture in the side of the ship into the
sea, and return by another, so that the sea itself performed the
_ office of a refrigeratory.
Captain Wm. Chapman, under a great apt of water in peculiar
cireumstances, exhibited an ingenuity, though under the old system,
that is well worthy of notice.
Sometime in September 3757, after
his crew had heen ten days at sea, by an accident (off the north

cape of Finland) they lost the greatest part of their water.
ம்

They

|
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had a hard gale of wind at S. W. which ட
1010 weeks,
and drove then into 73° lat. During this time lie was very uneasy,
as knowing if their passage should hold out long, they must be re.
duced to great straits; for they had no rains, but frequent fogs,
which yielded water in very small quantities,
He tow blamed him‘self fos not having a still along with him, as be had often thought
no ship should be without one.
But it was now too late; and there
was a necessity to contrive some means

for their இரவா

He was not a stranger to Appleby’s method: he had also a pamphlet written by Dr. Butler,

intitled,

An easy Method of procuring

Fresh Water at Sea.
Aud he imagitied, that soap might supply the
place of capital lees, mentioned by him.
He now set himself at
work to contrive a still; and ordered an old pitch-pot, that held
about ten quarts, to be made clean: the carpenter, by his direction,
fitted to it a cover of fir-deal, about two ‘inches thick, very close;
so that it was easily made tight by luting it with paste.
They had
a hole through the cover, in which was fixed ‘2 wooden pipe nearly
perpendicular.

This

he

should

call

the still-head;

it

was

bored

with an augre of 13 inch diameter, to within 3 inches of the top
or extremity,

where

it was

left

solid.

They

made

a hole

if this,

towards the upper part of its cavity, with a proper angle, to receive
along wooden pipe, which they fixed in it, to descend to the tub
in which the worm should be placed.
Here again he was at @ loss,

for they had no lead pipe, nor any sheet lead, on-board) He
thought, if he could contrive a straight pipe to go through a large
cask of cold water, it might answer the end of a worm.
They then
cut & pewter dish, and made a pipe 2 feet long: and at 3 or 4
trials, for they did not let a little discourage them, they made it
‘quite tight. Théy bored a hole through a cask, ‘with a proper descent, in which they fixed the pewter pipe, and made both lioles in ~
the cask tight, and filled it with sea-water: the pipe stuck without

Having now got his; apparatus ia

the cask 3 inches on each side.

readiness, he put 7 quarts of sea-water, and 1 oz, of soap into the
pot, and set it on the fire. ‘he cover was kept from rising by a

prop of wood to the bow. They fixed onthe head, and into it the
‘Tong wooden pipe abovementioned, which was wide enough to re.
ceive the end of the pewter one into its cavity.
the joint tight.
2B
>

2

They easily made
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~ It need not be mentioned with what anxiety he waited for suc.
cess: but héwas soon relieved; for, as soon as thespot boiled, ‘the
water began to run;

ter,

and in 28 minutes he got a quart of fresh wa.

He tried it with an hydrometer he had on board, and

found

it as light as riverawater; but it had a ravk oily taste, which. he
magined was given it by the soap.

ably

in 2 or 3 days,

but not

This taste diminished consider.

so much as to make if quite palatable,

Their sheep and fowls drank this water very greedily without any
ill effects. They constantly kept their still at work, and got a gal.
lon of water every 2 hours, which, if there had been a necessity to
drink it, would have been sufficient for the ship’s crew:

He

now

often perused
tion from Sir
hogshead of
had delivered

thouglit of trying to get water more palatable; and
the pamphlet abovementioned, especially the quotaR. Hawkins’s voyage, who “ with 4 billets distilled @
water wholesome aud nourishing.” He concluded he
this account under a veil, lest his method should be

discovered: for it is plain, that by 4 billets he could not mean the
fuel, as they would scarcely warm a hogshead of water. When, ராடி
minating on this, it came into his head, that he burnt

his 4 billets’

to ashes, and with the mixture of those ashes with sea-water he °
distilled a hogshead of fresh water wholesome and nourishing,
Pleased with this discoyery, he cut a billet small, and burnt it to
ashes ; and after cleaning the pot, he put into it a spoonful of those
ashes, with the usual quantity of sea-water. The result answered
his expectations: the water came off bright

and transparent, with

an agreeable pungent taste, which at first he thought was occasioned
by the ashes, but afterwards he was convinced it received it from
the resin or turpentine in the pot, or pipes annexed to it. He was

now relieved from his fears of being distressed through want of
, water; yet thought it necessary to advise his people not to be too
free in the use of this, while they had any of their old stock remaining; and told them, Le would make the

experiment

first himself;

which he did, by drinking a few glasses every day without any ill
effect whatever. This water was equally light with the other, and
lathered very well with soap. They had expended their old stock
of water before

they

reached England;

quantity of that which they distilled.

but

had

reserved

a good

After his arrival at Shields,

he invited several of bis acquaintance on board to taste the water:

a
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they drank several glasses, and thought it nothing inferior to spring
water.

He made them

a bowl of

punch

of it, which

was

highly

‘eommended. ~
:
;
ன்
| not the convenience ef a still, or lie should have repeat-

ed the experiment for the conviction of sonie of his friends: for as
to himself,

he was firmly persuaded,

sea-water would yield,

that wood ashes mixed

when distilled, as good

with

fresh water as could

pe wished for, And lie thought, if every ship bound a long voyage
was to take a small still with Dr. Hales’: improvements, they need
never want fresh water.
Wood-ashes might easily be made, while
there was any wood in the ship, and the extraordinary expense of
fuel would be trifling, if they contrived so that the still should stand

_ on the fire along with the ship’s boiler.
'

All

sweet or pure water,

if preseryed in wood,

will soon dissolve

~ apart of its interior surface, and become corrupt.
To avoid thig
Mr. Bentham proposed, the following plan, for which he received a
gold medal

from the Seciety

of Arts.

‘The mode,”

says he, ‘in

which I conceived fresh water might be preserved sweet, was merely
by keeping it in vessels of which the interior lining at least should
be of such a substance as should not be acted upon by the water,
60 as to become a cause of contamination.
Accordingly, on-board
two ships, the greater part of the. water was kept, not in casks but
in cases or tanks, which, though they were made of wood, on account
of strength, were lined

with metallic plates,

tured by Mr, Charles Wyatt,

of

of Bridge-street,

nation of tinned copper-sheets;

the

kind

under the

manufacdenomi-

and the junctures of the plates or

sheets were soldered together, so that the tightness of the cases
depended entirely on the lining, the water having no where access
to the wood. ~The shape of these cases was adapted to that of the

hold of the ship, some of them being made to fit close under the
-platform, by which means the quantity of water stowed was considerably greater than could have been stowed, in the same space, by

-means of casks; and thereby the stowage-room on-board ship, was
very much increased,
The quantity of water kept in this manner on-board each ship,

awas about forty tons divided into sixteen tanks; and there was
likewise, on-board each of the ships, about thirty tons stowed in

casks as usual.
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experie
As'the stowing the water in tanks was considered as an
in the
that
;
preference
in
used
was
casks
the
in
water
the
ment,
tanks being reserved for occasions of necessity, exvepting that a
ate
small quantity of it was used occasionally for the purposeiof
was deemed.
;

taining ifs purity, or whe the water in the casks
for use,
when compared with that in tanks, too bad

The water in thirteen
the tanks on-board the
taken from the source ;
one ship, the water was
casks. This difference,

posing that the water

of the tanks, on-board one ship, amd in all
other, was always as sweet as when. first
but in the other three of thé tanks, on-board
found to be more or less tainted as in the
however, is easily accounted for, by sup=

of these tanks was contaminated before it

was put into them; for in fact the whole of the water was bronght
tanks, and no
oneboard in casks, for the purpose of filling the
particular care was taken,

to taste

taking

the water at the time of

§
NES
eta
if/on board
on-board a
Afterthe water kept in this manner had remained
nt, it was
length of tinie which was deemed sufficient for experime
required;
used out, and the tanks were replenished as occasion
original
but in some of the tanks, on-board one ship at least, the
ive
water had remained three years and a half. About twenty-f

~

gallons of the water, which had remained this length of time in the —
ship, were sent to the Society,

of the same sort

in two vessels made

3

‘of tinned copper with which the tanks were lined.

A certificate from

Captain William Bolton, commander

of the

said vessel, dated Sheerness, 28th of June, 1800, accompanied this
letter, stating that the water delivered to the Society was taken
from a tank lolding about seven hundred gallons, and which his

predecessor, Captain Portlock, had informed him had been poured

into the tank in December 1796, except about thirty gallons added
in 1798, and had remained good during the whole time.
Ina letter, dated January 7, General Bentham also states, that

the water which had been preserved sweet on-board his Majesty's
sloops Arrow and Dart, was taken from the well at the king’s brew-

lying at or near

house, at Weevil, from whence ships- of war,
Portsmouth,

are usually

supplied

for

with water

3

ம

;

‘

their sea-store,

2

as well as for pressent use.”
-
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. In various sections of the present chapter, and particularly that
on Inundasions, we have seen the dry land occasionally encroached
upon to a very considerable extent by thenatural action of different seas or rivers. In other instances, aud particulerly in the section of
a preceding chapter, which treats of the formation of new islands,
we have seen the dry land make similar encroachments upon the
surrounding beds of water.
‘In this manner the houndaries of
organized life are alternately extending and diminishing; in the

former instance sometimes thrown up all of a-sudden by the dread
agency of volcanoes, and sometimes reared imperceptibly by thebusy agency of corals and madrepores.
Liverworts and mossez
first eover the bare and rugged surface, when nota vegetable or
any other kind is capable of subsisting there, they flourish, bear
fruit, and decay ; and the mould they produce forms an appropriate
aed for the higher order of plant-seeds which are floating uw the
‘breeze or swimming on the deep, Birds next alight on the new=
formed rock, and sow with interest the seeds-of the berries, or the

eggs of the worms

and insects on which they had fed, and whick

pass through them without injury. Thus the vegetable mould beeomes enriched with animal materials; and the whole surface is
_ progressively covered with herbage, shaded by forest trees, and rendeved a proper habitation for man and the domestic aninals that

"attend upow him.
_ «¢ The-tide that makes a desolating inuoad on one side of acoast
throws up vast masses of sand on the opposite.
seaemat weed, that will grow on no other soil,
fixes it, and prevents it from being washed back
Thus fresh lands are formed, fresh banks upraised,

The lygeum or
thrives here and
or blown away.
and the boister-

of other
ous sea repelled by its own agency, and there ate a variety

tendency to tix the
plants whose roots or ramifications have an equal
especially, as the
ggicksand, and produce the same effect; such,
Qed

Ors
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elymius arenarifis, arundo arenarius, triticum repens, and several Spee

cies of the willow
*.”
Mr, Anthony Tatlow,
ments

of Sir

Thomas

யார் copying some

Hyde

Page, Bart.

சம்மு

has ingeviousky

experi. ,
employed

the common furze for the same purpose; and by forming it into an.
extensive hedge, has made the sea produce a valuable and: regular
embankment

of its own

sand.

His

account of this ingeniou$ con-

trivance, as communicated (௦ the Board ofAgriculture 4, A D. 1800,
is as follows :—
« The

embankment

at the Museum,

against

the sea, that 1 mentioned

when Mur

்

is upon the estate of the Earl of Ashburnham, at

Pembrey, in the county of Carmarthen, whither his lordship sent
me upon his‘coal and other business, and with directions to see if I
could devise any method of preventing the sea from making further
incroachment upon his property, which it had been) doing for many.
years, and particularly in October 1795, had,broke in and covered

analy hundred acres, damaged the houses, buildings; stack.yards,
and gardens; and it was the general opinion, that a regular embankment must be formed, which would cost some thousand pounds, he
The view that J first took was upon
having several miles of coast.

a very windy day, and the shore an entire sand, which extended at
In xiding along, I perceived that any piece
Yow water many miles.
of wood, or accidental impediment to the course of the sand, raised
ahills it immediately occurred to me, that by making a hedge at
the weak and low places, with wings to catch the said as the
blew it in different directions, I should obtain the desired effect. ,
therefore directed stakes nine feet long to be cut, and drove one
foot and a half into the sand, at two feet and half distance from
each other ; betwixt which I had

furze

interwove,

yegular furze hedge seven feet and a half high,

so as to form

a

Of this, since last

June, I have done eleven hundred and thirty-seven yards;\ and in
- October last when I was there, a great deal of the hedge was coe
yered, and since that time Tam informed by letter, that a'great deal

more of it is so; and that the neighbouring inhabitants draw great
comfort.to themselves, from the security my furze embankment
* We are indebted for these remarks to the use of an unpublished Work of
# literary friend, well known to the world.
Hpirony
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gives them, as ifs present appearance plainly evinces, that at-a tri

fing expense,I can secure Lord Ashburnham’s estate from being
inundated; for, whenever the first hedge is not high enough to pre2

vent tlie sea overflowing, another may be built upon’ the sand formed

by that hedge, and so on in succession, till it is perfectly safe.”
Similar means have not only been eniployed to prevent encroachments from the sea; but in various instances to gain land from it.
It often happens, however, that the machinery must here be somewhat more complex,

and

intersected with drains and sluices.

One

of the simplest schemes of this kind which we have lately met with
is the following by the Rev. Bate Dudley, which we shall copy in

his own words, as communicated to the Society for the Encourage.
ment

of Arts,

Manufactures

and

Commerce,

and

for which he

received the gold medal.
* A tract of land, which I inclosed on thé same line of coast within
this parish about eleyen years ago, (for which I was then honoured
with the Society's gold medal) being already under a profitable
course of tillage, I was induced to undertake the present inclosure,
as a lessee of the Collegiate estate of St. Paul’s. The front line of
embaukment against the sea is nearly one mile in length, and, with
the returning banks on each wing to the old wall, forms an inelosure
of contents, as expressed in the certificate already in your posses.
sion. ‘Tne whole of the embankment is composed of earth alone,
borrowed frem the irregular salting land in the front, called chatts,
and taken at the limited distance of twelve feet from the base of
ihe uew

work,

to leave

a

sufficient foreland

for

its protection.

I

found, from experience, in my former embankment, that I had not

given it a sufficient angular declension in front, for an easy ascent
and descent of the waves.

the last work.

This

error

was

therefore

corrected in

I began it on a base of thirty-two feet, and wrought

it to the height of seven feet, leaving it a plane of five feet on the
top, and making the land-side of the embankment, as nearly per.
pendicular as the security of the base would allow.
« Within, on the land-side, is cut a ditch, twelve feet wide, five

feet deep, and four feet at bottom; the earth from which was
thrown into the mound, My former sea-embankment, in Bradwell
parish, had nearly given way to the great intindating tide of February 1792, from this erection of new earth being made on the
surface.
To guard against similar danger in the present work,2
2)
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apit deep trench’, six feet wide, was previously cut along the centre
of the whole line, on which the mound was to rest: this, by ade
mitling the new earth into an incorporate adhesion with the base

soil, renders a future separation almost impossible. Before this, the‘ :
rills’ had

qnain’

been filled and rammed,

to give these parts equal

,

;

solidity with the rest.

« The whole operation was performed by a gang of twelveseawallers, with barrows and planks only, at one pound ten ghillings the
marsii-red) of twenty fect, and perfectly inclosed in seven months:
but, it miust be observed, that the seil, composed of rich vegetable
matter, is without one particle of stone or gravel, and cuts with
an iron edged scoop-tool, so as to load the barrows with great
facility. “At each end of the front line is laid an outefall gutter, ot
sluice, through the whole embankment, five feet in width; by three

deep deep, clear in the fun; and another of smaller dimensions in
“The cori

the centre, fur discharging the land waters freely to sea.
struction

of these aqle{tcts

is too well

known

to require

farther

description here: probably, however, the little addition given to
those-erected on this occasion may be found of some use. Observing it often happen, that, either from accident or design, the out-

ward lid of the sea-sluices remained open, and admitted the tide to

thie great injury of the fresh waters within the

marshes,

I intro.

duced here a light fly-lid within the centre of each sluice, which is
out of reach, and yields to the slightest pressure of the water going
but shuts closely against that of the

out;

wardly the external flap.
foundation as can

tide,

when

it passes

in-

These sluices are laid upon as solid a
on such soils,

artificially be made

to prevent the

¢rabs, and other sea-fish, from undermining them, which must |
otherwise be the case. The frame and flooring are of fir, which
lies tinder water as durable as oak.
* The land thus jnelosed is partitioned into four nearly equal
pats, by new out-ditches, twelve feet wide, five deep, and four at
the Bottom, which, with small intersecting rills, from various parts,

give the whole a good drainage of its salts, on the fall of heavy
gains: and, by a course recently made from a distant brook, each
division of this land is now amply supplied with fresh water. Not
Jess'than eight hundred South-Down sheep, and from sixty to eighty

horses, ate almost constantly grazed, and even winter thereon
semarkably wellx The established opinion of the best farmers of
€

€

d
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the country was, that land, thus taken from the sea, would. not
grow corn under thirty yearsat least after their inclosure. But as

no experiment had been made, by which this fact could be clearly,
ascertained, as soon as I had shut out the sea from a part of it,
about six yaris square were immediately dug, and sown with horsebeans and oats, which, though the summer proved very dry, and
consequently unfavourable, produced of each a fair return of sound
good corm; and the last harvest the same spot being sown with

wheat, yieldetl an excellent crop. The next spring 1 mean to try
it with barley and turnips.
My first inclosed lands in. this parish

have produced two succeeding crops of fine oats, and are now ¥ gtOW=
ing a very promising breadth of rape for seed.
«It may here be remarked, that the lower oozy parts of the new
inclosure,

on

which

no

ரட்ட

ever

grew

before,

begin

to

be

coated with various grasses; and as the saline parts, die away in
other spots, for want of their natural moisture, fresh grasses replace
them, so that the whole is now nearly covered with grazing plants
of good quality, amongst which appear the different clovers, trefoit,
and rye-grass,

&c..

Hence!

conclude, but contrary to the general

opinion, that though all these grew artificially from seed sown, it
does not follow of necessity that they cannot be produced without.

I think that the natural operation of the sun and air, upon certain
soils will alone effect it; and my experience in lands taken from the
sea confirms very strongly this opinion.”

The construction of canals, reservoirs, locks, piers and quays, are
dependent upon the same principles, extended to a. more scientific
survey.
In this view the art of embankment, observes Dr. Young,
is a branch of architecture entirely dependent . on hydrostatical and
hydraulic principles,
In Holland, and in some parts of Germany,

this art is indispensable to the existence of large tracts of country;
and even in this island, it has been of extensive utility, in gaining
aud securing ground on the sea coast: The construction of canals, —
and the management of rivers and harbours, are also dependent on

the same principles ; and these important subjects have been discussed by various writers, in mauy copious treatises, expressly
devoted to hydraulic architecture,
When a bank or dike is to be constructed, it sei

be composed

of materials capable of resisting, by their weight, the effort of the
fluid to ovesturn them; by their latexal‘adhesion, the force tending

டு
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to thrust them aside horizontally; and by their density and

ப்
tena-

city, the penetration of the water into their substance. If the’
water be in motion, they must also be able to resist its friction,
without being carried away by it, and

they

must

in’

be afranged

such a form, as to be least liable to be undermined.

Por many of _

these reasons, the surface of the bank exposed to the water must
be inclined to the horizon: the line expressing the general direction

of the pressure of the water ought. to be confined entirely within
its substance, so that no force thus applied may be able to overturn
it as a whole; and this condition will always be fulfilled, when the
sides of the bank make an angle with each other not less thana

right angle.

The pressure acting on a bank thus inclined will also

tend to condense the materials,

and to increase

their

lateral

adhe.

sion, and the particles will become less liable to crumble away by
their weight,

than if the* surface

were

more

nearly vertical.

For

embankments opposed to the sea,.a bank mugh inclined has also
the additional advantage,of breaking the force of the waves very

effectually. An embankment of this kind is usually furnished with
drains, formed by wooden pipes or by brickwork, closed by falling
doors, or valves, which allow the water to flow out at low water,
but do not permit the tide to enter.

To prevent the penetration of

the water, clay is often used, either mixed with-gravel, or sunk in
a deep trench cut on each side of the canal or reservoir.
The greater or less velocity of a river must determine what substances are capable of withstanding its tendency to disturb them;

some are carried away bya velocity of a few inches in a second,
others remain at rest when the velocity amounts to several feet.
But in general, the velocity of a river is sufficient to produce

a

!

gradual transfer of the particles of its bed, which are shifted slowly
downwards, towards the sea, being occasionally deposited in those
parts where the water has least motion, and serving at last to form
the new land, which is always advancing into the sea, on each side
of the mouth of a large river,
It has been recommended, as a
good form for a navigable river or canal, to make the breadth of
the horizontal bottom one-fifth of that of the surface, and the depth
three-tenths.

if a eanalor a reservoir were confined by a perpendicular surface
of boards, and it were required to support it by asingle prop, the
prop should be placed at the distance of one-third of the whole

4
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height from the hottom; but it would be always more convenient
‘in practice te; fix the side of the reservoir at the bottom, than to
allow the whole pressure to be supported by the prop; and it might
“also Ue stfengthened by means of ribs, thicker below than above;
s0 assto produce an equal strength throughout, wherever the prop

might be placed: but if the side were formed of a single plank,
of tniform thickness, the strain would be-most equally divided by
placing the, prop very near the middle of its height.
:
The strength of the materials employed for flood-gates and sluices
requires to be determined according tothe principles, which are

usually laid down, in treatiug of the passive strength of substances
used for purposes siniply mechanical; but the calculations become
in this case much more intricate.
Thus, if we have a circular plate
or plank, of a uniform elastic substance, constituting the bottom
of a pipe or cistern, and simply supported at the circumference, @
very complicated calculation is sequired for determining the pros
portion of its strength to that of a square plate of the same
breadth, supported only at two opposite ends, since at each point

of the circular piece,

there

are two curvatures which require

to be considered.
The square plate will support a column of
fluid twice as heavy as the weight which would break it, if placed
at its centre;

and if the calculation be correct, a circular plate will

support a height of water nearly 16-7ths as great as a square plate,
But for ordinary purposes, it will be sufficient to consider the
strength as derived only from the resistance opposed to the flexure

in one direction, since the additional strength, obtained from the
lateral supports, may very properly be neglected, as only assisting
in affording that additional security which is always necessary, to

compensate for any accidental effects of the materials. It has been
asserted that the strength of a square plate is doubled when it is
supported ou both sides; but this appears to be a mistake.
We may, therefore, be contented with determining the strain on

the materials in that direction in which they afford the greatest
resistance, either from the shorter distance between the supports,
or by the disposition of the fibres; and it will be always most eli,

gible to combine these circumstances, so that the fibres of the wood

may be arranged in the direction of the shortest dimensions of the

sluice,

Ifa sluice be supported above and below only, the greatest

strain will be at the

distance

of about 3-7ths of its height from
>
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it is at this point that the greatest strength is்

required.
Butif the boards forming the sluice be fixed across it,
in horizontal directions, their strength must be greatest at ihe
:
ae
bottom.
carpentry
of
principles
the
flood-gates,
of
In the construction
must be applied in a manner nearly similar to that which serves for
‘The flood-gates, if
the determination of the best forms of roofs,
they are double, without a solid obstacle between thems must meet
at an angle: aud when this angle is very open, the thrust against
If, however,
“the walls or hinges must necessarily be very great.
be
the angle were too acute, the flood-gates would require to
lengthened, and in this case their strength would be far more
‘diminished

than that of a roof similarly elevated,

since the hydro.

static pressure acts always with full force in a perpendicular direc-

The thickness required for each

tion.

flood-gate may be deter.

4pined in the same manner as the*thickness of @ sluice.

Where a sluice-board‘of considerable dimensions is to be occas

sionally raised, it may be necessary .to ascertain the force
will be required for overcoming its friction ; this friction is
proportional to the whole pressure of the water, and may be
« with sufficient accuracy, in pounds, by multiplying the square
depth of the sluice,

Thus,

by ten.

in feet,

if the depth

which
nearly
found,
of the

be three

feet, the friction or adhesion will be about gO pounds for each foot
of the breadth.
«
Tf the side of a canal gives way, it issometimes of consequence

to prevent, as much as possible, the escape of the water.

For this

purpose it is usual to have doors or valves in various parts of the
canal, which, when the water is at rest, lie nearly flat at the bot.
tom;

but

when

it begins

to

run

over

them,

with a considerable

velocity, they are raised by its force, and put a stop to its motion.
The utility of fhe introduction of canals into a conimercial

d somé measure by the effect of the
country may be estimatein
same labour, employed in removing weights by land carriage and
by water.
‘Thus, a single horse can scarcely draw more than a ton

weight on the best road, but on a canal, the same horse can draw
a boat of 30 tons at the same rate.
The construction of piers and quays, and the management of:
harbours, are also important departments of hydraulic architecture;

it often happeus that besides the application of the general princi«
6

©
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ples of mechanics and hydrostatics to these purposes, the peculiar
circumstancesjof the case may indicate to an ingenious artist a mode
of performing the required work in an effectual and economicat’

mannef..

We may find a good example of such an arrangement, in

the account given, by Mr. Smeaton, of the method

which

he adopt-

ed for the improvement of the port of Ramsgate, and which indeed
resembles'some that had been before employed in similiar cases; by

forming a large excavation, which is furnished with flood-gates, and
is constantly filled at high water, he has procured a number of
artificial torrents, which escape through the sluices, and become
powerful agents for carrying away the matter deposited by the sea,

and tending to impede the navigation of the harbour,
[Communications

to the

Board of Agriculture.

Trans. of

the Society of Arts, &c. Young’s Nat, Phil. Bditor.
°
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SECTION XIII
in English fect, from the level of the Sea.

Tuts valuable comparative estimate we take.as laid down by
Dr. Young, from the measurements of Deluc, Shuckburgh, Roy,
Bouguer, and others.
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for the difference of the low water
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at the Nore and at Isleworth, taking

Lake of Geneva.....-......-

tide, adds one-third of this for the
mean height of the sea. At Hampton the Thames is thirteen feet and

Mount Vesuvius, base of ilie
ப 21
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Summit of Mont Cenis......
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Pic du Midi; Pyrenees......
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3472
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Pike of Teneriffe, Borda .... 11022
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- BenGloe

.

9997
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3980 ~ Pike of Teneriffe, old estimate 15084 |

Mount Vesuvius, mouth of the
டக
Ingleborough . .
Whernside .......- Deacearicls
Ben Nevis ..
.

e
14029)
8987
4050
4350

Pic Ruivo, iat
We
Summit of Mount Jura......

கரக
5523

Hecla ....

கஜ

Pic d’Ossano, Pyrenees ....
Aiguille d’Argentiére . ....
Ophirin Sumatra, Marsdem..
Monte Rosa, Alps......... Summitof Mgnt Blane
....

11700
18402
13842
15084
15669

தேர்க, பன் eeearess
ஏப்ப...

19290
19595

” Pichincha ...... ட? '. 15610

Tt may be observed with respect to General Roy’s
the mean height of the sea, that it does not appear
or even in narrow seas, we ought to add one-third of
the tides only to that of low water; in order to find

calculation of
that in rivers;
the height of
the level; for

it is probable that even the original tides may often resemble those
of lakes, where, for want of breadths, the effects of a spheroidical

tide cannot take place, and the elevation and depression are very
nearly equal.
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SECTION

General

1,

Propositions.

A FLUID is a body, the particles of which, when they are left
to themselves, are all in equilibrio, or are ready to move upon the
smallest force being applied to any of them.
All the particles of
fluids gravitate as well as those of solids, A perfect fluid ought to.
have no viscosity; but among liquid bodies we are acquainted with
none that are entirely firte from thistproperty.
The following propositions comprehend the priaciples of hydrostatics,
The word .
fluidis used in most of them, instead of Ziguid, because several of

these propositions apply to aérial fluids as well as liquids; and stating such, generally, will save us some repetition hereafter.
1. The surface of every fluid when at rest is horizontal, or ற:
pendicular to the direction of gravity.
It will at once be perceived, that when the extent of surface of the fluid is considerable,
instead of being flat it will assume perceptibly the form of the segs
ment of a sphere.
For example, if a pond extends two miles
every way, it can be shewn that the centre is eight inches higher

than the sides.

‘The quantity of curvature increases as the square

of the arches described.
Hence in levelling, a correction is necessary for this curvature, and it is usually made in this way: If D
he the distance in miles, two-thirds of p* is equal to the correction
an feet.

2, Fhe fluid in a vessel being at rest, and subjected to the sole
to the same pres.
action of gravity, every particle of it is subjected
sure every way: and the pressure is equal to the perpendicular coe
lumn of water

above the particle.

3. The pressure of water upon the sides of the vessel is equal to
the greatest height of the water, without any regard to the extent
of its. upper surface. This is what is usually called the bydrostatical
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because, in consequence of it, 2 very small qin tify

paradox;

to produce all the effects of a very. ஜூல்

be made

may

of water

upon ‘this
weight, Mfr. Bramah’s very ingenious press is fdynded
be eqyats
vessel
a
of
bottom
and
side
the
If
fluids.
of
property
then the pressure on the bottom is twice

great as om

as

"just balance the pressure of the water,

the

sides,

a wall, % is obvig’
must 06 vreater.
to withstand. If
dife water, it will

by
Hence, if we wish to inclose a pond of water
bottom
the
at
wall
the
of
thickness
the
that
ous
pressure
thanat the top, asit hasa much greater
the wall at the bottom be 2ths of the height of

A secure wall would

re.

é

quire to be thicker.
a portion of its own
4, When a body floats in water, it loses
which it displaces. ~The
weicht, just equal to that of the water
the

entirely under
‘same proposition holds if the body be plunged
is just equal to
displaced
water
of
bulk
the

~ ‘surface; in which case
the bulk of the body immersed.

This principle

he founded

and

by Archimedes,

was first observed

on it the’method

of ascertaining

.
at present practised, Let w be
the specific gravity of bodies, as
weight when immersed in wathe weight of any body in air, w’ its
equal to the balk of the
water
the
of
weight
the
is
w—w’
ter, then
ops

body, Let

>

ட

q

c
1 be the specific gravily of water, and s the specifi

gravity of w, then we

w
——,,

lave 1: st: w—W':

w;

which gives uss==

:
As the weight of water va=

3
:
j
the specific gravity required.

gravilies at the
ries with the temperature, itis usual to take specific
:
:
60°.
of
temperature
5. When a body floats in water it affects

and this position

is such,

that

line

the

a particular

which

joius

position,

the centre

of

immersed part,
gravity of the body and the centre of gravity of the

such
is always vertical, Hence a body floating in water may have
in any poa form 28 to have no stability, but to float indifferently
* sition whatever.

ly
The form must be such, thatthe centre ofegravi

position, what.
of the iminersed part always retains the very same
This is obviously the case.
ever part of the body is under water.

with a sphere: ora body

floating iu water may have a great deal

of stability or tendency to return to a particular position : Orit may
Hiaye’a particular position which it prefers, but from which it is yery

easily driven. Stability is obviously an important requisite in shipbuilding. Now the lower the ceitre of gravity of a ship is below
©
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ட deck, the greater its stability ; but if it be too low, the ship
relugps; to the vertical position with such கவடு as to endanger the
masts *.
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Motion and Resistance of Fluide.
Hownve f satisfactory the general principles of motion may be,
when applied t® the action of bodies on each other, in all those cire

cumstances which are usually included in that branch of natural
philosophy called mechanics, yet the application
of the same prine
ciples in the investigation of the motions of fluids, and their actions
on other bodies, is subject to great uncertainty. That the different
. kinds of airs are constituted of particles endued with repulsive
powers, is manifest from their expansion when, the force with which

they are compressed is removed,

‘The particles being kept at a

distance by their mutuel repulsion, il is easy to conceive that they
may move very freely among each other, and that this motion may

take place in all directions, each particle exerting its repulsive power
equally on all sides. Thus far we are acquainted with the constitution of these fluids; but with what absolute degree of facility the
particles move, and how this may be effected under different de.
grees of compression, are circumstances! of which we are ae
ignorant.

In respect to those fluids which are denominated liquids, we are
still less acquainted with their nature.
If we suppose their par.
ticles to be in contact, it is extremely difficult to conceive how they
can move among each other with such extreme facility, and produce

effects in directions opposite to the impressed force without any sen=
sible loss of motion. ‘To account for this, the particles are supposed to be perfectly smooth

and

spherical.

If we were to admit

this supposition, it would yet remain to be proved how this would
solve all the phenomena, for it is by no means self-evident that it
would.
If the particles be not in contact, they must be kept at a
distance by some repulsive’ power.
But it is manifest that these
, particles attract each other, from the drops of all perfect liquids
# There are two

excellent

ships, by Mr, Atwood.

lexxviil,

p- 201.

papers

Phil. Trans.

in the Transactions
1796,

Vol.

.
2 (ல

on the stability of

Ixxxvi- p. 46;

and 1798, vol.
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alfecting fo form themselves into spheres. — We must ‘therefore ad.
mit in this case both powers, and that where one power ends the
other begin, agreeably to Sir Isaac Newton's* idka of what takes
place, not only in respect to the constituent particles of bodies, bet
to the bodies themselves. The incompressibility of liquids (for}
Know no decisive experiments which have proved them té& be come.
pressible) seems most to favour the former supposition, unless we

admit, in the latter hypothesis, ‘that the repulsive force is greater

tlian any human power which can be applied. The expansion of wa.
two
_ter by heat, and the possibility of actually conyerting it into
seem
permanently elastic fluids, according to some late experiments,

to prove that a repulsive power exists between the particles; for itis
hard to conceive that heat can actually create any such new powers,

or that it can of itself produce any such effects.
tainties respectiug

the constitution

All these uncer. ”

of fluids must render the con-

clusions deduced frem*any theory subject to considerable errors,

except that which is founded 6n such experiments as include in them

the consequences of all those principles which are liable to any de,
gree of uncertainty.
்
- A fluid being composed of an indefinite number of corpuscles, we
must consider its action,

either as the joint action of all the cor-

puscles, estimated as so many distinet bodies, or we must consider
the action of the whole as a mass, or as one body. In the former |
case, the motion of the particles being subject to no regularity, or
‘at least to vone

that can

be discovered by any experiments, it Is

impossible from this consideration to compute the effects; for no
calculation of effects can be applied when produced by causes which
are subject to no law. And in the latter case, the effects of the
action of one body on another differ so much, in many respects,
from what would be ils action as a solid body, that a computation of
its effects can by no means be deduced from the same principles. In
mechanics, no equilibrium can take place between two bodies of dif.
ferent weighs, unless the lighter acts at some mechanical advantage ;
but in hydrostatics, a very small weight of fluid may, without its
acting at any mechanical advantage whatever, be made to balance
a weight of any magnitude. In mechanics, bodies act only in the
direction of gravity; but the property which fluids have of acting
* See his Optics, Que. 31i—Orig.
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equally in all directions, produces effects of such an extraordinary
nature as to sirpass the power of investigation, The indefinitely

small corpuscles of which a fluid is composed, probably possess the
esame powers, and would be subject to the same laws of motion, as
bodies of finite magnitude, could any two of them act on each other
by confact; but this is a circumstance which certainly never takes

~

place in any of the aérial fluids, aud probably not in any liquids.
Under the circumstances, therefore, of an indefinite number of bos
dies acting on each other by repulsive powers, or by absolute con=
_ tact, under the uncertainty of the friction which may take place,
and of what variation of effects may be produced under different

degrees of compression, it is no wonder that our theory and experiments should be so often found to disagree,
Sirlsaac Newton seems to have been well dware of all these diff.
culties, and therefore in his Principia he has deduced his laws of
resistance, and the principles on which the times of emptying vessels

are founded, entirely from experiment, He was too cautious totrust to theory alone, under all the uncertainties to which he appears
to have been sensible it must be
part of that great work, deduced
and applied them to the solution
fore been attempted; but when

subject.
He had, in a preceding
the general principles of motion,
of problems which had never be.
he came to treat of fluids, he saw

it was necessary to establish his prineiples on experiments ; priu=
ciples not indeed mathematically true, like his general principles
of
motion before delivered, but, under certain’ limitations, sufficiently
accurate for all practical purposes.
:

The principle to be established in order to determine the time of
emptying a vessel through an orifice at the bottom, is the relation
between the velocity of a fluid at the orifice and the altitude of the
fluid above it. Most writers on this subject haye considered the
column

of f{lnid over the orifice as the expelling force;

whence some

have deduced the velocity at the orifice to be that which a body
would acquire in falling down the whole depth of the fluid; and
others that acquired in falling through half the depth, without any
regard to the magnitude of the orifice; whereas it 1s manifest from
experiment, that the velocity at the ofifice, the depth of the fluid
being the samé, depends on the proportion which the magnitude
of the orifice bears to the magnitude of the bottom

of the vessel,

supposing, for instance, the vessel to be a cylinder standing on its

DG a)

:

«
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base; and inall cases the velocity, ceteris parib (2, will depend os
the ratio between the magnitude of the orifice and that of the surface

of the fluid, Conclusions thus contrary to matter of fact show, either
that the principle assumed is not true, or that the deductions from it

are not applicable to the present case.

The most celebrated theories

on this subject are those of D. Bernouilli and M. D’Alembert;

the

former deduced his conclusions from the principle of the conserva.
tio virtum vévarum, or as he calls it, the eguaditas inter descensum
actualem

ascensumque

potentialem,

where,

by

the

descensus

actualis he means the actual descent of the centre of gravity, and
. by the ascensus potentialis, he means the ascent of the centre of
gravity, if the fluid which flows out could have its motion directed
upwards; and the latter from the principle of the equilibrium
of the fluid. This principle of M. D’Alembert leads immediately
to that assumed by D. “Bernopilli, and consequently they both de»
duce the same fluxipual equation, the fuent of which expresses the

relation between the velocily of the fluid at the orifice, and the per.
pendicular altitude of the fluid above it. How far the principles
here assunied can be applied in our reasoning on fluids, can only be
determined by comparing the conclusions deduced from them with
experiments.
In order to determine whether there was any pressure of the fluid
against the sides of the pipes as it passed tlirough in all their different situations, some small holes were pierced in them at different
parts. In the cylindrical pipes, and those inthe form of increasing
cones, the fluid passed by the holes without being projected out, or

without having the least tendency to issue through them; but in
the decreasing cones the fluid spouted out at the holes. In the
former cases therefore there was no pressure against the sides of the
pipes, but in the latter case there was.

In respect to the motion of the fluid through any of the pipes, I
found no difference whether I stopped the pipe at the end of the
' tube which enters into the vessel, in which case the motion

began

when the tubes were empty, or whether at the other end, in which
case they were full at the commencement of the motion.
That the
fluid should flow into the pipe faster-than it would through an ori-

fice, may probably, in part at least, be owing to the adhesion of
the fluid to the pipe, and he thus explained. Though the horizon6

«
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talmotion of the fluid towards the orifice accelerates. the velocity

after it escaps$ from the vessel by contracting the stream,
yet it
“Mnust diminish the yelocity at the orifice; that is, if the same per~ pendicular‘motion were to take place without the horizontal mo-

tion, thé fluid would flow out faster ;.for as any motion in a fluid
is immediately communicated in every direction, the horizontal moe

tion will prosuce a motion

the descent of the fluid,

upwards, and in some degree obstruct

If therefore this horizontal motion could

be taken away, or any how diminished, the fluid would
flow out with

a greater velocity.
Now ifa pipe be fixed, the fluid at the bottom
of the vessel flowing towards the orifice will, by its adherence to
the
vessel, continue to adhere to the sides of the pipe 4s soon as it ars
rives there, and by this means almost all the horizontal motion will
be destroyed, and converted into a perpendicular motion; for the
horizontal motion arises principally from the Auid which flows from
aud very near fo the bottom, wheré the whole motion is very nearly.
in that direction.
This motion therefore being thus nearly de-

stroyed, the fluid will be less interrupted at the orifice, and couse-

quently will flow out with a greater velocity.
But why the velocity
should also be increased either by increasing the length of the pipe,
or making it an increasing cone, under certain limitations, is a cire
cumstance which, I confess, I can give no satisfactory reason for.
The above-mentioned experinients were made principally with a
yiew to ascertain how far the theory of the motion of fluids canbe

. applied; and the inquiry has led to several circumstances which
probably bave not been observed before, That the theory is not
applicable in all cases, is manifest ; but that it brings out conclusions
in many instances which agree very well with experiment, is undoubtedly true. This tends to show, cither that the common prin-

ciples of motion

is accidental;

cannot be applied

or that under

certain

to fiuids, and that the agreement

circumstances and restrictions

the application is just. Which of these is the case, is not perhaps
easy for the mind to satisfy itself about. Nothing however which is
here said, is done with any view to detract from the merit of those
celebrated authors. They have manifested nncommon penetration,
and carried their inquiries on the subject to an extent, that nothing

Sarther can be hoped for or expected; and if they had done no. _
thing else in science,
ள்

this-alone
>

would
204

have ranked them among
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x On the Frictéon and Felocity of Currents.
THE effects of friction is particularly exemplified by the motions
of rivers, in which almost the whole force of gravity is employed in
overcoming it. When the inclinations and dimensions of a river
continue uniform, the velocity is also every where equal ; for other.

wise the depth would become unequal: here, therefore, the force.
of gravitation must be an exact counterpoise to the resistance whieh

is to be overcome,

in order that the water may flow with its actual

velocity; this velocity having been originally derived from the effect
of a greater inclination near the origin of the river.
When tle
river is thus proceeding, with an equable motion, it-is said to bé in

train ; and it is obvious that no increase of ifs length will produce
any alteration in its velocity. There is, therefore, a very material
difference between the course of a river, and the descent of a body,
with an accelerated motion, along an inclined surface.

For when a

solid body is placed on an inclined plane, the force of friction is
either great enough to overpower its relative weight, and to retain —
it at rest, or else the friction is constantly less than the gravitation,

and the motion is always accelerated. But the resistance to the
motions of fluids arises principally from different causes ; not from
the tenacity of the fluids, which, where it exists, is a force nearly
uniform, like that of friction, but principally from the irregular motions and mutual collisions of their particles; and in this case, aca

cording to the laws of mechanics, it must vary nearly in proportion
to the square of the velocity. For when a body is moving ina line.
of-a certain curvature,

the centrifugal force is always as the square

of the velocity; and the particles of water in contact with thesides
and bottom of ariver or pipe, must be deflected, in consequence of
‘the minute irregularities of the surfaces on which they slide, into
nearly the same curvilinear paths, whatever their velocity may be, so
that the resistance, which is in great measure occasioned by this

centrifugal force, must also vary as the square of the velocity.
Thus also the curvature assumed by the outline of a stream of wae
©
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fer issuing from~a simple orifice, which constitutes the contraction
already deseribed, is very nearly the same, whatever the velocit
may be:

nor does the friction increase with: the pressure, as is He.

monstrated by an experiment of Professor Robison on the oscilla.
tion of a fluid through a bent tube, terminated by two bulbs whic
were performed

in the same

time,

whether the tube was ic

hori-

zontal or 10௨ vertical position. Mr. Coulomb has also proved the
same fact by experiments on the vibrations of bodies immersed in
fluids, and suspended by twisted wires; he finds that precisely at
the surface, the friction is somewhat greater than at any depth be.
Jow it: he also considers a certain part of the friction as simply
proportional to the velocity, and a small portion only, in common

fluids, as perfectly independent of it.
It is obvious that wherever the friction varies as the square of the
‘
Bias
டக
:

. velocity, or even when

it increases in any degree with the velocity,

there must always be a limit, which the velpeity can never exceed,
by means

of any constant force, and this limit must be the velocity

at which the resistance would become equal to the force. It is for
this reason that a light body, descending through the air, soon ac-

quires a velocity nearly uniform ; and if it be caused, by any external force, to moye fora time more rapidly, it will again be speedily
retarded, util its velocity be restored very nearly to its original
state.

In

the

same

manner

the

weight of

the water in

a river,

which has once acquired a stationary velocity, is wholly employed

in overcoming
the friction produced by the bottom and the banks.
From considering the effect of the magnitude of the surface exposed to the friction of the water, in comparison with the whole
quantity contained in the river, together with the degree in which
the river is inclined to the horizon, we may determine, by following
the methods adopted by Mr. Buat, the velocity of any river of which

we know the dimensions and the inclination, Supposing the whole
«quantity of water to be spread on a horizontal surface, equal in exs
tent to the bottom and sides of the river,

the height, at which it

would stand, is called the hydraulic mean depth; and it may be
shown that the square of the velocity must be jointly proportional
to the hydraulic mean depth, and to the fall in a given length.

If

we measure the inclination by the fall in 2800 yards, the square of
the velocity in a second will be nearly equal to the product of this
fall multiplied by the hydraulic mean depth. - For example, in the
>
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Ganges, and in some other great rivers, the mean depth being about:

30 feet, and tlfe fall four inches in a mile, the fall in 2600 இட்்
be about 62 inches, which, multiplied by 360 inches, gives 29%
inches for thre square of the mean velocity, and 485 mches,or an
three
four feet for the wean velocity in a second, that is, not quite

ramiles an hour, which is the usual velocity of rivers moderately
‘pid. “If, however, great precision were required in ts determina.

tion, some further corrections would be necessary, on account of
the deviation of the resistance from the exact proportion of the

squares of the velocities: sivce the friction, as we have already seen,

+does not increase quite 80 fast as this.
It is obvious that the friction of a fluid, moving on the surface of
asolid alone, would not produce any material retardation of its
motion,
moving

if the particles.of the fluid themselves were capable of
on each other, without the least resistance 5s for in this casea

small portion of the fluid, in immediate coutact with the solid, might
over
yemain at rest, and the remaining mass of the fluid might slide
It appears, however, that the
this portion withont any retardation.
600...
water in contact with.the bottom of a river moves with a very

siderable velocity,

and the water next above this only a little faster,
as we ascent towards

so that the velocity increases almost uniformly

tle surface.

It follows, therefore, that the resistance must be much

greater where the particles of water slide on each other, than where
they glide #long the sutface of a solid.

This internal fnction ope-

yates gradually thronghout the water; the surface being retarded hy

the particles immediately below it, those particles by the next inferior stratum, and each stratum being actuated, besides its own relative weight, by the friction of the water above, tending to draw
it forwards, and by that of the water below, tending still more to
retard

it; the

retardation

wards, in such a manner

lative weight

being

communicated,

as to be every where

from

equivalent

of the water above the part considered.

from observation, that when
in English inches,

we may

we have determined

below
to

It appears

the mean

find the superficial velocity,

up-

the revelocity

very nearly,

by adding to it its square root, and the velocity at bottom, by sub.
fraeting from it the same number; thns the square root of 484
being neatly.7, the superficial velocity of the Ganges will be about
55 inches, or 4 feet 7 inches in a second, and the velocity at the

bottom 412.

There are, however, frequent irregularies in the pro.

:
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portions of the velocities at different depths, and it has sometimes
been observéd, perhaps on account of the resistance of the air, that
"+ the velocity is a little less, immediately at the surface, than a few
inches below it.
;

;

For similar reasons, the velocity of a river is also generally greater

iwetie middle than at the sides; and the motion of the particles in
the middle must be retarded, not only by those which are below
them, but also by those on each side, while these,

are dragged-on by the water in the middle:
therefore,

to draw

the

without lowering the
a degree as to make
tendency to approach
why the surface of
slightly convex, or a

sides

towards

on the contrary,

the middle parts tend,

them,

whicl: they cannot do,

surface of the fluid next to
the difference of level an
the middle.
This appears
a large river may generally
little elevated in the middle.

the banks, in such
equivalent to this
to be the reason,
be observed to be
;
}

The course of a river is sometimes interrupted by a were or a
fall, natural or artificial;

in such cases the velocity may be calcu-

lated in the same manner as when a fluid is discharged from a reservoir through an aperture of considerable
whole section of

the were

to

be

such

an

height:
aperture,

supposing the
ina vessel

so

much higher, that the velocity.ofa fluid issuing from it at the upper part of the aperture would be precisely equal to the actual
velocity of the river. The extent of the swell caused by a were, or
by any partial elevation thrown across thé hed of a river, may also
be found by first determining the height at which the surface must
stand immediately above the were, and then calculating the inclina-

tion of the surface which will be required for producing tbe actual
velocity, in the river:thus made deeper; which of course will determine the situation
were;

of the surface where

and this surface,

which

is

more

the water approaches the _
nearly horizontal than the

general surface of the river, will be so joined to it as-to have a cure.
vature nearly uniform throughout.

- It appears from calculations of the effects of various changes in

the dimensions

of rivers,

as well as from

immediate observation,

that a considerable diminution of the breadth of a river at a particular place, will often produce but a small elevation of its surface.
The velocity, however, may sometimes be considerably increased by
such a change, and where the bottom is of a loose nature, its pars

_
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ticles may be carried away by means of the increased Xelocity, ané
;
ர
்
the bed Of the fiver may be deepened.
Where a river bends in a considerable degree, it is generally re_*
marked that the velocity of the water is greater near the concave
than the convex side of the flexure, that is, at the greatest distance
froin the centre of its curvature. ‘This effect ts probably occasidned
by the centrifugal

force,

which accumulates

the water on that side;

0 that the banks are undermined, and the channel is deepened by
Some authors have been led to expect that the velocity
its friction.
would be greater nearest to the

bank,

convex

because

the inclina-

little greater there = but the effect of
tion of the surface must bea
the accelerating force, in any sliort distance, is inconsiderable,
Tt may
and itis more than compensated by the want of depth,

easily be understood, that all angles and flexures must diminish the

general velocity of the river’s mojion, and the mere as‘they are
ல்
the more abrupt.
Tt bas sometimes been imagined, that because the presstre of

fluids is propagated equally in all directions, their motions ought
also to diverge ina similar manner; but this opinion is by uo means
well founded, even with respect to those particles which receive their
motions in an unlimited reservoir from the impulse of a stream»
whieh enters it, An experiment, which sets this fact in a clear
point of view, was made long ago by Hauksbee. He produced
a very rapid current of air, by means of a vessel, into which
three or four times as much air as it naturally contained had been
condensed by means of a syringe, and causing the current to pass
through a small box, in which the bason of a barometer was placed,
the mereury was depressed more than two inches in consequence
of the rarefaction which the current

produced

in the

air

of the

box.
Professor Venturi has also made several experiments of a similar
nature on the motion of water: he observes that not only the water
in contact with a stream is drawn along by it, but that the air in

the neighbourhood of a jet is also made to partake of its motion,
When the mouth ofa pipe, through which a stream of water is discharged, is introduced into a vessel a little below the surface of thie

water which it contains, and is allowed to escape by ascending an
inclined surface placed opposite to the pipe, and leading over the
0

:
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ade of the vessel, ‘the stream hot only ascends this surface without
Jeaving any portion of itself behind, but carries. ‘also with it the
whole of the'water of the vessel, until its surface becomes level with
, the lowest part of the stream.

| The effect of a jet of water, in drawing towards it a current of
- air, i$ in some measure illustrated by an experiment which is often
exhibited among the amusements of hydraulics. A ball of cork, or
even an egg, being placed in the middle of a jet, which throws upa
pretty larg® stream to a moderate height, the ball, instead of falling
or being thrown off, as it might naturally have been expected to
do, remains nearly either stationary, or playing up and down, as

long as the experiment is continued.

Besides’ the current of air

which Venturi has noticed, and which tends to support the ball in a
stable equilibrium, the adhesion of the water, combined with its

centrifugal force in turning round the ball, assists in drawing it
back, when it has declined alittle on either side, so that the stream
has been principally in contact With the other side. A similar effect
may be observed in the motions of the air only, as Dr. Young has
’ shown by some experiments of whicli an account is published in the

Philosophical Transactions. Thus, if we bend a long plate of metal
‘into the form of the letter S, and suspend it in the middle by a thread,
so that it may move

freely on

its centre, and if we then blow on its

conyex surface with a tube directed obliquely towards the extres
mity, instead of retreating before the blast, it will on the contrary
appear

to be attracted; the pressure of ‘the atmosphere being di-

minished

by the centrifugal foree of the current, which glides along

the convex surface,

because it finds a readier passage in the neigh-

bourhood of the solid, towards which it is urged by the impulse of
the particles of the air approaching it on one side, and by the defect of pressure on the other side, occasioned by the removal of a
certain portion of the air which it carries with it.

. From considerations similar to those by which the velocity of a
river is determined, we may calculate the quantity of water dis.
charged from: a pipe of any given dimensions, and in any position,
Phe same expressions will serve for estimating the magnitude of the
friction in both cases5 the pipe being considered as a small river,
of which the mean depth is one-fourth of its diameter : : but a part

only of the force of gravity is now expended i in, overcoming the
friction,

the rest being employed in peodncinig the momentum
2

of

(
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of the water.

«

We may obtain a sufficiently accurate determination

of the yelocity, by supposing the height of the reservoir above the.
orifice of the pipe to be diminished in the same propUption as the

diameter of the pipe would be increased by adding to it one-fiftieth
part of the length, and finding the whole velocity corresponding
to four-fifths of this height. Thus, if the diameter of the “pipe
were one inch, and its length

inches,

100

we

must

tx

suppose

effective height to be reduced to one-third by the friction, and the
discharge must be calculated from a height four-fifths Qs great as
this, which may be considered as
terference of the particles, entering
tions. If the dianieter of the pipe
must only have been supposed to
friction;

such a pipe would,

a reduc ion derived from the in«
the pipe, with each other's mohad been two inches, the height
be reduced to one-half by the

therefore,

discharge

about

five

times

as much water as the former, although of only twice the diameter ;
and this circumstance requires the attention of all those who are
concerned iu regulating the distribution of watér by pipes for do. -

mestic use, or for any otlier purpose.
In such cases it becomes also frequently necessary to attend to
the angle in which a small pipe is inserted into a larger; whenever a
pipe is bent, there is aloss of force according

to the degree of flex-

ure, and to the velocity of the water, which may be calculated, if it.
be required; but ifa pipe be fixed into another through which the
water is moving very rapidly, in a direction contrary to that of the
stream, its discharge will‘not only be muclr smaller than if the dis
rections more nearly coincided, but sometimes such a pipe will dis.

eharge nothing at all; on the contrary, like the air in Hauksbee’s
experiment,

the water which

it contains may be dragged after the

stream in the larger pipe.
்

்
{ Young’s Nat. Phil.]
SECTION

IV.

On Siphons and Jets of Water.
Ir is very well known that the general weight and pressure of the
atmosphere upon liquids is capable of throwing them up into tubes

of a considerable height, one of whose extremilies is immersed in
the reservoir of the liquid made use of for this purpose, and the
other constitutiug an exhausted receiver oryacuum. Liquids, how
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hence athe weight

and

pressure of the atmosphere cannot raise them all foan equa! height.
Thus quicksitver will ascend in au exhaused tube te. the height of

,about thirty

inches on the level of the sea, though as the air is

lighter*or perhaps less elastic at some times than at others, the
_ heiglit of the column will vary between the limits of 27 and 31
_heshes: and we hence obtain the useful and well known instrument
denomisated a barometer, concerning which we shall have occasion
to speak mire at large hereafter. From the greater levity of water,
a column of this liquid may be sustained in the tube or pipe of a
pump toa height of from’30 to 35 feet, the pipe, by means of its
valve or sucker, possessing a vacuum on its upper extremity like
that of the uppér extremity of the barometrical tube,
It is from this curious fact that we are able, without வாற addi.
tional machiiery, to have the water conyeyed by pipes supplied
from a reservoir or fountain of equal elevation to the upper stories

of our houses whose height does ‘hot exceed from thirty to thirty.
five feet.
And hence the origin of natural or artificial jets
jets of water or spouting fountains; the jet being supplied
elevated head or reservoir by means of artificial tubes or
channels or conductors,
These tubes or conductors,

eaux,
from an
naturak
whether

natural or artificial, are sometimes bent, and are then called siphons,

and according to the nature and complexity of the curvature, pro=
duce a variety of striking and amusiug phenomena.
=
:
When a siphou, or beut tube, observes Dr.Young, is filled with
a fluid, and its extremities are immersed in fluids of the sane kind,
contained in different vessels, if both their surfaces are on the same
level, the whole remains at rest; but if otherwise, the longer
column in tle siphon preponderates, and tlie pressure of the at.

mosphere forces up the fluid from the higher vessel, uatil the equilibrium is restored; provided, hewever, that this pressure be suflie
ciently powerful: for if the height of the tube were more than 34
feet for water, or than: thirty inches

for mercury,

the préssure

of

ile atmosphere would be incapable of forcing up the fluid to its
highest part, and this part remaining empty, the fluid cou:d ny
longer continue to run.

If the lower vessel be allowed to empty itself, the siphon will

continue running

as long as it is supplied from the upper, with a

velocity nearly correspon.ling to the height of that portion of the
¥

~

6
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fluid in the longer leg, which is not counterbalanced by the fluid in
the shorter; that is, to the height of the surface of the upper
-%essel above that of the lower one, or above the end‘of the siphon,

when it is no longer immersed; for the height of the pipe is in al} 6
as constituting a part of that heigift which
cases to be considered

produces the pressure. “Thus the discharge of a pipe, descénding<
from the side or bottom of a vessel, is nearly the same

as froma

“ similar horizontal pipe, inserted intoa reservoir of the whole height
of the descending pipe and of the fluid above it; and’ this is true
even when the depth of the vessel is inconsiderable, in comparison
with the length of the pipe, if its capacity is sufficient to keep the
pipe running full. It appears at first sight extremely paradoxical,
that the whole water discharged, each particle of which is subjected

to the action of gravitation in a pipe 16 feet long, for halfa second
only, should acquire the velocity of 32

feet in a second, which

would require, in commor circumstances, the action of the same
force of gravitation for a whole Second, and this fact may be con.
sidered as favourable to the opinion of those, who wish to estimate
the magnitude of a force, rather by the space through which it is
continued, than by the time during which it acts; but if we attend

to the nature of hydrostatical pressure, we shall find that the effect
of the column on the atmosphere is such, as to produce, or to
develope, a portion of accelerating foree which is actually greater
than the weight of the particles immediately concerned, If adoubt
could be entertained of ‘the truth of this theory, it might easily be

removed by recurring to the general law of ascending force, since ©

it follows from that law, that each particle, which descends in any
manner. through the space of 16 feet, must acquire, either for itself
or some other particles, a power of ascending to the same height; -

and on the other haud, the event of the experiment confirms the
general law. For if we fix a shallow funnel on a vertical pipe, and

pour water into it, so as to keep it constantly full, while the pipe

discharges itself into a reservoir, out of which the water runs
through a second pipe, placed horizontally, of exactly the same
dimensions with the first, the height, at which the water in the
reservoir becomes stationary, will
be very nearly equal to the height
of the funnel above its surface, so that the same height produces
Pee
the same velocity in both cases.
We may understand the action of the forces immediately cons
6

.

\
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cerned in this experiment, by attending to the mutuaFeffects of the
water and of the atinosphere,
‘The water entering the orifice must
. lnmediately acquire a-velocity equal to that of the whole water in
the pipea ¢lherwise there would be a yacuum in the upper part of
the pipe, which the pressure of the atmosphere will not permit;
ang this pressure, considered as a hydrostatic force, is equal io that
which would be derived in any other way from a column of the
same height with the pipe, since the weight of ihe water in the pipe
is wholly employed in diminishing the countetpressure of the atmosphere below, not only in the beginning, when it is at rest, but |
also while il is in motion; for that motion being uniform through:

ont its descent, the power of gravitation is expended in producing
pressure only; so that the pressure of the atmosphere on the water
in the funnel -becomes completely analogous to the pressure of a

reservoir of water, of the same height witl the pipe. ~ The cireamstance, which causes the appeaxaneg of paradox in this experiment,
exists also

in the simplest case of the

discharge

of water;

for it

may be shown, that the portion of accelerating force actually employed in generating the velocity with which a stream is discharged
through a small orifice, is twice as great as the pressure of the fluid
on a part of the vessel equal in extent to the orifice; and in the
same manner the quantity of force exerted by the atmosphere on
the water in the funnel,

as well as that with which

the

descending

fluid impels the air below, is equal to twice the weight in the quan-

tity existing at any time in the pipe.
There is, however, a limit, which the mean velocity in such a
pipe can never exceed, and which is derived from the magnitude of

the pressure of the aimiosphere.

For the water cannot enter the

pipe with a greater velocity than that.with which it would enter an
exhausted pipe, and which is produced by the whole pressure of the
atmospliere; and this pressure being equivalent to that of a column

of water $4 feet high, the velocity derived from it is about 47 feet
ina second: so that if the vertical pipe were more than 34 feet
long, there would be a vacuum in a part of it near the funnel.
Wherever a pipe of considerable length descends from a funnel,

if the supply of the fluid be scanty, and especially if it approach
the orifice obliquely, the pressure of the atmosphere, and the cen.
trifugal force of the particles which must necessarily revolve round
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the orifice, will unite in producing a vacuity in the centre; and
when this happens, the discharge is considerably diminished.
;
In order that a siphon may run, itis obvious that it must first be
filled; and when it is once filled, it will continue to mup till the
reservoir is exhausted,
as far as the level of its upper orifice, And
from this circumstance, the phenomena of ‘some jntermitting springs

have been explained, which only begin to run, when the reservoirs
from which they originate have been filed by contiaued rains, and

then go on to exhaust them, even though the weather may be dry.
From

a combination of several such siphons and

reservoirs, a great

;

number of-alternations may sometimes be produced,

. Since the velocity. of a stream or jet issuing in, »y direction, ont
of a simple orifice, or a converging one, is nearly equal to that of
n heavy body falling from the height of the reservoir, it will rise, if

directed upwards, very early to the same height, excepting a slight

difference occasioned by the resistance of the-air, and by the force
which is lost, in producing the velocity with which the particles
~ must escape laterally, before they begin to descend.
‘Fhe truth of

this conclusion is easily confirmed by experiment.
If a jet issue in an oblique or in a horizontal direction, its form
will be parabolic, since every particle tends, as a separate projectile,
to describe the same parabola in its range: and it may be demon‘strated, that if it be emitted horizontally from any part of the side of
_a vessel, standing ona.porizontal

plane, and a cirele be described,

having the whole height of the fluid for its diameter, the jet will
reach the plane, at a distance from the vessel twice as great as the

distance
of that point of the circle, through which it would have
passed, if it had continued to move horizontally.
And if the jet
rise in any angle from the bottom of the vessel, the utmost height

of its ascent will be equal to that of the point in which it would
meet the same simicirele, if it continued

to move in a tight line,

and the horizontal range will be equal to four times the distance, intercepted between the same point and the side of the vessel.
This law is equally true with regard to simple projectiles: but the
experiment is most conveniently exhibited in the motion of a jet.

We haye hitherto considered the motions of fluids as continued
principally in the same direction; but they are frequently subjected
to v alfexpations of motion, which then

a considerable analogy to the
்
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vibrations of pendulums; thus, ifa long tube be :mmersed in a
fluid, in a've~tical direction, and the surface of the fluid within the
tube be elevated ‘a very littley by

some

external

cause,

the whole

content’ of the fluid will be urged downwards by a force, which

-decrecses
in proportion to the elevation of the surface above the
general level of the vessel, and when both surfaces have acquired
the same level, the motion will be continued by the inertia of the
particles of-the fluid, until it be destroyed by the difference of
pressures,

which

now tends to retard

it; and

this alternation will

continue, until the motion be destroyed by friction and by other
resistance’
I*-is algo obvious, that since any two vibrations, in
which the forces: .re proportional to the spaces to be described, are”

performed in equal times, these alternations will require exactly the
same time for their completion, as the vibrations of a pendulum,
of which the length is equal to that of the whole tube; for the
relative force in the-tube is to the whole force of gravity as the

elevation or depression is to the whole length of the tube.

Hence

it follows, that if two such tubes were united below, so as to forma
a single bent tube, the vibrations might take place in the whole
compound tube, in the same manner, and in the same time, as in

each of the separate tubes; nor would the effects be materially
altered if any part of the middle of the tube were in a horizontal
or in an oblique direction, provided that the whole length remained
unaltered.
In such a tube also, all vibrations, even if of considerable extent, would be performed in the same time, and would long
remain nearly of the same magnitude; but in a single tube, open
below, the vibrations would coutinually become less extensive, and

their duration would also be altered as well as their extent; besides
the unavoidable

resistances, which would

in both

with the regularity of the eilects.

cases interfere

/

Mr. Whitehurst, in the Philosophical Transactions for 1775, has

given a curious account of the application of these principles ina
contrivance for raising water, employed

seat of Philip Egerton, Esq.

at Oulton,

Cheshire; the

‘The water was contained ina reser-

voir, from the bottom of which there passed a pipe to the kitchen.
sixteen feet below the reservoir: This pipe had two extremities;

one of them furnished with a stop-cock, was for the use of the
Kkitchen; the other furnished with a valve, terminated near the
bottom of a stout vessel containing air.

Frou the bottom of this

2D2
9
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there passed a tube to anotlier reservoir, bigher than the

original reservoir,

and

destined

for

the: brew-house,~

When

water

ச

was drawa for the kitchen, the water in the pipe acquired, by run.
ning, a considerable velocity.
Hence, when the stap-crck was
shut,
vessel,

it acted on the valve,
compressed

the

forced it open,

air which

and rushing into the aiy

it contained.

"This

happening

every time that water was drawn for the use of the kitchen, which
was.very frequently, the water made its way into the, brew-house
reservoir, aud supplied it sufficiently.
>
Dr. Darwin, by an application of the sanie principles, ingeniously
obtaine:! an artificial spring from an elevated well-at a considerable
distance.
The following is, his account of the ».an pursued, as
communicated to the Royal Society in 1785. “ Near my house, says
Dr. D., was an old well, about 160. yards from, the river Derwent
in Derby, and about fotr yards deep, which had been many years
disused, on account of the badness of the water, which I found
to contain much

vitriolic acid,

with

at the

same

time a slight sul.

phureous smell and taste; but did nof carefully analyse it. The
mouth of this well was about four feet above the surface, of the
river; and the ground, through which it was sunk, consisted of a
black, loose, moist earth, which appeared to have been very lately
a morass, and is now covered with liouses built on piles.
At the
bottom was found a bed of red marl, and the spring, which was

s0 strong as to give up many hogsheads in a day, oozed from between the morass and the marl: it lay about eight feet beneath the

surface of the river, and the water rose within two feet of the top
of the well.
“ Having observed that a very copious

j
spring, called Saint Alk-

mund's well, rose out of the ground about halfa mile higher on the
same

side of the Derwent,

the

level of which

I knew by the height

of the intervening wier to be about four or five feet above the ground
about my well; and having observed that the higher lands at the
distance of
like that in
stratum of
Alkmund’s
the surface

a mile or two behind these wells, consisted of red marl
the well; I concluded, that, if I should bore through this
marl, 1 might probably gaina water similar to that of St.
well, and hoped that at the same time it might rise above
of my old well to the level of St: Alkmund’s. With this

intent a pump

was first put down for the puxpose of more easily

keeping dry the bottom of the old well, and a hole about 22 inches

a
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aliameter was then bored about 13 yards below the bottom 6f the
well, till’ some 3and was brought up by the auger.
A wooden pipes
_ which was previously cut in a conical form at one end, and armed
with an iron ring
at the other, was driven into the top of this hole,
and stood up about two yards from the bottom of the well, and
Esing surrounded with well-rammed clay, the new. water ascended
in a small stream through the wooden pipe. Our next operation
was to builds a wall of clay against the morassy sides of the well,

with a wall of well-bricks internally, up to the top of it.

This

completely stopped out every drop of the old water; and, on take
ing out the plug which had been put in the sapien pipe, the new
water in two or three days

rose up to the top,

and flowed over the

edges of the well.
« Afterwards; to gratify my curiosity in seeing ie high the new
spring would rise, and for the agreeable purpose of procuring the
water at all times qaite col and fresh, I directed a pipe of lead,
about eight yards long, and3 of aninch diameter, to be introduced
through the wooden pipe
ட
above, into the stratum of marl
at the bottom of the well, so as to stand about. three feet above
the surface of the ground.
Near the bottom of this leaden pipe
was sewed,

between

two leaden

rings ot flanches,

an inverted cone

of stiff leather, into which some wool was stuffed to stretch it out,
0 that, after having passed through the wooden pipe, itsmight com-

pletely fill up the perforation of the clay. Another Jeaden ring or
flanch was soldered round the leaden pipe, about two yards below
the surface of the ground, which, with some doubles of flannel placed

under it, was nailed on the top of the wooden pipe, by which means
the water was perfectly precluded from rising between the wooden
and the leaden pipes.

«iis being accomplished, the bottom of the well பட்டப் quite
dry, and the new water quickly rose about a foot above the top of
dhe well in the leaden pipe: and, on bending the mouth of this pipe
to the level of the surface of thie ground, about two hogsheads of water
flowed frem’ it in twenty-four

hoars, which had similar properties

with the water of St, Alkmund’s well, as on comparison both these
waters eurdelled a solution of soap in spirit of wine, and abounded

‘with calcareousearth, which was copiously precipitated
by a solution

‘of fixed alkali; but the new water was found to possess a greater
abundance of it, with uumerous small bubbles
of aerial acid or calcazeous gas. The new water has now flowed about twelve months,
'
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and seems already increased to almost double the quantity in a given
time;

and E think it is now

less replete

with calcareous

earth,

approaching gradually to an exact correspondence with St. Alkmund’s well, as it probably has its origin between the~sa ae ee
of earth.”
:
5
Asmany mountains bear incontestable marks of having been ad
raised up by some power beneath them; and other mountains, and
even islands, have been lifted up by subterraneous fires in our own
times, we may safely reason on the same supposition in respect to

all other great elevations of ground.

Proofs of these cixcumstarices

are to be seen on both sides-of this part of the country:

whoever

will inspect, with the eye of 2 philosopher, the lime-mountain at
Breedon, on the edge of Leicestershire, will not hesitate a moment
in pronouncing, that it has been forcibly elevated by some powers
beneath it; for it is of a conical form with the apex cut off, and the

strata, which compose its centralparts, and which are found nearly
horizontal

in the

plait, are

raised

almost

perpendicularly,

and

placed on their edges, while those on each side decline like the sur.
face of the hill; so that this mountain may well be represented by
a bur made by forcing a bodkin through several parallel sheets of
paper.
At Router, or Eagle-stone, in the Peak, several large
masses Of grit stone are seen on the sides and bottom of the moun-

tain, which by their form evince from what parts of the summit
they were broken off at the time it was elevated; and the numerous
loose stones. scattered about the plains in its vicinity, and half buried

in the earth, must have been thrown out by explosions, and prove
the volcanic origin of the mountain, Add to this the vast beds of
toad-stone or lava in many parts of this county, so accurately deseribed, and so well explained by Mr.Whitehurst, in his Theory of
the Formation of the Earth,

Now as all great elevations of ground have been thus raised by
subterraneous fires, and ina long course of time their summits have
been worn away, it happens, that some of the more interior strata
of the earth are'exposed naked on the tops of mountains; and gat
in general those strata which lie uppermost, or nearest to the sam.
amit of the mountain, are the lowest in the contiguous plains, This

will be readily conceived if the bur, made by thrusting a bodkin

through several parallel sheets of paper,

Had a part of its apex cut

off By. a peneknife, and is so weli enplalned by Mr. Michell, in an

9
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ingenious paper on the Phenomena of Earthquakes, published’a few
years ago in che Philosophical Transactions,

3

And as the more elevated parts of a country are so much colder.

்

than the valiies,owing perhaps to a concurrence of two or
three causes,

Sut particularly to the less condensed state of
t.-enee becomes a better conductor of heat, as
aud permits it to escape the faster; it is from
on these cold surfaces of mountains that our

the air on hills, which
well as of electricity,
the water condensed
common cold springs

have their origin; and which, sliding between 2 of the strata alove

described, descend till they find or make themselves an outlet,
and
will in consequence rise to a level with the part of the mountain
where they originated.
And hence, if by piercing’ the earth you

gain a spring between the 2d and 3d, or 3d and 4th stratum, it

must generally happen, that the water from the lowest stratum will
rise the highest,

if confined in

pipes,

[Young's Nat. Phil,

originally

it comes

because

்

from a higher part of the country in its vicinity.

Thomson’s Phil, Trans, Editor.

SECTION

v.

4

%

On Capillary Tubes and Siphons.

e

CAPILLARY tubes are tubes of glass, the interior aperture ‘of
which is very narrow, being only half a line, or less, in diameter.
The reason of this denomination may be readily perceived.
:
These tubes are attended with some singular phenomena, in the

explanation

of which, philosophers do not seem to have agreed.

Hitherto it has beeneasier,

up.

in this respect, to destroy, than to build

The principal of these phanomena are as follow:
1. Itis well known that water, or any other fluid, ‘rises to the
same height in two tubes which have a communication with each

other;

but if one of the branches be capillary, this rule does not

hold good:

the water in the capillary tube rises above the level of

that in the other branch, and
capillary tube is.

the more
ti

so,

the narrower the

At seemed very easy to the first philosophers, who beheld this’
phanomenon, to give an explanation of it. They supposed that
the air, which presses on the water in the capillary tnbe, experiences.

some difficulty in exercising its action, on account of the narrowness
of the tube; and that the result must be an elevation of the fluid
:
on that side.

்

ON CAPILLARY

TUBES

AND

SIPHONS,

This however was not very satisfactory; for what reason is there
to think that {he air, the particles of which are so mi.nte, will not:
be at perfect freedom in a tube half a line, or a quarter of a line,
ட்
பஷி]
in diameter?
But whether this explanation be satisfactory or not, it is entirely
overturned by the second and third phenomena of capillary tubes.>
9. When mercury is employed, instead of water, this fluid, in.
stead of rising in the capillary branch, to the level which it reaches
;
a
in the other, remains below that level.
3. If the experiment be performed in vacuo, every thing takes
place the same as in the open air. The cause of this phenomenon
then is not to be songht for in the air.
4. If the inside of the tube be rubbed with any greasy matter

og
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such as tallow, the water, instead of rising above the level, remains
below it.
The case is the sime, if the experiment be made with a

tnbe of wax, or the quills of a bird, the insice of which is always

greasy.
ANL
pats
:
5. If the end ofa capillary tube be immersed in water, this fuid
of

immediately rises above the level

that in

the vessel, and to the

same height to which it would rise ina syphon, if one of its branches

were a capillary tube,

other of the common

and the

size;

so

that

if the surface of the water only be touched, it is immediately ats
tracted, as it were, to the height abovementioned, and it remains
suspended at that height when the tube is removed from the

water.

6. If acapillary tube

-

be held

ina perpendicular direction,

or

nearly so, and ifa drop of water be made to run along iis exterior,
surface, when the drop reaches its lower aperture, it enters the
tube, if it be of sufficient size, and rises to the height at which it
would stand, above the level, in the branch of a syphon of that
ealibre.

7. The heights at which water maintains itself in capillary tubes,
ate in the inverse ratio of the diameter.

‘Thus,

if water

rise to

the height of 10 lines in a tube one-third of a line in diameter, it.
ought to rise to the height of 20 lines in a tube one-sixth of a line

in diameter, and to the height of 100 in a tube one-30th of a line
in diameter.

:

The falling of mercury below the level in such tubes, followsalso

the inverse ratio of the diameters of the tubes.
௩

௫
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9, Those persons would be deceived who should imagine, ‘that

_the lightest liquors rise to the greatest height in these tubes: of
“aqueous liqaors, spirit of wine is that which rises to the least height.
Tp a tube in which water rises 26 lines, spirit of wine rises only 9
€219.

The eleyatios of spirit of wine,

in general, is only the bee

or a third cf ‘that of water.
This elevetion depends also on the nature of the glass: in certain
tubes, water rises higher than in others, though their calibres be the

same.

To be convinced that these effects are not produced by any thin,
without the tube or the liquor, it is necessary to see these phaeno.

mena, which are indeed the same in a vacuum, or in air highly rare.
fied, as in the air which we breathe. They vary also according to
- the nature of the glass of which the tube is formed; and they are
different according to-the nature ef the fluid.
The causes there«
fore must be sought for

in'something
i
inherent in the nature of the

tube, and in that of the fluid.
This cause is generally ascribed to the attraction mutually exer.
cised between glass and water. This explanation has been controverted by Father Gerdil, a Barnabite and an able philosopher, who.
has done every thing in his power to overturn it. On the other
hand, M. de la Lande has stood forth inats defence, and is one of
those modern writers who have placed this explanation in the

clearest light. “The reader may consult also, on this subject, a very
learned and profound memoir by M. Weitbrecht, in the Memoirs of,
the Imperial Academy of Sciences at Petersburgh.
:
When philosophers saw water rise in a capillary tube,

above the

level of that in vitich it was immersed, or above that at which it.
stood in a wider tube, with whieh it formed an inverted siphon,
they were induced to conjecture the possibility of a perpetual mo-

tion; for if the water, said they, rises to the height of an inch
above that level, let us interrupt its ascent, by making the tube

_only three quarters of an inch in height: the water will then rise
ள் above the onifice, and falling down the sides into the vessel, the
same quantity will again rise, and so on in succession.
Or, if the
water that rises in the capillary branch of a siplion be conveyed, by:
an

inchned

tube,

into

the other branch,

a continual circulation of

the fluid will take place ; and hence a மவ ம
re-ure.

VOL, Tit.
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Bat, unfortunately, this idea was not confirmed hy experiment.
If the ascent of water, in a capillary tube, be intercepted,

‘by cut.,

ting the tube at half ihe height, for example, to which. the watz
ought fo rise, the latter will not rise above

the orifice to -trickl=

—

And the case will be the .wme_in the other >‘

down the sides.

3

5

tempt.

SECTION

VI.

-

On the force of Motsture in raising Burthens.
One of the most singular phenomena in pbysics, is the force
with which the vapour of water, or moisture, penetrates into those
bodies which are susceptible of receiving it. If a’very considerable
burthen be affixed to a dry and well stretched rope, and if the

rope be only of sucha length as to sufier the burthen to rest
on the ground, on moistening the rope, you will see the burthen
ட்
:
raised up.
The anecdote respecting the famous obelisk erected by Pope |
Sixtus V. before St. Peter’s at Rome, is well known. The chevalier Fontana, who

had undertaken to raise this monument,

it

was,

issaid, on the point of failing in his operation, just when the ¢olumn was about to be placed on its pedestal. It was suspended in
the open air, and as the ropes had stretched a little, so that the
base of the obelisk could not reach the summit of the pedestal, a
Frenchman cried out “ Wet the ropes.” This advice was follow-

ed; and the column, as if of itself, rose to the necessary height,
‘be placed upright on the pedestal prepared for it.
however,

This story

though

often

repeated,

is

to

a mere fable.

Those wlio read the description of the manceuxres which Fontana
employed to raise his obelisk, will see that he hac*no need of such
“assistance. It was mauch easier to cause his capstans to make a few
turns more,

tlian to go in quest of sponges and water to moisten his

ropes. But the story is established, and will long be repeated in
France, because it relates to a Frenchman.
However, the following is another instance of the power of =<
ture, in overcoming the greatest resistances : it is the

method

as

by

which millstones are produced. When a mass of this stone has been
found sufficiently large, it is cut into the form of a cylinder; several
feet in height;

and the question

then is, how to cut it into

hori-

zontal pieces, to make as many millstones. For this purpose, cits -

9
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gulex and horizontal indentations are cut out quite around “¢, and
af proper distances, according to the thickness to be given tu the
-millstunes,
Wedges of willow, dried in aroven, are then driven

into the indentations, by means of a mallet.

When

the wedges

nave sunk {oa pror-. depth, they are meistened, or exposed to the
humidity of the night, and next morning the different pieces are

found separated from each other. Such is the process which, according to M. de Mairan, is employed in different places for make
ing millstones.
~ By what mechanism is this effect produced? This question has
been proposed by M. de Mairan ; but in our opinion, the answer
which he gives to it is very unsatisfactory. It appears to us to be
the effect of the attraction by which the water is made to rise in the

exceedingly narrow capillary tubes with which the wood is filled
Let us suppose the diameter of one of these tubes to be only the
hundredth part of a line; let us suppose also, that the inclination

of the sides is one second, and that the force with which the water
tends to introduce itself into the tube, is the fourth part of a grain ₹
this force, so very small, will tend to separate the flexible sides to
the tube, with a force of about 50,000 grains; which make about

§2 pounds.

Jn the length of an inch let there be only 50 of these

tubes, which gives 2500 in a square inch, and the result will be an
effort of 21875 pounds.
As the head of a wedge, of the kind
abovementioned, may contain fourior five square inches, the force
it exerts will be equal to about 90 or 100 thousand pounds; and if
we suppose 10 of these wedges in the whole circumference of the

cylinder, intended to form millstones, they will exercise together an
effort of 900 th usand or a million of pounds, It needs, therefore, excite no surprise that they should separate those blocks into

the intervals between which they are introduced.

[ Hutton.
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